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Abstract

Cognitive Engineering has been advocated as the discipline which could
ensure the effective use of interactive com puting technologies. Yet
Cognitive Engineering currently exists only as an idea; the present day
design of cognitive tools and work is a m uch more informal practice.
Developm ent of the Air Traffic M anagem ent system typifies current
practices of cognitive design. The informality and inconsistent success of
those practices is particularly apparent in efforts m ade to replace the paper
flight progress strip w ith an interactive software system. Controllers use the
flight strip in m onitoring, planning and controlling traffic m ovem ents, and
so far, all attem pts to design its replacement have m et with rejection.
This thesis is intended to contribute tow ards a Cognitive Engineering
discipline. The idea of Cognitive Engineering is first investigated and
essential components of the discipline identified. One com ponent is a
'conception'; this is a technical expression of the discipline's ontology. A
conception w ould provide the general concepts needed for reasoning about
cognitive design problems. A second component is 'exemplars'; these are
form ulations of particular cognitive design problems - form ulations which
use, and so exemplify, the conception.
The thesis proposes a conception for Cognitive Engineering, and then
constructs an exemplar. The exemplar is a form ulation of the Cognitive
Engineering design problem of a reconstructed Air Traffic M anagem ent
system. Finally, the thesis investigates how the design issues of the paper
flight strip could be rationalised as a better basis for designing an interactive
software system in the short-term. The research dem onstrates how the
exemplar can be used to rationalise the flight strip design issues in the case
of the reconstructed system.
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For Helen Letitia

What we call the beginning is often the end
And to make an end is to make a beginning.
The end is where we start from.

Little a d d in g , T.S.Eliot.
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Applications of com puting technology have created both the need and the
opportunity for a discipline of Cognitive Engineering. The need is for more
effective systems in w hich workers use com puters to perform cognitive
tasks. More accurately, the need is for consistently successful solutions to
the design problems presented by these systems. The opportunity for a
discipline of Cognitive Engineering is in the potential offered by computing
technology for extending the capability of workers in perform ing cognitive
tasks.
Yet Cognitive Engineering currently exists more as an idea than a tangible
discipline. As an idea, it has been separately advocated and pursued by
Donald N orm an, David W oods, Emilie Roth, Eric Hollnagel, and Jens
Rasmussen. This chapter investigates the idea of a discipline of Cognitive
Engineering, and suggests how the idea m ight gain substance. It first
sum m arises w hat has been said in support of the idea. Next, from
consideration at a very abstract level of disciplines and the relationship
betw een science and technology. Cognitive Engineering is identified with
regard to Cognitive Science and H um an Factors. In particular, in the
contrast between craft and engineering disciplines, it is suggested that
Cognitive Engineering may be expected to evolve from the inherently craft
like discipline of H um an Factors. The requirem ents for that evolution are
suggested by considering the Cognitive Engineering 'discipline matrix'. This
thesis is an account of a research program m e whose principal aim was to
Chapter 1
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investigate those requirements. The chapter concludes w ith an explanation
of the program m e.
1.1

Looking for a discipline of Cognitive Engineering

The idea of Cognitive Engineering emerges not so m uch from the
extraordinary advances in com puting technology, as in the issues of putting
that technology to work. Applications of com puting technology have
radically changed the work environm ent and the cognitive dem ands placed
on the worker; they are creating a novel environm ent of cognitive tasks. As
Long (1992) has said: "the question now is how we should direct, control
and use com puting technology effectively to achieve our ow n aims." In
other w ords, if once the issue was one of 'getting the com puter to work at
alT, it m ight now be said to be one of 'putting the com puter to work
effectively for us'.
Concerns over effectiveness, heightened by the public failure of systems
where com puting technology is employed, increasingly em phasise the
issues of the worker's interaction w ith the computer. As notions of the
'paper-less office' and the 'worker-less factory' are exposed for being
nothing more than m yths, the more sensible but no less intractable problem
is to establish the proper relationship betw een workers and the com puting
technology they use to perform their work (Long, 1992). th is is the
challenge for Cognitive Engineering.
Cognitive Engineering is a term used by N orm an to describe a discipline
which is currently more apparent by its contrasts (Norman, 1986). N orm an
suggests that Cognitive Engineering is neither Cognitive Science nor
H um an Factors, although he omits to explain the distinction. Rather,
Cognitive Engineering is said to be a type of "applied Cognitive Science"
whose aims are first, "to understand the fundam ental principles behind
hum an action and performance that are relevant for the developm ent of
engineering principles of design," and second, "to devise systems that are
pleasant to use." The critical phenom ena of Cognitive Engineering are said
to include tasks, user action and user conceptual m odels and system image.
The critical m ethods of Cognitive Engineering are said to include
approximation, and treating design as a series of trade-offs including giving
different priorities to design decisions. N orm an alerts us to two general
points. First, Cognitive Engineering as a discipline rem ains to be
Chapter 1
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constructed: "the science and engineering disciplines necessary for a proper
design of the interface do not yet exist." Second, that constructing such a
discipline means acquiring engineering principles: "we need principles that
get the design to a pretty good state the first time around."
The idea of Cognitive Engineering has been consistently advocated and
pursued by Hollnagel, Woods and Roth (Hollnagel and W oods, 1983;
W oods and Roth, 1988). They define the question to which Cognitive
Engineering is addressed as one of "how w e should deploy ... new
capabilities for tool building to ... 'couple' hum an intelligence and machine
pow er in a single integrated system that maximises overall performance"
(Woods and Roth, 1988). This question may not be answered simply by
applying ever greater degrees of com puting power. Moreover, Woods and
Roth contrast such a technology-driven approach w ith a problem -driven
approach w herein the "requirements and bottlenecks in cognitive task
perform ance drive the developm ent of tools to support the hum an
problem solver." Yet w hether such an approach may be developed remains
an open question: w hether designers m ight be provided with the "concepts
and techniques to determine w hat will be useful, or are we condem ned to
simply build w hat can be practically built and wait for the judgem ent of
experience?" W oods and Roth re-state this as ultim ately a question of
w hether "principle-driven design is possible."
Principle-driven design, as discussed by W oods and Roth, is taken to mean
that understanding of the design problem s confronted in one instance can
be applied prescriptively and w ith assurance to solving design problems in
other instances. Yet understanding of design problem s, and the
generalisation of that understanding, are both currently absent. W oods and
Hollnagel (1987) see this dual absence as stem m ing from the lack of a
"cognitive language of description" for escaping the languages of particular
application worlds and com putational mechanisms. Such a language would
enable generalisation across design problem s w hilst ensuring relevance to
specific design problems. In such a language, 'pragmatic reasoning
situations' could be identified which are both general and abstract relative
to particular design problems, yet pragm atic "because the reasoning
involves knowledge of the things being reasoned about" (Woods and Roth,
1988). For Hollnagel, W oods and Roth, Cognitive Engineering principles
appear to be one and the same as pragm atic reasoning situations.
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Five essential characteristics of this discipline of Cognitive Engineering are
proposed by Woods and Roth (1988) and may be sum m arised here, (a)
"Cognitive Engineering is about hum an behaviour in complex worlds."
The force of this statem ent is that the concern is not w ith workers'
behaviour in isolation, b u t rather, w ith that behaviour as it reflects the
complexity of the w orld in which w orkers perform tasks. Cognitive
Engineering m ust develop m ethods for coping analytically w ith complexity.
W oods and Roth make veiled criticism of studies of hum an-com puter
interaction in w ord-processing tasks, given the un-representative simplicity
of these tasks, (b) "Cognitive Engineering is ecological." This means that
concern m ust be for the relationship betw een w orker behaviour and the
w orld in which w ork is performed. This will require a "semantic and
pragm atic analysis of environm ent-cognitive agent relationships w ith
respect to the goals/resources of the agent and the dem ands/constraints in
the environment." Accordingly, design should begin w ith an
understanding of the contents or semantics of the domain. W oods and
Roth contrast this approach w ith purely syntactic and tool driven
approaches to developing systems - which risk solving the w rong design
problems, (c) "Cognitive Engineering is about changing
behaviour/perform ance." The contrast here is betw een understanding
cognitive phenom ena and solving cognitive design problem s through
im proving performance. It follows that concepts in Cognitive Engineering
are only confirmed through "generating treatm ents that make a difference
in the target world." (d) "Cognitive Engineering is about systems." W oods
and Roth observe a major confusion in the definition of the system of
interest. The system as commonly understood in hum an-com puter
interaction studies is the software program , and concern is for the software
interface, and such issues as learning and ease of use. This view deemphasises the "application world." The second view of the system, and
one which Woods and Roth treat as essential for Cognitive Engineering (see
also Hollnagel, 1991), distinguishes the software program from the
application world. This application w orld is the larger context in which
tasks arise. U nderstanding this w orld, for example, the world of air travel, is
essential for designing systems, for example, an airline ticket reservation
system. The com puter provides a representation of this application w orld
and a m edium through which the w orker acts on that world: "tasks are
properties of the w orld in question." Here, the w orker is not a "passive user
of a com puter program , but an active problem solver in some world";
Woods and Roth purposely discard the term 'user'. W ithin this view, the
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w orker and computer are treated as a "joint hum an-m achine" system w ith
complem entary roles in perform ing tasks, (e) "Cognitive Engineering is
problem driven, tool constrained." This characteristic requires the explicit
form ulation of design problems as a basis for reasoning about design
solutions, in contrast w ith reasoning about design solutions purely through
prototyping. Making design problem s explicit is said to require the analysis
of workers' tasks, and the sources of good and bad performance to be
understood. This understanding is used to define solutions which,
constrained by the technological possibilities, enhance perform ance of the
total system.
Rasmussen sees Cognitive Engineering as responding to a kind of design
problem which has existed throughout earlier technological periods of
'autom ation' (pre-sem iconductor) and 'centralisation' (Rasmussen, 1988).
This is the problem "of m atching technology to the m ental processes" of
workers. However, only the present period of com puterisation enables
solutions to these design problems to be found, and so only now m ight we
contemplate a discipline of Cognitive Engineering. Rasm ussen sees H um an
Factors as essentially concerned w ith the design of physical interactions of
workers and technology. He suggests that such issues pale into
insignificance w hen com pared w ith the issues of cognitive design.
Accordingly, "Human Factors m ust be extended into a sort of Cognitive
Engineering." Rasmussen (1986) identifies the scope of Cognitive
Engineering as including the work dom ain, decision m aking tasks, and the
hum an resource profile : "a very characteristic feature is the emphasis on
analysis of the relationships between different concepts related to work
requirem ents and hum an behaviours, w hich are norm ally studied
separately in different departm ents of research " (Rasmussen, 1988).
To summarise, in looking for a discipline of Cognitive Engineering, we find
an idea advocated, rather than a set of tangible current activities. Although
W oods and Roth im ply the current emergence of this nascent discipline,
N orm an and Rasmussen suggest its emergence has yet to occur. All
advocates of Cognitive Engineering agree that it is not H um an Factors nor
HCI, although Rasmussen suggests it m ay evolve from these disciplines.
All advocates of Cognitive Engineering agree that it is not Cognitive
Science, although N orm an assumes the direct and essential contribution of
Cognitive Science. If there is one feature by which Cognitive Engineering
can be demarcated, it is the commitment to developing and applying
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engineering principles for design. Such principles w ould support a problem
driven approach to design based on the specification of solutions in advance
of their im plem entation.
1.2

D efining Cognitive Engineering

If the idea of Cognitive Engineering is to be advanced beyond the existing
wellspring of comm entary and speculation, its more coherent definition
will be needed. This requires some general view of the nature of disciplines.
Further, if Cognitive Engineering is to be more than a new term applied to a
set of already existing activities or disciplines, w hether H um an Factors,
Software Engineering or Cognitive Science, then any definition m ust make
clear the demarcation betw een these disciplines. This at least requires some
view of the relations betw een technology and science.
1.2.1

Cognitive Engineering: a general problem, praxis and
know ledge

A discipline can be defined in the association of three prim ary
characteristics: a general problem; a praxis; and knowledge (see Long and
Dowell, 1989).
Disciplines are constructed over a set of objects or concerns (Kuhn, 1970;
Foucault 1972). These concerns we m ight express as a class of problem, d r
general problem (Long and Dowell, 1989). For example, science may be said
to address the general problem of explaining and predicting phenom ena
(Popper, 1963). Science seeks solutions to this problem, that is to say,
particular explanations and predictions.
"Science starts w ith problems and not from observations; though
observations may give rise to problems, especially if they are
unexpected; that is to say, if they clash w ith our expectations or
theories. The conscious task of the scientist is always the solution
of a problem through the construction of a theory which solves the
problem; for example, by explaining unexpected and unexplained
observations. Yet every worthwhile new theory raises new
problems; problems of reconciliation
we are led back to the view
of science and of the growth of knowledge as always starting from
and always ending w ith problems - problems of an ever increasing
depth and an ever increasing fertility" (Popper, 1963).
But further, a general discipline problem has a specific scope. For example,
the general problem for Psychology concerns providing "a systematic
Chapter 1
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explanation of the behaviour and behavioural capacities of organisms. ...
such explanations .... show that w hat an organism does is determ ined in
some complicated way by specified features of its environm ent, on the one
hand, and by its mental states, processes, events, operations, and so forth on
the other" (Fodor, 1968). Hence the scope of the general problem for
Psychology differentiates that problem from the general problem for, say Genetics, even though both problems concern explanation and prediction.
Clearly, the scope of a general discipline problem m ay change over time,
and although Foucault (1972) considered this ontology to be definable and by
the discipline itself, Fodor (1968) does not.
A second irreducible characteristic of disciplines is their praxis, that is to say,
their activities which construct and solve their problems. For example, the
praxis of Psychology includes perform ing experiments. A lthough a more
precise notion of praxis will not be attem pted here, we may distinguish the
technical and institutional praxis of disciplines, where the latter m ay have a
less direct addressal of the general discipline problem. Disciplines also "link
bodies of knowledge to forms of action" (Layton, 1988). Disciplines may
have knowledge which is formal and codified as in theories, laws and
principles (for example. Hick's Law), and m aintained in journals or
learning systems. Disciplines also have knowledge which is tacit and
experiential (Polanyi, 1964) em bodied in procedures and tools.
Given this definition of disciplines. Cognitive Engineering can be defined as
the association of a general problem, a praxis and knowledge. As concerns
the general problem for Cognitive Engineering, N orm an suggests it is "to
devise systems that are pleasant to use." Woods and Roth suggest it is one of
"how we should deploy ... new capabilities for tool building to ... couple'
hum an intelligence and machine power in a single integrated system that
maximises overall performance." Rasmussen sees it as a problem of
"matching technology to the mental processes" of workers. As concerns the
praxis of Cognitive Engineering, N orm an suggests this includes
approxim ation, and treating design as a series of trade-offs including giving
different priorities to design decisions. As concerns the knowledge possessed
by Cognitive Engineering, N orm an, W oods and Roth all agree that it m ust
ultim ately include engineering principles for design.
To this point then. Cognitive Engineering is defined through statem ents
m ade by its advocates, structured w ith ideas about the nature of disciplines
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in general. This definition is unsatisfactory in at least two respects. First,
such a partial trawl over the statements m ade by the Advocates does not
guarantee the completeness of the definition. Second, the definition is not
proposed through consideration of the relations betw een Cognitive
E ngineering and other disciplines, therefore the exclusiveness of the
definition is not guaranteed.
The view of disciplines as the association of general problems, praxis, and
know ledge enables alternative views of science and technology relations to
be identified. This in turn enables a m ore complete and exclusive definition
of Cognitive Engineering to be proposed.
1.2.2

The single stream view: Cognitive Engineering as applied
science

Technology is almost universally assum ed to result directly from the
application of science, if not always in predictable or explicit ways (Gibbons
and Johnson, 1970). This 'single stream ' view of science-technology
relations has it that technology and science lie in a single stream, and a flow
of ideas and theory from science supporting the praxis of applied science,
culm inate in technological developm ent. W ithin this view. Cognitive
Engineering is viewed as applied science.
The single stream view of science and technology, as originally conceived,
assum ed that scientific knowledge directly and inevitably produces
technological innovation. This view can be traced back to Bacon, and if
today it is rarely questioned, it m ust be rem em bered that in the seventeenth
century, neither science nor technology were sufficiently developed to make
such a view anything more than a speculation about the future (Hall, 1961).
All the same, as the technological successes of the first industrial revolution
came to be claimed as the achievements of science, the single stream view
was installed as fact (Gibbons, 1983). Later, and w ith the m aturation of
science and technology, it was apparent that the goals of each did not
necessarily coincide, and that scientific theory may not so directly produce
technological development. A refinem ent of the single stream view was
therefore to emerge, wherein pure science and applied science were
distinguished. The single stream now consisted of a flow of ideas, theory
and m ethods of pure science to the praxis of applied science, and so to
technological development. The view has been articulated by Bunge,
am ongst others:
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"The m ethods and theories of science can be applied to increasing
our knowledge of the external and internal reality, or to enhancing
our welfare and power. If the goal is purely cognitive, pure science
is obtained; if prim arily practical, applied science. Thus whereas
cytology is a branch of pure science, cancer research is one of
applied research. The chief divisions of contemporary applied
science are the physical technologies (e.g., mechanical
engineering), the biological technologies (e.g., pharmacology), the
social technologies (e.g., operations research) and the thought
technologies (e.g., com puter science)" (Bunge, 1961).
Further refinement of the single stream view concerned the explanation of
its dynamics, that is to say, the w ay in w hich the stream operates.
Specifically, two kinds of explanation can be identified (Barber, 1988;
Broadbent, 1980) w hich we m ight term the 'trickle-down' explanation and
the 'technology-puir explanation. The trickle-down explanation is simply
the original dynamic envisioned by Bacon, w herein the curiosity-oriented
research' of pure science naturally stim ulates applied science to technical
innovation (Gibbons and Johnson, 1970). The developm ent of radar is often
cited as an example of the trickle-down of pure science. However, such an
explanation sits uncomfortably over m any notable technological
innovations. For example, therm odynam ics, a pure axiomatic system
deriving m athem atically from a few simple principles, enabled major
im provem ents in the efficiency of heat engines, yet was developed only
following the w idespread industrial exploitation of that technology. The
implausibility of the trickle-down explanation for such cases led to the
'technology-puir explanation, w herein the 'm ission-oriented research' of
applied science w ith the aim of technological innovation, is seen to
stimulate pure science into supplying the theory required for that
innovation (Gibbons and Johnson, 1970).
Cognitive design, particularly of hum an-com puter interactions, is generally
viewed as an applied science (e.g., Carroll and Campbell, 1988; Barnard,
1991), and so as occuring w ithin a single stream view of science and
technology. Long (1986, 1987) has articulated a comprehensive framework
for this single stream view of cognitive design. The fram ework
distinguishes a 'real w orld' of w ork (of people, technology and tasks), a
representational w orld of systems developm ent, a representational w orld of
engineering research, and a representational w orld of science (Cognitive
Science, etc). Science supports engineering research which supports systems
developm ent in changing the w orld of work. Scientific knowledge is
transform ed into an 'applications representation' by a process of being
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'particularised' which renders it as design principles for tasks, technology
and the environm ent. Systems developm ent applies these principles in line
w ith criteria concerning well-being and productivity to optim ise the
relationship between workers and their work. Long suggested that
principles are validated in tw o ways. First, validation comes through the
utility of principles - through their supporting effective development.
Second, the validation of principles comes from their explanation by
science: "the role of science research is to provide a rationale for (that is, to
explain) the principles developed by engineering research and applied by
interaction developm ent practice." Long's fram ew ork relates concern for
the practical application of Psychology (e.g., Broadbent, 1980), and concern
for strengthening the theoretical basis of cognitive design practices (e.g.,
Barnard, 1991).
So, w ithin the single stream view. Cognitive Engineering is an applied
science, a praxis which applies scientific theory (interpreted as design
principles) to im proving the relationship of workers and their tasks. Yet
two sorts of 'Difficulty' are associated w ith this view of Cognitive
Engineering, and are so serious as w arrant asking w hether there m ight not
be an alternative view. These difficulties are not peculiar to Cognitive
Engineering, but occur across the range of sciences and technologies.
The first Difficulty concerns the general probleni of Cognitive Engineering.
Simply, the single stream view requires that the applied science of
Cognitive Engineering, and the pure science of Cognitive Science, arise in
the same general problem and so ultim ately address the same goals. This
seems untenable, both by reason and evidence. The general problem for
Psychology is, as noted earlier, held to be one of explanation and prediction,
yet the general problem for Cognitive Engineering is seen to be one of the
design of systems in which the worker and com puter are coupled to
maximise overall performance (Woods and Roth, 1988). Few are prepared
to agree w ith Thimbleby (1989), that these problems are commensurate, and
that design is really a problem of explanation and prediction. The more
common, and carefully considered argum ents suggest that design problems
and the problems of science are quite distinct. Simon (1969), for example,
suggests that engineering, being centrally concerned w ith the goals and
utility of artificial systems, differs from science as the norm ative differs
from the descriptive. Simon describes natural science as excluding the
norm ative and concentrating solely on explaining "how things are and how
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they work". Hence Simon sees the characteristic praxis of science as one of
analysis. By contrast, engineering is seen to be essentially concerned with
the normative, w ith "how things should be to obtain utility"; its
characteristic praxis is one of synthesis. Layton (1974) also points to a
consensus that the "common denom inator" of technology is "design and
the ability to design." Discussion of the differences betw een the goals and
respective problems of science and technology can also be found in Drucker
(1961), Price (1965), Beer, (1965), Aggassi (1966), Fores (1988) and Channell
(1988).
The second Difficulty concerns the knowledge supporting the praxis of
Cognitive Engineering. The single stream view suggests that Cognitive
Engineering praxis applies the theories of Cognitive Science translated into
design principles. Yet scientific knowledge has so far been of little value in
cognitive design (Boff, 1988); as Carroll (1989) states:
"The most sustained, focussed and sophisticated attem pts to
develop explicit extensions of academic inform ation processing
psychology for HCI have had no discernible im pact on design
practice. Indeed, even the m ore m undane efforts to adapt the
laboratory m ethods of experim ental psychology have often
foundered: to get clear and statistically strong results, too many
investigators have been led to 'discover', for example, that
organised m enus are better than disorganised menus." (Carroll,
1989)
So, father than applying scientific knowledge, cognitive design practice has
proceeded essentially through the accumulation of design experience. For
example, the seminal innovation of the Xerox Star owed its success to the
careful application of experience cast as design heuristics, such as: "though
modes can be helpful in guiding users through unfam iliar procedures or for
handling exceptional activities, they should be used sparingly and carefully"
(Johnson, Roberts, Verplank, Irby, Beard and Mackey, 1989). The single
stream view cannot account for such technological knowledge, since the
knowledge applied in cognitive design is seen to be provided by Cognitive
Science. Of course, it has been suggested (see 1.1) that Cognitive Engineering
knowledge w ould take the form of design principles, rather than simply
design heuristics. All the same, design heuristics suggests that the sort of
knowledge needed for technological innovation arises, not in scientific
explanations of the (cognitive) behaviour of organism s, b u t rather, in the
space of design problems and solutions engendered by coupled cognitive
and software systems. It may well be that Cognitive Science can eventually
provide explanations of existing design heuristics (Simon, 1987), and so
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perhaps contribute to their reform ulation as formal, general and testable
design principles. However, it is extremely difficult to provide explanations
for design heuristics from scientific theory. Long and Dowell (1989)
examined in depth an attem pt by H am m ond and Allinson (1988) to use
'encoding specificity' theory to form ulate a design heuristic. Encoding
specificity asserts that m aterial can be recalled if it contains distinctive
retrieval cues that can be generated at the time of recall. On the basis of this
psychological knowledge, H am m ond and Allinson constructed the
heuristic: 'provide distinctive and m ultiple forms of representation'. This
heuristic was then used in the design of a learning system, using a graphical
dynamic presentation of information. Long and Dowell note that although
the heuristic m ight have been expected to modify learning behaviour
tow ards an easier recall of materials, the use of the heuristic w ould still
have had to proceed by trial and error because "the theory of encoding
specificity does not address the problem of the design of effective learning ...
. Effective induction learning m ight follow from application of the
guideline, but equally it m ight not - in spite of materials being recalled"
(Long and Dowell, 1989). In contradiction of the single stream view then, it
appears that Cognitive Engineering knowledge is likely to arise, not so
m uch in the theories of Cognitive Science, as in the space of Cognitive
Engineering design problems.
This second Difficulty is quite general. Recent re-examinations of the
industrial revolution now suggest that its innovations were principally the
result of "inspired tinkering" (Landes, 1969), rather than the application of
scientific knowledge (Gibbons, 1983). Studies of more recent technological
innovations point to the same fact; for example, Vincenti (1984) concluded
that the (technically significant) introduction of flush riveting in aircraft
owed little to theories provided by m aterials science; rather, it proceeded
from knowledge gained in prior problem s of joining highly-stressed, thin
materials. Generally, "empirical research into the sources of the ideas on
which technological innovations are based shows that these lie mainly in
previous technology" (Gibbons, 1983). Hence the fundam ental error of the
single stream view of science and technology is, according to Layton (1974),
its "denial of a significant thought com ponent to technology": thought is
taken to be the province of science w herein "technological knowledge is
essentially identical w ith natural philosophy"; m eanwhile technology is
reduced to a mere "history of techniques." According to Layton (1974), the
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m ore correct analysis is that technology can and does possess its ow n "body
of technological theory."
So, Cognitive Engineering as understood w ithin the conventional single
stream view of science-technology relations is an applied science (see
N orm an, 1986), that is, a praxis which applies knowledge deriving from
Cognitive Science to im proving the relationship of workers and their tasks.
Difficulties following from this view have been discussed. These are so
serious as to suggest the need for an alternative view of science-technology
relations, and therein, of Cognitive Engineering. Such an alternative is the
'tw o stream' view.
1.2.3

The tw o stream view: Cognitive Engineering as a discipline o f
design

The two stream view of science and technology relations posits disciplines
of design, parallel with, but autonom ous from, science^ disciplines.
Disciplines of design include both engineering disciplines and craft
disciplines. By this view. Cognitive Engineering is a discipline of design.
If we take seriously the objection that technology engenders general
problems which cannot be conceived as explanation and prediction, and the
observation that the ideas behind technological innovations commonly
have their source in previous technology, then the single stream view
becomes untenable. An alternative is the two stream view in which
disciplines of design exist alongside science disciplines (Layton, 1974;
Gibbons and Johnson 1970; Gibbons, 1983). A discipline of design possesses
knowledge (both formal and informal), has its own praxis, and addresses its
ow n general problem. This separation removes the tension betw een w hat
are apparent as the necessary goals of technological developm ent and the
need for those goals to appear respectable to some scientific orthodoxy.
Equally, the two stream view legitimises the different forms of
technological knowledge. It allows that technological knowledge may have
many forms, even those which are experiential and tacit, as possessed by
crafts. It is unconstrained by scientific theory. Layton (1974) notes: "the laws
of science refer to nature, the rules of technology refer to artifice. The
function of technological rules is to provide a rational basis for design, not
to enable m an to understand the universe."
^ It is interesting to recall that it w as only in the late 19th century that 'natural philosophy'
was renamed as 'science', a "stunning act of ideological imperialism" (Layton, 1988)
attributed to Willian W hewell.
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Layton (1974) locates the origins of the two stream view in the earlier work
of Alexandre Koyre. Koyre did not reduce technology to technique, but
rather insisted it was a system of thought independent of science. Koyre
believed that science does influence technology, b u t not necessarily through
its theories. Rather, the influence is m ore metaphysical, consisting of the
translation of scientific presuppositions, such as universal causality, from
one m edium to another. "To Koyre, the result was not simply the grafting
of a scientific result onto technology, b u t rather, a transform ation of the
very structure of technology's ow n system of thought" (Layton, (1974).
The two stream view provides for a m ore satisfactory account of technology
as a historical process. It is well recognised that engineering disciplines tend
to evolve from prior craft disciplines, as in the case of Software Engineering
(Hoare, 1981). The single stream view cannot account for craft disciplines,
and instead sees engineering disciplines as emerging from science. By
contrast, the two stream view characterises the evolution of engineering
disciplines from prior craft disciplines as a change in the knowledge base
and praxis of design disciplines. However, the two stream view does not
suggest that science cannot contribute to engineering. Rather, it allows for
the influence of science on technological developm ent w ithout requiring
science to be the source of that development. Hence, disciplines of design
and science "flow through time, essentially independently, but because they
are not hermetically sealed from one another, there are times w hen they do
interact" (Gibbons, 1983). There may then be periods of grow th w hen the
two streams may interact more than at other times. Gibbons (1983) suggests
that the nascent discipline of design, the craft, is unable to exploit scientific
knowledge, w hilst the m ature engineering discipline may have no need to
exploit scientific knowledge. It is during some interm ediary period that
science m ight m ost contribute to engineering.
This thesis adopts the interpretation of Cognitive Engineering as a
discipline of design, following from the two stream view of sciencetechnology relations. By this interpretation. Cognitive Engineering is a
discipline of design, possessing its ow n knowledge to support its praxis of
solving the general design problem of Cognitive Engineering. The general
design problem of Cognitive Engineering can be identified as the problem of
designing coupled systems in which w orkers and computers achieve a
requisite performance (Woods and Roth, 1988). Adopting the two stream
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view. Long (1989) distinguishes this problem from the general scientific
problem of Psychology, that is to say, the explanation and prediction of the
behaviours of organisms. The praxis of Cognitive Engineering can be
identified as those activities which construct and solve design problems
and, as well as developm ent, these m ay include research - that is, design
research. Knowledge supporting the praxis of Cognitive Engineering w ould
include design principles deriving from the design problem and design
practices of the discipline. However, a prior form of that knowledge w ould
be the design heuristics currently in use in the design of hum an-com puter
interactions. More generally then. Cognitive Engineering w ould be
anticipated to evolve from the current craft-like discipline which will here
be referred to as H um an Factors. This evolution of Cognitive Engineering
from H um an Factors is considered in greater detail in the following section.
The final section will consider the pre-requisites for that evolution to occur.
1.3

Cognitive Engineering: the m aturation of a craft discipline

Disciplines of design are ranged according to the 'hardness' or 'softness' of
their respective general design problems (Dowell and Long, 1989). H ard'
and 'soft' may have various m eanings in this context. For example, hard
design problems m ay be understood as those which include criteria for their
'optimal' solution (Checkland, 1981). In contrast, soft design problems are
those which do not include such criteria; any solution is assessed as 'better
or worse' relative to other solutions. Simon (1973) has similarly
distinguished problems according to w hether they are well- or illstructured. W ell-structured problem s are recognised: (i) by having criteria
for testing any solutions, (ii) by there being at least one problem space in
which can be represented the problem, the solution and all interm ediate
states, (iii) by the explicit representation of legal state changes (moves) as
transitions between states, (iv) by the potential for any aquireable
knowledge about the problem to be represented in the problem space, (v) by
their conformance w ith the requirem ent that should the problem involve
acting on the external w orld, then the definition of state changes and the
effects of applying any operator, reflect w ith complete accuracy, in one or
more problem spaces, laws of nature that govern the world, (vi) by the fact
that all information is available to the solver, and search spaces are of a
practicably computable size. We may dem ur from the appropriateness of
this characterisation for design problem s, since it assumes (a) that the
complete set of alternatives is clear at each node, and (b) that it does not
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m atter at which node designing begins. Here, a less categorical (and weaker)
distinction between hard and soft design problems will be adopted. Simply,
hard and soft problems will be generally distinguished by their determinism
for the purpose, that is, by the need for design solutions to be determ inate.
In this distinction betw een problems is implicated: the proliferation of
variables expressed in a problem and their relations; the changes of
variables and their relations, both w ith regard to their values and their
num ber; and more generally, complexity, w here it includes factors other
than those identified. The variables im plicated in the Cognitive
Engineering design problem are principally those of hum an behaviours and
structures.
A discipline's praxis constructs solutions to its design problems.
Consideration of the praxis of different disciplines indicates m uch variation
in the prescription of design solutions before im plem entation occurs
(Dowell and Long, 1989). At one extreme, some disciplines prescribe
solutions completely before im plem entation: their design practices m ay be
described as 'Specify then Im plement' (an example m ight be Electrical
Engineering). At the other extreme, disciplines appear not to prescribe their
solutions at all before im plem enting them: their design practices m ay be
described as 'Invent and Test' (an example m ight be Graphic Design). Other
disciplines, such as Software Engineering, appear characteristically to
prescribe solutions partially before implementirig théni: their design
practices may be described as 'Specify and Implement'. So, Specify then
Im plem ent and. Invent and Test, w ould appear to represent the extremes of
a dimension by which design disciplines m ay be distinguished by their
design practices. It is a dimension of the degree to which design solutions
are prescribed.
Taken together, the dimension of problem hardness, characterising general
design problems, and the dim ension of prescription, characterising design
practices, provides a classification space for design disciplines (Dowell and
Long, 1989). The space is show n in Figure 1.1, including for illustrative
purposes, the speculative location of Software Engineering.
Two conclusions are prom pted by Figure 1.1. First, a general relation m ay be
apparent between the hardness of a general design problem and the possible
prescription of its solutions. That is to say, there is likely a boundary
condition beyond which solutions could not be more prescribed for a
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problem of given hardness. The shaded area of Figure 1.1 is intended to
indicate this condition, term ed the 'Boundary of Determinism' - because it
derives from the determinism of the general design problem. It suggests
that whilst very soft problems may only be solved by Invent and Test design
practices, very hard problems may be solved by Specify then Implement
design practices.
Figure 1.1.

Demarcation of Cognitive Engineering from
Human Factors within the classification
space for design disciplines

Prescription of
design solutions

form ality of
k now ledge

d esign
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Second, it is concluded from Figure 1.1 that the actual completeness with
which solutions to a general design problem are prescribed, and the possible
completeness, might be at variance. Accordingly, there may be different
possible forms of the same discipline - each form addressing the same
problem but with characteristically different design practices. Hence, the
contemporary discipline of Hum an Factors, a craft, will characteristically
solve the cognitive design problems mainly by invention and testing. If
solutions are prescribed at all, they will be incomplete before being
implemented. Yet depending on the hardness of this general design
problem, it may be possible, to some degree, for solutions to be prescribed Chapter 1
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and so a future Cognitive Engineering, w ith design practices more
characteristically those of Specify then Im plement, may be possible. H um an
Factors and Cognitive Engineering are located speculatively in the figure.
W hilst the possible completeness w ith which a discipline m ay prescribe
design solutions is governed by the hardness of the general design problem,
the actual completeness w ith w hich it does so is governed by the kind of
know ledge it possesses. Consideration of the traditional engineering
disciplines supports this assertion. Their m odern-day design practices are
characteristically those of Specify then Im plement, yet historically, their
antecedents were Specify and Im plem ent practices, and earlier still - Invent
and Test practices. For example, the early steam engine preceded formal
know ledge of therm odynam ics and was constructed by invention and
testing. Yet designs of therm odynam ic machines are now relatively
completely prescribed before being im plem ented, a practice supported by
design principles. Such progress then, has been marked by the increasing
form ality of knowledge, a move from heuristics to design principles. It is
also in spite of the increasing complexity of new technology - an increase
w hich m ight only have served to make the general design problem more
soft, and the boundary of determ inism more constraining. The dim ension
of the formality of a discipline's knowledge - ranging from heuristics to
design principles, is shown in Figure 1.1 and completes the classification
space for design disciplines.
Figure 1.1 suggests that there exists no pre-ordained relationship betw een
the form ality of a discipline's knowledge and the hardness of its general
design problem. In particular, the design practices of a (craft) discipline
supported by experience - that is, by informal knowledge - may address a
hard problem. But also, w ithin the boundary of determinism , that
discipline could acquire design principles to enable the prescription of
designs.
This section has sought a better purchase on the question of w hether and
how Cognitive Engineering m ight evolve from H um an Factors. The
potential w ould appear to be governed by the hardness of the cognitive
design problem s which both address, that is, by the determinism of the
hum an behaviours which it implicates (at least w ith respect to any solution
of those problems). And clearly, hum an behaviour is, in some respects and
to some degree, deterministic. For example, drivers' behaviour on the roads
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is determ ined, at least within the limits required by a particular design
solution, by traffic system protocols. A training syllabus determines, w ithin
the limits required by a particular solution, the behaviour of the trainees both in terms of learning strategies and the level of training required.
Hence, there is at least to some degree the potential for design principles for
prescribing solutions to cognitive design problems. The potential for
Cognitive Engineering to evolve from H um an Factors is therefore
concluded. The requirem ents for that evolution are considered in the final
section of this chapter.
1.4

R equirem ents for the evolution of Cognitive Engineering

Cognitive Engineering has now been defined as a discipline of design. The
supposed autonomy of this discipline is based on the argued for
independence of the design problems it addresses. Its praxis has been
characterised, albeit crudely, as the prescription of design solutions. Its
ability to prescribe is seen to be determ ined by its knowledge, characterised
as design principles. By these characteristics. Cognitive Engineering is
distinguished from H um an Factors, the prior - and essentially craft
discipline, from which Cognitive Engineering m ight be expected to evolve.
In this section, the requirem ents for that evolution are considered, with
guidance from Kuhn's analysis of the progress of science disciplines.
In a postscript later added to The Nature of Scientific Revolutions, Kuhn
(1970) reconsidered his original discourse on paradigm s in science. A
paradigm had been discussed as being "what members of a scientific
com m unity share, and, conversely, a scientific community consists of
people w ho share a paradigm." W ith this definition, Kuhn developed a
characterisation of the process by which science grows, a process of
generating, confirming, rejecting and replacing paradigms. Perhaps part of
Kuhn's wisdom had been his avoidance of a definition of scientific
communities, and the conceptual snares this m ust entail. Yet the absence of
such a definition, and the "vicious circularity" it created in the
understanding of paradigms, led Kuhn in his Postscript to seek a new
definition of paradigms. By this new definition, a paradigm was most
precisely described as a 'disciplinary matrix' composed of four ordered
elem ents.
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The first elem ent of the disciplinary matrix is "symbolic generalisations."
These are the form al components of discipline knowledge, and although
often found in symbolic form (e.g., Newton's Second Law), may also be
expressed verbally (e.g., action equals reaction). Such generalisations
function both as laws and definitions (tautologies), a balance w hich m ay
change. For example. Ohm's Law legislates a relation between variables, but
also re-defined the concepts of current and resistance. The attachm ent of
techniques of logical and mathem atical m anipulation to such laws enables
scientists to solve problems. The second elem ent of the disciplinary matrix
is a "shared com m itm ent to models." This element is said to be at a more
m etaphysical level than the first (i.e., it is not empirically verifiable). Kuhn
illustrates his notion of this second elem ent w ith the example of the m odel
of heat as the kinetic energy of the constituent parts of masses. Among
other things, such models are said to supply the discipline w ith analogies
and m etaphors, to enable problems to be identified, to determine w hat will
be accepted as an explanation and a solution, and to help evaluate the
im portance of each. The third element of the disciplinary matrix is
"values." Values are said to be more widely held in a discipline than either
symbolic generalisations or models. Kuhn presents the notion of values
through exam ples, the m ost outstanding example of a value in science
being the im portance attached to prediction, and particularly, that accurate,
quantitative predictions are preferable to qualitative ones. The fourth
elem ent of the disciplinary matrix is "exemplars." Exemplars are instances
of problem s and their solutions w ithin the purview of the discipline that
em body and illustrate the use of symbolic generalisations, models and
values. Exemplars, and their differences, provide the "fine-structure" of
science. Exemplars w ould include the application of Newton's second law
to the analysis of the simple pendulum , the paired harmonic oscillator, and
the gyroscope. Exemplars work both by illustrating the instantiation of
m odels and symbolic generalisations, and by similarity relations w ith new
and unsolved problems. By exemplars, scientists learn "to see situations as
like each other, as subjects for the application of the same scientific law or
law-sketch." They engender a "knowledge of nature acquired while learning
the sim ilarity relationship and thereafter em bodied in a way of view ing
physical situations rather than in rules or laws." W hat is said to result from
this process is "tacit knowledge learned by doing science, rather than by
acquiring the rules for doing it."
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Kuhn's analysis offers guidance in reasoning about the knowledge
possessed by Cognitive Engineering, and so also in reasoning about the
requirem ents for the discipline's evolution. At base, those requirem ents are
to establish a disciplinary matrix. Since Kuhn's concern is w ith scientific
disciplines, and these have been distinguished from engineering disciplines
(1.2.2), a degree of interpretation is needed in obtaining guidance from
K uhn.
Symbolic generalisations are a first com ponent of the science disciplinary
matrix. For Cognitive Engineering, these are assum ed to be design
principles. Principles w ould function both as laws and definitions for the
prescription of solutions to design problem s. The attachm ent of techniques
to such design principles w ould be expected to enable the prescription of
solutions to design problems. Principles m ight be substantive or
methodological (c.f., Checkland, 1981). In the current absence of anything
more than guidelines for user interface design, it is difficult to be more
specific about Cognitive Engineering design principles^. It is particularly
unclear as to w hether principles m ight be expressed other than verbally.
Principles are one requirem ent for establishing Cognitive Engineering.
A shared commitment to models is a second com ponent of the science
disciplinary matrix. For Cognitive Engineering, these models are assum ed
to be a conception^. A conception w ould be a technical expression of the
discipline's ontology (Carroll, 1989; van Gisch and Pipino, 1986). Since
Cognitive Engineering is interpreted as a discipline of design, its ontology
w ould consist of (classes of) design problems. A technical expression of this
ontology w ould be one which is explicit, coherent and complete; it would
provide the concepts for explicitly, completely and coherently form ulating
particular design problems. Because a conception would have the scope of
the entire discipline's ontology, it w ould also be required to be general.
Hence, it w ould be a technical expression of the general design problem of
Cognitive Engineering.

^ Cognitive Engineering principles are further discussed in Chapter 11.
^ "To hit upon a right conception is a difficult step. But when the step is made, the facts
assume a different aspect from what they had before. That done, they are seen from a
different viewpoint, and the catching of this view point is a special mental operation
requiring special mental endowm ents and habits of thought. Before this n ew state of affairs
occurs, facts are seen as detached, separate, lawless: afterwards as possessing innumerable
new relationships before unseen." W illiam W hew ell, Philosophy of D iscovery, 1861.
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W inograd and Flores (1986) emphasise the significance of a language for
expressing design problems, as provided by a conception: "As the use of new
technology changes hum an practices, our ways of speaking about that
technology change our language and our understanding. New language
creates new possibilities for action." McShane, Dockrell and Wells (1992)
also refer to a conception as "essentially a set of shared assum ptions w ithin
w hich battles can be fought in a common language." The current absence of
a conception is well recognised. For example, Barnard and H arrison (1989)
call for an "integrating fram ework .... that situates action in the context of
work .... and relates system states to cognitive states." How ever it w ould be
w rong to suggest that currently there is no conception at all. Rather, there
are many alternative and conflicting conceptions, m ost being tacit and
partial. Hollnagel (1991) has distinguished three broad kinds of conception.
First, there is the "simple" conception of the com puter as interlocutor,
w herein the phenom enon of w orkers and com puters perform ing w ork is
understood principally as a dialogue betw een two agents. This conception
expresses concern for im proving that dialogue (e.g., Barnard, H am m ond,
Morton, Long and Clark, 1981). Second, Hollnagel identified a
"hermeneutic" conception, w herein the phenom enon of w orkers
interacting w ith computers to perform w ork is understood principally as an
experience by the user of the w orld and its m ediation by the com puter. This
conception expresses concern for im proving that experience by im proving
the Computer, arid cari be associated w ith so-called "hum an centered"
design (Cooley, 1981). Third, Hollnagel identified a systems understanding
in which the worker and technology constitute a socio-technical system
acting in a world. This conception expresses concern for optim ising the
performance of this coupled system. It is this third conception w hich
W oods and Roth see as essential for Cognitive Engineering (see 1.1). In
general then, a further requirem ent for the evolution of Cognitive
Engineering is to establish a conception.
Values are the third com ponent of the science disciplinary matrix. Values
are also assumed to be a component of the Cognitive Engineering
disciplinary matrix. Already, certain values are proposed, for example, the
importance of design prescription; W oods and Roth have sought to
promote a list of values (see 1.1). Establishing values is a further
requirem ent for the evolution of Cognitive Engineering.
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Exemplars are the fourth component of the science disciplinary matrix.
Exemplars are also assum ed to be a com ponent of the Cognitive
Engineering disciplinary matrix. To be clear, these are not systems, but
rather, the cognitive design problems and solutions em bodied by systems:
they are then, abstractions. Exemplars exemplify not sim ply problem
solutions, but the application of design principles, conception and values.
Dasgupta (1991) describes the problem of designing optim ally encoded
m icro-instruction w ord organisations as such an exemplar w ithin the
disciplinary matrix of Software Engineering. Establishing exemplars is the
final requirem ent for the evolution of Cognitive Engineering.
These four elements of the disciplinary m atrix of Cognitive Engineering are
most conspicuous by their current absence. None are apparent in the craft
like discipline of H um an Factors. Neither are they likely to be constructed
in the immediate term. At least, not all are likely to be constructed in the
immediate term, and the question arises as to which might be constructed
first. It is plausible to suppose that a form of conception m ight be proposed
initially. If this was the case, then a lim ited form of exemplar m ight be
established. This exemplar w ould be a form ulation of a cognitive design
problem which exemplified the conception. In the absence of principles for
solving the design problem, the lim ited form of exemplar w ould not
include the problem solution. Nevertheless, the proposed conception and
limited exernplaf w oùld be a contribution to the construction of Cognitive
Engineering. They m ight also provide a basis for the construction of
principles, and so ultim ately for a com prehensive form of exemplar'^.
Assuming the validity of this argum ent, the next section sum m arises a
research program m e whose principal aims were to propose a tentative form
of conception for Cognitive Engineering, and a lim ited form of exemplar.
1.5

O utline of a research program m e

This thesis is an account of a research program m e which sought to advance
Cognitive Engineering beyond an idea, even if the advance could only be of
the smallest increment. The aims of the program m e, and its six stage-wise
activities are outlined below, so explaining the structure of this thesis in its
subsequent chapters.

^ This issue is discussed in depth in Chapter 11
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1.5.1

A im s

The requirem ents for advancing a discipline of Cognitive Engineering have
been identified, deriving from the assum ed content of the disciplinary
matrix. These requirements include establishing a conception of the general
design problem of Cognitive Engineering, and exemplars as specific
problem formulations which, at a m inim um , exemplify the use of the
conception. The principal aims of the research program m e were to propose
a conception, and to formulate an exemplar.
It was a subsidiary aim of the research program m e that it should contribute
to rationalising the design issues of the paper flight progress strip used by
controllers in the Air Traffic M anagem ent (ATM) task. Specifically, it was
intended that the research w ould investigate how those issues might be
rationalised, rather than provide such a rationalisation in itself.
Rationalisation of the paper flight strip design issues was assum ed to
require a form ulation of the ATM system cognitive design problem in
w hich those issues are subsumed. And this is how the prim ary and
subsidiary aims of the research meet: simply, the ATM system cognitive
design problem needed as a basis for rationalising the paper flight strips
design issues could, at the same time, be a candidate exemplar for Cognitive
Engineering.
The six, sequential stages of the research program m é for realising these
aims are now explained.
1.5.2

Six stage-wise research activities

The first stage of the research program m e was to propose a conception of
the general design problem of Cognitive Engineering. Using systems,
design, and psychological concepts, a conception was developed by purely
analytic means. It is presented in Chapter 2. The next stages of the research
program m e were preparatory to form ulating an exemplar for Cognitive
Engineering.
The second stage of the research program m e was to identify a system as the
focus for an exemplar. Development of the ATM system was examined as a
case supporting the general need for a discipline of Cognitive Engineering.
This review identified a particular impasse in the conflict betw een the
design practices of invention and testing, and the need for greater
autom ation to improve the effectiveness of the ATM system. The
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replacem ent of the paper flight progress strip w ith a computerised system
well illustrates this impasse. Hence, the ATM system was selected as the
focus for constructing a Cognitive Engineering exemplar. Yet it was
apparent from the review that the very size and complexity of the ATM
system w ould preclude for this research program m e a satisfactory
form ulation of the ATM system cognitive design problem. Accordingly, it
was decided that the research should produce and address a simplified
reconstruction of the ATM system (hereafter, the 'rATM system') in the
laboratory. As a basis for developing the rATM system, a field study was
conducted of the operational ATM system at the Ringway centre. By
observation, interview and later analysis, an informal account of the
operational system was produced. This included an account of the
controller's use of paper flight progress strips. Chapter 3 presents the review
of the ATM system and its developm ent, including the difficulties in
replacing the paper flight strip. Chapter 4 presents an account of the field
study.
The third stage of the research program m e was to produce the rATM
system, based informally on w hat had been learnt by observation of the
operational ATM system. The reconstructed ATM system included a
sim ulation of air traffic, a sim ulation of the radar and flight strips, and a
reconstruction of the activities of the controller. Through this
reconstruction, the size arid complexity of the opefatiohal system was
reduced whereby analysis might proceed w ith a degree of completeness. The
reconstruction w as to form the basis of all subsequent work. If that
subsequent work was to relate to the operational system, the reductions
entailed in the reconstruction w ould need to be made clear. These, and the
design of the rATM system, are described in Chapter 5.
The fourth stage of the research program m e was to construct a framework
providing a technical characterisation of the rATM system. The need for the
framework was as follows. The exem plar which the research sought to
formulate was required to exemplify the use of the conception. Yet the
conception w ould necessarily be of a very abstract level of description, as
follows from its generality. For the exemplar, a re-expression of the
conception was needed, one which w ould provide a framework in terms
specific to the rATM system, perhaps w hat W oods and Roth (1988) have
called a "cognitive language." W ithin this framework, the exem plar could
be form ulated. W hilst supported by the ATM system research literature.
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construction of the fram ework w ould be by derivation from the conception.
A basic distinction draw n in the conception is betw een the dom ain and the
worksystem (the coupled worker-device system). Design problems are
abstractions expressing the need to find the design of^worksystem which,
perform ing work in a given dom ain, will achieve a desired performance.
The fram ework m aintains the distinction betw een dom ain and
worksystem: characterisation of the rATM dom ain is presented in Chapter
6; characterisation of the rATM worksystem in Chapter 7.
It is im portant to be clear about the nature and function of this framework,
even if clarity entails additional complexity. Clarity is particularly needed in
differentiating the fram ework from the exemplar; the difference can be
understood as follows. Most correctly, the rATM system is a class of systems
whose members (i.e., instances) are different traffic scenarios (and therein
traffic managem ent tasks), and different controllers exhibiting possibly
different characteristic activities. Further, the devices could potentially be
configured w ith alternative interfaces, again differentiating possible
instances of rATM system. Each of these instances of rATM system would
be understood to engender a particular cognitive design problem. The
purpose of the framework was to provide a common structure to this class
of design problems. Now, in this research program m e one instance of the
rATM system (hereafter, the 'irATM system') w ould be considered; it
consists of one conjunction of traffic m anagem ent task, controller, and
device interface. The irATM system engenders a cognitive design problem
(hereafter, the 'irATM design problem') w hich the research sought to
formulate as an exemplar. The fram ework w ould provide a structure for
the exemplar; because the fram ework w ould derive from the conception,
the exemplar would exemplify the conception. So, the design problem
form ulation (i.e., the exemplar) and the fram ework would be distinct.
The fifth stage of the research program m e was the construction of an
exemplar for Cognitive Engineering. This exem plar would be the
form ulation of the irATM design problem. Chapter 8 describes the selection
of this instance of the rATM system, the m ethod used in its observation,
and the data collected. Formulation of the irATM design problem required
the dom ain and worksystem for the selected instance to be modelled, and
the system performance to be assessed. This analysis is presented in Chapter
9, enabling the form ulation of the irATM design problem.
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The sixth and final stage of the research program m e addressed the
subsidiary aim of investigating how the paper flight progress strip design
issues m ight be rationalised (1.5.1). Rationalisation is taken to m ean making
explicit the properties of the paper flight strip in the context of its use. The
paper flight strip design issues are subsum ed in the ATM system cognitive
design problem , and so m ight be rationalised by reference to a formulation
of this problem. Using the exemplar, the rationalisation of the paper flight
strip design issues of the irATM system is investigated. The chapter is
completed by an assessment of this rationalisation, including a comparison
w ith other attem pts being m ade to elicit the rationales for system designs.

This completes the description of the research program m e. The principal
aims of proposing a conception and form ulating an exemplar for Cognitive
Engineering have been described. The subsidiary aim of investigating how
the paper flight strip design issues m ight be rationalised has also been
described. The six research activities in pursuit of these aims has been
described. Addressing a reconstruction of the ATM system, based on a field
study of the operational system, the research program m e w ould construct a
fram ework based on the proposed conception. The fram ework w ould then
be used to form ulate the cognitive design problem for a selected instance of
the rATM system. In this way, the notion of the cognitive design problem as
exemplar w ould be dem onstrated. The rationalisation of the paper flight
strip design issues w ould be investigated by consideration of those issues for
the rATM system instance.
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Requirements for the evolution of a Cognitive Engineering discipline have
been discussed. Those requirements arise in the presum ed disciplinary
matrix of Cognitive Engineering and include establishing a conception and
exemplars. A conception is a technical expression of the ontology of the
discipline (1.4). Since the ontology of Cognitive Engineering is understood
to consist of cognitive design problems, the conception is required to
articulate a general form for this class of problem; it m ust be a technical
expression of the general Cognitive Engineering design problem. Such a
conception is proposed in this chapter^.
2.1

O rigin and locus of the problem

W hen a worker interacts w ith an inform ation technology (a computer, for
convenience) to perform work, we can describe the worker and computer as
a system em bedded in a 'domain' (Simon, 1969; Checkland, 1981). The goals
of this '(interactive) worksystem ' arise in the domain; the activities of the
worksystem seek to achieve those goals. The worksystem adapts to its
dom ain and, if it is well adapted, it will achieve its goals (Lewin, 1932;
Simon, 1969; Shaw and Branford, 1977; Vicente, 1990).

^ The conception has been developed with John Long and earlier versions published (see
Dowell and Long, 1988a,b, 1989). This chapter is a re-expression of its published form with
additional explanations provided, its scope reduced, and its concepts given a limited
revision.
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A pparent is a basic factoring of design concerns between those relating to
the w orksystem and those relating to the domain. This factoring offers
potentially significant advantages (Simon, 1969). First, it allows the
sim plification of descriptions of w orksystem s which otherwise m ight
appear too complex for reasoning about. It m ay be possible to analyse or
synthesise a worksystem from requirem ents deriving from its purpose in
the context of its dom ain, w ith only m inim al assum ptions about the inner
environm ent of the worksystem. Simon (1969) even suggests: "Man view ed
as a behaving system is quite simple. The complexity of his behaviour over
time is largely a reflection of the complexity of the environm ent in which
he finds himself." Second, the factoring may allow an economical dom ain
description. In other words, the w orld needs only to be reasoned about to
the extent that its features form the object of intent of the worksystem: .". in
very m any cases, w hether a system will achieve a particular goal depends
on only a few characteristics of the outer environm ent" (Simon, 1969). A
third basic advantage of the factoring is that because often quite different
w orksystem s m ight achieve identical or similar goals in a given dom ain
(they are said to be functionally equivalent), a separate dom ain description
helps reasoning about alternative designs.
To this point, design can be said to concern providing a worksystem for a
given dom ain to achieve specified goals. This m ost basic description makes
plain, as it must^, the criteria for a successful design, viz: any worksystem
w hich does achieve the specified goals in the given dom ain counts as an
acceptable solution. Yet worksystem s commonly operate in dom ains where
there are m ultiple and conflicting goals, and even where all goals cannot be
achieved. Moreover, the resources em ployed by the w orksystem in
achieving its goals m ust be considered. The concept of 'performance'
expresses both the degree of goal achievement by the worksystem, and the
cost of worksystem resources used. So, m ore accurately, design m ight be said
to concern providing for a given dom ain, a w orksystem having a desirable
perform ance.

^ Checkland (1981) suggests that explicit problems must describe the conditions or criteria for
their solution. Simon (1973) suggests that only well-structured problems describe such
criteria.
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We can represent these design concerns in terms of two related abstractions:
the Cognitive Engineering design problem; and, the Software Engineering
design problem. Each design problem expresses the general concern for
providing a worksystem for a given dom ain having a desirable
performance. However the two problems differ in their scope. The
Cognitive Engineering design problem addresses the general concerns with
regard to the worker, whilst the Software Engineering design problem
addresses the general concerns with regard to the computer. Eigure 2.1
schematises those relationships.
Figure 2.1

The ontology of C ognitive Engineering.

Performance

The Cognitive
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design problem
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So, the origin and locus of the Cognitive Engineering design problem has
been identified at a general level. To advance a conception of the Cognitive
Engineering problem, a technical expression (1.4) of the worksystem and the
domain is required.
2.2

The dom ain

The domain is a world in which work originates, is performed and has its
consequences. It occurs in the intersection of organisations and technology.
The domain is not 'the world' as consciously perceived and about which we
may have common sense or physical theories; rather, it is an abstraction
from that world. It is no more possible to point to some set of entities and
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say "there is a domain", as it is to point to a worker's activity and say "there
is cognition." This section proposes concepts for expressing the dom ain and
its relations w ith the worksystem.
1. Objects and their attributes. The dom ain is a w orld which consists of
objects. Objects are expressed by, and so identified by, their attributes which
can be abstract (e.g., information and knowledge) or physical (e.g., energy
and m atter). Letters are objects; their abstract attributes support the
com m unication of messages etc; their physical attributes support the
v isu al/v erb al representation of inform ation via language.
2. H ierarchy of complexity. The attributes of objects emerge at different
levels w ithin a hierarchy of complexity. For example, characters and their
configuration on a page are physical attributes of the object 'a letter' which
emerge at one level of complexity; the message of the letter is an abstract
attribute w hich emerges at a higher level of complexity.
A ttributes of objects are related in two ways w ithin the hierarchy of
complexity. First, attributes at different levels are related wherein those at
one level are completely subsum ed in those at a higher level. In particular,
abstract attributes will occur at higher levels of complexity than physical
attributes and will subsume those lower level physical attributes. For
example, the abstract attributes of an object 'message' concerning the
representation of its content by language subsum e the lower level physical
attributes, such as the font of the characters expressing the language. As an
alternative example, an industrial process, such as a steel rolling process in
a foundry, is a set of objects whose abstract attributes will include the
process's efficiency. Efficiency subsumes physical attributes of the process, its pow er consum ption, rate of output, dim ensions of the output (the rolled
steel), etc - em erging at a lower level of complexity.
Second, attributes of objects are related w ithin levels of complexity. There is
a dependency between the attributes of an object emerging w ithin the same
level of complexity. For example, the attributes of the industrial process of
power consum ption and rate of output emerge at the same level and are
inter-dependent.
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3. A ttribute states and affordance. Attributes of dom ain objects have states,
and some attributes may change state. For example, the content and
characters (attributes) of a letter (object) m ay change state: the content with
respect to m eaning and gram m ar etc; its characters w ith respect to size and
font etc. Because of the relations betw een attributes, state changes of one
attribute m ay produce state changes in other attributes, w hether w ithin the
same level of complexity, or across different levels of complexity. For
example, changing the rate of output of an industrial process (lower level
attribute) will change both its pow er consum ption (same level attribute)
and its efficiency (higher level attribute).
Objects whose attribute states have the potential to be changed are said to
have an affordance for work (see Gibson, 1977). Affordance is generally
pluralistic in the sense that there m ay be m any, or even, infinite
transform ations of an object, according to the potential changes of state of its
attributes.
4. G oals. W ork is the intentional transform ation of objects having an
affordance. For example, completing a tax return' and 'writing to an
acquaintance', are each examples of work w here an object (i.e., a 'letter') is
intentionally transform ed by state changes m ade in their attributes (i.e.,
their content, form at and status). Further editing of those letters would
produce additional state changes.
The intention of w ork is to transform an object to a particular state, a state
which can be described as a goal. Because attributes are related within the
hierarchy of complexity, achieving a goal will generally entail state changes
of m any attributes w ithin the hierarchy of complexity. The requirem ent of
each attribute state change can be expressed as a goal. So for example, the
goal dem anding transform ation of a letter m aking its message more
courteous, w ould be expressed by a set of goals possibly requiring state
changes of sem antic attributes of the propositional structure of the text, and
of syntactic attributes of the grammatical structure. Hence, goals can be
expressed w ithin a hierarchical structure describing the relations between
goals, for exam ple, their sequences.
In the case of the com puter-controlled steel rolling process, the process is an
object whose intended transform ation is expressed by a goal. For example.
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the goal m ay specify the elim ination of deviations of the process from a
desired efficiency. As indicated earlier, efficiency will at least subsume the
process attributes of power consum ption, rate of output, dimensions of the
o u tp u t (the rolled steel), etc. State changes in rate of output will be related to
those in pow er consumption and efficiency. In this way, the goal of
correcting deviations from the desired efficiency supposes the related goals
of setting pow er consum ption, rate of output, dimensions of the output etc.
Hence, the goals can be expressed as a goal structure.
Goals allow us to more precisely identify and differentiate between
dom ains. This greater precision is helpful because the same objects m ight be
associated w ith different domains. For example, the object 'book' may be
associated w ith the dom ain of typesetting (where goals express required
state changes of the book's layout attributes) and with the dom ain of
authorship (where goals express required changes of the book's textual
content). M oreover, by defining the dom ain by reference to goals ensures
that the dom ain is delim ited as the object of intent of the worksystem. This
is vital to ensuring that the boundary of the dom ain can be identified:
entities are only seen to be included in the dom ain if a relationship with the
goals can be established.
5. Q uality. The desired transform ation of an object dem anded by goals will
generally be of a multiplicity of attribute state changes - both within and
across levels of complexity. Consequently, there m ay be alternative
outcom es (transforms) which w ould satisfy the goals equally (letters w ith
different styles, for example); here, each outcome w ould represent a
different compromise in attribute state changes of the object. By the same
m easure, there may also be outcomes at variance with the goals. The
concept of quality describes the variance of actual outcome w ith the goal.
This concept of quality brings us to a point where the conception of the
dom ain relates directly to the conception of the worksystem. Goals, as
desired transform ations of dom ain objects, are reflected in the intentional
behaviours of the worksystem, both w orker and computer. The
achievem ent of those goals by the worksystem is expressed as quality, a
principal com ponent of system performance.
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2.3

The interactive w orksystem

Concepts of the interactive worksystem, and in particular of the worker, are
proposed in this section; the implications for the Cognitive Engineering
design problem are discussed.
2.3.1

Defining the w orksystem

1. W orksystem boundary. Workers are able to perform w ork and their
behaviours are said to be intentional, or purposeful. Com puters, and
m achines more generally, are designed to perform work and their
behaviours are said to be intended, or purposiveh The worksystem is a
system whose boundary encloses all cognitive and com puter behaviours
w hose purpose is to achieve goals in a given domain. For example, the
behaviours of a worker and control system m anaging a process constitute a
w orksystem whose goal is to achieve a desired efficiency of the process. The
w orksystem m ay achieve this goal, modifying attribute states of the process,
for example, by modifying its input states. Critically, it is only by defining
the dom ain that the boundary of the worksystem can be established:
w orkers m ay exhibit many contiguous behaviours, and only by specifying
the dom ain of concern, m ight the boundary of the worksystem enclosing all
behaviours relevant to achieving the goals in the dom ain be correctly
identified^.
The concept of the worksystem boundary is significant for the conception of
the Cognitive Engineering design problem , because it delimits the scope of
the problem to design concerns associated only with those aspects of the
w orker and com puter seen to be included w ithin the boundary.
2. Goal assignment. The worker and com puter are constituted w ithin the
w orksystem by the definition of the common goals they address. Those

^ This appears consistent w ith Searle's argument that mental states but not programs have
intentionality (Searle, 1980).
^ McShane, Dockrell and Wells (1992) point out that the computational theory of mind
underlying Cognitive Science does not itself address the issue of "how it is that the symbols
manipulated com putationally have meaning external to them selves, that is how they are
grounded in terms of the objects and events of the everyday world." Bounding the worksystem
with respect to the domain is an attempt to address this issue.
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goals can be decomposed, and in the decomposition, subsidiary goals
assigned to either the worker or the computer. For example, replacement of
a m is-spelled w ord required in a docum ent is a goal which can be expressed
as a set of goals of necessary and related attribute state changes. In particular,
the text field for the correctly spelled w ord dem ands an attribute state
change in the text spacing of the document. Specifying that state change may
be a goal assigned to the worker, as in the case of early wordprocessors, or it
m ay be a goal assigned to the computer, as in the 'w rap-round' behaviours
of m odern wordprocessors.
The differential assignm ent of goals is significant for the conception of the
C ognitive Engineering design problem because that assignm ent
differentiates design decisions concerning the w orker and com puter,
respectively.
3. W orksystem behaviours and structures. The w orksystem is characterised
through the related concepts of structure and behaviour. The distinction
betw een these concepts is most easily recognised by considering the
'functional equivalence' of different worksystem s (2.1). Functionally
equivalent worksystem s are systems w hich express the same behaviour and
are therefore able to perform the same w ork and achieve the same goals in a
given dom ain (Simon, 1969; Cummins, 1983). Behaviours are abstract and
physical. Abstract behaviours are generally the acquisition, storage,
transform ation and comm unication of inform ation. They represent and
process inform ation concerning; dom ain objects and their attributes,
attribute relations and attribute states, and goals. Physical behaviours
express abstract behaviours through action.
If tw o worksystem s having the same behaviour are functionally equivalent,
the question arises as to w hat is different about those two worksystems? The
difference lies in their respective structures^ ,2. The structures of the
w orksystem are the invariant^ architecture, both abstract (i.e., mental and

^ Simon describes functionally equivalent systems as having the same behaviours but
possessing different "mechanisms" (Simon, 1969, pg 148).
2 The distinction between behaviour <ind structure can be recognised in much of the discourse
concerning design, for example, in William Morris's adage that "form follows function. "
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virtual) and physical which, by being situated in the domain, produces
w orksystem behaviour.
The concept of functional equivalence is significant for the conception of
the Cognitive Engineering design problem because it means there is not just
one solution to that problem. The distinction betw een behaviour and
structure is significant for the conception of the Cognitive Engineering
design problem because design m ust concern each of these concepts. But
consideration of structures will come only w ith establishing the functional
requirem ents of the worksystem , and therein, of the behaviours which the
structures are required to support. W ithin the Cognitive Engineering design
problem then, the design concerns for behaviour and structure should be
separated.
4. External and internal behaviours of the worksystem. A lthough
functionally equivalent worksystem s have been said to express the same
behaviour, more accurately, they express the same external behaviour
(Dasgupta, 1991). An external behaviour of the worksystem is behaviour
which is expressed at the boundary of the worksystem w ith the domain. In
the case of the operator and com puter controlling an industrial process,
such external behaviours include m onitoring the process and making
interventions in the process. It follows that the worksystem also has
internal behaviours, and these are not expressed at the worksystem
boundary, even though they produce and enable external behaviours. In the
case of the operator and com puter controlling an industrial process, internal
worksystem behaviours w ould include switching betw een displays,
diagnosing the state of the process, and planning interventions to be made
in the process state.
The distinction between external and internal worksystem behaviours is
significant for the conception of the Cognitive Engineering design problem
because design concerns both kinds of behaviour and each can be separately
specified.

^ Invariance here is taken to be in the instance of the worksystem and notwithstanding
longitudinal changes through learning or program modification
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5. The hierarchy of worksystem behaviours. The behaviours of the
worksystem emerge at different levels^ w ithin a hierarchy, where each level
subsum es the underlying levels^. For example, the operator and computer
diagnosing a malfunction w ith the process being controlled are a
worksystem where the behaviour of diagnosis subsum es lower level
behaviours including situation m onitoring and causal reasoning.
The implication for the Cognitive Engineering design problem of the
hierarchy of worksystem behaviours is that the problem can be expressed at
different levels of description. It follows that if the behaviours of the
worksystem at one level subsum e those at lower levels, then the design
problem may be abstracted to only express one level of function w ithout
explicit reference to the lower levels (see also Simon, 1969). Although
possible at many levels, the level of description of the worksystem m ust at
least be commensurate w ith the level of description of the transform ation
of objects in the domain^. For example, the behaviours of a secretary
interacting w ith an electronic mailing facility can be described at one level
as receiving and replying to messages. As another example, the behaviours
of a m achinist interacting w ith a com puter-controlled milling machine can
be described at one level as planning the tool path to produce a component
of specified geometry and tolerance.
6. Sub-systems of the worksystem. Conception of the worksystem as
behaviours and structures, and of the hierarchy of worksystem behaviours,
leads to a clearer conception of the worksystem composition from sub
systems. It is definitional of systems (being 'greater than the sum of their
parts') that they are composed from sub-systems where "the several
components of any complex system will perform particular sub-functions
that contribute to the overall function" (Simon, 1969). The relations

^ There are many examples of the hierarchical nature of systems, for example, Mandler
(1989) has suggested that concepts emerge from symbolic representations, symbolic
representations from neural states, neural states from electro chemical activity.
2 Identity theorists (see Churchland, 1988) w ould argue that it is ultimately always possible
to explain the behaviours of a worksystem emerging at one level with reference to only the
behaviours of sub-systems at a lower level - the creation of music in terms of a complex
pattern of electro-chemical firings, for example; anti-reductionists dispute this claim. Both
seem to agree that systems must be understood as a hierarchy of behaviour sub-systems.
^ "Explanations at a lower level w ould in fact conceal the laws and relationships at the
higher level" (Mandler, 1989)
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betw een sub-systems then are functional relations, that is to say, they are
relations between the behaviours of the sub-systems. Further, we may
distinguish the relations betw een the sub-system s of the worksystem from
the relations w ithin sub-systems. Simon tells us that the latter tend to be
stronger than the former.
Simon (1969) suggests that because the relations betw een its sub-systems are
behavioural rather than structural, a worksystem can be treated as a set of
inter-dependent sub-systems whose individual structures are effectively
independent^. However, Ashby (1956) w ould suggest that Simon has
overstated the case here, and that only certain kinds of system have sub
systems whose behaviours are related but whose structures are
independent. These are 'coupled' systems and are generally composed of
two or more sub-systems whose interaction, or coupling, does not change
their respective structures^. This is a critical exception w hen we consider the
worksystem since the w orker and com puter are coupled sub-systems whose
respective 'structures' m ay be taken to be effectively independent^. Neither
structure can make any incursion into the other, and neither can directly
support the behaviours of the other. A lthough the structures may change in
response to each other, they are not, unlike the behaviours they support,
interactive.
The significance for the Cognitive Engineering design problem of the
worksystem composition from sub-systems is that worksystem design
concerns can be separated into the two major sub-systems of worker and
computer. The Cognitive Engineering design problem expresses design
concerns w ith respect to the worker. Further, the Cognitive Engineering
design problem may be decom posed in term s of the behaviours and
structures of sub-systems of the worker. Finally, it is implied that design
considerations of structures are subordinated to those of behaviours.

^ This view is shared by Alexander (1967).
2 Ashby gives the example of two cars joined together by an impact, as a system that is not
coupled - their individual structures are too changed by their behavioural relationship;
presumably, two cars in a flow of traffic w ould qualify as a coupled system, since the
behaviours of each may influence the other, but their respective structures are unaffected.
^ Structural independence here is taken to be in the instance of the worksystem and
notwithstanding longitudinal changes through learning or program modification
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7. Interaction and the user interface. Although the worker and com puter
behaviours can be treated as separable sub-systems of the worksystem, the
coupling of those sub-systems entails a 'm utual influence' (Ashby, 1956) or
interaction. Interaction of the w orker and com puter behaviours is a
fundam ental determ inant of the w orksystem behaviours, rather than their
individual behaviours -per se. For example, the behaviours of an operator
interact w ith the behaviours of a com puter-controlled milling machine.
The operator's behaviours influence the behaviours of the machine,
perhaps in the selection of tool path program - the behaviours of the
m achine, perhaps the run-out of its tool path, influences the selection
behaviour of the operator. The w ay their interaction is configured (e.g., the
inspection that the operator is able to have of the machine, the tool path
control that the operator allows the machine) determines the worksystem
that the operator and machine constitute in their planning and execution of
the m achining work. The user interface is the combination of structures of
bo th w orker and com puter supporting their interacting behavioursk
The significance for the Cognitive Engineering design problem of the
w orker-com puter interaction as a prim ary determ inant of the worksystem
behaviours is that its design concerns m ust address the interaction of the
w orker w ith the behaviours of the computer, and that those design
concerns can be resolved through the design of the user interface.
8. Resource costs. W ork perform ed by the worksystem will always incur
resource costs. Costs may be distinguished by w hether they are incurred by
the provision of structures, or by the expression of behaviours, and m ay be
separately attributed to both worker and computer.
The significance for the Cognitive Engineering design problem of the
concept of resource costs is that all design decisions w ith implications for
the behaviours and structures of the worker m ust take account of these
costs. Further, those costs m ust be considered against the costs attributed to
the com puter.

^ Norm an (1986) states: "there are two sides to the user interface, the system side and the
hum an side. We change the interface at the system side through design. We change the
interface at the human side through experience and training."
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9. Performance. Performance is the conjoint expression of the degree of goal
achievement by the worksystem and the incurred resource costs. It is the
expression of quality and the behavioural and structural costs of the worker
and the computer. Hence, the behaviour of the w orksystem is distinguished
from its performance, in the same w ay that 'w hat the system does' can be
distinguished from 'how well it does it'k
It is im plied that the Cognitive Engineering design problem is
fundam entally concerned w ith the performance of the worksystem.
However that general concern is w ith regard to quality and the resource
costs of the worker. The scope of the Software Engineering design problem
is performance w ith regard to quality and the resource costs of the
computer. The two problems then, are complementary. This is not to imply
that the Cognitive Engineering design problem does not concern the
behaviours and structures of the computer, but rather, that those concerns
are ultimately w ith respect to quality and the resource costs of the worker.
2.3.2

Cognitive behaviours o f the worker

The worker, as a cognitive agent w ithin the worksystem , has both mental
(i.e., abstract) and overt (i.e., physical) cognitive behaviours. Abstract
behaviours include perceiving, knowing, reasoning and remembering;
physical behaviours include looking and acting. These behaviours are
related w ithin a hierarchy of behaviour types (and their control) wherein
m ental behaviours generally determine, and are expressed by, overt
behaviours. Mental behaviours may transform (abstract) dom ain objects
represented in cognition, or through overt behaviour, express plans for
transform ing dom ain objects.
Mental behaviours can generally be described as the processing of
representations. Representations are the product of the relation between the
dom ain and the w orker's cognitive structures. Those representations have

^ Rouse (1981) distinguishes a system's performance from its behaviour. Dasgupta (1991)
distinguishes a system's performance from its functionality.
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both content and morphology^. The content derives from the dom ain; the
m orphology of that content is im posed and constrained by the cognitive
structures. Propositions, schema, m ental models and images are each
proposals for the morphology of m ental representations. The processing of
representations is determ ined by the w orker's cognitive structures.
Perception is a process w herein a representation of the state of the dom ain
or com puter is created. Reasoning is a process w herein one representation is
successively transform ed into another representation. Each transform ation
is accomplished by a process that operates on associated representations.
Consider the example of an operator w orking in a control room of a
foundry, having the goal of m aintaining a desired condition of a computercontrolled steel rolling process. The operator attends to the com puter
(whose behaviours include the transm ission of inform ation about the
process). Hence, the operator acquires a representation of the current
condition of the process by collating the information displayed by the
com puter and assessing it by com parison w ith the condition specified by the
goal. The operator's acquisition, collation and assessment are each distinct
mental behaviours, conceptualised as the processing of representations. The
operator reasons about the attribute state changes necessary to eliminate any
discrepancy betw een current and desired conditions of the process, that is,
the set of related changes which will produce the required transform ation of
the process. That decision is expressed in the set of instructions issued to the
com puter through overt behaviour - m aking keystrokes, for example.
N ot all the w orker's behaviours entail interactions w ith the com puter. In
particular, the w orker can have behaviours which are external worksystem
behaviours, that is to say, behaviours expressed directly at the worksystem
boundary w ithout the interm ediary of the computer. These 'external'
worker behaviours may transform dom ain objects directly. Consider the
example of a secretary using a wordprocessor to produce a typew ritten letter
from a handw ritten draft. The goal of this w orksystem requires a
transform ation of the physical representation of the letter from one

^ McShane, Dockrell and Wells (1992) distinguish the "content and structure" of
representations, where the structure derives from the system's "cognitive architecture" (a
term broadly equivalent to the term structure' as used here).
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m edium to another, that is to say, from handw ritten to typewritten. From
this goal derives the goals relating to required attribute state changes of the
letter. Certain of those goals will be assigned to the secretary. The secretary's
external behaviours include reading and assim ilating the draft letter. In this
w ay, the secretary creates a representation of the dom ain directly. By
contrast, the secretary's internal and interactive behaviours include creating
a text file in which the content of the letter is represented in a visual/verbal
form at of stored symbols. As well as illustrating the distinction between
external and internal worker behaviours, this example also illustrates the
relationship betw een these two kinds of behaviour, for instance, w hen the
secretary's typing disrupts their recall of sentences of the handw ritten letter.
2.3.3

Cognitive structures o f the w orker

W hereas their behaviours may be loosely understood as 'w hat the worker
does', the worker's structures m ight be understood as 'how they are able to
do w hat they do' (see McShane, Dockrell and Wells, 1992; Marr, 1982;
W ilden, 1980). Structures are said to be invariant 'in the instance' (i.e., if
learning and fatigue effects are ignored). The same structures may support
m any different kinds of behaviour as a function of the variety of dom ain
states.
Because they support cognitive behaviours at m any levels, cognitive
structures m ust exist at comm ensurate levels. The worker's structural
architecture is both physical and mental, providing the capability for their
overt and m ental behaviours. It provides an abstract structure for
expressing information as m ental behaviour. It provides a physical
structure for expressing inform ation as physical behaviour.
M ental structure consists of representational schemes and processes. It also
consists of knowledge - that is, symbolic and conceptual representations of
the dom ain, of the com puter and of the w orker themselves. The
organisation of the m emory system, m echanism s of learning such as
association and induction, and constraints on how information can be
represented (such as innate grammatical principles) have all been proposed
as aspects of cognitive structure. The physical structures of the worker are
neural, bio-mechanical and physiological.
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To illustrate the concept of mental structure, consider the example of
structures supporting an operator's behaviours in a foundry control room.
Physical structures support perception of the steel rolling process and
executing corrective control actions to the process through the computer
input devices. Mental structures support the acquisition, mem orisation and
transform ation of inform ation about the steel rolling process. The
knowledge which the operator has of the process and of the computer
supports the collation, assessment and reasoning about corrective control
actions to be executed.
Since the worker's behaviours are determ ined by their structures^, the
limits of cognitive structure determ ine the limits of the behaviours they
m ight support. Such structural limits include those of: intellectual ability;
knowledge of the dom ain and the com puter; m em ory and attentional
capacities; dexterity; and visual acuity etc. The structural limits on cognitive
behaviour may become particularly apparent w hen one part of the structure
(a channel capacity, perhaps) is required to support concurrent behaviours,
perhaps sim ultaneous visual attending and reasoning behaviours.
The behavioural limits of the worker determ ined by structure are not only
difficult to define, they will also be variable because that structure changes.
A worker's cognitive structures may change through learning, acquiring
new knowledge of the domain, of the com puter, and indeed of themselves.
Also, cognitive structure degrades w ith the expenditure of resources in
behaviour, as evidenced in mental and physical fatigue. It may also change
in response to m otivating or de-m otivating influences of the organisation
which m aintains the worksystem.
2.3.4

Cognitive costs o f the worker

Resource costs of the worker can be distinguished as structural cognitive
costs and behavioural cognitive costs.
Structural cognitive costs are the costs incurred in developing and
m aintaining the w orker's knowledge and cognitive skills. Structural

^ They are a cognitive agent which is "structurally determined" (Maturana and Varela, 1980;
see also Winograd and Flores, 1986).
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cognitive costs are incurred in training and educating the worker. Training
and educating m ay augm ent or m odify existing structures, provide the
worker w ith entirely novel structures, or perhaps even reduce existing
structures. Structural cognitive costs will be incurred in each case and will
frequently be borne by the organisation. An example of structural cognitive
costs m ight be the costs of training a secretary in the organisation's letter
format, and in using the com puter to create that format.
Behavioural cognitive costs are the resource costs incurred by the worker's
cognitive behaviours. They are both physical and mental costs. Physical
costs are the costs of physical behaviours, for example, the costs of making
keystrokes on a keyboard and scrutinising a monitor; they may be generally
expressed as physical workload. Mental behavioural costs are the costs of
m ental behaviours, for example, the costs of knowing, reasoning, and
deciding; they may be generally expressed as m ental workload. Behavioural
cognitive costs are evidenced in fatigue, stress and frustration; they are costs
borne directly by the worker.
2.4

The Cognitive Engineering design problem .

Earlier, it was proposed that the design of workers interacting with
computers to perform work concerns providing for a given domain, a
worksystem having a desirable performance. This general expression of
design concerns can be distinguished in terms of two related abstractions,
the Cognitive Engineering design problem and the Software Engineering
design problem . Following from the conception of the dom ain and
worksystem, we m ight now propose an expression of the Cognitive
Engineering design problem^, as:

1 Norris, Shields and Ganeri (1987) have proposed an expression of the general interactive
systems design problem
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Specify then im plem ent {W}, such that
(W) interacting w ith {C} in D = {S} U ( P ) (P d)
w here
{W}
{C}

is the worker's cognitive behaviours and
structures
is the com puter behaviours and structures

D
{8}
P

is the specified dom ain
is the worksystem
is the perform ance of the worksystem

Pd

the desired performance of the worksystem,

= {^Qd/
ZQ d is the desired achievement of goals,

ZK d is the acceptable (i.e., desired) cognitive costs of the
worker.
This expression of the Cognitive Engineering design problem needs to be
explained w ith reference to the earlier statements m ade about the problem.
(i) Because the problem is expressed as one of 'specify then implement', it is
equivalent to the design problems characterising other engineering
disciplines; crudely, it contrasts w ith the craft approach of invent and test'.
(ii) The problem expresses the requirem ent for the worker {W} to be
specified rather than the computer, delim iting the scope of the Cognitive
Engineering design problem from the scope of the Software Engineering
design problem^. Yet in specifying the worker for a worksystem (S) in which
they will interact w ith the com puter (C), the essential dependence of both
Cognitive and Software Engineering^ design problems is implied, (iii) The
Cognitive Engineering design problem expresses the requirem ent that the
w orker be specified in terms of their behaviours and structures, where
im plicitly design concerns for the latter are subordinated to concerns for the
former. Implicitly, the behaviours of the w orker are both external and
internal, and those external behaviours m ay not entail direct interaction

1 Note, this does not exclude that solutions to the Cognitive Engineering design problem will
be im plemented through the design of the computer
2 The Software Engineering design problem w ould be equivalent and be expressed as Specify
then im plem ent {C} such th a t.. etc.
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w ith the computer, (iv) The problem expresses the requirem ent that the
worker be specified for a worksystem w hich perform s work in a specified
dom ain D. Implicitly, the dom ain expresses the goals which the w orker and
computer seek to achieve, and these m ay be described in terms of objects,
attributes and attribute states, (v) The problem implicitly expresses the
requirem ent that goals assigned to the w orker are identified as necessary for
deriving the specification of the worker, (vi) The problem expresses the
requirem ent for a worksystem whose perform ance (P) is of a desired level
( P d ). Performance as a concept subsum es both quality and resource costs.
Desired performance specifies an acceptable level of resource costs incurred
by the worker for the worksystem to achieve its goals. Implicitly, those
costs are differentiated as structural and behavioural cognitive costs, (vii)
The desired performance of the worksystem m ay be either absolute, or
relative - as in a comparative perform ance to be m atched or im proved
upon. Accordingly, criteria expressing desired performance may either
specify categorical gross resource costs and quality, or they m ay specify
critical instances of those factors to be m atched or im proved uponl.
Consider the implications of this expression of the Cognitive Engineering
design problem for its solution space.
First, the concept of performance distinguishes the quality of work from the
costs incurred by the worker. This distinction is essential as a worker may
perform the same w ork w ith two different com puters and achieve the same
goals, yet if in one case the worker's resource cost were greater than in the
other, the effectiveness of two worksystem s w ould not be the same.
Second, optimal w orker behaviours m ay be conceived as those which incur
a m inim um of resource costs in achieving specified goals. However, that
optimality may only be categorically determ ined w ith regard to worksystem
performance, and the best performance of a worksystem may still be at
variance w ith the performance desired of it (P d)- To be more specific, it is
not sufficient for w orker behaviours sim ply to be error-free. Although the
elimination of errorful behaviours may contribute to the best performance

1 See Section 1.4. where the possibility for expressing, by an absolute value, the desired
performance of a system or artifact is associated with the hardness of the design problem.
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possible of a given worksystem, that performance m ay still be less than
desired. Conversely, although worker behaviours may be errorful, a
w orksystem may achieve a desired performance.
T hird, the comm on m easures of 'hum an perform ance' - errors and time,
are related in this concept of performance. Errors are behaviours which
increase resource costs incurred in producing a given transform , or which
reduce the quality of transform, or both. The duration of cognitive
behaviours may (very generally) be associated w ith increases in behavioural
cognitive costs.
Fourth, structural and behavioural cognitive costs m ay be traded-off in
perform ance. More sophisticated cognitive structures supporting the
worker, that is, the knowledge and skills of experienced and trained
workers, will incur high (structural) costs to develop, but enable more
efficient behaviours - and therein, reduced behavioural costs.
Fifth, resource costs incurred by the w orker and the com puter may be
traded-off in performance. A worker can sustain a level of perform ance of
the worksystem by optimising behaviours to compensate for the poor
design of the computer (and vice versa), i.e., behavioural costs of the worker
and com puter are traded-off. This is of particular concern for Cognitive
Engineering, given the ability of workers to adapt their behaviours to
compensate for poorly designed software systems.
Finally, consider the way in which Cognitive Engineering design problems
m ight be solved. It m ust be em phasised that the conception treats the
person only in the limited terms of a cognitive agent perform ing work (i.e.,
as a worker). Even so, the idea of associating specification w ith people m ight
be interpreted as a regression to Taylorism, or worse. A lthough the design
and specification of the worker is being unequivocally proposed, techniques
for realising those specifications are likely to be more familiar than perhaps
expected - and possibly more welcome. Such techniques m ight include
selection tests, aptitude tests, training program m es, m anuals and help
facilities, or the design of the computer.
A selection test w ould assess the conformity of a candidate w ith a
specification for the worker. A n aptitude test would assess the potential for
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a candidate to conform w ith a specification for the worker. Selection and
aptitude tests might assess candidates either directly or indirectly. A direct
test w ould observe candidates' cognitive behaviours in 'hands on' trial
periods w ith the 'real' com puter and dom ain, or w ith sim ulations of the
com puter and domain. An indirect test w ould examine the cognitive
structures (i.e., knowledge and skills) of candidates, and m ight be in the
form of w ritten examinations. A training program m e w ould develop the
cognitive structures of a candidate to conform w ith a specification for the
worker. Such program m es m ight take the form of either classroom tuition
or 'hands on' learning. A m anual or on-line help facility w ould augm ent
the knowledge possessed by a worker, enabling their behaviours to conform
w ith a specification for the worker. Finally, the design of the com puter
itself, through the interactions of its behaviours w ith the worker, w ould
enable the im plem entation of a specification for the worker.

This chapter has proposed a conception for Cognitive Engineering.
Establishing a conception is a requirem ent for evolution of the discipline. A
second requirem ent is to establish exemplars, that is to say, form ulations of
specific Cognitive Engineering design problems and solutions w hich serve
to illustrate the application of the conception - and ultim ately too,
principles and values. Proposing the conception was the first stage of the
research program m e sum m arised in Section 1.5.2. The following chapters
provide an account of the subsequent stages of the program m e which aimed
to exemplify the conception in the form ulation of a specific design problem.
This lim ited form of exemplar (see 1.4) is presented in Chapter 9. H ow ever
the next chapter introduces the system which forms the focus of the
exemplar - the Air Traffic M anagement system.
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The Air Traffic M anagem ent (ATM) system manages the passage of air
traffic through airspace. Following a brief historical and functional account
of the ATM system, this chapter explains why the system now needs to be
revised. The current response to the need, including the H um an Factors
response, is described and its shortcomings discussed. Attempts m ade to
replace the controller's paper flight progress strip w ith an interactive
com puter system illustrate the current response and its shortcomings.
This account of a complex worksystem, and of its developm ent, supports
the general case for needing a discipline of Cognitive Engineering. On this
basis, the ATM system is selected as a focus for producing a Cognitive
Engineering exemplar.
3.1

A ir traffic m anagement: a "kind of high speed, 3D chess"

The ATM system consists of controllers using a set of devices to manage the
passage of air traffic through airspace. This distinction between the traffic
being m anaged and the agents which perform that m anagem ent is a key to
understanding the system historically and functionally. Such an
understanding is offered in this section.
Well before any air traffic m anagem ent system was established, air traffic
had developed as an im portant international transport resource. Aircrew
perform ed their ow n navigation, and by looking from the cabin window.
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could assure themselves there were no other aircraft in their skies. Even
w hen visibility was negligible, the same could be reasonably assumed. The
first attem pts at providing some form of air traffic m anagem ent were in the
uses of light guns and low-powered radios at airports. In the US, a network
of control centres was established from radio stations previously used for
reporting crop m arketing information to farmers. Controllers in these
centres assisted pilots in separating aircraft through a third party, commonly
the airlines. There was still a heavy dependence on visual separation and
assignm ent of low frequency airways.
Introduction of radar followed the recom m endations of the inquiry into the
collision of two airliners over the Grand Canyon in the late 1950s. Soon,
controllers were working with long range radar, direct pilot contact by radio,
and Very High Frequency Om nidirectional Range navigation aids. Because
controllers could now know the precise position of aircraft, and obtain
im m ediate responses to instructions from pilots, a greater effectiveness was
possible. Before radar and the greater certainty it allowed in m onitoring the
position of aircraft, controllers used a procedural control technique which
only assured separation by enforcing large separations betw een aircraft.
Once in possession of radar, controllers w ere able to safely m aintain smaller
separations betw een aircraft, and this enabled them to m eet the increases in
traffic volume. Control techniques were still crude, however: for example,
the radar could only show aircraft as 'targets' on the display. If controllers
wished to make a positive identification of an aircraft on their radar screens,
they w ould instruct the aircraft to turn right and then left again, and watch
for the m otion of the target on the screen.
The concept of "positive control" gradually em erged (Lenorovitz and
Phillips, 1987), which in practice m eant that controllers, more than simply
assuring separations, were now providing more com prehensive navigation
instructions to air traffic. Even today, in spite of the sophisticated
navigation equipm ent on the flight deck, aircraft still fly through controlled
airspace principally under the navigation instructions of controllers
(Ratcliffe, 1985). By the early 1960s, autom ation techniques were applied to
flight data processing, culminating in a partial integration of flight plan data
(described below) w ith radar data. A consequence of this advance was that
the targets representing aircraft on radar displays could now be
automatically annotated w ith a datablock giving them a clear and unique
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identification. All these technical leads w ere taken by the United States and
the program m e of technical im provem ent continues.
In sum , we see the developm ent of air traffic m anagem ent responding to
the grow th in air traffic and the need for optim ising the safety and
expedition of the traffic taken together. We may also see a change from
distributed m anagement, wherein the pilots were originally responsible for
their navigation and safety, to a system of centralised m anagem ent (c.f.,
Rasm ussen, 1988). Interestingly, a RAND C orporation team has proposed a
future system in which m anagem ent is again distributed to aircraft, but this
time w ith the benefit of on-board expert systems and radar technologies
(Steeb, Camm arata, Hayes-Roth and W esson, 1980)
The historical perspective assists in providing a functional understanding
of the contem porary ATM system. The established purpose of the system is
to m anage the state of "safety, orderliness and expedition" of air traffic
(CAA, 1978). We may recognise that w ithout this system, the state of the air
traffic w ould degenerate tow ards one of relative chaos. One cognitive
understanding of the worksystem w hich perform s this m anagem ent work
is in term s of a complex of m onitoring, planning and controlling activities
(Chapm an, 1988)T Planning specifies plans for the m onitored air traffic,
controlling executes those plans, and in this way, the safety and expedition
of the traffic is assured. Consider in greater detail the w ork involved in
m anaging the traffic w ithin an airspace sector.
The m anagem ent of air traffic is conducted from a few air traffic control
centres, such as the London Air Traffic Control Centre (LATCC) and the
Ringway Control Centre in Manchester. W ithin the control room are a
num ber of controller teams and control suites. Each team and their control
suite are dedicated to a particular sector - it could be 'Cardiff 23', or
Liverpool InBound'. In this way, the division of airspace into sectors, is
m irrored in the structure of ATM teams and control suites at control
centres. There are also layers of operational m anagem ent, such as 'flow
regulator' Crew Chiefs immediately above the sector team level. Figure 3.1
is a general view of the typical controller team and control suite installed at
LATCC and Ringway.

^For this reason. Maxwell has advocated the use of the term 'Air Traffic Management' in
place of the more traditional 'Air Traffic Control'
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Figure 3.1

General view of the typical ATM control
suite^.

m

2 Reprinted from Field A., 'International Air Traffic Control', Copyright, with the
permission of Pergamon Press Ltd: Oxford.
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So, for each sector, there is an air traffic m anagem ent worksystem which
m anages the progress of all aircraft through that sector. The worksystem is
basically a team of two or more controllers using radio links, radar and
flight progress strips etc. Before an aircraft arrives at the sector, the sector
team will have received inform ation about the flight, including aircraft call
sign, its route via a sequence of beacons through the sector, the estimated
time of arrival (eta) at the beacons, desired cruising height, and aircraft type,
etc. This 'flight plan data' originates in the flight plan filed w ith the
aviation authorities by the aircraft before it begins its journey (Field, 1985). It
is received by the sector team on printed flight progress strips. For each
beacon that an aircraft will pass on its route through the sector, there is a
separate flight strip (examples are given in Figure 4.1). All strips are
presented on a strips board in front of the controllers and organised in
separate racks by beacon. In this way, the controllers are able to see which
aircraft will arrive at which beacon, and when.
W hen the aircraft arrives at the sector, it will appear on the controller's
radar display and will make early radio contact w ith the controller. The
controller m ust interpret the inform ation on the flight progress strips w ith
regard to the traffic situation in the sector, and so plan the aircraft's passage
through the sector, ensuring that the flow of traffic is safe and expeditious.
Instructions issued to the aircraft will im plem ent those plans. Both
instructions, and the planning process itself, will occur continuously with
the passage of the aircraft. The flight progress strips represent a critical
artifact in this activity. Using the inform ation on the flight progress strips,
the sector team decide how the aircraft should pass through their sector.
The strips are used in a very interactive w ay, w ith the sector team m arking
instructions issued and additional inform ation on the strips as the aircraft
progresses along its course and crossing off that information w hen it
becomes redundant. As the aircraft passes a given reporting point, the strip
is discarded.
The plans which the worksystem makes m ust ensure separations will be
m aintained and optimise a wealth of such varying factors as flying time,
fuel usage, the fair allocation of routes betw een flights of competing
airlines, the num ber of m anoeuvres instructed, the avoidance of turbulent
weather zones, and so on. For this reason, ATM has been described as "a
kind of high speed 3D chess" (Field, 1985). An observational account of air
traffic m anagem ent at the Ringway Control Centre is given in Chapter 4.
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If this sum m ary description of ATM can be criticised for its over
simplification, the general absence of a good understanding of these
complex processes m ust also be em phasised (Hopkin, 1980). As discussed
later, this absence of understanding can be recognised as a principal
determ inant of the kind of developm ent policies applied to ATM systems.
3.2

The need: operational issues of effectiveness

It is perhaps less commonly appreciated that the dom inant operational
issue of contem porary ATM is not one of increasing safety, per se. Rather, it
is the issue of significantly increasing system capacity to meet a traffic
dem and that continues to exceed all predictions, and to do so without
comprom ising current safety levels (NATS, 1988). The am ount of air traffic
over the UK has increased threefold in the last three decades, yet the public
evidence points only to the increasing safety of Air Traffic M anagem ent
(ATM). In fact the CAA has declared its intention to only ."... m aintain
current levels of safety." The major concern of the CAA is the forecast 70%
grow th in dem and over the next decade. This forecast increase is extremely
problematic since the system is already reckoned to be operating near
capacity, and bottlenecks are readily apparent. In the US, for example, delays
and congestions have been estim ated to cost between 1 and 1.5 billion
dollars per year (Kanafani, 1986).
If safety m ust not be compromised by increases in air traffic density, neither
m ust expedition. Expedition can be taken to subsume all factors concerning
the efficient progress of aircraft through a sector. In addition to traffic
volume, expedition includes optim al flight times, optim al fuel usage, the
achievement of optim al altitudes at sector exit and the m inim isation of
manoeuvres. It was long ago realised (see Buckley et al, 1969) that for a
given ATM system, there is a crude inverse relationship betw een traffic
density and traffic delays. As traffic load increases, the complexity of the
m anagem ent problem , and the effort involved in solving it, m ust rapidly
increase. As a result of combinatorial m ultiplication, the increases become
disproportional: one extra flight, w hen density is already very high, m ust
entail considerably m ore m anagem ent effort for the controllers than w hen
density is low. All the same, w ith increases in density, expedition appears to
degrade gracefully rather than catastrophically, a fact attributable to strategy
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changing^ (Sperandio, 1978). In sum , w ith the current system, additional
throughput will likely only result in additional delays; more generally,
increases in traffic density will only be possible by sacrificing other
constituents of traffic expedition.
If traffic density is to be increased w ithout sacrificing safety or expedition,
the principal constraint is the ATM worksystem 's ability to m anage more
traffic. Specifically, the principal constraint is the ability of the controller. If
this argum ent should appear overstated, one only need recognise that the
nom inal traffic capacity of the UK system is specified exclusively by
assessments of perceived controller w orkload (Chapman, 1988). Controller
w orkload is part of a w ider set of cost issues which also need to be included
in considerations of effectiveness. Ratcliffe (1985) also describes a "major
constraint on the efficiency of operation of traffic in controlled airspace" as
being the "expensive and m anpow er intensive ATC."
The costs of air traffic m anagem ent are borne by both the individual and the
organisation, and m ay be attributed to both hum an and technological
sources. Following selection, controllers undergo an exhaustive training to
develop the skills and knowledge needed to perform the ATM task. The
costs of this selection and training in the UK are bourne by National Air
Traffic Services organisation. Once w orking in the operational
environm ent, the stress w ith which the controller m ust contend is widely
recognised, even in the m ind of popular culture: "For m any air traffic
controllers, those final years proved an all-too-gruelling trail, whose end
they failed to reach" (Hailey, 1968). These too are costs, but are borne directly
by the controller. In the US, all controllers are retired at the age of 45, in
recognition of the stress of the work; this entails costs borne by the
organisation. Beyond individual costs, hum an costs of the ATM system
extend to m aintaining group working: m any roles are associated with
m anaging each sector including, for example, the person who distributes
the printed flight strips from the printing bay to each sector suite. These
hum an costs likely outw eigh the technology costs of m aintaining the
technical parts of the system. If the costs of developing the technical systems
are taken into account, this balance m ay be less pronounced.
So, there is a need for im proving the effectiveness of the ATM system that
extends beyond safety aspects to meeting increasing traffic dem ands whilst
^ See Section 9.1.2 and the discussion of Figure 9.7.
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m aintaining safety. At the same time, the costs of the system are
considerable and any reduction, particularly w ith regard to hum an costs,
necessarily keenly sought. We m ight now consider the response to this
need.
3.3

The response: autom ation and evolutionary developm ent

In the short term, the strategy for increasing traffic density has been to retain
the existing design of worksystem and revise the sectorisation of the
airspace. By reducing the size of sectors, the num ber of aircraft which a
worksystem m ust manage is also reduced, w ith a consequential reduction
in certain sources of dem and on the controller. But reducing sector size is
only a short term solution. In reducing the size of sectors, the am ount of
coordination betw een sectors increases, and so at some point and under
critical conditions, a smaller sector brings an increasing cost for the
worksystem. A further proposed solution is to revise the rules for air traffic
m anagem ent, specifically to reduce the m inim um legal vertical separation
from 1000ft to 500ft. A final form of short term solution w ith some gain is
to increase the num bers of controllers w orking each sector. However, since
it is a fundam ental operating principle that only one controller should be
responsible for a given aircraft at any one time, and each aircraft is part of a
local m anagem ent problem involving other aircraft, this solution similarly
has early limitations.
To achieve substantial increases in traffic capacity, the design of the ATM
system itself m ust be revised and this is part of the m edium and longterm
strategy. Specifically, development strategies for the ATM system have, as a
central theme, the introduction of autom ation w ith the aim of relieving the
controller's workload. In the UK, the CAA have stated that the controller
will be retained as the key means for providing separation between
aircraft and ensuring efficient flight progress" (NATS, 1988). Autom ation
here then, will be to better support the controller. However in the US, the
A utom ated En Route Action (AERA) Plan has, as its final objective, the
total replacem ent by A.D.2010 of the en-route controller by intelligent
knowledge based systems, although this strategy has met with fierce
criticism from the RAND Corporation (Ratcliffe, 1985).
No m atter w hether it is short or long term, or w hether it is supporting or
replacing the controller, all schemes for developing the ATM system intend
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as a m atter of policy for such change to be progressive and evolutionary.
W hether this concerns the practices and training of controllers, the design
of the control suites, or the protocols and rules governing the passage of
aircraft, the same policy applies. For example, the AERA plan will initially
be restricted to implementing a computer-based flight strips system, later
providing conflict prediction, and later still providing suggestions for
conflict resolution; only at this stage w ould a fully autom ated system be
contem plated.
3.4

Im passe in the response: not w hat is 'k n o w n ', b u t w hat is 'tried and
tested'

In spite of the schemes and policies for revising the ATM system, the
system remains essentially unchanged since the 1970s. As a consequence,
there is a growing crisis in european air transportation operations (John and
Macalister, 1991; Jackson, 1993). The retention of '70s technology in a '90s
w orld has not been due to the absence of developm ent efforts, but rather, to
the failure to get accepted any of the systems produced. Consider the efforts
to introduce a conflict detection facility into the UK system. Over the last
two decades, a considerable am ount of research and developm ent effort has
been expended on finding such a system. In all cases though, the systems
have been rejected before ever reaching operational application. Even
where the design of such aids has been com m ended by research evaluations
(e.g., W hitfield and Ord, 1980), those aids have not found operational use.
It w ould appear then, that evolutionary developm ent is at best failing to
keep pace w ith the dem and for increased air traffic throughput; at worst, it
has produced an impasse. W hat we have so far not done is ask w hy the
evolutionary policy has been necessary, or w hether there m ight be
alternatives - ones which m ight overcome the current stalemate.
Although a num ber of pragm atic justifications for the evolutionary policy
have been suggested, (including the long cycle time for design iterations,
and controllers' conservatism tow ards new developm ents), the underlying
reason is, one m ight suggest, an epistemic one. Quite simply, there is not an
adequate understanding of the ATM system's purpose, the mechanisms by
which it achieves its purpose, or how well it achieves its purpose. In the
absence of such an understanding, careful advance has to be based on w hat
is know n - or rather, not w hat is 'known' but w hat is 'tried and tested'. For
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it is exactly because it is not know n w hat the ATM system 'really is', that the
risks of innovative leaps cannot be estim ated, and so such leaps m ust be
avoided.
It w ould be quite incorrect to suggest there is no understanding of the ATM
system; on the contrary, there is a very rich understanding. But this
understanding tends to be either implicit (and therefore untestable and
w ithout generality), or to be lim ited to disparate aspects of the system (see
reviews in 6.1 and 7.1). Fragm entation is a particular issue; since the ATM
system is a complex hierarchical structure of adaptive sub-systems, a major
structural change in one sub-system can reverberate throughout a chain of
sub-systems. Sometimes this can m ean displacem ent - w hen some system
behaviour, or problem is displaced into a different sub-system. At worst it
can m ean rejection of a sub-system. The m ost obvious example here is of
the effect on the controller of changes in the devices they use. Even small
changes in device structures and behaviours can have major destablising
effects on the controllers' highly sophisticated and attuned cognitive
structures. Displacement will occur w hen the controller suffers a greater
behavioural or structural cost, even after adaptation, as a consequence of the
introduction of a new device. Rejection will occur w hen the controller
sim ply does not adapt to the new device. So, evolutionary developm ent has
been necessary to avoid destablising the system w hen changes are made to
one sub-system w ithout being able to predict the consequences for other
sub-systems and the system as a whole.
Earlier, a characterisation of different kinds of design discipline was
suggested (see 1.3). Roughly speaking, craft practices of design can be
denoted by the maxim 'Invent and Test'; by contrast, engineering practices
of design can be denoted by the maxim 'Specify then Implement'. A force of
this characterisation is that it acknowledges different forms of design
discipline and in particular, the legitimacy of the informal, tacit knowledge
embodied in craft practices of design. Invent and test then, is w hat one m ust
do w hen there is only an informal and tacit understanding of a design
problem, as w hen an existing system is tried and tested, but not known.
Because the existing understanding tends to be informal and tacit,
inventing and testing is exactly the practice em ployed in the evolutionary
developm ent of the ATM system. This practice seeks to evolve a design
through prototyping, exploiting the available worker's understanding.
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Systems analysis invariably seeks to elicit from the w orker their knowledge
of the domain, and for m any systems, this may be the only available
understanding of the domain. By making it explicitly structured, the
worker's understanding of the dom ain can be used as a prim ary basis for
requirem ents specification and systems design. Elicitation of dom ain
knowledge from workers m ust always rem ain a feature of systems
development. Participation of the w orker extends beyond eliciting dom ain
knowledge to also asking the worker to help specify the requirements for
the design of the system: viz, asking the worker w hat they want. Bregman,
McCabe and Sutcliffe (1988) published the only ATM system example, one
concerning the contributions of a controller group to specifying
requirem ents for the AERA plan next generation US system. The process
relied on meetings betw een the controllers and developers, w herein the
group
serves as the voice of the controllers. They examine interface
requirem ents as they are derived. They provide clarification of ATC
procedures and ultim ately either sign-off or disallow requirements."
It is the breakdow n in the practice of inventing and testing which lies
behind the developm ent impasse. The breakdow n occurs w ith the changing
trade-off in the cost and validity of testing. For example, it has been said that
at Eurocontrol (the European centre for ATM research), a 'high face
validity' sim ulation program m e for testing a new design takes one year to
plan and costs £1M. At this sort of cost, an open-ended, iterative 'invent
and test' program m e is clearly economically unfeasible. The participation of
the worker can neither preclude the program m e being open-ended. The
difficulties in translating implicit w orkers' dom ain knowledge into a
structured or formal representation are well docum ented. Those difficulties
are com pounded w hen the worker is asked to describe and judge the
requirements for a system which does not yet exist. The more
representative the design or prototype will be, the more asking the worker
is likely to ensure a successful system. Hence, asking the worker may better
direct an evolutionary design program m e, but is still subject to the same
economic trade-off betw een cost and validity of the design, whether
sim ulation or prototype.
This section has sought to explain the failure of evolution-driven
programmes of developm ent to keep pace w ith need as due to the absence
of an adequate understanding of the design problems to be solved.
Specifically, it has been asserted that knowledge of the ATM system is
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inform al and tacit, or is fragmentary. Since developm ent m ust proceed not
from w hat is known, but from w hat is tried and tested, development
practices are those of invention and testing. The simple economics of this
craft practice lead to an impasse, w ith developm ent failing to keep pace w ith
need.
Yet it is possible to conceive of a future alternative to the craft practices of
ATM system development. That alternative w ould be engineering practices
w hich prescriptively specified solutions to ATM system design problems
before implementation. Such practices w ould only be possible if supported
by engineering knowledge in the form of a conception, values, exemplars,
and ultimately - design principles (1.4). For as long as the controller had a
role in the air traffic m anagem ent system, this future alternative form of
developm ent w ould necessarily require a discipline of Cognitive
Engineering. Cognitive Engineering w ould evolve from, and so supplant,
the craft-like discipline of H um an Factors in ATM system development.
The following section discusses the attem pted replacement of the
controller's paper flight progress strip w ith an interactive com puter system.
The w ay in which these design issues have been addressed is a significant
illustration of the shortcomings of the developm ent response discussed
above. Further, this case illustrates the particular need for Cognitive
Engineering to supplant H um an Factors in ATM system development.
3.5

An illustration of the impasse; the replacem ent of the paper flight
progress strip

The flight progress strip has earlier been described as a critical artifact in the
m anagem ent of air traffic, and aspects of its use were briefly introduced
(Section 3.1.). Here, the aim of replacing the flight progress strip with a
computer-based system (hereafter, a 'software strips' system'^), and the
difficulties encountered, are explained. C urrent understandings of the paper
flight strip and how it is used are considered in greater detail.

^ From hereon, any form of interactive computer system intended as a replacement for the
paper flight strips w ill be referred to as a software strips system'. This is not to suggest that
a replacement system w ould bear any necessary resemblance to the paper flight strips; flight
information need not be presented as strips of textual information related to a given aircraft
over a given section of its flight.
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Program m es of developm ent for the next generation ATM system have, as
earlier described, the aim of increasing the level of autom ation in the
system, and the policy of evolutionary change. By increasing the level of
autom ation, and so better supporting the controller, a more effective system
should result. The replacement of the paper strip w ith a software-strips
system is a major focus of such program m es. The operational deploym ent
in the UK of such a system was intended for the mid-1970s (Hughes,
Shapiro, Sharrock, and Anderson, 1988). As earlier m entioned, the first
stage of the AERA plan is the introduction of such a system (Ratcliffe, 1985).
The enthusiasm for replacing the paper strip can be m ost simply explained
as a recognition of the strip as the controller's central tool: hence its
im provem ent m ight m ost directly aid the controller. More accurately,
because the controller uses the flight inform ation presented on the strip to
make decisions and to communicate those decisions to other controllers,
interactive decision support m ust m ost naturally be integrated w ith the
flight inform ation to support these functions. Consider the architecture of
the worksystem. Two distinct kinds of information are received by the
worksystem: data concerning the 'current state' of each aircraft and received
from both radar and aircraft-to-ground comm unication links; and flight
plan data received though an international com puter comm unications
netw ork and providing a provisional, outline plan for each aircraft (Field,
1985). The current state data is presented to the controller on the radar
display; targets sensed by the radar are augm ented with datablocks by the
aircraft-to-ground links. The flight plan data are presented to the controller
on the paper flight progress strips. It follows that the current state data and
the flight plan data are currently only brought together by the controllers
themselves, that is to say, w ithin their ow n cognitions. The controllers use
the flight plan data to plan where each aircraft should be directed and how,
and the current state data to m onitor the traffic and the execution of plans.
Instructions issued to aircraft, are recorded on the strips, and intended flight
level coordinations between sectors are also recorded. Integrating the two
kinds of data w ithin a com puter system w ould potentially allow com puter
support for decision m aking and communication; indeed, the m ainframe
computer installed at LATCC in the 1970s was designed to allow this
integration (Hughes et al, 1988). The reason this integration has not occured
is that w ithout the controller comm unicating their plans in a form which
the com puter can interpret, the com puter cannot contribute to even the
most basic of functions. Consider conflict prediction. Effective conflict
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detection requires information about the controller's plans for aircraft:
conflict detection systems which only treat current state data, or even
current state and flight plan data, are ineffective because they cannot
eliminate ostensible potential conflicts that will not occur because the
aircraft will soon be changing course as continuation of the routes the
controller has decided for them (Shepard, Dean, Powley, and Akl, 1991).
So, support for the controller's decision-making can only begin to be
provided if the com puter can be inform ed of the controller's decisions. For
this, replacement of the paper flight progress strips by a software strips
system is a pre-requisite. Given the general requirem ent for evolutionary
development, any software strips system has been constrained by the dictate
that it mimic the paper flight progress strip (the mimic constraint'). This
means that a software strips system m ust, at least initially, provide
essentially the same facilities as the paper strips. Towards such an
evolutionary developm ent of a software strips system, efforts have been
m ade to better understand the facilities of the paper strip, and to use that
understanding as a basis for prototyping designs of software strips system
that replicate those facilities. These efforts have been directed by researchers
working for the Civil Aviation A uthority (CAA) latterly at the Royal
Signals Research Establishm ent (RSRE), and have involved collaborations
w ith researchers at Aston and Lancaster Universities over a period of 15
years. This work is briefly sum m arised below.
The traditional understanding of the paper flight progress strip is that it is
essentially an aide-memoire , in other w ords, the strip provides a record of
information about aircraft and decisions m ade as a form of external
memory (ATCEU, 1978). In advancing this understanding, efforts were
made by the CAA's researchers to analyse and classify the properties of the
strips including the information they contain (Jackson, 1989). A list of
identifiable objects em bodied in the strip and the strips board were
classified, and attributes informally associated with those objects, for
example: "(object) Strip Rack: (property) The strip rack is a location which is
time ordered from the bottom to the top. ie., it has a property of automatic
drop dow n if a strip is removed, later strips fill the space vacated. Strips can
be rem oved and replaced at any point in a column." This analysis was
concentrated on the structures of the strip, although curiously, the
controller's hand was included as one class of object. Moving beyond
analysis of the properties of the strip to analysis of the use of the strip, an
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early collaboration w ith researchers at Aston University identified the role
of the flight strip, for example:
"Most im portant was the observation that the m anually updated
strips are used primarily during planning phases, for 'looldng
ahead', while radar dom inates during the im plem entation of
plans" (Whitfield and Jackson, 1982).
To provide a more comprehensive analysis, and in recognition of ATM as a
socio-technical system, researchers at Lancaster University were
commissioned to analyse the uses of the strip w ithin the sector team. They
em ployed an 'ethnom ethodology' deriving from social anthropology and
sociology. The analysis cited four basic features of the paper flight strip:
(i)

its '"visible at a glance' quality, both in inform ation
contained and in the ordering of the strips, arising in their 'as
is' property"
(ii) its "public visibility as to w hat it in d icates
a standard
format of information which enables the team to see w hat it
signifies in terms of the controlling task"
(iii) its "notepad functionality "
recording actions taken and a
means of updating the data contained on the strips itself. It
serves to organise the suite team's m em ory in terms of
actions done and data responded to "
(iv) its
role in the organisation of w orking ta s k s
with
respect to particular and expected traffic in the se c to r
and
among other matters 'buying time', and im portant in this is
seeing how many strips are 'due' how m any are 'live' and
need dealing w ith now, ' how busy am I to be soon, and so
on." (Hughes, Shapiro, Sharrock, and Anderson, 1988).
Considering the requirements for a software strips system, the Lancaster
researchers added support to the mimic constraint, concluding that any
system m ust "mirror the physical attributes of paper strips." All the same,
they suggest future possibilities w ould include:
"varying the heights of strips, displaying up to date arrival times,
and the automatic re-ordering of strips. Strips could automatically
appear as pending at some pre-set eta. ... Strips could be highlighted
in more ways than being cocked out. The interaction and m utual
contexting that we have em phasised betw een the three m ain
resources for ATC could be better represented in the strip display
which could, for example, display current alongside cleared flight
level. Highlighting a strip could highlight the corresponding radar
image. And in the longer term, the function borne by R /T requests
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instructions and acknowledgem ents could be autom ated via
transponder and Electronic flight progress strips."
U nderstanding of the paper flight progress strip and its use extends beyond
the program m e described, though m ay not necessarily contribute to
developing a software strips system. For example, a separate group w ithin
the CAA concerned w ith Operations Research discuss the use of the flight
strip w ithin the controller's identification of conflicts in en-route control
(Chapman, 1988). Chapm an appears to distinguish proactive and reactive
activities, the former concerning "conflict prediction" of aircraft about to
enter the sector, the latter concerning "conflict detection" of aircraft already
on the sector. The differential use of flight strips and radar for these
activities is noted:
"A controller m ust plan in a strategic sense how he will deal w ith
aircraft due on the sector in a few m inutes and he m ust
continually m onitor the radar screen for problem s that he cannot
predict, e.g., deviations from track. ... Because of the advance
w arning the controller receives of his approaching aircraft, an enroute controller can plan his strategy well in advance and can then
use the radar sim ply to m onitor the results. From observation and
discussions w ith controllers about their operational techniques,
the evidence is that a great deal of this conflict prediction task is
done using the flight strips as a planning tool" (Chapman, 1988).
As well as seeking a better understanding of the paper strip and its use in
the ATM task, the research and developm ent program m e directed by the
CAA has commissioned a num ber of prototype designs of software strips
system intended to mimic the paper strips^. Those prototypes have been
retained by RSRE for evaluation. Yet nearly twenty years since the intended
introduction of a software strip system, no system is in operational use in
the UK. An operational system is installed at Schipol Airport, and a system
has been installed for operational trials at the Southern California Control
Centre (see H arper et al, 1989): no other examples have been found. An
explanation for the failure to develop a software strips system is that there is
an unresolveable conflict betw een the aim of increasing autom ation (i.e.,
com puterising the flight strip) and the approach of evolutionary
developm ent (i.e., the mimic constraint). That explanation is now
presented, and suggests that to make good the failure requires a

^ The scope of the commissions is broad: the prototypes include one design produced by the
Royal College of Art.
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rationalisation of the paper flight strip w ithin the context of the ATM
systems design problem.
The mimic constraint is untenable, since it is inconceivable that any
software strips system could currently replicate the physical facilities of a
strip of paper. For example, controllers dem and that they can make records
on the strips w ithout interrupting their flow of activity: entering
inform ation through a keyboard, as any software strips system w ould
currently require, is a common aversion of controllers (Harper, Hughes and
Shapiro, 1991). A software strips system cannot mimic the paper strip at a
physical level of interaction.
Consider if the mimic constraint were relaxed, there w ould then be the
potential for imm ediately providing m ore active support for the
controller's decision-making, for example, conflict prediction facilities, or
simply the facilities suggested by Hughes et al (1988). In such ways, the
inevitable loss of advantage of the physical use of the paper flight progress
strip could be more than compensated by the advantages of active support.
Yet any proposal of this sort would represent a significant innovative step
and so run counter to the policy of evolutionary change. It is unlikely that
the risk w ould be taken of relinquishing - not 'w hat is known' about the
paper flight strip, but w hat is 'tried and tested' (see preceding section). But
how can it be suggested that in spite of the research program m e described,
understanding of the flight progress strip is still so inadequate as to make
innovative change more than a gamble?
Two pieces of evidence suggest that understanding of the paper flight strip
is still inadequate. First, and anecdotal, is a statem ent m ade by a researcher
at RSRE, w hen questioned by the author about the failure to put into
operational use any of the various software strips system prototypes,
explained that the prototypes were each "solutions to a problem we do not
understand." The implication is that w ithout understanding the design
problem engendered by the paper flight progress strip, there can be no
understanding of the solution embodied by a given prototype; hence
innovation m ust be avoided. Note that this is not a case of 'a solution
looking for a problem', as is often suggested of technological innovations:
the need to improve the effectiveness of the ATM system by better
supporting the controller are visible 'external' features of the problem; it is
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rather the lack of understanding of the problem 's 'internal' features which
precludes identifying real solutions from those which are merely illusory.
The second evidence of an inadequate understanding of the paper flight
strip comes from a research paper published by the Lancaster University
group themselves (Hughes, Randall, Shapiro, 1992). In a collaboration of the
Lancaster University group w ith colleagues in the Com puter Science
Departm ent (see Sommerville, Rodden, Sawyer, and Bentley, 1992), the
ethnographic studies were offered as a basis for designing a novel software
strips system. In response to being presented w ith the studies, the Com puter
Scientists asked the following questions:
i)

"what characteristics of the existing system are unim portant
and need not be supported in a com puterised system?;
ii) w hat are im portant m anual activities which need not be
supported because the activities are a consequence of the fact
that no com puter support is (already) available?;
iii) w hat characteristics of the m anual system m ust be replicated
w ithout change in a com puterised system?;
iv) w hat activities from the m anual system may be supported in
a way which is different from that used in the m anual
system?." (Hughes, Randall, Shapiro, 1992)
These questions indicate that even were the mimic constraint tenable,
understanding of the paper flight strip is insufficient to indicate w hat a
software strips system m ust replicate. It is insufficient because it is implicit
(e.g., w hat does"visible at a glance" mean?), it lacks generality (e.g., it is
asked "what characteristics of the m anual system m ust be replicated?"), and
it is fragmented (e.g., how is being visible at a glance related to the objectattribute analysis of the paper strip?).
The questions do indicate a rejection of the mimic constraint, but in the
field of possibilities now opened up, they express the need for, and absence
of, an understanding of the paper flight strip design issues. That these
questions are asked in response to the study indicates that the
understanding provided by the study had not enabled these issues to be
rationalised. In reply, the authors stated that these questions "were not
easily answerable by reference to the w ork as subtle and complex as our
ethnographic analysis had show n controlling to be", and justifiably object
that the questions imply a view of the ATM task that gave "scant justice to
(its) social character." The study was of a particular sort: it applied an
ethnographic approach to considering the functionality of the flight strips
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w ithin the socio-technical system. All the same, since the com puter
scientists were provided access to the w ider current understanding of the
flight progress strip that does exist, the questions indicate the insufficiency
of even that wider understanding.
To recapitulate, the need for a more effective ATM system, and the assumed
solution through greater autom ation, m otivates the aim of developing
replacing the paper flight strip w ith a software strips system. Any
replacem ent system is constrained to mimic the paper strip, as follows from
the evolutionary developm ent approach installed as policy^. This constraint
is unrealiseable technologically. Unless a significant innovative step is
taken to compensate for the loss of physical functionality in a software strips
system, any such system will likely be rejected. Yet such an innovative step
will not be taken, since it entails relinquishing w hat is tried and tested in
the paper strip. Unable to prescriptively Specify and Im plement a successful
design of software strips systems, it may appear that H um an Factors is
consigned to Invent and Test designs which m ight only be destined for
rejection.
Replacement of the paper flight progress strip can be interpreted as a case in
point of the need for a Cognitive Engineering discipline. Yet to suggest that
a successful design of software strips system m ust w ait for the construction
of Cognitive Engineering seems a too extrem e conclusion. Chapter 10
considers how rationalising the paper flight strip design issues m ight better
support the design of a software strips system in the immediate term.

This chapter has explained the ATM system and the requirem ents for a
more effective system. It has characterised the approach of systems
developm ent responding to this requirem ent, and the shortcomings of the
response. By way of illustration, difficulties in replacing the paper flight

^ The conflict between evolutionary developm ent and automation in replacing the paper
flight strips is not unique to the ATM system. W oods (1991) has commented that "data
presentation in industrial control rooms is dominated by a one data p oin t/on e display element
philosophy ... in spite of the revolution in display media." W oods states: "(The) inability to
abandon the elemental data display philosophy inherent in older representational media as
technological developm ents have provided new representational powers has greatly
constrained the w ay display and interface system s have been designed and their effects on
user performance."
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progress strip were considered. Development of the ATM system, and not
least the replacem ent of the flight strip, supports the general need for a
discipline of Cognitive Engineering.
In seeking to construct an exem plar for Cognitive Engineering, this research
program m e (see 1.5.2) attem pted to produce a form ulation of the design
problem for a reconstructed ATM system. It also sought to investigate how
the paper flight strip design issues m ight be rationalised. The next chapter
completes the account of the second stage of the research program m e (see
1.5.2). It presents an account of a field study of an operational ATM system,
used informally as a basis for producing the reconstructed system.
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Observations of the ATM system at the Ringway Control Centre are
presented in this chapter. The observations were gathered in a field study
whose purpose was to gain an informal introduction to the air traffic
m anagem ent task. This w ould enable the subsequent reconstruction of an
ATM system in the laboratory. The field study completed the second stage of
the research program m e (see 1.5.2.).
The procedure and scope of the study are explained in Section 4.1. A
discursive account of the system was produced from the study and is
provided in full in the subsequent sections of this chapter. The account
explains the role of the sector w ithin national airspace operations, and
describes the sector and the nature of traffic passing through it. It describes
the informational devices which the controllers use to m anage this traffic.
That m anagem ent is perform ed w ithin a team whose group working and
communication are essential to the success of operations: these are also
described, enabling description of the cognitive activities of the key operator
w ithin the team, the executive controller. In turn, description of the
executive controller's cognitive activities supports description of the role of
the flight strip in traffic m anagem ent operations.
4.1

M ethod and scope of the field study

Ringway at M anchester is one ATM centre in the UK. An invitation to
observe operations at this centre was gained and two visits were made, the
first to be given an introduction to operations, the second to collect data.
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On the first visit, the operations m anager was interviewed about sector
control operations, w ith particular reference to the use of the flight strip. As
p art of this familiarisation stage, the opportunity was provided for sitting in
w ith a control team as they w orked the sector. A headset was provided so
that the dialogue betw een controllers and aircraft could be overheard. This
session provided a general orientation to the task and activities of the
controllers. The m ost general observation from this visit was of the task's
complexity, and of its seamless discharge by the controllers: it proved
impossible to follow the thoughts, intentions and actions of the controllers
simply by sitting beside them. The array of inform ation presented at the
control suite was alone daunting by any standard. It was apparent that data
recording was needed, including some form of explanation by the
controllers themselves, to allow a m ore extended consideration of the traffic
m anagem ent task.
A second visit was m ade to obtain data. The m orning shift was joined at 7
am w hen the operations m anager him self w orked the sector. A videotape
w ith sound recording was m ade of this controller as he m anaged the air
traffic for one hour. The video camera was established to record the view
over the controller's shoulder of the flight strips and the radar screen
beneath the strips. The direction of the controller's gaze, and their hand
m ovem ents over the strips, were visible. How ever the resolution of the
camera, and the low light conditions, m eant that the inform ation on the
individual strips, and on the radar could not be discrim inated. An external
loudspeaker from the radio transm ission link enabled the dialogue of
controller w ith pilots to be recorded. The videotape also captured the
m ovements of other personnel as they w orked w ith the controller on the
flight strips. All the flight strips used in this session (num bering 145) were
obtained.
Later, and following this observation stage, the videotape was replayed to
the controller (the operations manager). He was asked to describe and
explain his activities. He show ed a good capacity to articulate these, and
only m inim al prom pts were necessary. This post-task protocol elicitation
process took some three hours. The controller provided the most detailed
protocol in the first part of the session, and spent one hour reviewing the
first ten m inutes of the videotape.
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The video tape of the first twenty m inutes of the controller's protocol was
later analysed. First, all dialogue between controller and pilots was
transcribed, to the extent it could be clearly identified. All dialogue of the
sector team was also transcribed. Overt actions of the controller m ade w ith
the flight strips and the radar were added to the transcript. The time of all
actions and dialogue
were also added to the transcript. Finally,
the controller's subsequent protocol was transcribed. The transcript can be
found in A ppendix A and supports the informal interpretation of the
system that follows.
The scope of the study w as the detailed observation of one controller for a
period of only one hour at one control centre. A lthough this is a restricted
scope, it needs to be said that such access to the system was privileged, and
m ade at the cost to the control centre w hich accepted responsibility for the
potential intrusion into safe operations. Also, there are no accounts in the
literature of observational studies of the controller at work, other studies
observe controllers in sim ulations, or interview controllers away from the
operations room w ithout the advantage of a video playback.
The following sections present the informal interpretation of the ATM
system at the Ringway Centre. Observations are related to instances in the
transcript by reference to the recorded time.
4.2

O verview of traffic on the sector

The Ringway centre is part of the UK's National Air Traffic Service (NATS)
operations. It is responsible for air traffic in the Terminal M anoeuvring
Area (TMA) over M anchester and Liverpool. This TMA region adjoins the
en route sectors controlled from London and Scotland, the sectors through
which air traffic travels across UK airspace. To simplify, the purpose of the
Ringway TMA system is to manage air traffic leaving Liverpool and
M anchester airports on their way to joining airways in the en route sectors
for national and international flights, and to manage air traffic leaving the
en route sectors for landing at those airports. Separate approach control
systems w ithin their respective control towers manage the take off and
landing of aircraft at Manchester and Liverpool airports. So, the Ringway
TMA system m anages traffic transiting betw een approach control and en
route sectors, as well as 'local' traffic (for example, flights from Manchester
to the Isle of Man).
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The controllers observed were m anaging traffic on a sector w ithin the TMA
that extends west, south and north from the Liverpool and Manchester
conurbations. This sector lies betw een 4000ft and about 16000ft. It includes 9
beacons, or reporting points. Aircraft were oriented in their routes over
these beacons. A num ber of reporting points were located at the boundaries
of the sector: aircraft generally entered and left the sector at these points.
Also, there were airways defined over the beacons w ithin the sector. These
were augm ented by typical profiles for flights through specific locales,
including Standard Instrum ent D epartures for aircraft leaving airports:
these define specific profiles and m anoeuvres aircraft m ust make when
leaving airports. The sector also includes a stack into which aircraft wishing
to land at Manchester and Liverpool were directed and held w hilst reducing
in height and w aiting for an opportunity to enter the correct approach
control.
Traffic w ithin the sector was of varied kinds. First there were aircraft
entering the sector intending to land at the airports. These were directed
into the stack if an immediate approach was not available. Once in the stack,
aircraft were able to reduce their height until at 5000ft, they could be directed
tow ards approach control. Aircraft approaching the airports commonly
arrived at the sector from the Scottish or London control regions. Second,
there were aircraft leaving the airports. Aircraft leaving the airports climb
under the stack to a maximum of 4000ft: once clear, they are then given
clearance to climb to an appropriate height and put on an appropriate
heading. Aircraft leaving the airports commonly left the sector for the
London and Scottish control regions. Third, there were aircraft overflying
the sector, an example of which was an aircraft flying from Leeds to Belfast.
These aircraft enter the sector near its ceiling and continue at that height
under the sector control. Finally, there was 'low and slow' traffic, for
example, aircraft m aking short hops betw een Liverpool and the Isle of Man.
The m anagem ent of each kind of traffic was required of the ATM
worksystem operating in this sector. A variety of separation rules are
specified for different traffic situations, but a m inim um vertical separation
of 1000ft is always required. Other rules dictate the movements of aircraft
w ithin the sector, including quadrantel rules and semi circular rules
concerning the passing of aircraft flying in different directions along the
same airway.
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4.3

Inform ation devices of the control suite

The worksystem m anaging this traffic on the sector comprised a team
operating from a control suite consisting of a range of inform ational
devices. The principal devices were the flight progress strips and the radar
sets. There were two radar sets, one short range w ithin the sector and
im m ediately and horizontally in front of the executive controller, the other
was of longer range and was located above head height. The short range
radar showed each aircraft as a target to which a datablock was added by the
com puter processing sensing air to ground datalinks from the aircraft. The
datablock gave the callsign of the aircraft and its current height. Above and
behind the short range radar were the flight strips. These were arranged in
nine banks on a flight strips board, each bank corresponding to one of the
beacons on the sector. Each bank of strips was topped w ith a designator strip.
For each beacon an aircraft would pass on its planned route through the
sector, a separate strip was presented under the appropriate designator.
Examples of strips collected from the observational study are show n in
Figure 4.2; discussion of the flight progress strips is given in Section 4.6. In
addition to the radar and flight strips, the controllers wore a headset for
making radio communication w ith pilots. The control suite also included
telephones w ith direct links to approach controllers at the airports, and to
the controllers m anaging the adjacent en-route sectors from the London
and Scottish centres. Working at the control suite was a team of controllers
and observations of these follow.
4.4

G roup w orking and com m unication aspects of the ATM
worksystem

Two predom inant features of the ATM worksystem are its group working
and its communications. It is not possible here to provide other than an
indication of the richness of these features, since the scope of the prim ary
research aim excludes a more detailed account. Also, recent work by Hughes
and colleagues (e.g., Hughes et al., 1988), adopting ethnomethodological
approaches have sought to provide such an account.
The worksystem comprises a structured team of controllers working
together at the control suite to manage the sector. The core team always
consists of an executive controller and an assistant controller, augm ented by
a Crew Chief. In addition, an assistant regularly brings to the control suite
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flight strips for aircraft arriving at the sector within the next 45 minutes. In
essence, the executive controller has responsibility for making all decisions
about the traffic within the sector and acting on those decisions. They are
supported in this decision-making by the support controller. The assistant
controller was observed to monitor the executive controller's decisions and
occasionally ask for clarification; for example, Protocol:(T0042-0059) refers to
a decision the executive controller made to compromise the separation of
the aircraft which the assistant subsequently queried.
The Crew Chief was responsible for coordinating this sector with adjacent
sectors. Since aircraft frequently cross into and out of the sector, there was a
requirement for identifying a general plan for the aircraft and coordinating
that plan between sector worksystems. This coordination was the function
of the Crew Chief who could be seen moving from one sector worksystem
to another ensuring, for example, that two sectors are aware of the
impending boundary crossing of an aircraft and providing a height at which
the aircraft might cross which is acceptable to both sectors. For example,
Protocol:(T03:04 03:05) refers to the Crew Chief negotiating with the
London centre the height coordination of an aircraft. Protocol:(T04:23 04:27)
refers to the Crew Chief coordinating an inbound flight with Liverpool
approach control, informing them of the current position of the aircraft.
All group activities appeared to be organised around what Hughes et al
(1989) call 'schemes of relevance', ranging from 'anybody's business', to
'none of my business' to ' mine and yours' to 'nobody's but mine'. In this
way, each member of the team is aware of which information and events
are relevant to their own tasks. An example of something perceived by the
executive controller as 'none of their business' at that time is given in
Protocol: (T04:23 04:27) which refers to the Crew Chief discussing a
coordination with Liverpool approach that will eventually be relevant to
the executive controller, but was not at the time of the discussion. An
example of a task seen as 'yours and mine' business by the controller was
the organisation of the flight strips as referred to in Protocol: (T01:05 01:06).
These need regular tidying up, a task which the controller shares with the
Crew Chief. An example of the executive controller's perception of a task
which was 'nobody's but mine' concerned the issuing of instructions to
aircraft. Only the controller issued instructions to aircraft, even when the
decision had been made by the chf'e/^
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Schemes of relevance are taken for granted and only become explicitly
articulated w hen uncertainty occurs, as in the above example of the
assistant controller querying the executive controller's decision, or when
failures arise. Related to the notion of schemes of relevance, Hughes et al
(1989) describe the culture of controller professionalism w hich demands
consideration of the limits of fellow controllers if one is to be judged a good
controller. This is apparent at all times in the cooperative w orking of the
group. For example, Protocol:(T03:36 03:37) refers to the Crew Chief placing
strips into the rack because the executive controller was too busy.
C om m unication aspects of the ATM worksystem are im plied in the
preceding observations of group working. The controllers did communicate
w ith each other verbally, but the greater comm unication was non-verbal,
through shadow ing actions which others m ade and their verbal exchanges,
and through records m ade on the flight strips. Most comm unication with
the executive controller was non-verbal for the reason that this controller
needed this faculty always available for listening to, and speaking with
pilots. Examples of controller-pilot dialogue are given in A ppendix A.
4.5

Cognitive activities of the executive controller

Discussion of the group w orking of the ATM worksystem sets the wider
context of activity w ithin which observations of the cognitions of the
executive controller can be interpreted. In contrast to the view of cognition
as a purely m ental process related to overt behaviours, the conception
presented in Chapter 2 proposed that behaviour, whether abstract and
mental, or physical, can be interpreted as cognitive. Activity can be
interpreted w ith respect to the construction and application of knowledge.
Accordingly, we m ight attem pt to interpret observation of the activities of
the executive controller in terms of cognitive behaviours.
It is a self evident truth that the controller m onitors the traffic, but far less
obvious how, to what, and why, the controller selectively m onitors, as they
clearly do and must. The following observations concerning the executive
controller's m onitoring behaviours can be made. The executive controller
indicated a categorisation of the aircraft into those needing frequent
m onitoring and others, including those needing no m onitoring. This was
commonly related to w hether aircraft were on their ow n navigation (to a
beacon)', or 'on a heading'. Aircraft on a heading need frequent
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instructions, since the controller is effectively controlling them; an example
is referred to in Protocol:(T03:23 03:25). Protocol:(T04:57 05:03) refers to an
aircraft which the controller instructed and then declared he could ignore.
The controller's m onitoring behaviours extended across a m uch wider
time-frame than the current actual state of the traffic displayed by the radar,
as the controller sought to recognise the future state of the traffic and the
m anagem ent it w ould demand. It included the projection of future states of
the air traffic given the current state identified on the radar display; for
example. Protocol:(T00:26 00:28) indicates the assessment of separation at
closing some 3 to 4 minutes later (at a closing speed of 500 kts). The
m onitoring horizon extended beyond the projected future states of aircraft
already on the sector to those whose arrival is pending. The strips allowed
the controller to extend their horizon beyond the projected situation given
the radar display because they detail the pending arrival of aircraft onto the
sector in advance of any radar contact. For example, in Protocol:(T08:30
08:36), the controller describes how he looked up the column of strips at
beacons, not only checking that coordinations have been m ade, but looking
ahead to the future state of traffic not yet on the sector (see also
Protocol:(TGI: 17 01:17)).
A further feature of the controller's m onitoring was their selective
direction of attention to different devices. A clear example is the two radars:
the controller described his selective attention to each in Protocol:(T00:26
00:28), as driven by the different inform ation they provided. A further
stereotype of the monitoring activity was the attention to the radar screen
for heading inform ation and the flight strips for height information, as
indicated in Protocol(T00:26 00:28). It is a stereotype because both radar and
strips provide height and heading information: the true mechanisms
operating here are clearly more complex than the stereotype.
A fundam ental characteristic apparent in the controller's activity was the
extensive mental w ork associated w ith a small set of overt and
discontinuous actions. Indeed, the controller himself rem arks on this in
Protocol:(T07:49 07:49). This characteristic can be informally interpreted as
that of a highly sophisticated problem solver operating in a problem space
having an enorm ous num ber of possible 'states' but w here the 'operators'
were centrally restricted to those of height and heading change instructions.
Since this problem solving was a continuous process determ ining action, it
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was further interpreted as prim arily a planning process. But of w hat sort?
The following suggest some aspects.
One clear feature of the planning activity was its opportunistic nature:
certain tasks could be discharged 'at least cost' imm ediately and
independently w hen they arose. Protocol:(T04:34 04:35) provides such an
example, a case where an aircraft needed to be descended at some stage, and
where both the nature of the traffic problem and the dem ands on the
controller allowed it to be got "out of the way" immediately.
Another ostensible feature of the controller's planning was the w ay that
different requirements of the traffic needed to be considered and balanced,
often dem anding some form of compromise. Specifically, safety and
progress were constraints which m ight conflict in finding a best solution, so
a compromise solution m ust be found. An example of this is given in
Protocol:(T04:57 05:03) w here the controller considered the separation
betw een two aircraft over the forseeable horizon and sought to improve the
expedition of one aircraft by letting him "cut the corner"; Protocol:(T00:26
00:28) is another example. Clearly, safety and progress requirem ents here
were constraints. A further constraint was to minimise the num ber of
m anoeuvres each aircraft was required to make. W here repeated
manoeuvres were necessary, the controller felt obliged to offer some
explanation to the pilot concerned (see Protocol:(T04:57 05:03). A further
source of constraint was the wealth of rules associated with traffic
procedures, for example the quadrantel rule already referred to in
Protocol:(T05:35 05:38).
Constraints may be said to relate broadly to goals, that is to say, the
achievement of planning goals entails the satisfaction of constraints, safety
being the obvious example. The construction of goals is a separable aspect of
the planning process dem anding recognition of aircraft's desired flight
levels and destinations. Protocol:(T03:04 03:05) refers to a case where the
constraint of desired flight level was considered but could not be satisfied
entirely. The continuous construction of goals is apparent throughout the
protocol, an example being the identification of the goal flight level (for a
coordination) given in Protocol:(T01:17 01:20), a goal that was actually
established by the Crew Chief.
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If the constraints w ithin the planning problem are extensive, the variables
m ay be even more so, though it is unclear from the protocol how these
w ere configured w ithin the controller’s perception of the planning
problem. Obviously variables related to the presence of m any aircraft, and
planning appeared to consider aircraft w ithin spatial and temporal
groupings; m uch of the protocol includes reference to aircraft as groups, for
example Protocol:(T09:24 09:26) which concerned optim ising the route for
one aircraft (Loganair 251) whilst also clearing the descent of another. A
feature of this grouping of aircraft was the application of familiar traffic
patterns to simplify the planning problem. This m ight be interpreted as a
process of abstraction w ithin the planning problem. One example was the
placing of three in-trail, inbound aircraft at Flight Levels 60, 70, and 80 and
subsequently treating them as a single unit (see Protocol;(T10:38 10:47)).
Other variables apparent in the planning process concerned properties of
the airspace itself, including cloud cover (see Protocol:(T00:13 00:20)) and
w ind speed (see Protocol:(T14:20 14:29) and (T13:58 14:00)).
In the consideration of goals, constraints, and variables w ithin the planning
problem, an apparent feature was the variation in precision of their
treatment. In one situation (Protocol:(T13:58 14:00), the controller described
a m ental numerical calculation of progress. Yet in other situations, much
less precision was apparent, for example, Protocol:(T02:34 02:36) refers to a
descent instruction issued whose subsequent execution was left to the
initiative of the pilot. This variation in precision may conform w ith the
notion of hierarchical plans and their variation in level of specified detail.
Recognition of the uncertainty of his ow n judgem ents is apparent in the
protocol as a source of consideration in decision making. For example
Protocol:(T04:57 05:03), uncertainty about a judgem ent of future separation
determ ined the decision to take one aircraft behind another, rather than in
front.
Throughout the controller's protocol, the recall and use of 'domain'
knowledge is apparent. This knowledge relates to the rules governing the
traffic procedures including Standard Instrum ent D eparture profiles
Protocol:(T01:47 01:49), and navigation rules (Protocol:(T05:35 05:38)). It also
relates to the properties of the aircraft, and these can be seen to play a critical
role in interpreting the planning problem. Protocol:(T14:12 14:28) refers to a
situation where the e.t.a of an aircraft was suspected to be incorrect. By
knowing which airline the strip referred to, knowing the aircraft which that
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airline operated, and knowing the perform ance characteristics of those
aircraft, the controller was able to assure himself of the correctness of the
time estimation. The controller's knowledge also extended to properties of
the system itself, for example, the capability of the radar system at Liverpool,
and so their ability to detect certain aircraft (see Protocol:(T04:23 04:27)).
A key distinction in the cognitive interpretation of the executive
controller's activities is betw een his m anagem ent of the traffic, and the
m anagem ent of his own activity. The seamless relationship betw een these
tw o aspects of his activities characterised the expertise of the controller. To
be more specific, the exigencies of the traffic could often present a
potentially complex problem needing a solution in real time. The skill of
the controller lay in m anaging the traffic in such a way that the traffic
m anagem ent problem could be solved w ithin his ow n limitations.
This m anagem ent of his own activity and w orkload is consistently apparent
in the controller's protocol (e.g., (T03:23 03:25); (T04:57 05:03); (T06:33 ^
06:35); (T08:30 08:36)). One particular feature of the controller's activity
m anagem ent is the allocation of particular actions to quiet times, in
particular the 'tidying up' of 'dead' flight strips (see Protocol:(T00:37 00:38);
(T06:00 06:03) and checking for outstanding coordinations (see
Protocol:(T08:30 08:36). A second feature is apparent in the w ay the
controller planned the traffic itself in sym pathy for his ow n predicted load.
An obvious example is the previously m entioned variable use of radar
headings for some aircraft w hilst allowing others to navigate on their own
headings for beacons. Another example is the way the controller used the
traffic to actively 'trigger' his response and so share in the m onitoring task.
Protocol:(T04:57 05:03) refers to such a trigger, w hen an aircraft is asked to
call the controller w hen they m ade visual contact w ith an aircraft crossing
in front. The flight strip had an im portant property w ith regard to the
assessment of future workload, since the strips alone indicate pending
flights into the sector up to 45 m inutes into the future. Simply the num ber
of strips stacking under a designator indicated to the controller the extent
and source of future demands.
The flight progress strip was apparent as a central resource in the cognitive
activity of the controller, w hether m onitoring, planning, or executing plans,
and in the comm unication w ithin the sector team. The following section
completes this informal account of the operational ATM worksystem
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the flight strips, their properties, and their use w ithin the worksystem.
4.6

The use of the flight strip by the executive controller

The primacy of flight strips and radar to the work of air traffic m anagem ent
is a transparently clear observation of the field study. Although they have a
reciprocal dependence, of the tw o devices it is the strip and not the radar
w hich appears to occupy the central device role. The radar is
uninterpretable w ithout the flight strips, although the opposite is not true,
and it is possible to manage air traffic w ithout radar by using procedural
control techniques of the sort studied by Bisseret and Leplat (1965). A most
general observation was that com m ensurate w ith the m ovem ent of targets
presented by the radar was the movement of strips into, across and out of
the strips board. W ith the interactions of the controllers, the strips board
was a highly dynamic device, in spite of the fact that the only
transform ation which it could perform on itself was the alignm ent of
adjacent strips under gravity.
An initial distinction can be m ade between pending and live strips. Strips
were presented on the strip board w ithin designator racks corresponding
w ith the beacons on the sector. As previously described, for each beacon
along the route of an aircraft, there was a corresponding strip in the
appropriate strip board rack. Those strips derived from the flight plan
subm itted by the aircraft before it began its journey, and arrived from a
com puter printing station in the control room, to be placed at the control
suite (see Protocol:(T01:17 01:17)). At this stage the strips were pending and
were generally left above the rack designator, although at one point an
assistant placed the strips directly into the rack "cocked out"
(Protocol:(T09:12 09:12)). The strips became live w hen they were moved
into the rack below the designator; this occurred w hen an aircraft entering
the sector first m ade contact w ith the controllers, at which point they took
over responsibility for the aircraft. The controller issued the aircraft w ith a
unique sqwark code as given on the strip. The aircraft then tuned its air to
ground communications system to this sqw ark code, and as a result, a
datablock denoting callsign and altitude was added to the target on the
controller's radar (see Protocol:(T17:20 17:24)). Note however, that the
controller may already have detected the aircraft and come to consider it
w ithin their planning horizon.
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The pending strips also indicated the source and extent of future dem ands
on the controller, as already noted. Since simply the presence of pending
strips indicated future dem ands on the controller, it follows that an absence
of strips also conveyed an im portant message to the controller - that
dem ands would be reducing, and so this too could influence the controllers'
current activities.
Of the live strips, a prim ary feature was their organisation w ithin the
separate racks. This organisation was based on e.t.a at the beacon recorded
on each strip. The e.t.a derived again from the flight plan filed by the aircraft
and was based on intended speed and route and departure times. These
times were commonly incorrect and a regular activity of the controller and
the Crew Chief was the checking of these times, w ith a corresponding
correction recorded on the strip. Protocol:(T13:58 14:00) refers to such a
correction, following reference to current actual position of the aircraft and
its speed. The significance for the controller of the chronological
organisation of the strips was indicated by the regular updating and
reorganisation activity, and also the instance w hen the controller described
his protracted reasoning about the correctness of the time of one aircraft
Protocol:(T14:12 14:28). Of the 145 strips used in this session, some 50 or 35%
show ed a revision of e.t.a records: 4 (i.e., 3%) were less than 5 m inutes
different to the printed times; 19 (i.e., 13%) were between 5 and 15 minutes
different to the printed times; 27 (i.e., 19%) were more than 15 minutes
different to the printed times. Six strips (i.e., 4%) showed at least one
subsequent correction.
The M anual of Air Traffic Services indicates a large vocabulary of symbols
which can be used to annotate the strip, though only a subset of these was
observed being used in practice. In addition to m aintaining an accurate
account of etas, two major classes of record m ade by the controller on the
strip described headings and heights: these, as suggested earlier, relate to the
two major operators which the controller m ight apply to their problem
space. Concerning heights, it has already been described how the Crew
Chief, coordinating between sectors, defined the heights for aircraft at
handover between sectors. The Chief wrote these heights on the strip for
the executive controller. Because of the role of the TMA sector as
interm ediary between en-route and approach control, aircraft were
invariably required to change height and at the exclusive instruction of the
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Figure 4.1

6721

Examples of strips collected from the Ringway
Control Centre study (scanned image at 25%
reduction).
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controller. Each time an instruction was m ade to change height, the new
cleared height was entered on the strip, supplem ented by an arrow
indicating climbing or descending (see Protocol:(T04:17 04:19).
In this way the strip provided a record of the executive controller's executed
decision. However the aircraft may not have acted on that instruction at
that time: only w hen it reported beginning the m anoeuvre and vacating its
previous height did the controller cross out the height previously recorded
on the strip. This procedure was an im portant part of m aintaining an
accurate record, since the delay between instruction and execution was often
actively used as part of controller's m anagem ent technique: Protocol:(T06:33
06:35) refers to a situation w here the controller left the decision of w hen to
execute an instructed clearance for descent to the initiative of the pilot and
did not cross out the previous level on the strip. This procedure enabled the
controller, selectively attending to many separate parts of the traffic
m anagem ent problem, to precisely interpret the current state of any aircraft
at any time, in a way that w ould not be possible w ith the radar alone:
although the radar described the height w ithin 100ft of an aircraft at each
instant, only the strips could tell which aircraft m ight initiate height
changes, and the levels at which aircraft already in climb or descent would
remain. At all times then, a record was available of the height decisions
m ade and instructed.
There is an im portant feature of the height records m ade on the strip which
m ight now be recognised and is in the difference betw een the heights which
the Crew Chief and the Executive Controller recorded on the strip. The
Crew Chief recorded his planned coordination heights at the sector
boundary. These were planned future heights which he advised the
executive controller to realise w ithin his traffic m anagem ent. Yet the
records m ade by the executive controller described only executed plans:
even if the controller had a scheme for subsequent height changes, he only
wrote the executed decisions on the strip. The difference betw een future
planned but unexecuted, and executed planned heights is important. The
two different kinds of height entry are distinguishable by the different
colour pens used by the executive controller and Crew Chief, by the Chief
w riting the coordinated height in a different box, and by w riting a C (for
coordinated) character over a descending arrow. It was not possible from
observation to determ ine w hether the Crew Chief's height entries on the
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strip always preceded those of the Executive Controller, though
Protocol:(T00:37 0038) points to such a sequence.
The procedures for recording heading instructions on the strip appeared
more ambiguous. As previously noted, some aircraft were p u t on headings
whilst others were instructed to navigate for specified beacons and report
again at those beacons. The use of these tw o control techniques w as not
explicitly recorded on the strips. If an aircraft was p u t on its ow n navigation,
this instruction was not recorded on the strip; if an aircraft was p u t on a
heading, a record of the heading was added to the strip. This was apparently
logical since a given strip indicated the next beacon to which the aircraft
w ould travel, and a direct navigation to that beacon could be assum ed
unless a record was made to the contrary. A record of a heading instruction
was of this sort. W hen headings were instructed, these were recorded on the
strip, as indicated in Protocol:(T04:57 05:03). However a record of a
continuous sequence of headings, or a crossing out of previous headings,
was not apparent. The strip referred to in the above section of the protocol
only records '050'. The controller's com m ent about the use of the radar for
decisions about heading, and flight strips for decisions about levels
(Protocol:(T00:26 00:28), would explain the noted differences in strips use
for these kinds of information.
Com m unication between members of the sector team has already been
discussed, and the observation was m ade that the majority of
com m unication was not spoken, including verbal comm unication. In this
the strip played a vital role in the record it offered to other members of the
team of decisions m ade by the executive controller. The sim ultaneity of
these communications was indicated by a situation where the executive
controller is unable to view a strip because the Crew Chief was w riting on
an adjacent strip (see Protocol:T01:51 01:53); the rapidity of communications
over the strips was indicated by the collisions betw een hands over the strips,
extending to the accidental pen m arking on the back of another's hand
(Protocol:(T04:53 05:03). Strips comm unication was also facilitated in the
'cocking out' of strips from the rack. A cocked out strip indicated an aircraft
w ith which some problem has been identified, but not yet resolved, or an
aircraft for which responsibility was being transferred betw een members of
the sector team, as referred to in Protocol:(T13:58 14:00).
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W hilst recording instructions issued to aircraft, and enabling
com m unication w ithin the team, it m ight be ventured that the strips
principal role was as a planning tool. The strips enabled the controller to
construct goals for the traffic, since they alone informed the controller of the
desired route, speed, height, and etas of aircraft. Using this information, the
controller constructed a plan for the passage of aircraft through the sector
w ithin the constraints of the projected traffic situation, including
m aintaining separations. Because the strips were organised in term s of e.t.a
at selected geographical locations (the beacons), they enabled a monitoring
of the future situation, including the prediction of separation conflicts. The
controller could look dow n a rack of strips and identify aircraft which
w ould be at the same height at proximal future times.
The maintenance of the flight strips board was a constant feature of
controller activity. As aircraft progressed through the sector, new strips for
that aircraft became relevant and previous strips became obsolete. Both
controller and Crew Chief w ould update the strips board in a methodical
sequence culminating in the 'dead strips' being tossed into a box.
Protocol:(T00:37 00:38) describes such a sequence. Looking near the bottom
of a strip rack, the controller identified aircraft that m ight have passed the
beacon reporting point by consideration of the time m arked on the strip and
the current (clock) time. He noted the Callsign on the strip and found the
relevant target on the radar, confirming that the aircraft had passed the
beacon; he then rem oved the dead strip. This maintenance activity was
conducted spontaneously during quiet periods (Protocol:(T00:37 00:38)) and
so appeared as part of the controller's planning of his own activity, referred
to earlier. More than simply triggering a 'tidying up' activity, the controller
appeared to plan his future information needs and state of the strips. For
example, the controller in one instance wrote inform ation not on the
current live strip for the aircraft, but on the subsequent strip, because the
current live strip w ould soon be rem oved (Protocol:(T02:22 02:23)). Finally,
the importance of correctly m aintaining the strip board was indicated by an
instance where the controller threw away the last strip for an aircraft
leaving the sector, but the Crew Chief subsequently needed to instruct the
aircraft for a modified coordination. (Protocol:(T00:13 00:320)). The
executive controller was initially unable to recall the height clearance
instruction given to the aircraft, and instead recalled the clearance for
another aircraft. The aircraft was still displaying its actual, but changing
height on the radar (it was still sqw ark transm itting on the controller's
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frequency); by watching the target on the radar, the controller was
eventually able to make a correct recollection.

This discussion of the use of the flight strip by the executive controller
observed at the Ringway Control Centre completes the account of the
operational ATM system. Taken as a whole, the account reveals the
informal understanding of the operational system acquired through the
field study.
The study confirmed the m uch quoted complexity of the system in its social,
cognitive and technical dimensions, and suggested the intractability of
perform ing a controlled, complete and detailed analysis. Further, the need
for data collection to be inobtrusive lim ited the research that could be
perform ed, and data on major aspects of the system, specifically the traffic
state, could not be obtained. It was apparent that an analysis that was both
more complete and more detailed, w ould need to employ a simplified
sim ulation of the system. The following chapter describes a laboratory
reconstruction of an ATM system (an rATM system), including the re
created operational use of the flight strip. The study of the operational
system was informally used to design the reconstruction. A lthough the
reconstruction was inevitably a crude simplification of the operational
system, the comparison can, and m ust be made. The account of the
operational system given in this chapter is used as a basis for that
com parison.
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The developm ent of a laboratory reconstruction of the air traffic
m anagem ent (rATM) system, including the re-created use of the paper
flight progress strip, is described in this chapter. The design of the rATM
system is based informally on w hat had been learnt of the operational
system observed at the Ringway Control Centre. The rATM system is the
object of the cognitive design problem , form ulated as an exemplar for
Cognitive Engineering. It also enables investigation of how the design
issues of the flight progress strip m ight be rationalised. Design of the rATM
system constituted the third stage of the research program m e (see 1.5.2.).
The rATM system is a sim ulation environm ent operating over specified
traffic m anagem ent scenarios^. To sum m arise, the environm ent supports
the creation of traffic scenarios, and provides a radar and paper flight strips
interface to the scenarios. A scenario is created by specifying a sector design
and the traffic through the sector, in terms of the flight plans of individual
aircraft. A 'storyboard' approach is used to guide the design of sectors and
traffic, and to specify the goals of the traffic m anagem ent task formed. From
a sector design and specified flight plans, the environm ent enables the off
line' compilation of a traffic scenario. The scenario can then be executed
w ithin the environm ent and presented on a m onitor, em ulating a radar
display. Paper flight progress strips are produced from the traffic scenario by
a separate application m odule w ithin the sim ulation environm ent.

^The simulation environment w as designed and implemented by Ian Salter, a colleague at the
Ergonomics Unit, UCL. The environment was programmed in Lightspeed Pascal for the
Macintosh and run on an accelerated Macintosh Ilfx.
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By issuing instructions to aircraft w ithin the running traffic m odel, the
traffic can be m anaged to achieve the goals specified for the scenario. The
sim ulation environm ent allows a comprehensive protocol of traffic states
and interventions to be collected. These features of the rATM system, and
the storyboard construction of traffic m anagem ent scenarios, are described.
Section 5.5 describes how the m anagem ent task w ould be perform ed for a
typical traffic scenario, and how the paper flight strip would be used w ithin
that task as a re-creation of the use observed at the Ringway Centre. Finally,
Section 5.6 considers the similarities and dissimilarities of the operational
and reconstructed systems.
5.1

Specifying the sector for traffic m anagem ent scenarios

The sim ulation environm ent provides an editor for creating traffic
m anagem ent scenarios, that is to say, combinations of sector configuration
and traffic flows through the sector. However, the specification of a traffic
m anagem ent scenario is required to conform w ith a fixed storyboard. The
storyboard is a description of the wider operational context for the traffic
scenarios, and is applicable to an extensive class of scenarios. The storyboard
provides a rationale for any given scenario and, in the broadest sense,
enables a controller m anaging the traffic to make sense of the task they are
to perform.
The storyboard concerns a sector containing five beacons (Alpha, Beta,
Delta, Gamma and Epsilon) connected by two airways crossing at their
centre (the sector is show n in Figure 5.4). This sector configuration follows
the design used in sim ulation studies by W hitfield and Ord (1980), and was
arrived at by consideration of alternatives and the complexity of scenario
produced. The airways are 'two-way', that is to say, traffic can pass in both
directions along the airway. The diam eter of the beacons defines the breadth
of the airways.
Extending the storyboard, this sector represents a fictitious 'UK W estern'
sector over southern England. Beacon Delta is near Daventry, Gamma near
London, Alpha on the Welsh-English border. Beacon Alpha on the north
west border of the sector is located at the start and end of north Atlantic
routes. Beacon Beta is located at the start and end of south Atlantic routes.
Beacon Gamma is on the route to and from London Airport, whilst Epsilon
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is on the route for internal UK routes. The general scheme is that the sector
mimics a TMA (Terminal M anoeuvring Area) sector dealing m ainly w ith
traffic leaving and entering London Airport. The sector is defined as lying
betw een flight levels FL4 and FL13.5, mimicking a TMA sector.
5.2

Specifying the traffic for traffic m anagem ent scenarios

C ontinuing this storyboard-based design of traffic m anagem ent scenarios,
characteristic patterns of traffic through the sector are specified. The
following general traffic patterns are proposed:
(i) M any aircraft will enter the sector at Alpha and leave at Gamma.
They will have come from the north atlantic routes and be heading
ultim ately to London Airport: they will come into the sector high
and fast and w ant to leave slower and lower.
(ii) Many aircraft will enter the sector at Gamma and leave at Alpha.
These aircraft will have come from London A irport and be
ultim ately heading onto the north Atlantic routes: they will enter
the sector low and slow and w ant to leave higher and faster.
(iii) Other aircraft will w ant to leave the sector at Epsilon beacon. These
aircraft may enter the sector at any other beacon. They will
generally w ant to leave Epsilon at height and speed, though there
could be exceptions.
(iv) Very few aircraft, if any, will pass through Beta beacon.
(v) No aircraft will enter at Epsilon beacon and none will leave at Beta.
(vi) Aircraft will rarely enter the sector at either cruising speed or the
correct height for exit.
Individual flight plans together m aking up particular scenarios are specified
to conform w ith this storyboard; Figure 5.1 provides an example of a flight
plan specifying aircraft BAN as entering the sector at Alpha and leaving at
Gamma. Note, the e t a s at Delta and Gamma assum e entry height and
speed will be maintained.
Beyond conforming w ith this storyboard, the set of flight plans for a traffic
m anagem ent scenario are developed by trialing different traffic flows and
considering the difficulty of the traffic m anagem ent task resulting. A typical
traffic flow design would concern 8 aircraft. Four aircraft will arrive at
Gamma lo w and slow', two leaving at Alpha and tw o at Epsilon. All
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should leave 'high' and at cruising speed. Three aircraft will enter at Alpha
'high and fast'. Two will leave at Gamma, 'low' and at cruising speed,
whilst one will leave at Epsilon at an interm ediate height. One aircraft will
enter at Beta and leave at Epsilon. The entry times of these aircraft will be
staggered. Only one aircraft will enter the sector at one time, and at least
three m inutes behind an earlier one at the same beacon: all aircraft will
enter the sector w ithin fifteen minutes.
Figure 5.1

C allsign:
Route via beacons:
Actual time of arrival
at first beacon:
Estimated subsequent
times of arrival:
Entry height:
Desired height at exit:
Entry speed:
Maximum, cruising and
minimum speeds:

The flight plan specified for an aircraft
entering from the north atlantic routes and
heading into London airport.

BAN
A lp h a
9:15

D elta

Gamma

9:30

9:45

FL13.5
FL5
900
900-720180

Together w ith the sector design, the set of aircraft flight plans representing
such a traffic flow can be compiled as a dynamic traffic model. W hen
executed, the traffic model describes the states of all aircraft over time, with
possible interventions of change in height or speed. Elementary properties
of that traffic model are as follows:
i)

aircraft rem ain at their entry speed and height unless a change is
instructed (by the controller). W hen given an instruction, aircraft
respond instantly.

ii)

aircraft navigate their ow n routes to their correct exit beacons,
following the sequence of beacons specified in their flight plans, thus
needing no heading or course change instruction. Their path will
follow the centre of an airway. They can turn the sharp corners in
the sector if dem anded by their route.

iii)

aircraft change height slowly and changes in altitude increase
journey time, since the effective distance travelled increases.
However, changes in speed are m ade relatively quickly.

iv)

aircraft can be given a new altitude to climb or descend to, and will
move to that altitude and rem ain there in level flight, unless a new
instruction is given.
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v)

aircraft speeds range from a m inim um through a cruising speed to a
m axim um speed.

vi)

aircraft will collide if vertically separated by less than 500 ft (e.g., FL13
- FL13.5) and separated by a flying time of less than three seconds. If
aircraft collide, they disappear.

vii)

a safe and legal m inimum separation is specified as a distance equal
to the diam eter of the beacons, which approxim ates to 150 seconds
flying time for aircraft head-on at cruising speed.

viii) the traffic model is scaled such that at cruising speed and in level
flight, aircraft travel from one beacon to another in approxim ately 15
m inutes.
viii)

the traffic model includes the variable of rate of fuel consum ption
for each aircraft. Rate of fuel consum ption is program m ed to vary
with both speed and height w ith the form of characteristics show n in
Figure 5.2. The characteristics m ean that aircraft are more fuel
efficient w hen travelling at greater altitudes and at cruising speed.
Figure 5.2

rate of fuel
consumption

rate of fuel
consumption

FL4

Rate of fuel consumption characteristics of
aircraft in the rATM domain

FL13.5

height
cruising
speed

5.3

speed

Specifying the task goals for traffic m anagem ent scenarios

The design of sector, and traffic flows through that sector as specified by
flight plans, have been described. The description of a scenario is completed,
and m ade sensible, by a description of the task goals for the scenario. These
task goals are a constant feature of the storyboard.
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Seven goals for the managem ent of the traffic are specified w ithin the
storyboard. These goals, of varying importance, are as follows:
1.

Safety: aircraft should never come into actual separation
conflict. If aircraft have to be p u t on a course that would
eventually lead to a conflict, it is preferable that:
a) they do not rem ain for long on those courses
b) that they are far apart w hen on such courses

2.

Progress: it is very im portant that aircraft should not be
delayed
Fuel use: it is very im portant that aircraft use as little fuel as
possible
Correct exit state: it is im portant that aircraft leave the sector at
the desired height
M an o eu v res: It is preferable to m inim ise the num ber of
aircraft m anoeuvres
Correct exit state:it is preferable that aircraft leave the sector at
cruising speed and in level flight

3.
4.
5.
6.

More expansively, safety goals are of two kinds. First, and principally, it is
declared that aircraft should never be closer than the m inim um legal
separation. These separations have been discussed above, but as will be clear
later, lateral and track separations of aircraft dem and some judgem ent, since
they are only specified as being the same as the diam eter of the beacons
and w idth of airways. When proximal aircraft are changing altitude, such
judgem ents prove particularly fraught w ith uncertainty. Given that aircraft
m ight have greatly differing speeds, satisfying this safety goal frequently
places severe dem ands on the controller. The lesser safety goal declares that
aircraft should never be given an instruction that w ould eventually lead
them into a conflict, even w hen those aircraft are far apart - the sense of this
goal is that such an instruction w ould potentially imperil an aircraft because
it requires a subsequent intervention to be m ade to assure aircraft safety.
Satisfying this safety goal w ould invariably m ean compromising other
goals.
Correct exit state goals are also of two kinds. The principal exit state goal
requires that aircraft leave the sector at a specified height, one which is
invariably different to entry height. This goal dem ands consideration along
w ith the goals of Progress and Fuel Use. Progress of any aircraft through the
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sector, that is to say - its flight duration, is a function of its speed and height
changes (and routes m ust always be of equal distance). A goal value for the
Progress of any aircraft can be declared by assum ing the aircraft follows its
route at cruising speed making the m inim um changes in height necessary
to satisfy its particular goal of right exit height. Similarly, a goal value for
Fuel use can be declared by assuming an aircraft remains at its cruising
speed for the entire flight, and by assum ing that its flight is m ade at either
entry or exit height, whichever is the greater. In this way, the fuel use and
progress goals for any given aircraft are specified on the assum ption that it
is the only aircraft in the sector, and so is unconstrained in being placed on
the m ost desirable height and speed profile: a profile of cruising speed at
entry or exit height, whichever is the greater.
Description of these goals completes the description of the storyboard
approach to the design of traffic m anagem ent scenarios. In order to
understand how a scenario w ould be presented to a controller, and how
they w ould manage the traffic w ithin that scenario to achieve its goals, the
device interface to the rATM system m ust now be described.
5.4

Device interface to the rATM system

The dynamic traffic model described above forms the core of the rATM
system. The interface to that traffic m odel is through a radar representation,
paper flight strips, and comm ands augm enting the radar representation.
All paper flight progress strips for a scenario are automatically produced
from the flight plan data. For each beacon on an aircraft's route, a separate
strip is produced. Figure 5.3 illustrates the flight strips produced from the
flight plan described in Figure 5.1. Strips for aircraft travelling west to east
are printed on yellow paper; those for east to w est travelling aircraft, on
white paper.
A desk is provided w ith a pitched surface and five delineated banks for the
strips to be arranged by beacons. The paper strips are m ounted on plastic
holders which slide easily on the desk and can be 'cocked-out' of the racks.
A designator strip is m ade for each rack, displaying the corresponding
beacon name. The right side of the desk is provided as a surface for the
mouse, since all instructions are issued w ith the mouse.
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Figure 5.3

BAN

Example flight strips produced from the
flight plan for flight 'BAN'

9:15
Speeds
900-720-180
FL5

FL 13.5

Alpha

BAN

Delta

Epsilon

9:30
Speeds
900-720-180
FL5
Alpha

Delta

BAN

Epsilon

9:45
Speeds
900-720-180
FL5
Alpha

Delta

Espilon

The current state of the traffic model, em ulating a radar display, is presented
on a 14" colour m onitor m ounted above the flight strips. Aircraft appear on
the m onitor as points on the airways. To each aircraft, a leader line is
attached at whose other end is given the aircraft's callsign and current flight
level. These datablocks can be arranged, for example to enable de-cluttering,
by dragging the datablock in either radial or angular directions. Figure 5.4
schematically illustrates the interface to the rATM system; the m onitor
display shows the sector design and two aircraft on the sector.
As already described, instructions of height or speed change can be issued to
aircraft. These are issued by selecting the aircraft w ith a mouse and then
selecting a comm and from a pull dow n menu. In addition to instruction
commands, the m enu bar provides comm ands for interrogating the current
speed of a selected aircraft or its e.t.a at the next beacon, given its current
speed.
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Figure 5.4

Schematic representation of the rATM system
interface

Interrogations

Interventions

Current Speed is
ETA at next beacon is
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5.5

Perform ing the reconstructed traffic m anagem ent task

The design of a traffic m anagem ent scenario, and the interface by which the
m anagem ent task can be perform ed w ithin that scenario, have been
described. This section describes the traffic m anagem ent task for a typical
scenario. The description assumes that the controller has received extensive
exposure to the activities of professional controllers, and is able to
reproduce those activities w ithin the sim ulated traffic m anagem ent
scenario. The description also assumes the controller is familiar w ith the
storyboard for the scenario, including its goals. The description is informal
as appropriate for its comparison w ith the informal description of the
operational system.
Prior to the entry of any aircraft onto the sector, all flight strips for all
aircraft within the scenario are presented on the strips board in the correct
racks. Since at this time all aircraft are pending and none are actually on the
sector, all strips are placed above the appropriate designator and in
chronological order of e t a s , as printed on the strips. The first aircraft enters
the sector at beacon Alpha, clearly heading tow ards beacon Delta. The data
block gives the aircraft's Callsign as BAN, and its current flight level as
FL13.5. This aircraft is recognised as one coming in from the N orth Atlantic
route, as also suggested by its current height: this means it will also probably
be travelling at m axim um speed.
The controller searches for the appropriate flight strip for BAN. He looks
over the strips board to the rack containing the Alpha designator, and finds
the strip for BAN immediately above the designator, since this aircraft is the
earliest arrival at the beacon. The controller moves the strip below the
designator, indicating that it is now 'live'. He notices that this strip is
printed on yellow paper, confirming the direction of flight as being west to
east. The controller examines the information on the strip. First he notes
the route from Alpha beacon, via Delta, to Gamma. He knows from the
sector configuration that the aircraft m ust pass Delta, but he did not know
that this aircraft w ould w ant to go to Gamma. Since it does, the controller
knows that this aircraft m ust be flying on to London airport, and so will
need to leave Gamma at a low height and cruising speed. Examining the
strip, the controller confirms this assumption: the desired exit height for
this aircraft is m arked in the row above the third route beacon. The
controller recalls the current height of the aircraft as FL13.5 on the radar: he
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looks over the strip to the row above the first m arked route beacon and
confirms this entry height. Finally, he checks the speed range of this aircraft
and in particular, notes the cruising speed of 720.
The controller turns back to the radar screen and using the mouse, selects
BAN w ith the mouse button; the radar target and datablock for BAN are
highlighted. The controller uses the m ouse to drag the datablock radially to
a vertical position: aircraft travelling west to east will have their datablocks
arranged above their target, whilst those travelling east to west will have
their datablocks arranged below. This arrangem ent of datablocks will help
monitoring of the radar, since aircraft targets m ove only slowly and their
direction of movem ent would otherwise not be obvious 'at a glance'. To
complete his inform ation on BAN's current state, the controller selects the
current speed comm and from the request m enu, and the radar returns a
message box with the aircraft's current speed: "900" . The controller writes
this current speed on the flight strip in the second row above the m arked
Alpha beacon. All requested information will be w ritten on the strips.
To this point then, the controller has simply absorbed information from the
strip and radar about BAN. This includes inform ation about its current state
and its goal states (i.e., its desired exit conditions, its route, and its cruising
speed). He m ay now create a plan for BAN's flight to realise those goals. He
recognises that BAN will need to be descended for its desired exit height and
p u t at cruising speed for its correct exit. Yet he also recognises that if BAN is
to optimise its use of fuel, it should rem ain at its entry height until near its
exit at Gamma, since it will be more fuel economic at this higher level. At
its current speed, it is also using an excessive am ount of fuel; fuel economy
will be optim ised if BAN is instructed to change its speed to the cruising
speed of 720. The controller also recognises that optim al progress will be
m ade by instructing BAN to change to its cruising speed of 720 and limiting
its height changes to the one descent necessary to achieve its desired exit
height. So, the controller decides to imm ediately instruct BAN to change
speed to 720, but leave BAN at its current height until it approaches its exit
beacon. Gamma.
Since BAN is currently the only aircraft on the sector, the planning of the
flight profile just described did not include consideration of any other
aircraft, and safety goals were considered only implicitly. It would not be
unreasonable to execute the plan described forthwith. However, at least one
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safety check w ould need to be m ade before issuing the speed instruction to
BAN. The controller w ould look back at the strips rack for the pending
arrival of aircraft at beacon Alpha. If another aircraft was due on the sector
at the same height as BAN, and w ithin a a period of less than 5 m inutes, the
controller m ight be concerned that the following aircraft will be travelling
at m axim um speed, and so if BAN is slowed to cruising speed, an in-trail
separation violation m ight soon result. If such a situation is possible given
the e t a s and heights on the pending strips at Alpha, the controller would
decide to issue the speed change instruction to BAN only once it was well
clear of the beacon.
At this time w ithin the scenario, another aircraft, ZEN will have appeared
on sector at beacon Gamma and at FL4.5. The controller, m onitoring this
entry, finds the appropriate strip for ZEN under the Gamma beacon and
m oves it to 'live' under the designator. He notes the information from the
strip printed on white coloured paper and as before, arranges the datablock
on the radar screen. By using the interrogation command, he discovers
ZEN's current speed is 180 and records this on the strip. He sees that ZEN
wishes to leave at Alpha at FL13, and so understands it is intending to join
the north atlantic route. The controller recognises that to im prove ZEN's
progress and fuel use, it needs to be instructed to increase its speed to
cruising speed. Further, increasing its speed will enable it to escape from any
possible 'snarl up' w ith pending aircraft entries at Gamma.
Since ZEN will be climbing to its exit height at some point, the sooner it
climbs, the more fuel economical it will be. The question is, which level
will enable it to pass BAN w ith safe separation, given the planned profile
for BAN? The controller will use a rule to help order this sort of decision:
all w estbound aircraft will be p u t at levels of 'even' levels (FL4, 5, 6, ....13),
whilst eastbound aircraft will be p u t on odd' levels (FL4.5, 5.5, 6.5, ...13.5).
Since BAN will be kept on FL13.5, ZEN might be instructed to cruising
speed and FL13. Alternatively, if the controller considers this may reduce
his options once other aircraft have joined the sector, he may wish to
instruct ZEN to a level such as ELIO, well below BAN. The controller will
w ish to make these instructions imm ediately, since progress and fuel use
considerations are pressing. Before doing so however, a further
consideration of safety is necessary. If ZEN is climbed so near Alpha,
pending entries at the beacon at a higher level m ight pose a threat, since
ZEN w ould effectively be climbing in front of, and across them. The
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controller m ust check for such situations by exam ining the pending strips at
the Gamma rack. Once satisfied, the controller will issue the speed and
height instructions. The previous speeds and heights recorded on the strip
will be crossed out and the new values recorded.
W ithin the next 10 m inutes, up to six aircraft will have entered the sector.
The controller will have repeated the processes already described, yet by
now, the traffic planning problem is becom ing very dem anding as the
controller seeks to recall the profiles he has planned for each flight, and to
ensure the satisfaction of goals w ith the assurance of safety. Systematic
working will be the key to managing the traffic at all, and developing a
mental picture of the traffic, including a strategy for how aircraft will pass
along the airways. A strategy of keeping all eastbound aircraft above all
w estbound aircraft m ight be used, but this will penalise the fuel usage of the
w estbound flights. Alternatively, both east and w estbound aircraft m ight be
instructed to the higher flight levels. This may present severe hazards as the
aircraft pass near beacon Delta. Although the greater num ber of aircraft may
be more fuel economic at the these levels, it may even be necessary to place
closing aircraft on the same level for short periods, in contravention of the
ev en /o d d levels rule. Thus the secondary safety goals m ight be
com prom ised to satisfy the fuel use goals. Throughout, the controller m ust
make his ow n judgem ents about the satisfactory level of achievement of
goal states for safety, progress and fuel usage. As previously described, track
separation of aircraft m ust be judged from aircraft positions, and the
projected changes in positions and altitudes. W hen changing height, the
true ground speed of aircraft reduces, and this m ay lead to separation
violations. Judgem ent of progress and fuel use are particularly dem anding,
since the controller m ust integrate over the completed part of the flight to
make an assessment of w hether the current totals of flight time and fuel
usage are acceptable. All the controller knows about desired progress is that
it is achieved w hen aircraft are at cruising speed and make the m inimum
necessary changes in height. If an aircraft has been instructed to slow down
to avoid a separation conflict, the controller m ust estimate the subsequent
increase in speed needed to make good the loss in progress. Similarly, if an
aircraft has been instructed to fly at a speed other than cruising speed, or a
height less than the optim um (entry or exit, w hichever is the greater) over
some part of the flight, then the controller m ust assess the consequences of
this total fuel usage, and w hether fuel usage considerations m ust dominate
over other considerations for the rem ainder of the flight.
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Figure 5.5
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W orking systematically to manage the traffic scenario requires the full and
disciplined use of the paper flight progress strips. To be clear, since aircraft
do not need navigation instructions w ithin the scenario, it w ould be
possible to manage the traffic at a low level of effectiveness w ithout using
flight strips at all: simply monitoring the radar, instructions could be given
to m aintain separations. In this way little planning w ould be perform ed and
the controller w ould simply react to events. Yet if all goals are to be satisfied
to some intended degree, not only will a m ore pro-active m onitoring be
necessary, but planning will be essential. In this, the flight strips play a
critical role.
It has already been described how the flight strips come into use w hen
aircraft arrive on the sector. In sum, the strips are m oved to the live
position beneath the designator; the controller absorbs the inform ation
from the strip to identify the goal states for the aircraft. In conjunction with
the radar display of current states, the controller plans a profile of heights
and speeds that will achieve the goal states for the aircraft. As speed or
height instructions are issued, the new cleared height or speed is recorded
on the strip and the previous record crossed out. So in this way, a
continuous record is available of the changing state of the traffic, that might
enable interpretation of the traffic situation at the current time and
projected into the future.
The passage of aircraft through the sector is m irrored in the sequence of live
strips for that aircraft on the strips board. For example, w hen BAN is
approaching beacon Delta and the controller's attention turns to the
problem s of m anaging BAN past this next beacon, the strip for BAN at Delta
will be m oved to the live position below the designator. The previous live
strip for BAN, in the Alpha rack, will now be redundant and can be
rem oved. Before rem oving the strip, however, all relevant records m ade on
the redundant strip will need to be added to the new live strip. This will
include the last instructed or recorded speed of the aircraft, and its last
height clearance instruction. W hen this inform ation is transferred, the
red u n d ant strip is removed. All current inform ation for BAN is now
represented on the strip under the Delta rack. This transfer of inform ation
can be perform ed before the new strip becomes live: w hen the controller is
updating his records on the live BAN strip w ithin the Alpha rack, he may
also copy the record to the pending BAN strip w ithin the Delta rack.
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M anaging the records transfer activity over time in this way reduces the
instant load of discarding strips and m aking subsequent strips live.
M aintaining the live strips for each aircraft as they progress through the
sector is a major part of the procedure for m aintaining the strips. It is
particularly im portant that the controller perform s this task during quiet
periods, in preparation for busy times w hen his attention will be directed to
monitoring and planning the traffic flows. A further part of that tidying up
activity is m aintaining the ordering of strips w ithin racks. Each time a speed
or height instruction is issued to an aircraft, the e.t.a at the next beacon
changes. The new time can be found by interrogating the aircraft using the
appropriate m enu command. This new estim ated time m ust then be
recorded on the strip, and the previous estim ated crossed out. W hen the
current live strip relates to a beacon which an aircraft is flying away from,
rather than approaching, then the new e.t.a is m ost relevant to the
subsequent strip, in other words, the pending strip for the next beacon
which the aircraft is approaching. The revised estimate of arrival time
requires the strips to be re-ordered, if the order of arrival of aircraft at the
beacon is now different.
If the strips board is m aintained in the way described, then the strips enable
the controller to identify pending arrivals, to plan aircraft profiles, and to
m onitor those plans as they are executed. It enables the controller to
evaluate the future state of the traffic. By looking up each rack of strips, the
controller is able to assess potential separation violations of aircraft
approaching the same beacon, at similar times and similar heights.
Identifying future conflicts in this way may not lead imm ediately to the
controller acting to avoid those conflicts, and so he may cock the strip
sideways out of the rack to indicate which aircraft will need his future
attention.
This completes the description of how the task of m anaging a typical
scenario w ithin the ATM sim ulation w ould be perform ed, and how the
flight strips w ould be used w ithin that task. The next section considers the
fidelity of the rATM system as a representation of the operational system,
and in particular, the re-creation of the use of the paper flight strip.
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5.6

Com parison of the reconstructed and operational ATM systems

The rATM system does not have real air traffic and does not employ
professional controllers. To w hat extent m ight it be said to represent the
operational system? This section offers an informal comparative
assessment intended to answer this question. The requirem ent for an
answ er ultimately rests in the need to use analysis of the rATM system to
inform the design of the operational system. W hatever claims m ight be
made^ for informing the design process depend on the similarities or not of
the reconstructed and operational systems. The comparison employs the
informal structure of the account of the Ringway system.
First consider the comparison of sectors and their traffic. The storyboard for
the rATM system identifies the sector as a TMA sector, concerned primarily
w ith aircraft transiting between airports and en route sectors; this followed
the Ringway sector. The importance of contextualising traffic flows within
the sector to traffic flows beyond the sector was apparent at Ringway and re
produced in the storyboard design of reconstructed sector. According to
C hapm an (1988), the significant characteristic of TMA sectors, compared
w ith en route sectors, is the way traffic commonly requires to be climbed
and descended across the height of the sector; aircraft on en route sectors
commonly have more orderly flows w ith less changes in altitude. This basic
characteristic of both the reconstructed and operational sectors is apparent.
The reconstructed sector has five beacons and two defined airways, whilst
the Ringway sector had nine beacons and its airways appeared both more
num erous and less well defined. The reconstructed sector does not include
a stack, unlike the operational sector, and has only one exit to approach
control (to London Airport) unlike the operational sector (to both
M anchester and Liverpool airports).
Of the different types of traffic identified at Ringway, only the "low and
slow" local traffic is not represented in the storyboard for the reconstructed
system. Aircraft departing for en route sectors, aircraft coming from en
route sectors, and over flying aircraft are all represented w ithin the
^ Note, although the principal aims of the research programme (see 1.5.1) did not entail a
contribution to the contemporary design process, the subsidiary aim of the research
programme sought to investigate how the paper flight strip design issues could be
rationalised in the more immediate term. For this purpose, a comparison of the operational
and reconstructed systems was necessary. These issues are further discussed in Sections 8.1 and
9.4.
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storyboard, and so are to be found in the scenarios produced from that
storyboard. Rules for the progress of traffic w ithin a sector were an apparent
feature of the Ringway sector, including separation rules. Track (horizontal)
separation rules w ithin the reconstructed sector are m uch simplified over
the operational sector, defining just one standard m inim um separation for
all traffic patterns: the operational sector had different separation rules for
different traffic patterns. The standard vertical separation rule in the
operational sector has its counterpart straightforw ardly in the reconstructed
sector. Other traffic rules, such as the quadrantel rule (4.2), have their
counterpart in the rATM system which uses an o d d /e v e n levels rule for
closing aircraft on the same airway.
Section 5.2 described elementary dynamics of the reconstructed traffic which
also dem and comparison w ith the real traffic w ithin the Ringway sector.
First, in both cases, aircraft w ould rem ain at their entry heights unless
instructed by the controller. Second, the reconstructed aircraft navigate their
ow n routes to their correct exit beacons, following the sequence of beacons
given in their flight plans, thus needing no heading instructions. Some
aircraft w ithin the Ringway sector navigated their own route betw een
beacons, and only needed clearance from the controller to proceed to the
next beacon. Other aircraft were put on headings and so were effectively
navigated through the sector by the controller. Of these two kinds of aircraft,
the rATM system represents only the former, and then, aircraft were not
required to seek clearance to proceed to the next beacon. This simplification
is significant: it was suggested in Section 4.5 that the traffic m anagem ent
problem concerns a space of very many possible states over which the
worksystem applies two sorts of operator: height and heading instructions.
By disallowing heading instructions, the rATM system effectively rem oved
these as an operator which the controller m ight apply to solving the traffic
problem. Instead, the operator of speed instruction is included in the rATM
system, restoring to two the num ber of independent operators available to
the controller: no evidence was found of the controllers at Ringway issuing
speed instructions, even though speed was seen to enter into the
controllers' considerations of the traffic problem. Third, changes in height,
and their consequences for flight time represent the operational system
exactly. Fourth, both reconstructed and real aircraft move to an instructed
height and rem ain there in level flight until a further height instruction is
given. Fifth, both reconstructed and real aircraft have a range of possible
speeds, but one desired cruising speed. Finally, both exhibit the property of
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fuel consum ption (varying inversely w ith height and directly w ith speed
above cruising speed), although no consideration of fuel consum ption was
observed in the Ringway system.
On the basis of the above comparisons (there are surely additional bases),
the reconstructed traffic share a significant set of features with real traffic.
W ithin this lim ited claim, both reconstructed and operational systems
appear to solve the same kind of m anagem ent problem. Consider a
com parison of the goals of the m anagem ent task for each system. In both
systems, safety is a superordinate goal, in so m uch that separation
violations m ust always to be avoided. Beyond m aintaining legal minim um
separations, it is a feature of both operational and reconstructed system tasks
that aircraft should not be put on courses that would eventually lead to a
conflict. Ensuring aircraft leave the sector at the specified height is similarly
an im portant goal in both systems, as is ensuring they leave the sector in
level flight. Both systems exhibit the goal of ensuring the progress of
aircraft. In the case of the operational system, progress was modified by
using heading and height instructions to direct aircraft along the shortest
routes. In the case of the rATM system, speed and height instructions
modify progress. Although minim ising fuel usage is a significant goal for
the rATM system, it was not explicitly apparent as a goal of the operational
system. A lthough fuel usage is know n to be a concern for the operational
system in general (Hopkin, 1971), there was no evidence in the field study of
it being considered separately from progress. However, a separate reason for
including this goal in the rATM system is that, given the fuel consum ption
characteristics of the aircraft, the goal encourages the controller to wherever
possible use the upper flight levels in the sector, even though this
significantly increases the difficulty of the m anagem ent task. This
'bunching' of aircraft in the rATM system re-creates the effect in the
operational system wherein m ost aircraft requested clearance for the FLIO
flight level, corresponding w ith their m axim um operating ceiling. Finally,
both systems have the goal of m inim ising the num ber of instructions
issued to individual aircraft.
Section 4.3. offered a sum m ary description of the information devices
m aking up the control suite at the Ringway Centre, principally the radar,
flight strips, and communications devices. W ithin both reconstructed and
operational systems, a strip for each beacon on the route of each aircraft is
provided and strips are organised on a strips board and within racks
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corresponding to beacons on the sector. In both cases, a designator strip for
the corresponding beacon is included in each rack and serves to demarcate
pending from live strips. Concerning the inform ation printed on the strips,
both operational and reconstructed strips specify: the callsign of the aircraft;
the subject beacon name; and the route, in term s of the complete sequence
of beacons through the sector. Both strips specify an arrival time at the
subject beacon. The operational strips specify an estim ated time assum ing
the aircraft was travelling at cruising speed, whilst the reconstructed strip
specify the time assum ing the aircraft is travelling at its entry speed and
height. In this way, the times m arked on the strips in both systems are
always correct if no intervention is made, and can be revised following an
intervention. Also, the first strip on an aircraft's route in the rATM system
specifies the actual time of arrival, whereas in the operational system, the
time given is the best current estimate. The operational strip and the
reconstructed strip both specify, on the first strip of the sequence, the height
of the aircraft at entry onto the sector. The reconstructed strip specifies the
desired height of the aircraft at exit from the sector: this has its counterpart
in the coordinated height the Crew Chief w ould record on the strip. The
strip in the operational system specifies the desired cruising speed for the
aircraft, and the aircraft invariably adopts this speed. The strip in the rATM
system specifies the range of speeds of the aircraft, including its desired
cruising speed, but the actual speed of the aircraft at entry is not indicated.
The strip w ithin the operational system specifies a desired cruising height.
This inform ation has its counterpart in the reconstructed strip, w herein the
desired cruising height is either the entry or exit height, whichever is the
greater. Finally, the strip in the operational system specifies aircraft type and
sqw ark code, but these do not have a counterpart in the rATM system, since
aircraft are all of the same type and would always 'sqwark' their Callsign.
As concerns the radar display, targets on both reconstructed and operational
radars are attached w ith a datablock giving Callsign and current flight level.
Beacons are show n on both devices, though only as small triangles on the
operational radar, and airways are not marked. Only the rATM system
offers a datablock de-clutter mechanism. Aircraft are instructed and
interrogated orally w ithin the operational system, b u t by commands under
the rATM system. The controller in the rATM system has no other
comm unication facilities. So, each of the principal devices in the control
suite interface of the operational system has at least a counterpart in the
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interface of the rATM system, and in the case of the radar and flight strips,
the same inform ation is represented.
Section 4.4 described group working and comm unication as two
predom inant features of the system observed at the Ringway Control
Centre, and widely reported elsewhere. Both are entirely absent w ithin the
rATM system which represents only the executive controller's tasks. In the
rATM system, the executive controller alone perform s the tasks of updating
and tidying the flight strips. Unique functions of other members of the team
observed at the Ringway Centre are replicated w ithin the rATM system
w ithout an additional person. First, the coordination of entry and exit
heights by the Crew Chief are represented w ithin the rATM system by
specifying these heights in the aircraft flight plans. These are then printed
on the flight strips for the executive controller, and so are always available
to the controller. Since the Crew Chief appeared to provide these
coordinations before they were required by the executive controller, this
simplification in the rATM system is acceptable. Second, the regular
distribution of flight strips to the sector team by the assistant is not
replicated in the reconstruction: since scenarios are of a finite period and the
aircraft within those scenarios known, all strips for a scenario are provided
on the strips board at the beginning of a scenario. In this way, essential
functions of group working are replaced in the rATM system. Given the
absence of a team, communication aspects of the executive controller's task
as observed at Ringway are absent within the reconstruction, an absence
which also extends to the communications w ith controllers w orking
adjacent sectors.
To this point, the comparison indicates a range of similarities betw een the
ATM system reconstruction and the Ringway system, in spite of the absence
of real aircraft or a sector team in the former. Yet if we take seriously the
notion of the controller as an agent w ithin the ATM worksystem, and
accept the central role of the executive controller w ithin the operational
system, then the comparison m ust include consideration of how the
controller w ith the laboratory system reconstructs the activities of the
professional controller. Section 8.1.2 describes the selection of the controller
for the rATM system and his activities have been described in this chapter.
In consideration of his reconstruction of the professional controller,
comparison can be m ade of the account given in Section 5.5 of how he
w ould perform the reconstructed task in a typical scenario, and the account
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of the cognitive activities of the professional executive controller given in
Section 4.5.
M onitoring behaviours were a basic feature of the professional controller's
activity observed at Ringway and m ade use of both radar and flight strips.
A lthough the radar displayed the current state of the traffic, the strips were
needed to project the future states. Since we m ight assum e that the expertise
of the controller is exhibited in seeing problem s before they arise, the use of
strips for m onitoring is a behaviour w hich the controller w ithin the rATM
worksystem m ust exhibit if the m onitoring expertise of the professional
controller is to be reconstructed. To pu t this m ore simply, w ith the rATM
system it would be possible simply to fixate on the radar screen so that
w henever a (separation) problem develops, some corrective action could be
made: such a m onitoring mode w ould neither be proactive nor expert.
Section 5.6 describes how the flight strips are used for m onitoring w ithin
the rATM worksystem. The controller is typically able to compare the times,
heights and routes of aircraft at the same beacon and identify potential
conflicts. In this use of the flight strips, the m onitoring behaviours of the
controller w ithin the reconstruction em ulate those of the real controller.
A m ost general observation of the professional controller at Ringway was
the extent of m ental work associated w ith an effectively small num ber of
overt actions, or types of action. This was interpreted as the behaviour of a
planner working in a large problem space of possible traffic states w ith only
the tw o major kinds of operator of heading and height change. This
observation and its interpretation applies equally to the controller working
w ith the rATM system, w herein overt actions are only interm ittent and
concern issuing either height or speed instructions, interrogations of aircraft
speed and e.t.a, and the maintenance of the strips.
Solving the planning problem in the operational setting was seen to
dem and the balancing of different constraints or goals relating to a wide set
of variables. This again is the case for the rATM system, w herein planning
the height and speed profile for an aircraft dem ands consideration of the
goals of progress, fuel use, exit state achievement (including height), and
num ber of m anoeuvres, whilst always assuring a safe separation from other
aircraft. This dem ands m any trade-offs of goals for individual aircraft and
for groups of aircraft. The safety and expedition of an individual aircraft are
commonly traded off, w hilst w ithin expedition, fuel use and progress are
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commonly traded off. In both operational and reconstructed systems,
comm on traffic patterns are used tactically to simplify the planning
problem. In the operational system, such patterns are used for aircraft
entering approach control. W ithin the rATM system, such patterns are used
for ordering the safe passing of aircraft climbing out of beacon Gamma and
aircraft descending to Gamma.
The m anagem ent of their own activity was an apparent feature of the
Ringway controllers, for example, in the application of strip maintenance
routines. This is similarly reflected in the controller's activity w ith the
rATM system. For example, the transference of new e.t.a.s to the relevant
subsequent pending strip indicates m anaging the inform ation to make it
available w ithin future sub-problem contexts. Similarly, the removal of
dead strips w ithin the rATM system is a task which is perform ed primarily
during 'lulls' in the traffic.
Com parison of the strips w ithin the operational and reconstructed systems
has already been discussed. To complete the comparison of the use of the
strips, it needs to be added that in both systems, pending and live strips are
differentiated, and in both cases, the strips derive from the aircraft flight
plans. In both cases, the strips are indicated as live by the controller moving
them below the rack designator. Similarly, in both cases, the pending strips
enable the controller to view the extent and source of future demands. In
both cases, the chronological ordering of the strips w ithin racks provides a
basic structure for describing the traffic m anagem ent problem space, and the
re-ordering of strips to m aintain that order following a revision in e.t.a.s is a
feature of controller activity in both systems. In both cases, a continuous
record is kept on the strips of height clearance instructions issued. In the
operational system, heading instructions are recorded on the strips, whereas
in the rATM system, speed instructions are recorded. Both relate to the
execution of solutions to the traffic m anagem ent problem and enable
m onitoring of that execution. The reconstruction of the Crew Chief's
records of coordinated heights on the strip has already been described.
In sum , and w ithin the limits of this informal comparison, the rATM
system and the operational system exhibit m any similarities of the traffic
m anagem ent problem to be solved, the device interfaces used to solve the
problem including the paper flight strips, and the problem solving activities
of the controllers.
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The reconstruction of the operational ATM system in a laboratory system
(the rATM system) has been described. The reconstruction was based
informally on observations of the operational system at Ringway.
Developing the rATM system was the third activity of the research
program m e (see 1.5.2). The reconstruction was to form the basis of all
subsequent work aiming to produce an exem plar for Cognitive Engineering,
and to investigate how the design issues of the paper flight strip m ight be
form ulated.
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The reconstructed ATM system was developed w ith the intention that it
w ould be the empirical object of a Cognitive Engineering exemplar. The
exemplar is a form ulation of a specific cognitive design problem which
exemplifies the conception. Yet the conception is of a very abstract level of
description, as follows from the need for it to be general. For form ulating an
exemplar, an interm ediary fram ework is needed, one which expresses the
conception in terms specific to the rATM system. It is possible that w hat
W oods and Roth (1988) have called a "cognitive language" (1.1) could be
interpreted as such a framework. A fram ework characterising the rATM
system is now given in terms of the rATM dom ain (this chapter) and the
rATM worksystem (the next chapter). Development of the fram ework was
stage four of the research program m e (see 1.5.2).
W ithin the proposed conception for Cognitive Engineering, a dom ain is a
w orld in which goals arise and whose state is transform ed by worksystems
seeking to realise goals. So, if the purpose of the rATM system is to ensure
the safety and expedition of air traffic, it follows that its dom ain arises in the
air traffic and the goals of m anaging that traffic. The characterisation of the
rATM dom ain m ust therefore describe the air traffic as a m anaged process
w ith respect to the rATM worksystem. Section 6.1 reviews current
understandings of the dom ain apparent in analyses of the operational ATM
system. The review informs the characterisation of the rATM dom ain in
Section 6.2.
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6.1

C urrent understandings of the ATM dom ain

A lthough the conception for Cognitive Engineering employs m any
established concepts, it cannot be said to represent current H um an Factors
views, implicit or otherwise, of systems and system design problems. We
cannot therefore go directly to the H um an Factors literature and identify
ATM dom ain analyses that can be used to characterise the rATM domain. It
is possible to identify aspects of ATM dom ain analysis in the three
disciplinary areas of Operations Research, H um an Factors, and Software
Engineering; these are reviewed below. The review supports the earlier
claim (see 3.4) that knowledge of the ATM system is deficient. The review
informs the characterisation of the rATM dom ain.
6.1.1

A T M domain analysis in Operations Research

Because an ATM dom ain analysis concerns the m anaged state of the air
traffic process, it has a natural counterpart in applications of Operations
Research to m odelling air traffic processes. Kanafani (1986) reviews the
established approaches, particularly w ith regard to the m any intractable
problem s of assessing air traffic safety. Kanafani explains that a fundam ental
issue is the absence of a universally accepted concept of safety. He identifies
two views: one holds that a system is safe if accidents do not occur and are
not possible, another holds that a system is safe w hen the incidence of
accidents, or their probability, is below a certain level. W hilst they may not
appear to be so different in themselves, these two views give rise to separate
empirical and analytic approaches to safety assessment. The empirical
approach is based on the treatm ent of accident data and commonly converts
the num ber of observed accidents to a probability by normalising for 'risk
exposure'. However the problem w ith such empirical approaches is the
very rarity of accidents rendering statistically insignificant conclusions for
risk assessment. As a consequence, established standards of acceptable risk,
rather than specifying a desired level of safety, have tended simply to
describe the current actual level of safety.
Analytical approaches to safety assessment in ATM Operational Research
seek to analyse level of hazard, particularly to establish safe aircraft
separation standards. This approach makes a lesser reliance on accident
data, and instead employs formal modelling techniques. For example,
Busch and Colamosca (1985) describe a formal m odel of traffic flows as timespace continuum s. Their m odel assumes random fluctuations follow well
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defined distributions, and suggests the probability of certain deviations
resulting in collisions. Based on this model, they derive a necessary
m inim um separation to limit the probability of a mid-air collision over the
north atlantic routes to one every 240 years. Such models, Kanafani
suggests, are used extensively in traffic planning (sector control as well as
oceanic control), yet adopt the simplifying assum ption "that no error
correction m echanism is present " Kanafani explains that this
assum ption is unacceptable: "This is of course not realistic in controlled
environm ents - only 2 of 57 accidents in the '70s were mid air collisions ....
Rather a 1% probability of collision means a 1% probability of serious
avoiding action being taken." It w ould appear that Operational Research
invariably analyses air traffic by excluding consideration of the
worksystem 's management: air traffic is not treated as a m anaged process.
There is one notable exception to this observation as provided by the CAA's
O perational Research (DORA) group. A major concern of DORA is
establishing the capacity of the UK system and in this, they model both the
traffic flow and the controller w ith the aim of determ ining the relationship
betw een changes in traffic throughput in a given sector and changes in
controller workload (Chapman, 1988). The method developed seeks to
specify system capacity as a function of controller workload. Yet if this
m ethod analyses the air traffic w ith respect to the worksystem, the analysis
considers only the quantity of the traffic, not its 'quality'; the safety and
expedition of the traffic is not considered, even though these cannot be
assum ed to rem ain constant across traffic levels (for example, Buckley et al
(1969) have observed delays and traffic density to be inversely proportional).
At best then. Operational Research approaches to analysis of the ATM
dom ain have been partial; but by ignoring consideration of the traffic as a
m anaged process, such analyses attract doubts about their fundam ental
validity.
6.1.2

A T M domain analysis in Human Factors

The second disciplinary area in which ATM dom ain analysis can be found
is in the application of H um an Factors to ATM system design. Recognition
of the importance of the ATM dom ain as a basis for analysing the controller
is evident in the earliest work of H um an Factors. For example, Leplat and
Bisseret (1965) describe a "logical analysis" of the variables of aircraft which
the controller m ust consider if they are to make predictions of separation
conflicts: flight level; distance from the (next or relevant) beacon; speed;
heading; lateral separation. From these variables, controllers are said to
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derive variables of relative height and trajectory, etc. The view of the
dom ain was not further developed in this work, the focus being applied to
how the controller makes decisions given the list of variables identified.
H um an Factors analysis of the controller has been commonly focussed on
'hum an perform ance', commonly w ith respect to 'system s performance*.
Here too, a view of the dom ain is apparent. For example, Hopkins (1971)
discusses the approach to assessing the efficiency of the "whole manm achine system": "Normally, the efficiency of the whole man-m achine
system, whether the system is m aking a product or providing a service, is
assessed by its output. W hether the emphasis is on speed, accuracy or
quantity of output depends on the nature of the product." Hopkins goes on
to describe how the "efficiency" of the ATM system is assessed:
"The quantitative terms for measuring safety refer t o
separations
between aircraft. Given that a system is safe, num erous further criteria
can be applied to assess its efficiency. These include:
the num ber of air traffic control instructions required;
the workload for controllers and pilots;
the nature and distribution of delays to traffic;
the cumulative effects of such delays;
fuel penalties;
departures from standard flight profiles;
the allocation of optim um routes and cruising levels;
the handling of emergencies;
the performance of the system if various components fail. "
A pparent in these efficiency factors, is a view of the m anagem ent quality of
air traffic processes. The addition of controller workload similarly relates to
the concept of worksystem costs, so taken together, these factors may be
understood as relating to the composite concept of worksystem
performance. However, the factors by which quality is assessed are not
justified, and indeed, Hopkin (1980) later suggests they are employed mainly
as a m atter of expedience. A consequence of this absence of justification is
the conflict H opkin notes in interpreting the m easures together. Hopkin
(1980) distinguishes betw een "system perform ance measures" and "hum an
performance measures." System performance here is said to refer to the
system's purpose of providing for a safe, orderly and expeditious flow of
traffic; it may be understood as relating to the subset of factors listed above
that concern the air traffic processes. These m easures, Hopkin notes, "relate
to the whole system .... but not solely to the hum an or to the machine. As
was pointed out long ago, measures o f systems m ust not be interpreted as
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hum an performance measures. The hum an m ay make a great effort or a
control device m ay be altered and in both cases the performance of the
....system m ay improve" (ibid). Thus, H opkin goes on to describe hum an
perform ance m easures as including; "rates of activity, performance of tasks,
the use of skill, information processing and decision making, errors, delays
and omissions, and attention" (ibid).
In practice, analysis of hum an performance is usually only related to an
analysis of air traffic volume (Sperandio, 1978), in spite of the list of
efficiency factors Hopkin cites (see above). Indeed, one of the m ost extensive
H um an Factors research program m es ever conducted in the ATM area
(Buckley et al., 1969) started out w ith a comprehensive list of traffic factors
and reduced the list to delay and throughput factors, because the metrics
em ployed for the complete set of factors rendered uninterpretable and
insignificant results.
Analysis of hum an performance is one concern of H um an Factors in ATM
developm ent, a seemingly separate concern is w ith the design of the user
interface. Recent work in identifying the requirem ents for the user interface
to the next generation ATM system makes clear reference to the ATM
dom ain (Phillips and Tischner, 1984; Lenorovitz and Phillips, 1987; Phillips
and Melville, 1989). The approach taken is to view the ATM worksystem as
a system which responds to airtraffic events. By separately identifying those
events, a baseline is established for the design of ATM worksystems: any
worksystem m ust be expected to respond to that same set of events. The set
of events which have been identified (Lenorovitz and Phillips, 1987)
include: "filed flight plan; airspace release; hand-off receipt,.." etc. This set of
events has been defined by a controller user group (Bregman, McCabe and
Sutcliffe, 1988). As w ith the Leplat and Bisseret work, the dom ain analysis is
produced as a list, though this time of events rather than variables.
It seems reasonable to conclude that H um an Factors considers its role in
ATM systems analysis as prim arily concerned w ith hum an performance
and w ith the design of the user interface. We can also conclude that H um an
Factors recognises the importance of dom ain analysis and the need to treat
consideration of the controller w ith regard to consideration of the
m anagem ent of air traffic processes: that to exclude consideration of the
dom ain from the scope of H um an Factors w ould render meaningless any
statem ent of hum an performance. Yet in practice. H um an Factors is
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hesitant to consider dom ain analysis w ithin its scope and adopts a token
dom ain analysis either in terms of traffic volume, or a listing of traffic
variables and events.
6.1.3

A T M domain analysis in System s and Software Engineering

The final disciplinary area in which ATM dom ain analysis can be identified
is Software Engineering. Software Engineering is applied to the analysis and
design of com puting systems for ATM, for example, conflict prediction
software systems. Such developm ent program m es necessarily incorporate
analysis of the air traffic processes and their m anagement. For example,
recent work in Canada (Shepard, Dean, Powley, and Akl, 1991; Shepard,
Powley, Akl, and Dean, 1991) has developed conflict prediction algorithms
that exploit flight plan information. W hereas earlier conflict prediction
systems may have predicted potential relative space infringements based
only on current positions and headings, these algorithms take account of
the intended routes of the aircraft, and so are better able to distinguish
betw een apparent and real potential conflicts. The traffic m odel employed
in this more accurate conflict prediction is a comprehensive analysis of the
traffic w ith respect to safety yet the intentionality it claims to incorporate is
that of the pilots following their flight plans, rather than that of the
controllers seeking to manage the safety and expedition of all flights. So, as
in the case of the Operations Research analyses, failing to treat the traffic as a
m anaged process leaves the analysis potentially invalid as a basis for
designing the controller's tasks or tools.

In conclusion, this brief review suggests that current understandings of the
ATM dom ain are often implicit (as in the case of H um an Factors
approaches). Where they are explicit, they are lim ited by their
incompleteness (for example, the focus only on safety in Operations
Research), by their incoherence (for example, the use by H um an Factors of
weakly ordered lists of traffic properties), and by their questionable validity
(for example. Software Engineering and Operations Research excluding
consideration of the air traffic as a m anaged process w ith multiple goals).
In spite of these criticisms, understandings of the dom ain of the operational
ATM system can weakly inform the re-expression of the Cognitive
Engineering conception in terms specific to the rATM system. It indicates
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that the rATM dom ain should be characterised in terms of "quality as well
as quantity", the review indicates that quality m ust consist of both safety
and expedition. The list of properties of the traffic, as used by H um an
Factors, suggest concepts which should be explicitly and coherently related
in characterising the rATM domain. Further, the characterisation m ust
relate the rATM dom ain (as a m anaged process) to the rATM worksystem
(as the agents of management).

6.2

A characterisation of the rATM dom ain

A characterisation of the rATM dom ain is presented in this section (Dowell,
1992 ). It is an explicit and structured, but informal description of the
orderliness (i.e., safety and expedition) of the m anaged air traffic processes,
their affor dance for change, and - in the transform ation to goal states - the
quality of the traffic management. Drawing on the conception (Chapter 2),
objects and events, attributes, attribute states, and state transform ations are
each concepts used by the framework.
The characterisation forms part of the fram ework for the rATM system. It is
intended to apply to any of the class of traffic m anagem ent scenarios that
could be produced for the rATM system.
6.2.1

Airspace objects, aircraft objects, and their dispositional
attributes

An instance of an rATM dom ain arises in two classes of elemental objects:
airspace objects, and aircraft objects.
The class of airspace objects includes: a sector, two airways, track intervals,
flight levels, and five beacons. The sector object is defined by the attributes
of (i) its given name ('UK W estern') and a defined boundary (describing an
area betw een London and the Welsh-English border), and (ii) by its
containing two airway objects. The airway objects are defined by the
attributes of (i) their given names, and (ii) by the beacons, track intervals,
flight levels they contain. Each beacon object is m inimally defined by the
attributes of a given name (eg.. Delta) and geographical location (e.g.,
Daventry). A track interval is defined by the attributes of a start location and
a distance m easure (e.g.. Alpha, 35). A flight level is defined by the attribute
of given name (e.g., FL4) and height above sea level (e.g., 4000).
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An rATM dom ain similarly includes a class of aircraft objects. An aircraft
object is defined by the attributes of given nam e (i.e., its call sign). It is also
defined by type attributes which are comm on to all aircraft. These include:
m axim um (900), cruising (720) and m inim um speeds (180); and climb and
descend abilities (4 flight levels per minute). Type attributes also include
rate of fuel consum ption which varies w ith speed and height in the way
described in Section 5.2.
So, w e have minimally defined elemental sets of airspace objects and
aircraft objects in terms of their respective attributes. Note, the attributes of
these objects have an invariant state w ith respect to the work of the rATM
worksystem. These kinds of attribute we m ight term dispositional
attributes.
6.2.2

A irtraffic events and their affordant attributes

Notions of traffic intuitively associate transportation objects w ith a space
containing them. In the same way, an airtraffic event is defined as the
association of airspace objects w ith an aircraft object at a particular instant.
An aircraft's flight through a sector can be expressed as a set of such airtraffic
events. Airtraffic events are, in effect, a superset of objects, where each
object exists only at a particular time.
Airtraffic events have attributes emerging from the association of airspace
objects with aircraft objects. An airtraffic event is minimally defined by the
following five attributes, w hich from hereon will be referred to as the
PASHT attributes:
Position
A ltitude
Speed

(of an aircraft object in terms of track interval objects);
(of an aircraft object in terms of flight level objects);
(of an aircraft object in terms of rate of change of track

Heading

intervals);
(of an aircraft object in terms of next beacon, or navigation);

Time

(time of the association of an aircraft object w ith the above
set of airspace objects).

So, the airtraffic event has been minimally defined. Note, unlike the
dispositional attributes of airspace and aircraft objects, the attributes of
airtraffic events have a state which may change. Each attribute of an
airtraffic event can possess any of a range of states; generally, each attribute
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affords transform ation from one state to another. Moreover, the state of the
PASHT attributes can be determ ined by the interventions of the rATM
worksystem. Because of their affordance for transform ation by the
worksystem , these attributes are said to be 'affordant' attributes.
6.2.3

Event vectors and their task attributes

There is an obvious continuity in the rATM dom ain, since tim e-ordered
series of airtraffic events arise in the same aircraft object. Such a series we
can describe as an 'event vector'. W hilst event vectors subsum e the PASHT
attributes of individual airtraffic events, they have their ow n higher level
attributes. The task of the rATM worksystem really arises in the
transform ation of these 'task attributes' of event vectors.
The two superordinate task attributes of event vectors are safety and
expedition. Expedition subsumes other task attributes of: 'flight progress',
that is, the duration of the completed flight through the sector ; 'fuel use',
that is, the total of fuel used at completion of the flight through the sector;
'exit height variation', that is, the achievement of desired height of exit
from the sector; and 'm anoeuvres', that is, the num ber of instructions
issued to the aircraft during its flight through the sector. This set of
attributes correspond w ith the task goals established in the 'storyboard' (see
Section 5.3). Interestingly, task attributes appear to be either of 'cumulative',
'continuous' or 'closure' kind. This difference is im portant for
understanding the rATM dom ain and the traffic m anagem ent task it
engenders. The difference is now discussed.
An aircraft requires at all times for its safety to be assured. It is not sufficient
that some aggregate safety over the flight be achieved, nor that its safety is
assured only at the end of the flight. Rather, its safety is a continuous
requirem ent of the aircraft. In the same way, safety as a task attribute of an
event vector is a continuous attribute whose desirable state m ust be
sustained at all times, that is to say, at each airtraffic event. Safety is a task
attribute that subsumes the low level PASHT attributes: m ost simply, it
expresses values of flying time and vertical separation between aircraft
objects, values which derive from the PASHT values of individual airtraffic
events.
As properties of flights, fuel used, flight duration and num ber of
m anoeuvres are apparent as different in kind to safety. Rather than being
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continuous, they are seen to be cumulative. For example, although at any
given instant we can say that an aircraft is consum ing a certain am ount of
fuel, even that its rate of consum ption is greater or less than m ight be an
optim al average, it is the total of fuel consum ed over the complete flight
that is im portant for the controller. Similarly, event vectors have the
'cumulative' task attributes of flight progress (that is, flight duration
through the sector), fuel use (total of fuel consum ed over the sector), and
num ber of m anoeuvres (total m ade over the sector). Again these task
attributes are seen to subsume the PASHT level event attributes: fuel use is
an attribute deriving from the speed, altitude, and rate of fuel consum ption
characteristics of the aircraft; flight progress derives from the speed, route
(i.e., trajectory of headings), and changes in altitude. Num ber of
manoeuvres, as a task attribute of each airtraffic event is most simply a
cumulative total of changes in height and speed instructed to the aircraft; it
has actual and goal values (see Section 6.4).
Exit variation is a task attribute which is different in kind again, since it
only relates to the completion of an event vector. Rather than being
continuous or cumulative, it is of a closure kind, relating only to the final
airtraffic event in the vector. The attribute of exit variation subsum es
airtraffic event attributes of exit height, exit speed, and exit attitude (level
flight is desirable).
Flight progress, fuel use, num ber of m anoeuvres and exit variation- are
each task attributes subsum ed in the task attribute of expedition. In the
absence of law-like expressions of how they are related, for example, of how
fuel use is related to flight progress, weights can be attached to individual
factors in the sum m ation (Buckley et al (1969) investigated such a set of
weights). Applying such weights, all task attributes of event vectors are
ultim ately subsum ed w ithin the task attributes of safety and expedition.
6.2.3

Actual^ projected and goal vectors

Three different sorts of event vector can be defined, each arising in the same
airtraffic events, each w ith the same classes of task attribute. An actual
vector describes the trajectory of actual states of the task attributes. In this
way, aircraft w ithin the same sector in a given scenario can be described by
separate, but concurrent actual vectors. The actual vector relates to how and
where an aircraft was over the period of its flight.
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In addition to the actual vector, we m ight separately define a goal vector. A
goal vector describes the trajectory of goal states of the task attributes. It
relates to how and where an aircraft should have been over the period of its
flight. Goal values for safety of 300 seconds flying time track separation, and
half of one flight level (500m) for vertical separation were adopted. In
addition, a weaker safety goal in terms of relations over PASHT attributes
described an aircraft as safe if it was not on a course that w ould eventually
lead to a separation conflict, regardless of w hether a future worksystem
intervention was planned.
If an actual vector describes the actual states of the task attributes over a
traffic scenario, and a goal vector describes the goal states, it is also possible
to describe a projected vector. A projected vector describes the tim e-ordered
series of projected future states of task attributes: in other w ords, how and
where an aircraft w ould have been in a given period of its flight, given its
current state. To make such projections, a num ber of assum ptions m ust be
declared. Here, it is assumed:
• that each aircraft will continue along its route at the same speed
and w ithin the current height clearance
• that no further intervention is m ade by the worksystem.
By m aking these assum ptions we can project forwards, from any given
airtraffic event, the task attribute states at all subsequent airtraffic events
including the event at which the aircraft will leave the sector.
Fortunately, the potential vastness of this idea of a projected vector can be
quickly limited, since it is only certain airtraffic events which will be of
interest to the analysis. These appear to be:
• the projected task attribute state at the final airtraffic event, given
the start state
• the projected expedition state at the final airtraffic event, following
each intervention of the rATM worksystem .
• projected compromises of safety state, following each intervention
of the rATM worksystem.
In other words, the analysis is limited to the description of dom ain state
transform ations linked to rATM worksystem behaviours (specifically, its
interventions) over a scenario.
These three kinds of event vector can be represented by an event vector
matrix, as now explained. Figure 6.1 represents a traffic scenario consisting.
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for simplicity, of just one flight (for scenarios consisting of m any flights, the
m atrix is further sub-divided to represent concurrent vectors). The first
airtraffic event (PASHT q) corresponds w ith the entry of the aircraft onto the
sector. Each task attribute of the corresponding event vector has, at that
time, an actual value expressed by ao. Each task attribute also has a goal
value for that instant, expressed by go. The next airtraffic event occurs w ith
the first worksystem instruction issued to the aircraft (at time T%). Each task
attribute of the corresponding event vector has, at that time, an actual value
expressed by a%. Each task attribute also has a goal value for that instant,
expressed by gi. The actual and goal values of task attributes corresponding
w ith each subsequent airtraffic event is similarly described.
Figure 6.1
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In addition the matrix describes projected states of the task attributes. For
the first airtraffic event, the projected state of the task attributes
corresponding w ith the last airtraffic event is expressed by (po(end))- The last
airtraffic event occurs w ith the predicted departure of the aircraft from the
sector, and assumes no worksystem intervention is m ade over the entire
flight. Similarly, the airtraffic event at Ti, w hen the first intervention is
m ade, describes the projected task attribute states (pi(end)) at the end of the
scenario, assum ing no subsequent interventions are made. The same
follows for the airtraffic event at the second intervention at T]. Note that for
the last intervention (n), the task attribute states projected for the end of the
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scenario (p n ( e n d )) will be one and the same as the actual task attribute states
(aend) at the end of the scenario^
The three kinds of event vector are apparent in the above matrix:
•the actual vector of actual task attribute states:
(a o , ^ 1 / ^ 2 / ^ 3/ ••••/ ^ n / ^ e n d )/

•the goal vector of goal task attribute states:
and
•the projected vector of projected (end) task attribute states:
(§ 0 , § 1 /

§ 3/ ••'•/

ê en d )/

(PO (end)/ P i (en d )/ P 2 (e n d )/ P S (en d )/ •/ P n (e n d ) )•

This section has introduced the idea of actual, goal and projected vectors.
The complexity of this idea stems prim arily from the orthogonality of the
real time and projected time dimensions^. However, the idea allows the
separate description of w hat the state of the traffic was, w hat it should have
been, and w hat it w ould have been if no work was perform ed by the
worksystem. This separation is essential to analysing the quality of traffic
m anagem ent by the worksystem, as now described.
6.2.4

Q uality o f A ir Traffic M anagement (rATMQ)

The final concept in the description of the rATM dom ain is of quality.
Quality expresses a valuation, w ith respect to goals, of the transform ations
of dom ain objects. Quality of Air Traffic M anagem ent (rATMQ) for the
reconstructed system describes the m anagem ent success of the rATM
worksystem in ensuring the safety and expedition of air traffic w ithin a
scenario. rATMQ is essentially a statement about the actual state of the
traffic relative to the state it w ould have had if no worksystem
interventions had been made (its projected state) and relative to its goal
state. Simply, it is a statem ent about the 'added value' of the worksystem 's
interventions in the state of a process dynamically m oving away or towards
a desired state^.

^ Also note, that if the analysis chose an earlier end of the scenario, for example, follow ing
the third intervention, then the projections from previous events to this earlier event could be
made (viz, p i( 3) and p2(3))^Corresponding with these dimensions, the rATM worksystem is characterised by the
orthogonal dim ensions of real time and planning time - see 7.3.2.
^ The contrast is w ith the view of quality as the relationship between the actual and desired
state of a process. It is argued that for som e processes, including ATM, this concept of quality
does not take account of the contribution of the worksystem to a process which is partially
goal directed and self-determining.
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Generally, rATMQ separately describes the Quality of Safety M anagement
(QSM) and Quality of Expedition M anagem ent (QEM) for all flights. These
may only be combined if some basis can be established for assessing the
relative importance of safety and expedition. A lthough a trade-off between
safety and expedition is a common theme in air transportation research
(e.g., Busch and Colamosca, 1986), Kanafani (1986) has argued cogently that
in principle, there can be no such basis and so no attem pt is m ade here to
combine QSM and QEM.
QEM is indicated by the following summation:
QEM = X W iQ P M

+ W 2Q F M + W 3Q X M + W 4Q M M

Where (wi,W2 ,..W4 ) are weights given to the salience of each factor and
X (Wi,W2,..W4) = 1

and where:
Q P M (Quality of flight progress management) is indicated by the ratio
=

(goal total flight time') - (actual total flight time)
V((goal total flight time) - (initially projected total time)+ const)^

QPM

(Quality of fuel use management) is indicated by the ratio
=

(goal total fuel use) - (actual total fuel use!
V((goal total fuel use) - (initially projected total fuel use)+ const)^

QXM

(Quality of exit variation management) is indicated by the ratio
=

- V((goal exit height) - (actual exit heightl+ const^l^
V((goal exit height) - (entry height))^

QMM

(Quality of m anoeuvres management) is indicated by the ratio
=

- LOGIO (actual number of manoeuvres’)
(goal number of manoeuvres)

The forms of function of the unit-less indices provided by these ratios are
such that in each case, quality of m anagem ent is optim al w hen a zero value
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is returned, that it to say, when actual state and goal state are coincident.
QPM and QFM are greater than zero w hen respective actual states are better
than goal states, and less than zero w hen they are worse (it is possible for
actual values of fuel consumed or flight time to be less than their goal
values). The difference is given by proportion w ith the difference that
w ould have been the case if there had been no interventions by the rATM
worksystem over the scenario. In this way, the added value of the
w orksystem 's interventions is indicated.
The values of QXM increase negatively from zero w ith the difference
betw een actual exit height and the goal exit height. The difference is again
given by proportion w ith the difference that w ould have been the case if no
rATM worksystem interventions had been made: the aircraft would have
left the sector at its entry height.
The values of QMM range from +0.3 w hen the actual num ber of
m anoeuvres is less than the goal num ber of m anoeuvres, to zero when
actual and goal are equal, and slowly increase negatively as the num ber of
m anoeuvres increases above the goal num ber.
The constants in the formulae for QFM, QXM, and QFM are included to
reduce the 'order effect' distortions w hen small differences occur in
denom inator or num erator. These constants are determ ined by numerical
iteration to ensure a negligible change in the general shape of the functions.
QFM, QFM and QMM require that a desired duration of each flight, desired
am ount of fuel it will consume, and the desired num ber of m anoeuvres it
will make, be specified. Those values are established by considering each
aircraft as though it was the only aircraft on the sector. Given that no
consideration need now be given to safety (since it is only ever optimal), an
optim al speed and height profile between entry and exit positions and
heights can be described. It is as follows. The aircraft is instructed to fly at its
cruising speed throughout its flight through the sector. It is instructed to fly
at its entry or exit height, depending which is greatest, from its point of
entry onto the sector until the latest point at which it m ust change height in
order to exit the sector at the correct height. If this profile is followed, its
flight duration and fuel use will have have goal values. Further, it will be
required to make a goal num ber of m anoeuvres (commonly, two).
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Given that safety is a continuous attribute of event vectors, QSM is
indicated by the average of actual QSM values for each event vector, i.e.,
QSM (Quality of Safety Management)
=

Z(QSM values for each event)

where the value of QSM for each event is given by the following rule:
if, time to collision = FALSE (i.e., no projected collision, then QSM = 0
else,
if time to collision is less than 5 minutes, then QSM = C (a penalty constant)
else, QSM = - (1 + (time to collision /projected total time of flight))

This rule means that if at a given airtraffic event, two aircraft are on a
collision course and are less than a safe separation apart (5 minutes), then a
penalty is imm ediately given, com m ensurate w ith a near miss' condition.
W hen aircraft are on a collision course but a long way apart, safety is
assessed as a function of closing time and projected time of complete flight.
The form of function which this rule supplies is such that QSM is optim al
w hen a value of zero is returned, m eaning that at no time was the aircraft
in separation conflict or on a course leading to a conflict no m atter how far
apart. The value increases negatively w hen conflict courses are instructed,
and sharply so w hen those courses occur w ith less than a specified track and
vertical separation.
Here then, rATMQ expresses the managem ent of traffic at the completion of
a scenario w hen all aircraft have left the sector. It describes the sum of
m anagem ent qualities for all flights over their flight through the sector. It
can be more accurately designated rATMQ(fl) to identify it as referring to
completed flights. However, rATMQ(fl) is achronological, in so m uch that it
describes the quality of m anagem ent of each flight after its completion:
hence, it would return the same value w hether all aircraft had been on the
sector at the same time during the scenario, or w hether only one flight had
been on the sector at any one time. Whilst this kind of assessment provides
an essential view of the acquittal of m anagem ent work from the point of
view of each aircraft, it provides a less satisfactory view of the acquittal of
m anagem ent work from the point of view of the worksystem. Further,
since the the dom ain fram ework has described some attributes as
continuous and others as cumulative, the quality of m anagem ent during
the traffic scenario will be significant. Hence, a second kind of rATMQ, one
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for each intervention, can be specified by extension of the theory for rATMQ
over completed flights. This second kind of rATMQ will be designated as
rATMQ(int), to identify it as referring to interventions.
We can state rATMQ(int) at any time in the relationship betw een the
previous state, the state following the intervention, and the desired state.
For QPM, QFM and QXM, these states are final states projected over the
rem ainder of the flight, and assum e no further intervention will be made.
For each intervention, QEM = 1 Z QPM + 1 Z QFM + 1 Z QMM,
n
n
n
w here,
n = num ber of aircraft on the sector at the time of the intervention
QPM (Quality of flight progress m anagem ent for each aircraft) is indicated
by the ratio
= (goal total flving time) - fnew projected total flving time)
V((goal total flying time) - (previous projected total flying time)+
constant)^

QFM (Quality of fuel use managem ent for each aircraft) is indicated by the
ratio
=
(goal total fuel use) - (new projected total fuel use)
V((goal total fuel use) - (previous projected total fuel use) +
constant)^
QMM (Quality of m anoeuvres m anagem ent for each aircraft) is indicated

by the ratio
=

- LOGIO (current total of manoeuvres)
(goal number of manoeuvres)

QXM is com puted on from the final event w ithin a vector, since it is a
closure-type task attribute. Safety is a continuous attribute, and QSM for
each intervention is therefore as already com puted for rATMQ over
completed flights.
In sum, rATMQ(fl) over all completed flights and rATMQ(int )at each
worksystem intervention have been characterised. They have a
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composition m irroring the object-attribute structure of the domain. They
are each composed of the Quality of Safety M anagement (QSM) and the
Q uality of Expedition M anagem ent (QEM). QEM is itself a composition
m irroring the attributes underlying expedition: fuel use; progress; total of
m anoeuvres, and; exit state.
A lthough the analysis of rATMQ requires the worksystem 's interventions
to be explicit, it does not require that there actually be any interventions.
After all, w hen no problem s are present in a process, good m anagem ent is
that which m onitors b u t m akes no intervention. Similarly, if the projected
states of all airtraffic events are the same as the goal states, then good
m anagem ent w ould be that w hich m ade no interventions. In this event,
rATMQ would return a value of zero. But w hen a projected attribute state
entails divergences from the goal attribute state, good m anagem ent is
apparent in the interventions which bring the actual state nearer to the goal
state than w ould originally have been the case if the actual airtraffic events
had followed the projected vector. So, rATM quality can be assessed even
w hen no interventions are made.

This expression of rATMQ completes the characterisation of the class of
rATM domains. The characterisation is part of the fram ework for the rATM
system (the class of rATM dom ains and the class of rATM worksystems). It
later supports the construction of a dom ain m odel (see 9.1), as part of a
Cognitive Engineering exemplar. Still w ithin stage four of the research
program m e (see 1.5.2), the next chapter completes the developm ent of the
fram ework w ith a characterisation of the rATM worksystem.
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Construction of a fram ework for the rATM system continues in this chapter
w ith a characterisation of the rATM worksystem . Again, and consistent
w ith the aim of producing an exemplar, the characterisation derives from
the conception; it re-expresses the conception of worksystems in terms
specific to the rATM worksystem.
W ithin the conception for Cognitive Engineering, a worksystem consists of
workers and devices whose interacting activities together achieve goals in a
dom ain. The rATM w orksystem then, consists of the controller and the
devices they m ight use to manage the safety and expedition of the traffic.
Section 7.1 reviews current understandings of the ATM worksystem, as
apparent in analyses of the operational system. To identify requirem ents for
a more satisfactory characterisation of the rATM worksystem. Section 7.2
reviews concepts of planning systems operating in dynamic domains.
Section 7.3 presents the characterisation of the rATM worksystem.
7.1

C urrent understandings of the ATM worksystem

As in the case of the ATM dom ain, although the conception for Cognitive
Engineering employs m any established concepts for describing
worksystem s, it cannot be said to represent current H um an Factors views,
implicit or otherwise, of systems and system design problems. We cannot
therefore go directly to the H um an Factors literature and identify ATM
w orksystem models for characterising the rATM worksystem. However, the
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understanding of the ATM worksystem that there is m ight be expected to
inform the characterisation of the rATM worksystem .
This section reviews three H um an Factors analyses of ATM. The review
supports the earlier claim (see 3.4) that understanding of the ATM system is
fragm ented, lacks generality and is often implicit. The review does inform
the characterisation of the rATM worksystem , but this is m ore through
recognition of the shortcomings of current understandings of the ATM
worksystem .
7.1.1

Task analysis o f the controller: Kheraj and Moss, 1983.

Kheraj and Moss (1983) present the most extensive task analysis of ATM
available in the literature. The analysis incorporates data from the authors'
ow n observations of, and interviews w ith, controllers, from consultation of
training m anuals, and from five earlier published analyses. Kheraj and
Moss aimed to better understand the controller's task for the purposes of
"experimental studies in the air traffic control environm ent" and to focus
on the "controller's functions of conflict detection and m ental updating."
The result of this work was a model of the activities of the controller. Those
activities were classified as:
i) visual m onitoring and reading
ii) auditory comm unications
iii) m anipulating controls and recording inform ation
iv) cognitive processes
These activities were cross-divided into groups reflecting w hat were seen to
be the m ain activities of
a) accepting aircraft onto the sector,
b) guiding aircraft through the sector, and
c) handing aircraft off at exit from the sector.
A section of the model is given in Figure 7.1. In their discussion, Kheraj and
Moss describe the relative am ount of time spent on each class of activity
(monitoring and reading 33%; cognitive processes 29%, etc).
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Figure 7.1

A task analysis of the "enroute air traffic
controller's radar operating position" (Kheraj
and Moss, 1983).

ACCEPTING CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT
Monitor radar for flashing datablocks indicating an adjacent sector is
attempting hand off.
If datablock flashing, press acceptance button to initiate acceptance.
Verify hand-off com pleted (datablock flashing has stopped).
Mentally update traffic picture.
Monitor radar for possible conflictions of incom ing traffic w ith traffic on
the sector.
If confliction is present then decide whether altitude and or route
changes have to be made to incoming traffic.
If changes are required before aircraft enter sector, then contact the
adjacent sector through phone or hot-line and advise prior to accepting
aircraft.
If changes have been made in an aircraft's altitude or flight route, then
update flight strips after visually verifying execution on radar screen.
Ensure radar information agrees w ith flight strip information.
Ask pilot to sqwark code.
Observe flashing radar target to positively identify aircraft.
Pass updated information to next sector including estimate of time of
hand-off (m entally calculated).______________________________________

GUIDING AIRCRAFT THROUGH THE SECTOR
Visual monitoring of aircraft under your control, and of other aircraft under
someone else's control but close to your own.
Monitor the data blocks attached to each aircraft.
Do data blocks appear cluttered?
Reduce clutter by re-positioning.
Observe whether clutter is reduced: repeat procedure.
Monitor for possible conflicts by observing targets and data blocks.
Decide if conflicts are present: if so, act appropriately.
For possible conflicts, contact aircraft and issue instructions.
Update changes by recording on strips and by mentally updating traffic picture.
Observe effects of instructions on radar.
Keep a mental picture of current aircraft under your control and with
information about incoming aircraft's destination and track - update your
mental picture.
Scan data board for upcom ing aircraft which could cause conflict problems.

W hilst Kheraj and Moss provide the m ost com prehensive analysis of the
ATM task available in the literature, it is clear that abstract worksystem
behaviours are not represented, except indirectly via overt actions. Note for
example, the activity of: "decide if conflicts are present: if so, act
appropriately." W ithout analysing how a controller decides if a conflict is
present or how to act appropriately, or more generally how they plan, it is
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difficult to see how the analysis could support design. No analysis of
cognitive processes is given, though controllers are reported as stating the
changing salience of different aircraft variables under different traffic
situations, and that their mental picture was best constructed from flight
progress strips. A further criticism of the analysis is that it excludes analysis
of the ATM dom ain, and so also of the goals of the worksystem 's activities,
as necessary for m aking sense of those activities.
7.1.2

A cognitive model o f conflict detection: Leplat and Bisseret,
1965

The report by Leplat and Bisseret remains alm ost unique in the ATM
literature in its attem pt to provide an explicit m odel of controller's m ental
behaviours. Bisseret and Leplat set out to analyse the way in which
controllers search for conflicts. (The system they were studying was en route
ATM using procedural control routines, that is to say, controlling w ith
flight strips and radio communications but w ithout radar). Their analysis
began w ith w hat they term ed a logical analysis of the information necessary
to assess whether or not a conflict was either immediately present or soon
likely to occur. They identified six variables necessary for such an
assessment: flight level, path, distance from next beacon, speed, heading and
lateral separation. This analysis supported the study of how controllers
assigned values to these variables and the order in which the variables were
processed. The m ethod involved asking controllers how they w ould deal
w ith certain kinds of traffic situation. The results were produced in the
form of a flow diagram of decision-making for alternative traffic situations.
The length of each branch of the diagram represented the complexity of the
associated decision m aking process; these were derived from further
studies. Finally, Leplat and Bisseret described two major strategies employed
by the controllers: notably, these are described in terms of the layout of flight
strips used. The first strategy is one reflected in an arrangem ent of strips by
beacons, or by sub-areas of the sector. The second, but less common, major
strategy is reflected in the arrangem ent of strips by flight levels.
W hilst the Leplat and Bisseret model is an account of the abstract cognitive
behaviours of the controller, it concerns only the identification of conflicts.
Conflict detection is surely a vital part of the process of planning, but that
process and the place of conflict detection w ithin it is not modelled. The
m odel does relate to an explicit analysis of the dom ain, offered in terms of
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the six traffic variables, though the worksystem 's goals are only described
w ith regard to m aintaining aircraft separations.

Figure 7.2

A section of the Leplat and Bisseret flow
diagram of controller's procedures for
searching for potential conflicts.

"NO, no plane at the same level as A; N l, one or several (xl, x2,
..xn) planes at the same level as A; T l, x l moving towards the
same beacon as A but following a different route; T2, xl m oving
tow ard a different beacon; T3, xi taking the same route as A and
m oving tow ard the same beacon; SI, clear separation (>20
minutes); S2, insufficient separation (< 5 minutes); S3, separation
of about 10 minutes."
no conflict
no conflict
no conflict
A's
proposal
Separation
on the
beacon

relative
levels

relative
trajectories
A and
x1, x 2 ,.. xn

relative
speeds

7.1.3 Task analysis in the definition o f A T M user interface
requirements: Phillips and M elville, 1989
An example of 'state of the art' m odelling of the operational ATM
worksystem is given by Phillips and Melville (1989) in their description of a
"task analysis based approach" for supporting the specification of
requirem ents and design. The work is part of an extended research and
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developm ent program m e aiming to develop the next generation ATM
system (see also, Phillips and Tischner, 1984; Lenorovitz and Phillips, 1987;
Bregman, McCabe Sutcliffe, 1988; Phillips and Melville, 1990). It is selected
here for being the m ost thorough and systematic account of H um an Factors
applied to ATM design available in the literature.
Phillips and Melville first state the need for designers of complex systems to
acquire a thorough understanding of operational characteristics and
m ission requirem ents of the system, and of user performance. They use the
example of the design of a conflict prediction and resolution aid to
dem onstrate their m ethodology for task analysis, system level allocation
and user interface design. The approach begins by defining a set of air traffic
events, for example, airspace release, runw ay configuration change etc.
These events each require an overt response from the controller, and are
suggested to be the same for any system design: any system will need to
respond to this set of events. Thus the system is seen as one which responds
to events. Task composition graphs are constructed to describe the response
of the controller to events, indicating task sequences, iteration, parallelisms
and conditional logic. They are claimed to be independent of a specific
technology. Tasks are then categorised as: entry; receipt (scanning display);
analysis; and verbal coordination. Interaction requirem ents are m apped to
entry tasks, and display requirem ents are m apped to receipt tasks. Also,
inform ation requirem ents and performance requirem ents are attached to
each task. In design, tasks can be further decomposed into task elements
m ade up of a verb, an object, an optional quantifier, and an indication of
frequency or criticality.
Phillips and Melville describe the application of the approach to the design
of tw o alternative conflict prediction and resolution aids. Somewhat in
contradiction of the aim of first deriving a requirem ents specification, in
this example the designs already exist and the approach is used to offer an
'early evaluation' of the designs. A conflict scenario was developed
involving two aircraft over a 15 m inute period. The responses of the two
systems was described using task composition graphs. The tasks were
decom posed into task elements against which frequency and criticality were
judged. All task elements for both systems were judged as having identical
frequencies and criticality. A further analysis identified the use of "critical
task cognitive/sensory attributes" w ith all task elements. These included:
m ovem ent detection, spatial scanning, filtering, pattern recognition.
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decoding, visualisation, short and long term memories, deductive
reasoning, inductive reasoning and prioritising. Thus, in one display
design, it is difficult to distinguish which resolution option belongs to
which aircraft. This design is said to fail to account for the task element
requirem ents of extract and decode.
This example of 'state of the art' m odelling of the ATM system is
instructive for a num ber of reasons. First the approach recognises the need
to relate the interaction of controller and devices to the state of the traffic,
and its goals as m anaging the traffic. The listing of traffic events constitutes
a form of dom ain model. Second, the example is instructive because the
system is treated as one which only responds to dom ain events. As
Lenorovitz and Phillips (1987) state: "in viewing the controller as an
individual w ho solely processes inform ation in response to discrete events,
we do not obtain an entirely accurate picture of the controller's overall job.
However, we feel this does provide a sufficiently accurate and useful m odel
to obtain an initial understanding of user system interface requirements."
Third, the approach is tied to the overt actions of the controller. No attem pt
is m ade to m odel the abstract cognitive behaviours of the controller, other
than of the form: "integrate extracted information into a m ental traffic
picture w ith regard to resolving potential conflict." Instead, the presence or
absence of critical task cognitive/ sensory attributes w ith overt actions is
described, for example, deductive reasoning w ith the overt action of
extracting inform ation from the radar display. As Phillips and Tischner
(1984) state: "The disadvantage of m odelling the controller as an
inform ation processor whose response to events is to perform tasks, is that
the dynam ic operational complexity of the controller's job necessitates a
highly interactive analysis model which is difficult to apply. One event m ay
trigger another event before an appropriate controller response occurs. In
addition, it m ay not be appropriate for the controller to take action
imm ediately. A m ental response is difficult to docum ent until an overt
action is taken." It w ould appear then, that by modelling overt actions as
responses to dom ain events, it is possible to avoid modelling the abstract
cognitive behaviours of the w orksystem including the controller. The cost
of doing so, however, is that the model cannot account for any proactive
behaviour, or the essential continuity betw een behaviours. Domain events
are not independent of each other, and worksystem actions are not
monotonie w ith those events. To provide an account which describes the
actions of the system, a m odel of abstract cognitive behaviours is necessary.
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specifically one which describes planning as the source and explanation of
intelligent, goal directed action.

To conclude, current understandings of the w orksystem in the operational
ATM system commonly avoid characterisation of abstract w orksystem
behaviour, as in the task analyses of Kheraj and Moss, and Phillips and
Melville. A notable, but isolated exception is the partial account provided by
the Leplat and Bisseret model. As a consequence of the tendency tow ards a
physicalist account, the coherent description of worksystem activity is
sacrificed, since explanation for how those behaviours relate is presum ed to
require some view of the abstract behaviours they embody. An exception is
the Leplat and Bisseret model, but this m odel relates to only one aspect of
the worksystem's abstract behaviours. Further, the understanding of the
worksystem is commonly not well related to understanding of the dom ain
w ith similar consequences for coherence. The Kheraj and Moss analysis
makes only implicit m ention of the ATM dom ain, and so the goals of the
w orksystem are also implicit. Although the Phillips and Melville analysis
creates a reasonably comprehensive list of dom ain events, the w orksystem
is treated only as responding to those events and incapable of proactive
behaviour (the worksystem does not plan).
Reviewing current understandings of the operational ATM worksystem
was expected to inform the characterisation of the rATM worksystem.
However, it is more through recognising the shortcomings of those
understandings that support is provided. It w ould appear that a
characterisation of the rATM system m ust make explicit its abstract
behaviours, how those behaviours relate to the dom ain, and how the
system is able to behave proactively. Towards developing such a
characterisation, the next section examines concepts of planning. This next
review establishes requirem ents for a model of the ATM worksystem as a
reactive planning system.
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7.2

Concepts of reactive planning and requirem ents for characterising
the rATM worksystem .

Given its potential for explaining intelligent behaviour, the com m on sense
and mentalistic notion of planning was one restored early to scientific
respectability by Cognitive Psychology (Miller, Galanter and Pribram , 1960).
Today, planning is a subject whose treatm ent is indivisibly shared by
Cognitive Psychology (e.g., Schank and Abelson 1977), and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) (e.g., Hayes Roth 1979).
A planner is a problem-solving a^ent em bedded in a dom ain in which it
seeks to achieve goals; it possesses sensors and effectors for interacting w ith
the domain. But planners are a special class of problem-solver. Because of
the complexity of the domains in which they are em bedded, planners are
unable to employ global evaluation functions for m oving from one
'problem space node' to the next, as is characteristic of simple problem
solvers (Scott and Nicolson, 1991). Instead, planners m ust construct and use
plans specifying séquences of moves through the problem space.
The traditional form of planner is the universal planner (Ginsberg, 1989). A
universal planner is able to sense all possible states of the domain; for any
state detected, it is able to select an appropriate plan stored in its plan
libraries, or construct a novel plan by inference supported by its knowledge
base. The planning process is entirely generative: no plan evaluation or
revision is conducted. Plans represent sequences of executable actions (ie.,
they are neither hierarchical nor non-linear, see below).
Universal planners are founded on a num ber of basic assum ptions: that the
planner can have perfect dom ain knowledge, that they can create complete
and correct plans, and that planning time can be totally distinct from
execution time (see also Smith et al, 1992). Ultim ately these assum ptions
derive from the nature of the dom ain in which the planner is em bedded,
and only hold for dom ains which are predictable and closed; commonly,
this means the dom ain will be static. An environm ent is unpredictable if a
planner cannot predict its state at any future time, including its state as
resulting from the actions of the planner. An environm ent is open if it is
not possible to enum erate all possible states which a planner is able to
detect. Note, simply because all possible states can be enum erated, this does
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not m ean that subsequent states may be predicted. Hence both predictable
and unpredictable environm ents may be either open or closed.
From the outset, and no mors, so than to Newell and Simon (1972), it has
been clear that the form of a successful problem solver will reflect the
characteristics of its domain. Since the dom ains addressed by universal
planners represent only a sub-set of dom ain types, planning theories have
more recently come to address unpredictable and open domains.
Interleaved planners are a kind of system recently developed for planning
in unpredictable and open domains^. In contrast w ith the universal
planner, the interleaved planner is able to continuously revise its plans in
response to its m onitoring of the dom ain state (Payne, 1991). Planning
occurs concurrently w ith, and is interleaved w ith controlling (the
controlled execution of plans). A general form for interleaved planners,
distinguishing and relating the behaviours of m onitoring, planning and
controlling is show n in Figure 7.3 (following Linney, 1991).
Figure 7.3

^Planning ^

A general form for interleaved planning
systems, follow ing Linney (1991).

^ on trollin ^ ^

(^onitoring^

A lthough there are m any varying architectures of interleaved planner, the
standard approach is that the agent is given a description of the world, a set
of operators it can apply to that description, and a goal it m ust achieve. The
agent generates a plan to meet that goal, and to do this, it m ust predict the
future state of the dom ain and m ust m onitor the dom ain to ensure the
predictions rem ain correct. If the predictions need correction, then revision
of the plan will likely be needed. It may also be the case that predictions can
only be made after certain actions have been executed. Non-linear planners
and hierarchical planners typically behave in this way. A non-linear
^ A more radical alternative has also been proposed in the form of situated automata which
do not plan at all, in the conventional sense.
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planner partially orders the sequence of executable actions, but the final
order is determ ined by the controller through consideration of the state of
the dom ain at execution time and the availability of effectors. A hierarchical
planner produces plans w ithout needing to specify primitive, that is to say executable, actions. Exactly which primitive actions are selected may depend
on the state of the dom ain at execution time. Non-linear and hierarchical
planning are two ways in which planners m ay alter plans during execution
in reaction to the dom ain state. A helpful sum m ary of examples of
interleaved planners is provided by Linney (1991).
A further characteristic of domains which cuts across those m entioned is
their tem poral nature. If the 'Tower of Hanoi' problem represents a static
dom ain (Newell and Simon, 1972), the air traffic m anagem ent problem
represents a highly dynam ic one in which intrinsically dynamic processes
change state over time even w ithout intervention. Interleaved planners
em bedded in such a dom ain are described by Firby (1987) as 'reactive'
planners because they "build or change their plans in response to the
shifting situations at execution time." Reactive planners are confronted
w ith a special effectiveness criterion, insom uch that the dem ands for
planning in 'real' time (i.e., at the same 'pace' as the domain) can present
intractable com putational problems w hen faced w ith exponential increases
in dom ain complexity. To date, those reactive planners which have
acquitted themselves by the effectiveness criterion (for example, RAPs;
Firby, 1987) have invariably been highly domain-specific, w hilst domainindependent interleaved planners (e.g., SIPFS: Wilkins, 1984) instantiated
in dynam ic domains have failed by the criterion. Further too, it appears that
the simplicity and flexibility of reactive planners has been traded-off w ith
their dom ain-independence. The issue of dom ain-independence has
im portant consequences for progressing reactive planning theory, since
w hat m ight be learnt from a highly domain-specific system will not be
easily translated to systems in other domains.
A planner which operates in a dom ain where a real time response is
required is Georgeff and Lansky's (1987) Procedural Reasoning System
(PRS). PRS has been im plem ented as a robot assistant to an astronaut in a
toy space station. The typical tasks given to this robot include fetching pieces
of equipm ent and effecting m inor repairs to the space station. PRS is a
hierarchical, non-linear reactive planner which uses dom ain specific
knowledge in the form of pre-compiled plans to dynamically create plans.
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Pre-com piled plans are represented in the form of schemas w ithin the
hierarchical framework. Pre-compiled plans (or knowledge areas) include
pre-conditions, determ ining the application of the plan. Reactive behaviour
is facilitated through applying these pre-conditions to the agent's dom ain
model. Meta-level knowledge schema m ay be called on for making
decisions about planning. Plan selection, form ation and execution are
interleaved in such a w ay that the system forms and extends partial plans
w hilst it executes. By re-assessing its goals and intentions, it can change its
focus of activity in response to unforseen dom ain events. For example, on
the w ay to fetch some equipm ent, the robot may stop and repair the space
station if it deems this task to have a higher priority. PRS can also change its
intentions about its ow n reasoning, for example, it can decide that there is
no time for re-planning given the current dom ain state and to execute the
out of date plan. This m echanism ensures a real time response in all
situations.
This brief exam ination of planning research suggests requirem ents for the
characterisation of the abstract rATM worksystem behaviours. Any
characterisation m ust relate to the nature of the dom ain in w hich the
planner operates and of the rATM dom ain, we may say that it is:
• closed (there are no external interventions in the system)
• unpredictable (although it is possible to predict the future states of
the flights based on current states and any given intervention, it is
not possible to enum erate all possible states of the dom ain for all
possible alternative interventions)
• dynamic (its state changes inherently over time, since aircraft are
constantly moving).
So, we
•
•
•
•

may determ ine that the rATM worksystem m ust be characterised as:
a reactive planner;
interleaving planning and controlling;
able to revise plans;
m aking and revising predictions about the future state of the
dom ain;

• a hierarchical planner; plans are not produced necessarily as
prim itive actions;
• a non-linear planner; execution time for an action may not be
specified, and the order of actions may not be specified.
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7.3

A characterisation of the rATM w orksystem

A characterisation of the rATM worksystem is now proposed. It
complem ents the characterisation of the rATM domain. Together, the
characterisation of the dom ain and the w orksystem constitute a framework
for the rATM system.
As earlier discussed (1.5.2, see also 8.1), the rATM system is, most correctly, a
class of systems. The class consists of m any possible instances of rATM
system. Each instance w ould be distinguished by the activities of its
controllers, the devices it employed, and the traffic scenarios over which it
operated. The class includes rATM systems which employ paper flight strips
systems, and it includes those which employ software strips systems. The
characterisation of the rATM worksystem is intended to apply to all
instances of the class. It is expressed at a general level above the description
of a particular instance; as a consequence, it does not distinguish the
controller and the devices w ithin the worksystem.
Although the purpose of the fram ework is to characterise a class of system
whose instances incorporate the controller as a cognitive agent, its validity
is not claimed to be its psychological reality, since the fram ework does not
prejudice which behaviours and structures will be realised by the controller
and w hich by the devices in any particular im plem entation of an rATM
worksystem . The fram ework is neither claimed to be norm ative (i.e., to
characterise the idealised form of worksystem). Rather, it is a
characterisation w hich m ight structure both norm ative and descriptive
models of rATM worksystems. It is em ployed in Section 9.2 to structure a
descriptive m odel of an rATM worksystem.
Most generally, the rATM worksystem is understood as a reactive planning
system: it is a system which monitors the state of the rATM domain, creates
and modifies plans in response to the m onitored state, and controls its
actions to realise those plans. These interleaved behaviours are actualised
through the structures of the controller and devices. Both behaviours and
structures may be physical and abstract, where abstract may be virtual or
mental. Separate classes of cost are associated with expression of behaviours
and the provision of structures. These separately held ideas of behaviour,
structure and costs are used to organise the characterisation.
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By adaptation, the structures of the rATM worksystem reflect the form of
the rATM domain, and so the fram ework begins by considering the form of
representational schemes as reflecting the 'topology' (Lewin, 1932) of the
dom ain.
7.3.1 Representational schemes
The rATM dom ain is characterised over a period in term s of airtraffic
events and three kinds of event vector (6.2.3): actual; projected; and goal
vectors. The worksystem constructs a representation of each airtraffic event.
Given this representation, the worksystem is assum ed to construct a
representation of the actual vector (i.e., the actual state of the task attributes
of the event vector), and a representation of the projected vector (i.e., the
projected states of the task attributes of the event vector). Since the projected
vector derives from the actual vector, these are assum ed at any instant to be
represented w ithin a single vector which will be called the 'current vector'
(i.e., the current actual and currently projected states of the task attributes of
the event vector). The rATM dom ain was also characterised in term s of a
goal vector. At any given time, the rATM w orksystem is assum ed to
construct and m aintain a representation of this vector.
The characterisation of the rATM dom ain allows that for any given
airtraffic event, the projected vector and the goal vector m ay have different
attribute states. Not only m ight their states be at variance w ith each other,
but they m ight both be at variance w ith the future actual state. This is
because that future actual state will be determ ined by the subsequent
interventions of the worksystem. Because of this variance, a further kind of
worksystem representation is adduced, one of a 'planned vector'. This
planned vector does not have a direct counterpart in the rATM dom ain
characterisation. The planned vector is executed by a set of interventions
m ade by the worksystem , and the representation of these planned
interventions, separately from the representation of the planned vector is
assum ed.
In sum, the following kinds of representational scheme m aintained by the
rATM worksystem are postulated, a representation of:
• the current airtraffic event, in terms of its PASHT attribute states
• the current vector (in terms of both current actual and currently
projected task attribute states);
• the goal vector (in terms of the goal task attribute states);
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• the planned vector (in terms of the planned task attribute states);
and
• the planned interventions (in term s of height and speed
instructions).
Figure 7.4 is a schematic view of these postulated representational schemes
maintained by the rATM worksystem (c.f. Figure 6.1). The different
representational schemes are show n in the figure associated w ithin two
parallel spaces: a monitoring space, and a planning space. Each space is sub
divided into panels. Airtraffic events are represented in one panel of the
monitoring space, and expressed in term s of their PASHT attribute values.
Further, only the airtraffic event relating to the current state of the dom ain
is represented (shown as time t l in Figure 7.4).
The current vector is represented in a separate panel w ithin the m onitoring
space. It is show n as a column of representations in Figure 7.4 w ith the
representation of current actual state at the top, and the current projected
states below. These express values of the task attributes (ultimately, safety
and expedition) of the event vector. Again, the current vector at time tl is
shown in Figure 7.4; at time t2, the current vector w ould be show n as a
column adjacent and to the right of the current vector at time tl. The goal
vector is shown as the colum n of representations of goal states in another
panel of the monitoring space. These express goal values of the task
attributes of the event vector.
The planned vector (at time tl) is show n in Figure 7.4 as a column of
representations in a panel w ithin the planning space. It comprises
representations of planned states (current and future). These express
planned values of the task attributes (safety and expedition) of the event
vector. The representation of planned interventions is show n in a separate
panel w ithin the planning space.
The representational schemes of the rATM worksystem have two kinds of
time-dimensions. One is the 'real time' dim ension. As the rATM
worksystem monitors flights through the sector, it creates representations of
a succession of airtraffic events. It may create and modify its representation
of the current vector and planned vector w ith each successive airtraffic
event. The succession of these representations over time constitutes a real
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Figure 7.4

C h aracterisation of the representational
schem es of the rATM worksystem . (The
representations at time tl are shown).
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time dimension of both the monitoring space and the planning space. The
real time dim ension is shown schematically in Figure 7.4.
The second kind of time dimension is orthogonal to the real time
dim ension and in the monitoring space it is a dim ension of m onitoring
time; in the planning space it is the dim ension of planning time. The
m onitoring time dim ension characterises the time base of the current
vector. In particular, it characterises the tem poral limits of the current
vector as a 'm onitoring horizon' of the rATM worksystem: it is the extent
to w hich the w orksystem is 'looking ahead'. W ith the modification of the
current vector, and its assessment against the goal vector, the need for
modifying the planned vector arises. M odification of the planned vector
occurs w ithin a planning-tim e dimension. This dim ension characterises the
tem poral limits of the planned vector as a 'planning horizon' of the rATM
worksystem: it is the extent to which the w orksystem is 'planning ahead'.
Both m onitoring and planning dim ensions are show n schematically in
Figure 7.4.
Airtraffic events and event vectors constitute two levels w ithin the rATM
domain. Both the monitoring space and planning space of the rATM
worksystem reflect these two levels. Airtraffic events and the current vector
constitute two levels of the m onitoring space. The planned vector and
planned interventions constitute two levels of the planning space.
7.3.2

Processors

The complexity of the representational schemes of the rATM worksystem is
complemented by the simplicity of its processors. Two kinds of abstract
processor are characterised: generation processors ('generators'); and,
evaluation processors ('evaluators'). Both of these kinds of processor m ay
address each kind of representational scheme. Two kinds of physical
processor are characterised: sensors (monitors); and, effectors (executors).
Figure 7.5 illustrates schematically the characterisation of all rATM
worksystem generic structures. The structures are related by a common
comm unication network, or 'bus' (Barnard, 1985). M anagem ent (control) of
worksystem behaviours is distributed through the interactions betw een
structures.
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Figure 7.5

C haracterisation of the generic structures of
the rATM w orksystem
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Additional abstract w orksystem structures include dom ain knowledge.
Domain knowledge consists of representations of of aircraft objects and
airspace objects and their dispositional attributes. Further, dom ain
knowledge includes m ethods associated w ith event vectors, m ethods being
'patterns' of event vectors. M ethods m ight include particular kinds of
m anoeuvre and routeing, separation constraints, and operating procedures
of the aircraft. To reason about the current, goal and planned vectors, the
worksystem m ust have knowledge of aircraft and airspace objects, and of
m ethods. The w orksystem also m aintains separable 'task' knowledge, that
is, knowledge of its ow n structures and behaviours, which enable it to
reason about w hen and how to monitor, plan and execute. This knowledge
is an additional abstract structure of the worksystem. Given the generality of
the fram ework, the structures are not associated here w ith particular agents
(the controller or technological devices).
7.3.3

B ehaviours

The behaviours of the rATM worksystem are the 'actualisation' (Hoc, 1990)
of its structures, both physical and abstract, w hen 'situated' (Suchman,1987)
in a given rATM dom ain scenario. Behaviours, w hether physical or
abstract, are understood as the processing of representations, and so can be
defined in the association of processors w ith representational schemes.
Eight generic classes of rATM worksystem behaviour can be defined, as
sum m arised in Figure 7.6
The rATM w orksystem generates a representation of the current airtraffic
event. This behaviour is a conjunction of both monitors and generators
addressing the m onitoring space. The representation which is generated
expresses values of the PASHT attributes of the current airtraffic event.
The rATM w orksystem generates a representation of the current vector.
This representation is generated by abstraction from the representation of
the current airtraffic event. The representation expresses current actual
values, and currently projected values of the task attributes of the event
profile. In other w ords, it expresses the actual and projected safety and
expedition of the traffic.
The rATM worksystem generates a representation of the goal vector. This
representation is generated directly by a conjunction of m onitors and
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generators. The representation expresses goal values of the task attributes of
the event profile.
The rATM worksystem evaluates the current vector by identifying its
variance w ith the goal vector. This behaviour attaches 'problem flags' to the
representation of the current vector.
The rATM worksystem generates a planned vector. If the evaluation of the
current vector w ith the goal vector reports an acceptable conformance of the
former, then the current vector is adopted as the planned vector. Otherwise,
a planned vector is generated to im prove that conformance.
The rATM worksystem evaluates the planned vector. W ith the succession
of current vector representations, and their evaluation, the planned vector
is evaluated and a new planned vector generated.
Figure 7.6

Characteristic behaviours of the rATM
worksystem.

(Process) | (Representation)

M onitoring behaviours
generate current airtraffic event (PASHT attribute values)
generate current vector (actual and projected task attribute values)
generate goal vector (goal task attribute values)
evaluate current vector
Planning behaviours
generate planned vector (planned task attribute values)
evaluate planned vector
generate planned interventions (PASHT attribute values)
C ontrolling behaviour
generate

execution of planned intervention (issue instruction)

The rATM worksystem generates planned interventions. Given the
planned vector, the interventions needed to realise the plan will be
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generated, and perhaps too, the actions needed to execute those
in terv en tions.
The rATM worksystem generates the execution of planned interventions,
in other words, it decides to act to issue an instruction to the aircraft.
These eight worksystem behaviours can be exhibited continuously and
concurrently. With the changing state of the dom ain, not least as a
consequence of the worksystem 's interventions, each representation will be
revised.
These characteristic behaviours identify the rATM worksystem as a reactive
planning system (see 7.2). First, the rATM w orksystem reacts to w hatever
m ight be the current state of the domain. At any time, it will generate a
representation of the current airtraffic events. Second, the rATM
worksystem interleaves planning and controlling: the generation and
evaluation of planned vectors occurs concurrently w ith the generation of
the execution of planned interventions. Third, the rATM w orksystem is
able to revise its plans: the evaluation of the planned vector occurs in
response to modifications in the current vector. Fourth, the rATM
worksystem is a hierarchical planner. Planning is conducted at the more
abstract level of the planned vector, and from it derive planned
interventions as primitive actions. Finally, the rATM w orksystem is a non
linear planner. A planned intervention m ay not specify the tim e of its
execution, and the order of planned interventions m ay not be specified.
Rather, the time and order of planned interventions m ay be determ ined
(i.e., the behaviour of generating the execution of planned interventions) by
the representation of the current airtraffic event.
The behaviours of reactive planning systems have been generally
distinguished as those of m onitoring, planning and executing. The eight
rATM worksystem behaviours can also be associated w ith these three
classes of behaviour. M onitoring subsum es generating current event,
current vector and goal vector representations, and it subsum es the
evaluation of current vectors. Planning subsum es generating planned
vectors, evaluating planned vectors, and generating planned interventions.
Controlling subsum es generating the execution of planned interventions.
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7.3.4

Cognitive costs

The structures and behaviours of the rATM w orksystem have been
characterised. The performance of the rATM worksystem consists of the
description of rATMQ (the quality of air traffic m anagement) together w ith
the controller's cognitive costs, and the resource costs of the devices.
Characterisation of the cognitive costs of the controller is critical to the
cognitive design of the rATM worksystem.
Although the characterisation of rATM w orksystem behaviours and
structures has not distinguished the controller from the devices,
nevertheless the cognitive costs of the controller can be characterised for
any particular im plem entation of rATM w orksystem where the controller
realises some or all of the classes of worksystem structures and behaviours.
Cognitive costs are distinguished (see 2.3.1) as those incurred by the
provision of the controller's cognitive structures, and those incurred by the
expression of the controller's behaviours. Specific cognitive costs are
associated w ith each of the structures and behaviours identified in the
rATM fram ework w hen instantiated by the controller. Structural costs are
incurred by the provision of each of the five kinds of representational
scheme, each of the four kinds of processor, and each of the two kinds of
knowledge identified in Figure 7.5. These costs are incurred in the process of
training the controller. Since this process is beyond the scope of the
framework, structural costs are not further characterised.
Behavioural cognitive costs are incurred by the expression of the eight
classes of behaviour identified in Figure 7.6. It is possible to assume an
'atomism' of costs, wherein a cost is separately associated w ith each
observed instance of a behaviour. Further, it is possible to assume a single
cost 'unit' can be attributed to each instance of behaviour. If these
simplifying assum ptions are adopted, then behavioural cognitive costs may
be assessed by the num ber of observed instances of expressed behaviours.
Two different but complem entary kinds of assessm ent of behavioural
cognitive costs are possible. One assessment is of the behavioural cognitive
costs of each class of behaviour over the complete task. This 'cumulative'
assessment requires a sam pling over intervals during the task to identify
which behaviours are expressed and when. A second kind of assessment is
of behavioural cognitive costs, and their variation, during the task. This
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’continuous' assessment can be presented as the cognitive costs of the
classes of m onitoring, planning and executing behaviours over each
interval.
The two forms of assessment are represented schematically in Figure 7.7. In
the figure, (a%, a 2 , ... an) are the num bers of observed instances, in successive
intervals (Interval 1, ... Interval n), of the controller's behaviour 'generate
current airtraffic event'. The figure similarly represents the num bers of
observed instances of the other classes of controller behaviour. K(A)totai/ the
cumulative assessment of cognitive costs for the 'generate current airtraffic
event' behaviour, is the average of observations (a%, a ] ,... an). The
assessment similarly applies to the other classes of behaviour.

Figure 7.7
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K(Mon)i, the continuous assessment of cognitive costs for the m onitoring
behaviours in Interval 1 is the average of (a% , b l , .. d%). The assessment
similarly applies to planning and to controlling behaviours, and to
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subsequent intervals. Finally, a total value for behavioural cognitive costs
(K b ) may be assessed by computing the average of the individual
cumulative values. This final assessment m ay be taken as an ultim ate
sum m ary of the behavioural cognitive costs of the controller.

Characterisation of the rATM worksystem completes the fram ework for the
rATM system (the class of rATM domains, rATM worksystems).
Developm ent of the fram ework constituted stage four of the research
program m e (see 1.5.2). Stage five of the research program m e, as now
described, aimed to produce an exemplar for Cognitive Engineering by
form ulating the cognitive design problem for an rATM system instance.
The fram ework provides a structure for that formulation.
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The selection of an irATM system (an instance of the rATM system class), is
described in this chapter. The chapter describes the m ethod of observation
of the irATM system, and the data collected. The data is subsequently used
in the form ulation of the irATM design problem , offered as a Cognitive
Engineering exemplar (Chapter 9).
8.1

Selecting an instance of the rATM system

As earlier discussed (1.5.2; 7.3), the rATM system is, most correctly, a class of
systems. The class consists of m any possible instances of rATM system. Each
instance w ould be distinguished by the activities of its controllers, the
devices it employed, and the traffic scenarios over which it operated. The
class potentially includes systems using paper flight strips and those using
software strips systems. The selection of an instance of the rATM system is
considered in this section.
8.1.1

General rationale fo r the selection

Cognitive design problems generally concern interactive worksystem s
where a worker, or many workers will use a device to repeatedly perform a
variety of tasks in a dom ain or even a range of domains. An example of a
general cognitive design problem is one which concerns the use of a
wordprocessor by both scientists and secretaries to write reports and letters
(respectively) in scientific and adm inistrative dom ains (respectively).
However, designers commonly consider an instance of a system as
exemplifying the general class of design problems. A group of workers may
be selected, perhaps rigourously sampled, from the population of potential
workers (Meister, 1986). A particular task or set of tasks from the dom ain
may be selected as exemplifying all tasks in the dom ain (e.g., Roberts and
Moran, 1983). Critical incidents (Flanagan, 1954) represent the m ost
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im portant tasks in a domain. Performance for this selected instance of a
system m ight also be considered: benchmark tests are of this sort (Dowell
and Long, 1989b).
It follows that an instance of the rATM system is defined by the selection of
controller, traffic scenario and devices. Given the subsidiary aim of
investigating how the paper flight strip design issues m ight be rationalised,
the selection of the paper flight strip and radar as devices of the irATM
system was clearly determined. The reasoning behind the selection of
controller and traffic scenario for the irATM system is now described.
8.1.2

Selection o f controller and traffic scenario

There were, at least in principle, three issues to be confronted in selecting a
controller for an rATM system instance. The first issue concerned w hether
or not the rATM controller should be a professional controller trained in
the operational ATM task. If a controller other than a professional was to be
employed, the second issue concerned w hether the rATM controller should
be a subject trained to emulate, to some specified degree, the professional
controller perform ing the operational ATM task. The alternative w ould be
for the author himself to be the rATM controller, on the grounds that he
had imm ersed himself in the professional controller's activity through the
field study of the Ringway system, and had participated in developing the
sim ulation environm ent, he m ight himself em ulate the executive
controller's activities w ithin the rATM system. The third issue concerned
the num ber of subjects or num ber of trials of a subject. The selection was
made by addressing these three issues to both the principal and subsidiary
aims of the research programme.
It was assum ed that the principal aim of form ulating a Cognitive
Engineering exemplar could be achieved regardless of how the three issues
were resolved: w hether or not the behaviours of the subject w ere a veridical
em ulation of those of the professional controller in the operational system
was not of concern for an exemplar (whose purpose was to exemplify the
conception). Similarly, the variance between subject behaviours was neither
of concern, at least for a limited exemplar (but see also 9.4). The selection of
controller w ould not prejudice the achievement of the principal aim.
As concerns the subsidiary aim, the considerations were different. To
reiterate, the subsidiary aim (1.5.1) was to investigate how the paper flight
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strip design issues could be rationalised to better support the short term
developm ent of a software strips system for the operational ATM system.
This aim w ould be addressed separately from, and following the
construction of the exemplar (see Chapter 10). It would be addressed by
investigating how the design issues of the paper flight strip of the irATM
system could be rationalised. Hence, it was assum ed that the form of
rationalisation conducted w ith the reconstructed system could also be
conducted w ith the operational system. Because the aim concerned hozu
the rationalisation w ould be conducted, rather than providing that
rationalisation in itself, it was assum ed that the irATM system w ould not
need to be a highly veridical representation of the operational system. If the
irATM system was at least of the same sort as the operational system, the
achievement of the subsidiary aim was assum ed not to be in jeopardy. The
comparison (5.6) of the reconstructed system (employing a subject exposed
to the practices of the professional controller) w ith the operational system
concluded at least this approxim ate level of emulation.
These considerations suggested that the secondary aims w ould still be
achieved, even if a professional controller was not selected for the irATM
system. It is also w orth noting that it cannot be assum ed that a professional
controller w ould emulate w ithin the irATM system their behaviours
w ithin the operational system, since the transfer betw een systems m ight be
seriously affected by the background knowledge and procedures w hich the
irATM system w ould require to be jettisoned. (More pragmatically too, no
such access to professional controllers was available). Given this decision, it
was assum ed that the author w ould better em ulate the professional
controller's behaviours than a trained group of subjects, since the author
had been exposed to the professional controller's tacit knowledge, and it is
exactly because this knowledge is tacit that it m ight not be translated into a
formal training program m e. (As described below, this selection placed
particular requirem ents on the m ethod for selecting the traffic scenario and
conducting the study of the irATM system). Finally, a single trial rather
than repeated trials was decided by the form of rationalisation of the paper
flight strip design issues (see 10.3), which is in its most simple form, an
analysis of individual cognitive behaviours.
As well as the selection of the controller, definition of the irATM system
also relates to the selection of task. Here, a task is taken to be a traffic
scenario including the traffic m anagem ent goals. All scenarios for the
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rATM system class conform with the storyboard described in Chapter 5;
their relationship w ith the traffic scenarios of the operational system has
been discussed in Section 5.6. One scenario was selected to conform w ith the
storyboard. The m ethod of its selection is described in the next section,
together w ith a description of the m ethod for observing the irATM system.
8.2

M ethod and data collection
8.2.1

Procedure fo r task preparation and execution

Because the author was chosen as the controller, it was necessary that another
person (the 'participant') selected and constructed the scenario for the irATM
system. This w ould ensure that the controller was not familiar w ith the
scenario, and so also that their generation of plans was conducted during the
task. A set of 40 unique flight plans (see 5.3.) were constructed to conform
w ith the storyboard. These were organised into eight groups. The flight plans
in each group specified aircraft which would enter the sector w ithin 30
seconds of each other. The aircraft in each group w ould enter the sector
betw een two and five m inutes after the aircraft in the preceding group. In
this w ay, the eight groups would structure the spaced entry of aircraft onto
the sector w ithin a fifteen m inute period. The routes for each aircraft w ithin
each group represented the set of routes identified in the storyboard. These
were repeated in each group, though entry heights and exit heights, and entry
speeds were varied, again w ithin the constraints of the storyboard. All the
flightplans were created w ithin a file by the flight plan editor w ithin the
sim ulation environm ent. From am ongst these 40 flight plans, 8 flight plans
w ould be selected by the participant to create the traffic scenario for the
irATM system.
A participant was recruited to construct the traffic scenario. They were asked
to independently select 8 flight plans by choosing one flight plan from each of
the eight groups, by selecting aircraft from consecutive groups having
different routes, and by only selecting one aircraft having the low-density
route of beacons Beta, Delta, Epsilon. The participant was show n how to
delete flight plans from the file, leaving only their eight selected plans. When
they had completed their selection, the file was compiled w ith the sector
design to create the traffic scenario. Appendix B contains the flight plans
m aking up this scenario. Paper flight strips for the traffic scenario were
prepared by the participant by loading the traffic scenario into a printing
application created w ithin the sim ulation environm ent.
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To perform the task, the controller was seated in front of the prepared strips
board. The participant gave the controller the nam e of the file containing the
traffic scenario. The controller then accessed this file and executed the
scenario, and so began the task w ith the first aircraft arriving on the sector.
The controller continued the task until all aircraft had either left the sector,
or been given instructions for their exit.
During the task, a traffic m anagem ent protocol and a video record of the
screen display were recorded w ithout intrusion into the controller's
performance. Once the task was completed, additional data concerning the
controller's planning activities during the task was collected by a post-task
knowledge elicitation m ethod devised for the purpose. These are described
in the next sections.
8.2.2

Traffic state data

A traffic managem ent protocol was autom atically collected by the
simulation environm ent. This protocol is a report on the states of the
aircraft during the scenario, and the interventions m ade by the worksystem.
The protocol includes four sorts of data:
• the actual and projected end states of each aircraft at its entry into the
scenario,
• the 'total' of projected end states for all aircraft at the start of the
scenario
• each intervention m ade, and the 'total' projected end state of all
aircraft following that intervention, and
• the total state of all aircraft at the end of the scenario w hen all flights
were completed
The collection of these data was prescribed by the characterisation of the
rATM domain (6.2). The data relate to the values of the PASHT attributes of
all airtraffic events, and to values of the task attributes of the actual,
projected and goal event vectors; however, the way in which they relate is
made more apparent by the description (see 9.1.1) of how the data was used
to model the irATM domain. The four kinds of data provided by the traffic
m anagem ent protocol are now listed in detail.
The traffic m anagem ent protocol provided the following state inform ation
concerning the initial states of each flight. These data describe the flights at
their entry onto the sector and the projected states at completion assum ing
no intervention is m ade by the irATM worksystem:
(a) Callsign.
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(b) Flight Level.
(c) Speed.
(d) W hether or not the flight w as on a collision course, and the time
the collision would occur
(e) The projected fuel consum ption for the entire flight assum ing
entry speed and height were m aintained.
(f) The projected flight duration assum ing entry speed and height
(g)

were m aintained.
The discrepancy betw een projected exit height and correct exit
height assum ing no intervention (i.e., entry height is
m aintained).

The traffic protocol also provided a sum m ation of the 'total' projected end
state of all aircraft for the scenario, specifically:
(h) the throughput for the scenario
(i) the num ber of collisions that w ould occur (assum ing no
intervention)
(j) the num ber of exits at the w rong height that w ould occur
(k) the projected total fuel consum ption for all aircraft
(1) the projected total flying time for all aircraft
(m) the projected total variation in exit heights from correct exit
heights
For each intervention, the traffic protocol provided the following state
inform ation:
(n)

the time of the intervention.

(o)
(p)

the Callsign of the aircraft instructed.
the instruction itself (new speed or height clearance)

(q)

the new projected num ber of collisions of all aircraft

(r)

the new projected num ber of exits at the w rong height of all
aircraft
the new projected total fuel used by all flights by the end of the
period, taking account of the fuel already used and the revised
projected fuel use for the rem ainder of the flights following the
in te rv en tio n

(s)

(t)

The new projected total flying time of all flights by the end of the
period, taking account of the flying time already and the revised
projected flying time for the rem ainder of the journeys following
the intervention
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(u)

The callsign for each aircraft on a collision course and the time at
which time the collisions would occur.

Because the data for each intervention assum ed no further intervention
w ould be m ade, the projections m ade at the last intervention for the end
state of each flight became the actual end states. So, the data for the last
intervention could be treated as the data for the end of the period. All these
data were automatically w ritten to a text file by the simulator on
term ination of the scenario. Representative sections of the data are given in
Appendix C.
In addition to the traffic m anagem ent protocol, a video record was m ade of
the radar display during the task. A computer graphics to video converter
(DataLogic's 'Mediator') w ith a Panasonic VCR was used to make an S-VHS
video recording (entailing a bandw idth reduction of 28MHz to 4.5 MHz, and
a corresponding loss in visual resolution). The recording showed the
complete display of traffic m ovements, and all requests and instruction
commands issued by the controller. The recording was used in the post task
elicitation of the controller's planning, as now described.
8.2.3

Post-task planning elicitation data

The final form of data collected in the study concerned the controller's
cognitive behaviours (monitoring, planning and controlling). These data
were required for constructing a model of the irATM worksystem (see 9.2.1).
A characteristic of the controller's activity, as earlier noted (see 5.5) was the
considerable am ount of thinking associated w ith a relatively small num ber
of physical actions. It w ould not have been possible to infer the controller's
abstract cognitive behaviours from the instructions issued to aircraft during
the task, or from other physical level behaviours. Instead, a m ethod of
directly eliciting the controller's abstract cognitive behaviours was required.
Yet such an elicitation could not have been conducted during the task
w ithout seriously distorting the data; the real time nature of the task, and
the dem ands it placed on the controller, w ould not have allowed the
controller to provide, for instance, a concurrent verbal protocol. But if only
a post-task elicitation were possible, the issues then concerned how to
recapture in detail or w ith sufficient accuracy^ the cognitive behaviours of
the controller. A post-task elicitation m ethod was devised with the aim of

^ An assessm ent of the post-task elicitation in this respect is given in Section 9.2.1.
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recreating for the controller their activity during the task, and w ith this as
a basis, of eliciting/rom the controller their abstract cognitive behaviours.
The m ethod is now described.
A new set of unm arked flight strips for the traffic scenario was produced
and arranged on the flight strips board. A videom onitor was established
above the flight strips board in a position w here the com puter radar
m onitor had originally been. The video-record of radar display states during
the task was presented on this videom onitor to the controller w ho again sat
at the strips board. The controller was then required to view the videotape
from the start of the task.
As the video record of the task was replayed, the controller was required to
m anipulate the flight strips in the way they w ould have done during the
task. For example, as each aircraft entered the sector they were required to
move the appropriate strip to the live position. As the aircraft progressed
through the sector, its sequence of strips w ould be 'made live' and then
discarded. The videorecord show ed each request the controller had m ade
during the task, and the information obtained was also added to the
appropriate flight strips. Each instruction that had been issued to the aircraft
was also visible, and these were required to be added to the strips, crossing
out any previous state inform ation or instruction.
The controller was required to view the videotape as a sequence of five
m inute periods. They were able to halt the tape at any point they wished, for
example, in order to update the flight strips. However, no part of the
videotape could be replayed, so the videorecord could only be viewed once.
At the end of each five m inute period, the controller was required to halt
the videotape record. The controller was then asked to complete a 'plan
elicitation sheet', as given in Appendix G.
The plan elicitation sheet required the controller to describe for each aircraft
the interventions they were planning to make. The specific planned
instruction was to be stated (height or speed change) as well as the location
of the aircraft w hen the instruction w ould be issued. The controller was
given a m ap of the sector (see Appendix G) which divided the airways into
track intervals, each interval being given a unique code designator. All
planned interventions for all aircraft were to be described. If at that time, no
interventions were planned for a certain aircraft - because consideration had
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not yet been given to that aircraft - then the controller was asked to enter a
question-m ark against that aircraft. Also, if no future interventions for a
specific aircraft was planned - because it was assessed that none would be
needed - then the controller was to enter 'N' against that aircraft. W hen the
sheet was completed it was set to one side and could not be consulted again
during the post-task planning elicitation. The controller then view ed the
next five m inute period of the videotape and completed a new blank sheet.
In this way, for each aircraft at the end of each five m inute interval, all
planned interventions were described.

These data support the form ulation of the irATM design problem, as now
described.
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A form ulation of the irATM design problem is presented in this chapter
and offered as an exemplar for Cognitive Engineering. The problem is
form ulated w ithin the structure provided by the rATM system framework
(6.2; 7.3). Because the framework derives from the conception, the problem
form ulation exemplifies the conception.
Form ulation of the problem using the data collected from the irATM
system (see Chapter 8) is described. First, the construction of a dom ain
model employing the framework is described. By analysis of the dom ain
model, an assessment of Air Traffic M anagem ent Quality is derived. Next,
the construction of a model of the worksystem is described, again
em ploying the framework. This model enables an assessment of cognitive
costs. The assessment of performance with regard to quality and cognitive
costs, taken together with the models of the dom ain and the worksystem,
enable the irATM design problem to be the form ulated.
9.1

M odelling the irATM dom ain and analysing A ir Traffic
M anagem ent Quality

The construction of a model of the irATM dom ain, and the analysis of Air
Traffic M anagem ent Quality, are described in this section.
9.1.1

The irATM dom ain model

Following the characterisation provided by the fram ework (see Chapter 6), a
m odel of an rATM dom ain essentially consists of airtraffic events and event
vectors. The construction of a m odel of the irATM domain, by applying
these concepts to the traffic m anagem ent protocol data, is now described.
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Since a considerable processing of the traffic m anagem ent protocol was
required to produce a domain model, a post-processing program was
constructed using the spreadsheet environm ent Microsoft ExceF*^. The
outline functioning of the post-processing program is illustrated in Figure
9.1. Goal states data, separately calculated, were entered into the program.
The traffic m anagem ent protocol of initial states data and interventions
data was entered. The program then constructed event vectors for each
aircraft over the scenario.
Figure 9.1

A schematic view of the post processor for
m odelling the irATM domain and analysing
irATMQ

Interventions data

Initial
states
data

rATMQ
for each
complete
flight

Event vectors

to

goal states data

rATMQ for each
intervention

Goal states data were obtained empirically using the following approach.
Simply, the flight plan for each aircraft in the scenario was later used to
construct a separate scenario in which no other aircraft were present. In this
idealised situation, given that safety m ight only be optimal, a speed and
height profile between entry and exit positions and heights could be
instructed which would optimise expedition for the aircraft: flight progress,
fuel use, exit (height) variation and num ber of m anoeuvres. Specifically,
the aircraft was instructed to fly at its cruising speed throughout its flight
through the sector. It was instructed to fly at its entry or exit height.
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depending which was greatest, from its point of entry onto the sector until
the latest point at which it m ust change height in order to exit the sector at
the correct height and in level flight. Traffic m anagem ent protocols
collected for each of these test scenarios provided the data for the goal states
of fuel use and flight progress. Goal exit height and num ber of m anoeuvres
were established from the flight plan for the aircraft. In this way, all the goal
states for all the aircraft were established. A ppendix D presents the goal
states for all aircraft for the scenario of the task instance, along w ith the
initially projected states for comparison. These goal states then, once
established, were entered into the post processing program (see Figure 9.1).
They provided the goal vectors for each aircraft.
Having established the goal vectors, the actual and projected vectors were
com puted from the traffic m anagem ent protocol. Following the fram ework,
actual and projected vectors (i.e., the actual and projected values of the task
attributes of event vectors) are abstracted from each airtraffic event (i.e., the
values of the PASHT attributes of those events). The PASHT level
description of airtraffic events was not explicitly produced in the rATM
dom ain model, since the data - the traffic m anagem ent protocol - was
expressed at the level of the task attributes of safety, fuel use, flight progress,
exit height variation, and num ber of m anoeuvres. So, an event vector
matrix (see Figure 6.1) was constructed directly from the data.
First, the initial states for each aircraft, as given by the traffic m anagem ent
protocol, were entered directly into the post-processing program . The initial
safety state (time to collision), projected total fuel use state (gallons),
projected total flight progress state (seconds), and projected exit height
variation state was entered (note, projected num ber of m anoeuvres was
zero). Note, safety is a continuous-type attribute (see 6.2.3), so the initial
safety state is the actual safety state of the aircraft at its point of entry onto
the sector. Fuel use, flight progress and num ber of m anoeuvres are
cumulative-type attributes (see 6.2.3), so their initial states are the states
projected for the completed flight assum ing PASHT level entry states. Exit
height variation is a closure-type attribute (see 6.2.3), so its initial state is
again the projected height at exit, projecting from the initial PASHT level
attribute states and assum ing no intervention. Each of these states for each
aircraft are show n in A ppendix D.
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Second, the new states of these attributes following each intervention were
com puted from the traffic m anagem ent protocol. The new actual safety state
for each aircraft was given directly by the protocol. The new projected total
fuel use for each flight was com puted by subtraction of the previous total
projected fuel use for all aircraft from the new total for all aircraft: the
difference (giving consideration to its sign) w as added to the previous total
projected fuel use for the aircraft instructed at the intervention. For all
aircraft other than the one instructed, the values relating to the previous
airtraffic event were simply copied, since they rem ained unchanged by the
intervention. The same com putation w as perform ed for flight progress
states. To simplify, a cumulative total of m anoeuvres for each aircraft was
not com puted except for the final event in each airtraffic profile; exit
variation was only com puted for this final event. An illustrative section of
the airtraffic event matrix constructed is show n in Appendix E (relating to
three successive interventions, and the event vectors of three aircraft).
Third, the actual task attribute values for each aircraft at its exit from the
sector were computed. These were simply the states projected at the last
intervention m ade for each aircraft: since no further interventions w ould
be made, the final state projected after the last intervention w ould become
the actual final state. Thus the final values of total fuel used and the flight
progress (the actual duration of flight at exit) were computed. The num ber
of m anoeuvres and final exit height variation were also computed. These
final actual values are presented in Appendix F.
In sum m ary then, the irATM dom ain model produced by the post processor
realised the concepts of the rATM dom ain fram ework, in so m uch that it:
(i) described the event vector arising in each aircraft
(ii) described the task attribute states for each event vector at each
intervention of the worksystem (airtraffic event)
(iii) described, for each vector at each of airtraffic event, the following
projected states
(a) safety, in terms of 'time to collision',
(b) fuel use, in terms of the total fuel used over the completed part
of the flight plus the projected total for the rem ainder of the flight
(c) flight progress, in terms of the total time for the completed part of
the flight plus the projected time for the rem ainder of the flight
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(iv) described the goal states for safety, fuel economy and flight progress, at
each airtraffic event, and the goal states of exit variation and
(v)

manoeuvres at the end of each event vector.
described the actual state of the last airtraffic event for each vector, and
this in terms of the following:
(a) total of m anoeuvres over the entire flight
(b) exit variation, in terms of final exit height of each aircraft
(c) total fuel use over the flight
(d) total flying time over the flight

The size of the complete dom ain model (it exists as a 600k spreadsheet file)
precludes it being presented here, other than the representative sections
given in Appendices D, E and F. For the purposes of form ulating the irATM
design problem, it is the analysis of ATMQ from the dom ain m odel which
is required. This analysis is now described.
9.1.2

A nalysis o f A ir Traffic M anagement Q uality

irATMQ describes the quality of traffic m anagem ent for the instance of the
rATM system studied; it comprises a set of specific m anagem ent qualities
expressed as unit-less indices, as described in Section 6.2.4. These are
brought together in two kinds of irATMQ, one describing the quality of
m anagem ent for each and all completed flights, the other describing the
quality of m anagem ent for all flights at each intervention. The former will
be referred to as irATMQ(fl), to indicate that it relates to completed flights;
the latter will be referred to as irATMQ(int), to indicate that it relates to
w orksystem interventions.
For each completed flight, irATMQ(fl) was com puted, applying the unit-less
metrics established in Section 6.2.4. Here, quality of m anagem ent of safety
(QSM), of fuel use (QFM), of flight progress (QPM), of exit height variation
(QXM) and of manoeuvres (QMM) were each com puted. A composite
Quality of Expedition M anagement (QEM), a unit-less index, was computed
by additive combination of the unit-less indices for QPM, QFM, QMM and
QXM, and by applying the following weights^, respectively: 0.35; 0.35; 0.225;
and 0.075. The results are presented in Appendix F. Most generally,
irATMQ(fl) describes the quality of m anagem ent of safety and expedition.

^ The selection of these weights was guided by an earlier investigation (Buckley, O'Connor,
cind Beebe, 1969) of controllers' preceptions of the relative salience of different airtraffic
variab les.
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that is, QSM and QEM. The unit-less indices for Safety M anagem ent Quality
(QSM) and Expedition M anagement Quality (EMQ) could be combined into
a single index of irATMQ using weights appropriate to their relative
importance. No value for those weights are proposed here: QEM and QSM
are presented together but not combined. Indeed, although a trade-off
betw een safety and expedition has been adopted as a common theme in air
transportation m anagem ent (e.g., Busch and Colamosca, 1985), Kanafani
(1986) has argued that they are factors of a fundam entally different kind and
cannot be traded-off, either in principle or practice.
Figure 9.2 shows QSM and QEM for each completed flight of the irATM
system. The following is apparent in this analysis. First, QSM was optimal
for all flights w ith one exception. This m eans that generally over the period
of each flight, no separation violations and no intersecting courses occurred
or w ould have occurred following instructions given to aircraft. The
exception to this pattern was QSM for flight BAN (discussed later with
regard to irATMQ(int)). QEM is worse than optim al for all but one flight, a
contrast w ith QSM that reflects the goal structure for the rATM system
w herein safety is always the principal requirement. The one flight for which
QEM is optim al (flight DOG), was unique am ongst the flight plans for the
scenario, insom uch that this aircraft entered the sector at the height and
speed at which it w ould also ideally exit the sector. The controller therefore
had only to ensure that no other aircraft infringed the safety of this flight,
otherwise no instruction to this flight was needed.
QEM, as earlier described, is an index combining the unit-less indices for
QPM, QFM, QMM and QXM. Analysis of the contribution to QEM of each of
these m ore particular m anagem ent qualities broadens the analysis of
ATMQ. Figure 9.3 provides a comparison of QPM and QFM for each flight.
In this analysis, we see that QPM was optimal for three flights (BAN, DOG,
and URT), b u t that QFM was optimal only for flight DOG. Of the seven
flights w here either QFM or QPM was less than optimal, QFM was worse
than QPM for five of those flights. No systematic variation in the factors
betw een flights is apparent.
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Figure 9.2

irATMQ(fl): Q uality of m anagem ent of
expedition (QEM) and of safety (QSM) for
each com pleted flight
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Figure 9.3

irATMQ(fl): Q ualities of m anagem ent of fuel
use (QFM) and flight progress (QPM) for each
f l i ght .
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Figure 9.4

irATMQ(fl): Q uality of m anagem ent of exit
height achievem ent (QXM) and of num ber of
m anoeuvres (QMM) for each com pleted flight.
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Continuing the analysis of the composition of QEM, Figure 9.4 gives the
results of the analysis of QXM and QMM for each completed flight. As
earlier described, these are combined by w eights w ith QPM and QFM in the
composite QEM. QXM, the quality of m anagem ent of exit height
achievement, was optimal for all flights except flight JOB; this aircraft
entered the sector at FL5 and should ideally have left at FL13, however, the
controller m ade a simple error and instructed the aircraft, w hilst it was
already at FL13, to an exit height of FL13.5. QMM, the quality of num ber of
instructed manoeuvres, was generally less optim al in the instance than
QXM. For only one flight (DOG) was QMM optim al, and this was a flight
which required no instruction, so long as its safety was assured. QMM was
w orst for Flight BOS, corresponding to 8 recorded interventions m ade by
the controller, and an assum ed goal num ber of 2 necessary interventions.
The analysis of irATMQ, including the composition of QEM in the analyses
of QPM, QFM, QMM and QXM, reflects the consideration of goals in the
controller's planning. These well match the storyboard design of task goals
given in 5.3. Safety is the super-ordinate goal in any scenario, and Figure 9.2
indicates that the controller sought to m anage safety above any other
consideration for expedition. The goals of m anaging aircraft to their correct
exit heights, of managing their fuel use and their flight duration were
described in 5.3 as being of equal importance. Figure 9.4 indicates that QXM
was generally optimal, and the lesser im portance of the goal of minimising
the num ber of manoeuvres was reflected in the contrast betw een QXM and
QMM in Figure 9.4.
An analysis of irATMQ(int) (that is, ATMQ for each intervention m ade by
during the scenario) was com puted from the irATM dom ain model. First,
for each aircraft and for each airtraffic event, QSM, QPM and QFM were
computed. The average QSM, QPM and QFM for all aircraft on the sector at
each intervention was then computed. The total of QPM and QFM were
additively combined, applying weights of 0.5 to each. Appendix E shows
these m anagem ent qualities calculated for each event profile w ithin the
illustrative section of the irATM dom ain model.
Figure 9.5 presents QSM and QEM for each intervention over the scenario.
Each pair of data points in the scatter-graph indicates an intervention.
Figure 9.6 shows the two m anagem ent qualities of QPM and QFM,
constituting QEM in Figure 9.5, for each intervention over the scenario.
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A ppendix E tabulates all the numerical values for the m anagem ent
qualities given in Figures 9.5 and 9.6.
Figure 9.5 supports the interpretation of irATMQ(fl) above. QSM, having a
value of zero almost throughout the scenario, is seen to be generally
optimal. This means that for each intervention, the actual current and
projected states match the goal states exactly, that is, no actual or potential
separation conflicts obtain.There is an initial deficit in QSM apparent w ith
the first worksystem intervention. This deficit corresponds w ith the one
deficit in QSM for the completed flights; it corresponds w ith the deficit in
QSM for flight BAN. These two assessments of QSM are evidence of a
m anagem ent problem w ith the first intervention m ade, an instruction
issued to BAN. By tracing back through the dom ain model, an explanation
for the problem was formed: the instruction given to BAN w ould have
eventually led to a conflict w ith an aircraft that at that time had not entered
the sector. The subsequent instruction corrected this potential conflict, still
before the other aircraft had entered the sector.
QEM w ith each intervention fails to match QSM, an interpretation which
also supports the analysis of irATMQ(fl). In fact, a possible trend is apparent
in Figure 9.5 for QEM to w orsen as the scenario continues, that is to say, it
becomes increasingly negative. Figure 9.6 provides some explanation for
this possible trend in QEM. QPM is initially better than optimal and
rem ains at or near its optimal value of zero for m uch of the scenario, later
going into decline. QFM is better than optim al for only the first
intervention, after which it remains negative and declines during the
course of the scenario. Thus, projected fuel use continues to exceed the goal
fuel use as the scenario continues; QFM describes the m anagem ent of this
growing deficit w ith each intervention and w ith regard to the previously
projected value. The sudden increase in QPM and decrease in QFM w ith the
intervention m ade at approxim ately 1250 seconds, indicates the sensitivity
of the analysis to goal states, previously projected states, and new projected
states. In this case, the intervention was an instruction to Flight BOS to
increase its speed from 720 to 840, in order to increase the track separation
from an aircraft needing to climb behind it. Since 720 was the speed at
w hich both goal fuel use and flight progress were established, the
previously projected values for fuel use and flight progress were very
similar to the goal values, entailing a small denom inator for QPM and
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Figure 9.5

IrATMQ(int): Q ualities of m anagem ent of
expedition (QEM) and safety (QSM) w ith
each intervention
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Figure 9.6

irATMQ(int): Q ualities of m anagem ent of fuel
use (QFM) and flight progress (QPM) w ith
each intervention.
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Figure 9.7
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QFM, compared w ith the num erator resulting from the difference between
goal and newly projected fuel use and flight progress.
Finally, Figure 9.7 presents an analysis of the average QEM for each traffic
density level w ithin the scenario. For a traffic density of 3, only one data
point was available from the scenario, w hilst for a traffic density of 8,12 data
points were available. W ithin the limitations of these data, a trend tow ards
decreasing QEM w ith increasing traffic density is apparent. By contrast, since
QSM was optim al throughout m ost of the scenario, it did not vary w ith
traffic density.
This latter result corresponds w ith the changing pattern of traffic
m anagem ent in the operational system described by Sperandio (1978). From
observations m ade at the Orly Control Centre, Sperandio discovered that as
traffic density increased, the controllers m aintained traffic safety but
intentionally sacrificed traffic expedition. Sperandio posited the notion of a
'm ental economy' to explain this phenom enon. W ithin this economy,
controllers trade-off traffic expedition to m aintain their workload w ithin an
acceptable threshold. The trade-off is m odified by changing strategy, for
example, by managing a group of aircraft as a string rather than
individually. M anaging aircraft w ithin a string m ay ensure that separations
are m aintained, but neglects optim isation of the routes and heights of
individual aircraft. The notion of a m ental econom y corresponds w ith the
separation of rATMQ, rATM worksystem behaviours, and costs. The
following section presents a model of the irATM w orksystem behaviours,
and an assessment of cognitive costs.

This section has given an account of the dom ain model produced for the
irATM system and the assessment of the quality of traffic managem ent by
the worksystem. The m odel and assessment support the form ulation of the
irATM design problem (see 9.3).
9.2

M odelling the irATM w orksystem and analysing cognitive costs

Form ulation of the irATM design problem requires a model of the irATM
worksystem, and an assessment of cognitive costs. Using the rATM
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worksystem framework developed in C hapter 7, and the data obtained from
the study described in Chapter 8, a m odel of the irATM worksystem was
constructed. The model is first presented in this section, followed by the
assessment of cognitive costs deriving from that model.
The irATM system consisted of a controller using the paper flight progress
strips and radar to perform the traffic m anagem ent task for the a selected
traffic scenario. As earlier discussed, this was a highly restricted instance of
the rATM system, since it neither considered the worksystem generalised
across other controllers, nor the task generalised across other scenarios.
Further, it excluded the process of developing the worksystem in the first
place, w hether through training or program design. This latter restriction
m eant that the structural cognitive costs of the controller, that is to say, the
costs incurred in developing the skills and knowledge necessary for
perform ing the task, could not be sensibly assessed. This is not to say that
the structures, once established, could not be identified, bu t simply that the
costs of establishing those structures m ight not then be assessed^. Since only
behavioural cognitive costs might be assessed from the study, a model of
only the worksystem behaviours, and not of its structures, was required.

9.2.1

A model o f the irATM w orksystem behaviours

The model of irATM worksystem behaviours w as produced in stages,
beginning w ith m odelling the plans for interventions.
A m odel of planned interventions was constructed from the controller's
responses to the post-task planning elicitation, and from the record of
interventions provided by the traffic m anagem ent protocol. First, the
planning elicitation responses were collated into a table, organised by the
responses m ade at each consecutive five m inute elicitation point, and by
aircraft over the period of the task. The instruction and aircraft location for
each planned intervention was entered, as show n in A ppendix H. For each
elicitation point, the planned interventions for each aircraft were entered in
the order corresponding with the sequence of their specified locations. This
order was taken to indicate an intended sequence of interventions for each

^ As further justification for so restricting the scope of the model, it is worth stating that in
complex systems where trained workers perform demzmding tasks, although the costs of
learning (vis a vis, structural costs) will be considerable, once those structures are
established, it is the costs of performing the task (vis a vis, behavioural costs) which will be
of near exclusive concern for design.
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aircraft, although no assum ption was m ade about the sequence of
interventions for all aircraft.
These data then, represented a sam pling of the controller's planned
interventions at a sequence of five m inute elicitation points. Evident in
these data were the creation and revision of plans for future interventions
to be made. Yet the planning process was a continuous one, and five
m inute elicitation points an economical sam pling rate for the post-task
elicitation. W hen originally perform ing the task w ithin the intervals
betw een those elicitation points, the controller w ould be evaluating and
generating plans which, if executed w ithin the interval, w ould not be
captured by the post-task elicitation.
An informal comparison was m ade of the record of executed interventions
available from the traffic managem ent protocol, w ith the tabulated
responses to the post-task elicitation. First, the location of the relevant
aircraft at the time each intervention was executed was identified from the
video-record of radar-screen states. These were encoded using the same
coding scheme for track interval as used in the post-task plan elicitation
protocols. Hence, from this point onw ards, plans w ould reference aircraft
locations rather than times. This record of executed interventions is also
presented in Appendix H. The comparison indicated a num ber of executed
interventions whose plan had not been reported in the corresponding
previous sam pling interval of the post-task elicitation. An example is the
sixth intervention executed during the task (aircraft BAN: FL11.5 at location
AD5) m ade in the period between 5 and 10 m inutes into the task. This
intervention was not reported at the previous elicitation point (3:05:00).
The presence of these executed interventions not reported at the previous
elicitation point m ight be taken to indicate that the controller in the post
task elicitation was not accurately re-calling or reconstructing their ow n
planning behaviours in the original task, at least, not at the level of
individual interventions. This interpretation was rejected, given the
consistency w ith which particular planned interventions were reported in
the post-task elicitation, and later recorded as executed by the traffic
m anagem ent protocol. For example, the planned intervention to instruct
aircraft BAN to flight level 5 at location DG6 was consistently reported in
the post-task elicitation (see Appendix H) from the first elicitation point
onw ards, and appears in the traffic m anagem ent protocol as the 24th
executed intervention, executed betw een 30 and 35 m inutes into the task
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(actually issued at DG8). So, the post-task elicitation of planning was
assum ed to provide a sufficiently accurate account of planning w hen the
task was originally performed. Given this assum ption, the addition of
executed interventions over and above the interventions reported as
planned at the previous elicitation interval was taken to indicate planning
behaviours w herein a planned intervention had been generated and
executed betw een elicitation points. Hence, the record of executed
interventions could be used to augm ent and further complete the record of
planned interventions obtained from the post-task elicitation. By adding the
supposed plan for this sub-set of executed interventions into the planned
interventions reported in the post-task elicitation, a m odel of planned
interventions within each five m inute interval of the task was produced.
The result of this analysis was a model of the sequence of planned
interventions for each aircraft over the period of the traffic m anagem ent
task, a model which identified each plan but was abstracted over the
detailed contents of each plan. The model is show n in Figure 9.8 and is
explained below.
The model identifies the sequence of planned interventions for each aircraft
of the scenario, divided into a succession a five m inute intervals. The
m odel identifies different kinds of planned intervention. First, it identifies
interventions planned at the beginning of an interval and not executed
w ithin the interval. These plans are indicated by light grey circles in the
figure. These plans were either newly created plans or a reiteration of earlier
plans.
Second, the m odel identifies those planned interventions w hich were a
revision of earlier plans, but which also were not executed w ithin the five
m inute interval. This subset of plans is identified in the figure by dark grey
circles. To identify this subset of plans, a degree of interpretation was
necessary. Given that in the post-task elicitation the controller was not
allowed to review their responses at the previous elicitation point, a
variation in reported planned interventions w ould occur even though no
revision of the plan was intended. The following rule was used in the
analysis: if the intervention described any revision of the instruction to be
given, or a change of location greater than one track interval, the planned
intervention was assum ed to be a revision of the earlier plan.
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Figure 9.8

Model of the planned interventions for each
aircraft over the period of the traffic
m anagem ent task
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Third, the model identifies planned interventions w hich were also
executed w ithin the same five m inute interval. These plans are show n in
the model as rectangles, and are of three types. Plans described at the
beginning of the five minute interval, and executed exactly, are show n as
light grey rectangles. Plans described at the beginning of the five m inute
interval, but revised w hen executed are show n as dark grey rectangles. The
rule for interpreting revised plans, described above, was again applied.
Finally, plans for interventions m ade during the five m inute interval, but
where those plans were not described at all at the beginning of the interval,
are shown as cross-hatched rectangles.
The model of intervention plans identifies each plan by its instruction, that
is, w hether it is a planned instruction for a height or speed change. The
model also identifies those intervals for particular aircraft during which no
future intervention was planned because the aircraft was seen to be
proceeding along its planned profile. These intervals are indicated by 'N'.
Such intervals need to be distinguished from those w hen interventions
were not planned for an aircraft, yet w ould eventually be needed. Such
intervals occurred w hen the controller was too busy to attend to a particular
aircraft, or could not project the future state sufficiently to enable future
interventions to be planned. These intervals are indicated by
questionmarks. Finally, not all aircraft arrived on the sector in the first ten
m inutes of the scenario, and so in the first two interval sections of the
model, only those aircraft actually on the sector are identified^.
Planned interventions are one of the kinds of representation m aintained by
the rATM worksystem (see Section 7.3.1), the other kinds of representation
being those of the current airtraffic event, the current vector (actual and
projected states), the goal vector (goal states), and planned vector (planned
states). Consider the planned interventions for BAN in the interval 10+15
m inutes. The planned interventions included the instruction to descend to
FL5 w hen the aircraft reached track interval DG6. This intervention implies
a planned profile of heights for the aircraft; it w ould continue at its current
height (FLU.5) until DG6, after which it w ould descend to FL5 and then
continue its flight at this level. The planned intervention also implies a

^ The controller had not indicated any plan for any aircraft yet to arrive on the sector,
although in principle, the information provided by the flight strips w ould have enabled the
creation of a plan for an aircraft before its entry.
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representation of goal states. BAN entered the sector at FL13.5 and was
required to leave at FL5. To achieve the goals of maximising flight progress
and fuel usage, of correct exit conditions, and of least num ber of
m anoeuvres, it should remain at its entry level and at a speed of 720k, until
a descent at the last m oment to exit height. W ithout the planned
intervention, the projected states concerning exit conditions w ould be at
variance w ith the goal states; BAN w ould not achieve its correct exit height.
Since BAN will rem ain at its current level of FL11.5, not at the goal level of
FL13.5, the planned intervention implies a separate representation of
projected states, and of goal states.
These other representations are implicit in the m odel of planned
interventions. In principle, an extended post-task planning elicitation could
have provided data to directly support an empirical model of these other
representations. Indeed, such an elicitation w as investigated, the controller
draw ing on blank sector maps their representations of actual, goal and
planned profiles for each aircraft, at each elicitation point. If this technique
offered data from an atomic level of reasoning, it also produced a daunting
volum e of that data. In deference to the specific aims of m odelling the
irATM worksystem , outlined above, this extended technique for eliciting
each of the representations was not pursued'^. Instead, by considering the
relations betw een the different representations, as suggested by the
fram ework, the other classes of representation were inferred from the
representation of planned interventions. This next stage of the analysis is
now described.
The fram ework has characterised abstract worksystem behaviours as the
processing of representations, being the actualisation of processors and
representational schemes. The classes of rATM worksystem behaviours
were proposed in Section 7.3.6. By associating those classes of behaviour
w ith the identified planned interventions, a m odel of the irATM
behaviours over the period of the task is produced. The model was
constructed by applying the following rules for associating the classes of
behaviour w ith the model of planned interventions (Figure 9.8). The rules
were developed by considering the relations betw een the eight classes of

^ Note, a particular design issue, for example, one concerning the effectiveness of 'far horizon'
separation conflict assessments using flight strips, w ould likely demand such a detailed
model of plan representations, and warrant the use of such an extended elicitation technique.
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behaviour (as characterised by the framework) w ith regard to the data used
to construct the representations of planned interventions.
i)

the behaviour of generating a representation of the current airtraffic
event (Gen.Ev) was associated w ith any planned intervention for a
given aircraft w ithin a given interval, w hether reported or inferred,
except w here those planned interventions were (a) reported rather
than inferred, and (b) a reiteration of a previous reporting of a
planned intervention, and (c) not executed w ithin the interval

ii)

the behaviour of generating a representation of the current vector
(Gen.C.v ) was only associated w ith those planned interventions
already associated w ith Gen.Ev behaviour, except where (a) the
planned intervention is a revision of an earlier planned
intervention (b) and the planned intervention is not executed w ithin
the same interval

iii)

the behaviour of generating the goal vector (Gen.G.v) was only
associated with the first planned intervention for each aircraft

iv)

the behaviour of evaluating the current vector (Ev.C.v) w as
associated w ith all planned interventions already associated w ith a
Gen.C.v behaviour

v)

the behaviour of generating a planned vector (Gen.P.v) was
associated w ith all planned interventions already associated w ith a
behaviour of evaluating a current vector

vi)

the behaviour of evaluating a planned vector (Ev.P.v) was associated
only w ith planned interventions which were revisions of earlier
planned interventions, regardless of w hether they were reported or
inferred

vii)

the behaviour of generating a planned intervention (Gen. P.i) was
associated w ith all planned interventions already associated w ith a
Gen.P.v behaviour, or w here the planned intervention was a
revision of an earlier reported planned intervention
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viii)

the behaviour of generating the execution of a planned intervention
(Gen.P.x) was identified directly from the m odel of planned
in terv en tio n s

The m odel of irATM worksystem behaviours is given in a tabular form at in
Figure 9.9. It identifies instances of the expression of the different classes of
worksystem behaviour over each interval of the scenario, and by the aircraft
referenced in the content of that behaviour.
This completes the account of the model of the irATM worksystem
behaviours. The model now enables the assessm ent of cognitive costs.
However, before moving on to the costs assessment, a final point of
clarification is needed on the scope of the w orksystem model. It may appear
contradictory to claim that this is a model of the worksystem behaviours
w hen the data for the model derived exclusively from the controller
protocols: it begs the question as to w hether this is not, more correctly, a
model of the controller. The answer to this question appears as follows. The
model is of the abstract worksystem behaviours and leaves implicit the
physical worksystem behaviours, such as sensing of aircraft locations and
the m ovem ent of flight strips. These behaviours are subsum ed by, and
express the abstract w orksystem behaviours. W ithin the irATM
worksystem , the device behaviours are exclusively at a physical level, the
devices do not even generate the lower level representations of airtraffic
events or planned interventions. They m erely provide the data supporting
these abstract behaviours (see also Woods, 1991). All the abstract behaviours
of the irATM worksystem are exhibited by the controller. Hence, the m odel
is, at one and the same time, a description of the worksystem behaviours
and the controller behaviours.
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Figure 9.9
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9.2.2

Analysis of cognitive costs

The model of irATM worksystem behaviours enables the assessment of the
cognitive behavioural costs of the controller. Since the model of abstract
behaviours of the irATM worksystem essentially describes the behaviours
of the controller (see the preceding discussion of this issue), the model can
be analysed to render directly an assessment of the cognitive behavioural
costs incurred by the controller^. The assessment is structured by the
framework (7.3.4) and is of two sorts, a cumulative assessment and a
continuous assessment.
The cumulative assessment of the controller's behavioural costs is given in
Figure 9.10. It is of the behavioural costs of each class of controller
behaviour exhibited during the traffic m anagem ent task. It is produced
directly from the num ber of instances of each class of worksystem
behaviour given in the irATM worksystem m odel (see Figure 9.9). A
cumulative assessment of cognitive costs for the superordinate classes of
behaviour (monitoring, planning and controlling) is given by the shaded
background in Figure 9.10.
Examining the variation across categories, the costs of generating goal
vectors were less than any other category. The costs of generating a
representation of the current event, and the costs of generating planned
interventions, were greater than any other category. Other categories of
behaviour incurred seemingly equivalent levels of cost. More generally, the
cognitive costs of planning appear to be greater than either the cognitive
costs of monitoring or of controlling.
The continuous assessment of cognitive costs is given in Figure 9.11. It is an
assessment of all classes of cost over each five m inute (300 second) interval
of the task. For simplicity, this assessment is presented as the costs of the
superordinate classes of m onitoring, planning and controlling costs over
each interval. It is also produced directly from the num ber of instances of
each class of worksystem behaviour given in the irATM worksystem model
(see Figure 9.9). The continous assessment also includes the average across
all costs over each interval.

^ For the reasons described at the beginning of Section 9.2, cognitive structural costs are not
considered here.
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Figure 9.10
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Figure 9.11
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The assessment suggests that costs rose from the first five m inute interval
of the task to reach a maximum in the third interval. Because all eight
aircraft had arrived on the sector by the third interval in the task, (see
A ppendix B), the increase in cognitive behavioural costs m ight be
interpreted as the effect of traffic density increases. However, since costs
then fall to a m inim um in the fifth interval, this interpretation is
implausible. Rather, the effect is due to an increase then decrease in
m onitoring and planning costs as the controller m onitored the entry of
each aircraft and generated a plan. A lthough the plan m ight later be
modified, planning behaviours w ould predom inate in the first part of the
task. The plan would later be executed by the worksystem 's controlling
behaviours, and indeed. Figure 9.11 indicates that the cognitive costs of
controlling behaviours predom inated over both m onitoring and planning
costs in the final interval of the task.
Finally, an assessment of the total cum ulative costs of the irATM
worksystem controller renders a value of 2.9. This is taken as the ultim ate
value of the controller's cognitive behavioural costs.
The assessment of cognitive costs was not further pursued, since to develop
the analysis would dem and work beyond the scope of the research
program m e reported here. The assessm ent makes m any assum ptions, some
of which are obvious, others less so. N otw ithstanding concerns about the
nature of the data and the m ethod by w hich it was obtained, the assessment
of cognitive costs assumes that the characterisation of behaviour classes is
valid. It also assumes an atomism of costs (a cost is separately associated
w ith each behaviour), and an equal attribution of cost to each class of
behaviour. The assessment also assumes the validity of the rules by which
the model was constructed. These rules alone w ould dem and considerable
additional work to assess their adequacy. The legitimacy of this assessment
of cognitive costs then, is a question which m ay not be foreclosed here.
If this assessment of costs is untenable, tw o qualifications need to be added.
First, the concept of worksystem costs proposed in the conception has been
carried through and operationalised. The validity of that concept, and the
necessity for an assessment of costs, is claimed to be exemplified. Second,
the assessment stands comparison w ith established approaches to the
assessment of ATM workload. Consider the CAA method for assessing
ATM workload. The DORAtask m ethod (Chapm an, 1988) is a version of a
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time-line analysis m ethod developed by Stanford University and in use by
the FAA. The m ethod distinguishes m ental and physical w orkload. Physical
workload is assessed by distinguishing classes of instruction given to pilots
and the average time taken for each instruction. By sum m ing the observed
instances of each kind of instruction over a period, a total time indicating
physical workload is established. Mental workload is identified by
considering the num ber of flight strips on the strips board, and the num ber
of checks that it is assum ed m ust be m ade betw een strips for each
instruction issued. An average time for each strip check is applied to the
total of strip checks giving a total time which indicates m ental workload.
W orkload is then judged acceptable if the times indicating physical and
mental workload together do not exceed 80% of the total time on task. W ith
this m ethod, and by correlation w ith traffic num bers, the limiting capacity
of UK airspace is determ ined (see Section 6.1.1). It is apparent that the
assessment of m ental w orkload (ie., abstract worksystem costs) by the
DORAtask m ethod is not based directly on observation of controller
behaviour, and that it seeks a single variable for assessment of workload. A
critique of this m ethod is not appropriate here, but the above description
serves to put in context the difficulties and degree of success of the
assessment of cognitive costs attem pted in this section.
9.3

A form ulation of the irATM design problem

This work has sought to provide an exem plar for Cognitive Engineering
through a form ulation of the irATM design problem. An analysis of the
irATM dom ain and worksystem , and of the ATM system performance has
been described. Following these analyses, and w ithin the format of the
general Cognitive Engineering design problem proposed in Section 2.4, the
irATM design problem can be expressed as follows:
Specify then im plem ent {w}, such that
(w) interacting w ith (c) in d = {s} U (P)(P d)
w here
(w)
{c}
d

is the behaviours and structures of rATM
controllers
is the behaviours and structures of rATM devices
is the irATM dom ain

{s}

is an rATM worksystem
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P
Pd

is the performance of a new instance of rATM
w orksystem
the desired performance of the irATM system
= {Sir ATMQ d, I K d)

S ir A T M Q o
SK d

a r e d e s ir e d le v e ls o f tr a ffic m a n a g e m e n t q u a lity
a r e a c c e p ta b le c o g n it iv e c o s t s o f th e c o n tr o lle r

This problem is solved w hen a new instance of rATM worksystem is
specified and im plem ented for the irATM dom ain and exhibits desired
performance. Since desired performance differentiates betw een design
problems and their solutions, establishing desired performance is critical to
the form ulation of the irATM design problem. Desired irATM system
performance has two components: the desired quality of Air Traffic
M anagem ent (irATMQo), and; desired or acceptable cognitive costs (ZKo) of
the controller.
irATMQ has been expressed as a set of unit-less indices. W hen the value of
irATMQ is zero, the goal state for attributes of the airtraffic are m et in the
actual states of the m anaged air traffic, regardless of previously projected
state. W hen less than zero, there is an irATMQ deficit and the traffic is
'under-m anaged'; w hen greater than zero, there is a surfeit and the traffic is
'over-m anaged'. irATMQo then, is specified as having a value of zero
across each of its components, that is, across safety m anagem ent and across
expedition m anagem ent and each of its components (fuel use, progress,
m anoeuvres, and exit management). A weaker, but more realistic
specification of irATMQo w ould state that any im provem ent on the
m anagem ent qualities of the irATM system is a desired m anagem ent
quality.
Weak and strong specifications of acceptable costs m ight also be considered.
The weak view is that the costs identified for the irATM system are
acceptable costs for the class of rATM systems. By this view, the irATM
design problem expresses the need to design a new instance of rATM
worksystem which only incurs the same or lesser cognitive costs: any design
w ould only be a solution to the problem if costs were not worse than w ith
the irATM system. A strong view of costs w ould specify some specific
threshold of costs judged acceptable. The DORAtask m ethod (see Section
9.2.2) exemplifies such a strong view in specifying an acceptable limit of 80%
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of tim e for the controller being actively occupied. However the arbitrary
way in w hich this latter limit has been established indicates the difficulty of
establishing a strong view of acceptable costs. Pragmatically, a strong view of
costs could be established by identification of specific quality deficits and
controller 'difficulties and errors'. For example, a difficulty in predicting the
future locations of aircraft, and therein conflicts, w ould im ply a particular
unacceptable level of cost w ith the actual system in the cost of behaviours of
generating current vectors. In this case, the design problem w ould specify
the need to find a design of worksystem for w hich this category of cost was
substantially reduced. The analysis of worksystem costs in Section 9.2.2
identified the categories of cost of generating representations of airtraffic
events and of planned interventions as exceeding all other categories.
Pending further evidence, a strong view of acceptable costs may support an
expression of the irATM design problem which specified the need for a
substantial reduction in this cost category.
This section has presented a form ulation of the irATM design problem. The
form ulation is supported by the m odel of the irATM dom ain and irATM
worksystem . The problem is form ulated in the terms provided by the
conception for Cognitive Engineering. It is therefore claimed to exemplify
the conception, and proposed as a (limited) exemplar for Cognitive
Engineering.

9.4

G eneralising the design problem

In term s of its substantive content, the form ulation of the irATM design
problem is inconsequential. After all, it represents the problem abstracted
from a 40 m inute period in which a single controller perform ed the task of
m anaging sim ulated air traffic in a single traffic scenario. That the
'Sperandio effect' of the operational system was identified in this instance
of the reconstructed system (Figure 9.7), whilst not w ithout interest,
constitutes little justification for making any w ider m aterial claims from
the design problem form ulation.
This qualified limitation is entirely appropriate given the aim of
form ulating a particular Cognitive Engineering design problem. W ith
respect to this aim, the problem form ulation is claimed to be significant.
The design problem does exemplify the proposed conception of the general
design problem of Cognitive Engineering.
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The principal aim of this work has been to contribute to advancing
Cognitive Engineering (clearly, a long term ambition). This aim does not, in
itself, suppose a contribution to the present day design of the operational
ATM system. All the same, it may inevitably (and reasonably) be asked
w hether the problem form ulation here m ight contribute to the design of
the operational system in the short term. Such expectations will be raised by
the earlier argum ent (3.4) that there is an inadequate understanding of the
operational ATM system, that is to say, a need for explicitly form ulating the
ATM design problem.
The possible short term contribution of the irATM design problem
form ulation m ight be methodological or substantive (Dowell and Long,
1989; Vincenti, 1984). In other w ords, it m ight contribute to understanding
how the operational problem m ight be form ulated, or to understanding
w hat that formulation m ight be. As regards the possible substantive
contribution of the irATM problem form ulation, first consider the
following statement by W oods and Roth (1988):
"bounding the world to be considered is a standard tactic to
manage complexity. Thus one m ight address only a single time
slice of a dynamic process, or only a subset of inter-connections
between parts. This strategy is lim ited because it is not clear
w hether the relevant aspects of the whole have been captured."
In form ulating the irATM design problem, the aim has been to obtain
completeness with a highly restricted instance of the reconstructed system.
In other w ords, the aim has been to attem pt to capture "the relevant aspects
of the whole." Now, to develop a substantive contribution, a form ulation of
the rATM design problem as a class problem is required, a problem which
generalises over the set of instances of rATM system. This expansion in
scope m ust be in many dimensions. First, it w ould require sim ply the
repetition of analysis of the same w orksystem and traffic scenario, seeking a
generalisation of performance for this system. Alternative scenarios w ith
different configurations and num bers of flights m ight then be presented to
the same worksystem, w ith a generalisation of the dom ain m odel and
performance across the traffic m anagem ent tasks for these scenarios. Since
the irATM worksystem was defined by the selection of a single controller,
analysis of a group of controllers perform ing the same traffic m anagem ent
task w ould be needed for generalisation of the worksystem model and
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assessm ent of performance. Ultimately, such a set of instances could
provide the empirical content of sufficient generality needed to transform
the rATM fram ework from merely a characterisation of the rATM system
into a form ulation of the rATM design problem (the class problem). If the
rATM class problem was form ulated through this process of empirical
generalisation and w ithin the terms of the fram ework, then it w ould offer a
possible substantive contribution to the design of the operational system.
This is to assume, of course, that the rATM system stands comparison w ith
the operational ATM system. The comparison, m ade informally, was earlier
(5.6) considered plausible. Once in possession of this class problem, it is
realistic to expect a substantive contribution, for example, in a
rationalisation of the flight strip design issues.
Such an expansion of scope of the irATM design problem, and substantive
contribution, is not sought or attem pted here. Rather, the potential
m ethodological contribution of this work in the short term is considered by
investigating how the notion of a design problem form ulation could be
used to help rationalise the design issues of the flight strip. This was the
subsidiary aim of the research program m e (1.5.2) and is addressed in the
following chapter.
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Chapter 10 Rationalising the flight strip design issues

10.1 Rationalisation in the absence of design
p rin cip les................................................................................204
10.2 The nexus of flight strip design issues as
diagnosing specific performance deficits.........................207
10.3 The nexus of flight strip design issues as
diagnosing specific performance gains............................. 209
10.4 Assessing the rationalisation.............................................212

Earlier, the impasse in replacing the paper flight progress strip was
interpreted as illustrating the general need for a discipline of Cognitive
Engineering. Yet it need not be entailed by this interpretation that an
adequate design of software strips system m ust wait for the construction of
Cognitive Engineering. If some better basis could be found, invention and
testing m ight well produce an adequate software strips system in the more
im m ediate term. One such basis w ould be a rationalisation of the paper
flight strip design issues. This chapter first considers w hat m ight be meant
by 'rationalisation'; it then investigates how the flight strip design issues in
the case of the irATM system m ight be rationalised in a way that exploits
the Cognitive Engineering exemplar. (Note the rationalisation in itself is
not provided, except by way of example). The chapter concludes by
contrasting the rationalisation investigated here w ith recent attem pts to
provide rationales for cognitive design.
10.1 Rationalisation in the absence of design principles
To rejoin the argum ent (3.5), the need for a more effective ATM system,
and the assum ed solution through greater autom ation, was seen to
m otivate the replacement of the paper flight strip w ith a software strips
system. To date, any software strips system has been expected to mimic the
paper strip, as follows from the evolutionary developm ent approach
installed as policy. Yet this expectation is unrealisable technologically,
because any software strips system seems to entail inevitable losses in
physical 'usability', and therefore inevitable rejection. But consider if a
significant innovative step were to be taken; might a software strips system
then include compensations for its inevitable 'usability' losses?
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To obtain a better purchase on this issue, imagine a taxonomic 'design
space' in which is arrayed all conceivable flight strip system designs. The
space contains the paper flight strip and possible software strips systems.
The space is presum ed to be very large, not only because of the variety of
technological possibilities for designs, b u t also because those designs are in
part defined by the way in which they are used by the controller in the traffic
m anagem ent task. Designs w ould be ordered w ithin the space, similar
designs being proximal. Moreover, designs w ithin the space m ight be
considered along multiple dimensions. A major dim ension is the adequacy
of designs, since the space includes good, bad and indifferently mediocre
designs. Two further, gross dimensions w ould include the variety of
physical level behaviours, and the variety of abstract level behaviours.
W ithin the terms of this im agined design space, a software strips system
that mimicked the paper flight strip w ould be a design proximal to the
paper strip system w ith regard to its abstract behaviours (e.g., memorisation
of plans), but distant w ith regard to at least some of its physical behaviours
(e.g., flight information could no longer be passed by hand from one
controller to another). It also w ould be identified as worse on the
dimension of adequacy. By contrast, w hat has been discussed as a
significantly innovative design of software strips system w ould be one that
was distant from the paper flight strips along both the dimensions of
abstract and physical level behaviours. Freed of the constraint that it mimic
the paper flight strip, an innovative design of software strips system might
exhibit richer abstract behaviours, perhaps conflict detection or even flight
plan revision. In this way, the software strips system m ight compensate for
its disparity w ith the physical behaviours of the paper flight strips, and so
m ight actually improve on the paper strip on the dim ension of adequacy; of
course, it is equally possible that, in spite of its novelty, it would not
im prove on the paper strip.
The developer's Question is how should they navigate through the design
space towards an adequate design of software strips system, and how will
they know w hen they have arrived at one? Prototyping, even w ith the
critical and inventive participation of the controller, is akin to w andering
blindfold through the design space, hoping to chance on a better design (see
3.4). A lthough there are presum ed to be potentially adequate designs, those
designs lie in areas of the design space rem oved from the paper flight strip
design. The developer is unwilling to take a significant innovative step to
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such novel areas of the design space, because it entails relinquishing w hat is
tried and tested in the design of the paper flight strip. The result is a
developm ent impasse, evolution having halted at a localised 'high spot',
that is to say, at a design that is better than its immediate neighbours in the
design space.
In the long term , the presum ed answer to the developer's Question is
principles of cognitive design provided by a discipline of Cognitive
Engineering (see 1.1). Principles w ould enable the developer to identify
designs at once both novel and an im provem ent on the paper flight strip, as
N orm an (1986) has said: "principles that get the design to a pretty good state
first time around."
But the developer is unable to w ait for the long term answer, nor able to
accept the developm ent impasse. It is necessary, therefore, to contemplate a
short term answer, an answer that m ight have its shortcomings but which
nevertheless w ould offer imm ediate benefits. One short term answ er is to
rationalise the design issues of the paper flight strip. Most simply, such a
rationalisation w ould describe w hat the paper flight strip is, how it is used
or w hat it does, and w hat is good and bad about it. The rationalisation
m ight inform ally assist the developer in navigating the design space and
identifying designs of software strips system at once both novel and
adequate.
If it is to be plausible as a short term answer, some substance m ust be given
to the notion, so far expressed only naively, of rationalisation. For example,
w hat m ight 'good' m ean w hen describing the flight strip? Substance for the
notion of rationalisation comes from considering the flight strip design
issues in the context of the problem of designing an effective ATM system.
Paper flight strips are a component of the ATM worksystem and may
contribute to either the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the system. It
follows that the paper flight strip design issues do not exist in isolation, but
rather, are subsum ed w ithin the ATM design problem (the problem of
designing an effective ATM system). If the contribution of the flight strip
design issues to the ATM design problem could be made explicit, then this
w ould constitute a rationalisation of those design issuesk M aking their

^ Similarly, note the discussion by Long and Dowell (1989), summarised in 1.2.2, of the recall
of learning materials and the effectiveness of an interactive teaching system.
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contribution explicit w ould m ean form ulating the design issues in the same
terms as the ATM design problem, and relating the design issues to the
design problem.
The following two sections investigate this notion of rationalisation of the
paper flight strip design issues. Employing the form ulated irATM design
problem (Chapter 9), two complem entary approaches to the rationalisation
of the paper flight strips design issues for the irATM system are considered.
10.2 The nexus of flight strip design issues as diagnosing specific
perform ance deficits
Just as a system is a complex of parts, so also is the design problem it
engenders a complex of design issues. But systems are not amorphous; they
have an organisation, at least in terms of hierarchies of behaviours and
structures and their nexi. Planning is an example of one nexus, monitoring
is another. We m ight similarly expect that design problems have an
organisation, probably hierarchical, of the design issues they subsume, and
that those issues also will have their nexi. The paper flight strip design
issues can be interpreted as one nexus of the ATM design problem. By
m aking explicit the nexus of paper flight strip design issues, a
rationalisation of those design issues w ould be obtained.
The irATM design problem expresses the need for a design of worksystem
(its behaviours and structures) which, perform ing the air traffic
m anagem ent task in the irATM dom ain, achieves a certain desired
performance. Similarly, the nexus of flight strip design issues of the irATM
system could be m ade explicit by relating structures or behaviours of the
strips to aspects of the performance of the irATM system. In particular, the
nexus constitutes a causal chain (better, a 'diagnostic' chain) between
structures and behaviours of the flight strips and a specific performance
deficit (some less than desirable achievement of a goal, or an unacceptable
level of some class of cognitive costs).
Consider the one performance deficit concerning the quality of safety
managem ent. The analysis of QSM for the irATM system indicated that the
desired level was achieved w ith almost complete consistency (Figures 9.2
and 9.5). The analysis indicates that although no aircraft came into actual
conflict, for the first intervention m ade by the controller, aircraft BAN was
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instructed to a course that w ould eventually have culm inated in a
separation conflict w ith aircraft PIN that had yet to enter the sector. A
collision w ith PIN w ould have occurred 6.5 m inutes after its scheduled
arrival if no subsequent action had been taken. Yet the next controller
intervention corrected this traffic m anagem ent error, again before PIN had
even entered the sector. A diagnostic chain leads from this perform ance
deficit back to the controller's planning behaviours and thence to the paper
flight progress strip, as follows.
W hen BAN arrived on the sector, the controller generated a representation
of the airtraffic event (see Figure 9.9) in terms of values of its PASHT
attributes. These data were provided by both the flight strips and radar. The
controller then generated a current and goal vector for BAN, including its
projected safety state; this required the acquisition of additional information
from the flight strips. Given the assessment of the sub-optim ality of fuel use
and flight progress for BAN, the controller generated a planned vector for
BAN and a corresponding planned intervention to slow it to cruising speed.
In the evaluation of this plan, the controller com pared the planned vector
of BAN w ith those of other aircraft currently on the sector. Although at that
time PIN had yet to enter the sector, a strip for this aircraft, indicating that
its scheduled arrival state w ould entail its proxim ity to BAN, was present in
the pending section of the same strip rack as the live BAN strip. The
differentiation between pending and live paper flight strips, and the fact
that the radar only displays aircraft w ithin the boundary of the sector,
encouraged the controller to ignore the im m inent arrival onto the sector of
other aircraft. The controller failed to generate a vector of currently
projected states for PIN. Accordingly, they failed to evaluate exhaustively
the planned vector for BAN w ith respect to safety. The result of executing
the plan was that PIN w ould eventually overtake BAN, leading to a
separation conflict, and ultim ately, a collision.
This example indicates the proposed form of the nexus of flight strip design
issues. A diagnostic chain relates a specific perform ance deficit to the
behaviours of the controller and to the paper flight strips. Resolution of the
design issue nexus in a software strips system also m ight be suggested. For
example, at this point in the task, the vectors of all aircraft, and not just
those aircraft already on the sector, m ust be considered. Hence, in addition
to the pending-live differentiation of flight progress information, a software
strips system m ight indicate to the controller (perhaps by highlighting)
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those aircraft w ith proximal projected vectors. It m ight even be that the
controller is disallowed from issuing a slow -dow n instruction to the first of
two in-trail aircraft at the same height and the same speed, as occurred in
this scenario. Alternatively, training the controller in conflict search
procedures over both pending and live strips m ight be concluded to obviate
the problem.
The example indicates how the flight strip design issues can be rationalised
by m aking explicit the nexus relating the strips to specific perform ance
deficits. The process of rationalisation could be applied to other specific
deficits in ATMQ, for example, the deficit in QEM that resulted from the 5th
intervention (see Figure 9.5). Further, perform ance is understood as a
concept which relates ATMQ to (cognitive) costs. The nexus of flight strip
design issues may also be associated then, w ith high levels of cost. For
example. Figure 9.10 indicates a disproportionate level of cognitive cost
being incurred by the behaviours of generating planned interventions
(Gen.P.i). A diagnostic chain m ight relate this level of cost to the class of
behaviour, and the inadequate support provided by the flight strip. For
example, since the strip does not provide an explicit representation of the
planned vector, the controller m ust translate betw een the representation
they have constructed of the planned vector, and the lower level
representation provided by the flight strip. A resolution for this
performance deficit in a software strips system m ight be to provide a display
at this higher level of current, planned and goal vectors.
10.3 The nexus of flight strip design issues as diagnosing specific
perform ance gains
The notion of the design issue nexus as a diagnosis of ineffectiveness
conforms w ith the widely held view that design is a process of evolution
advancing through am eliorating errors and failures. W inograd and Flores,
interpreting Heidegger's philosophy of technology, describe 'breakdow ns'
as:
revealing the nexus of relations necessary for us to accomplish
our task. This creates a clear objective for design - to anticipate the
forms of breakdow n and provide a space of possibilities for action
w hen they occur." (W inograd and Flores, 1986)
Identifying the flight strip design issue nexus through the safety
m anagem ent deficit (see above) is a form of design issue rationalisation
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obtained by revealing breakdowns: it discloses an aspect of w hat is wrong
w ith the flight strip. This supports reasoning about possible alternative
designs that could ameliorate the issue. A lthough no guarantee could be
given that those alternatives w ould be an im provem ent, or by w hat degree
they m ight be an im provem ent, the rationalisation nevertheless provides
direction to crossing the design space tow ards innovative, but optim al
designs.
Perhaps the m ost vexing aspect of the paper flight strip, as a subject for
design analysis, is its peculiar optim ality for the traffic m anagem ent task
resulting from its relatively long period of evolution. In terms of the
im aginary design space, the paper flight strip appears to represent a localised
'high spot' at which it is more optim al than any of its imm ediate
neighbours (1.1). Yet understanding w hy this design should be so (locally)
optim al has proven consistently difficult (e.g., Hughes et al., 1988; see 3.5).
Perhaps the aphorism that 'anyone can recognise a bad painting w hen they
see one, but few can recognise a good one' may apply here by analogy. The
serious concern is that the optim al aspects of the paper flight strip should be
rationalised as a basis for identifying adequate designs of software strips
systems in the design space. Rationalisation of the flight progress strip
design issues m ust then, be extended beyond diagnoses of the nexus as it
relates to specific performance deficits or 'breakdowns'; the rationalisation
m ust be extended to diagnoses of performance gains arising in the paper
flight strip.
C onsider the 6th intervention made by the controller in the case of the
irATM system. The dom ain model (see Appendix E) describes the
intervention as an instruction to aircraft WAL, m ade 75 seconds after it
entered the sector at beacon Gamma, to climb from its current height of FL5
to FLIO. WAL was intended to fly to beacon Alpha, leaving the sector at
FL10.5. A t the time of this intervention, WAL was flying at 288kmph and
behind aircraft TAW by more than 150 seconds. TAW was already climbing
to FL13, at a speed of 720kmph. Figure 9.5 shows that the result of this
intervention was an im provem ent in the quality of expedition
m anagem ent (QFM) for all the traffic from approximately -0.4 to -0.2; the
intervention entailed no sacrifice in the quality of safety m anagem ent
(QSM). Figure 9.6 gives the im provem ent in both the quality of fuel use
m anagem ent (QFM) and in progress m anagem ent (QPM). A diagnostic
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chain leads from this performance gain back to the controller's behaviours,
and thence to the paper flight progress strip, as follows.
Detecting the arrival of WAL on the sector, the controller generated an
airtraffic event representation in term s of the current PASHT attribute
values. The controller was able quickly to locate the flight inform ation for
WAL by finding the corresponding flight strip presented in the Gamma
beacon strip rack. The controller m oved the strip to its live position below
the designator in the rack. From the airtraffic event representation,
information given on the strip, and their knowledge of the traffic dynamics
(fuel use characteristics, etc), the controller generated representations of the
current vector (actual and projected states) and goal vector for WAL. The
disparity between these w ith regard to fuel use, progress and exit height
achievement prom pted the controller to generate a planned vector
representation which better approxim ated the goal vector, at least w ith
respect to the expedition of WAL. The controller then sought to evaluate
the possible safety compromises this planned vector m ight entail. The strip
rack corresponding to Gamma beacon held only one other live strip - for
aircraft TAW, indicating to the controller that the evaluation of the
planned vector for WAL need only consider safety w ith regard to the
planned vector for TAW, at least w ithin a planning horizon defined by the
future arrival of traffic from beacon Delta. Finding no safety compromises,
the controller adopted the planned vector for WAL and subsequently issued
the instruction for the aircraft to climb.
At least two diagnostic chains relate the specific performance gain to the
behaviours of the controller and the properties (the structures) of the flight
strip; they indicate the device structures and controller behaviours which a
software strips system should retain. First, to support the construction of
current and goal vectors, an aircraft's flight information (as currently
displayed on the paper strip) should be differentiable from those of other
aircraft by being visually displayed in an arrangem ent based on the current
spatial arrangem ent of aircraft on the sector. Second, to support the
evaluation of planned vectors w ith regard to safety, the flight inform ation
only for proxim al aircraft w ithin the controller's planning horizon should
be displayed together.
This example indicates how the nexus of flight strip design issues can be
rationalised through the analysis of perform ance gains. This form of
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rationalisation complements the earlier form relating to specific
perform ance deficits. It similarly m ight be expected to exploit the analysis of
cognitive costs which, together w ith the assessment of ATMQ, describes the
perform ance of the system. For example, the class of behaviour of
generating a goal vector (Gen.G.v - see Figure 9.10) appeared to incur a
relatively minimal level of costs to the controller. A diagnostic chain
leading from this level of cost to the behaviours of the controller and the
flight strip, m ight be expected to identify those structural features of the
paper flight strip which are optim al and which should be retained in a
software strips system, for example, the explicit display of an aircraft's
dispositional attributes (e.g., optimal cruising speed), rather than simply the
display of an aircraft's type.
10.4 A ssessing the rationalisation
The rationalisation of the flight progress strip design issues has been
investigated as a way of supporting the invention of a software strips
system. As earlier discussed (9.4; 10.1), the support is intended only as a
possible short term contribution stem m ing from the attem pt to construct a
Cognitive Engineering exemplar. Nevertheless, the contribution is not
above critical scrutiny, and at least two serious 'Shortcomings' of the
rationalisation need to be confronted in developing the approach.
First, there is the Shortcoming of completeness. Simply, the flight strip
design issues are rationalised by identifying specific performance deficits
and gains. Yet performance may be poor because of the absence of any
support provided by the flight strips, or it m ay be good in spite of the
absence of support. In either case, the flight strip design issues could not be
rationalised through a diagnostic chain. Consider the sustained and
increasing deficit in the quality of fuel use managem ent, QFM (see Figure
9.6). Generally, the deficit was a consequence of the intentional variation
betw een goal and planned vectors for each aircraft. This variation was
necessary for assuring safe separations, and also for simplifying the
planning problem. It was the result of applying the strategy of instructing
aircraft to different flight levels, and in the use of short-term instructions to
vary speed. Consider Intervention 21, for example: an instruction to BOS to
increase its speed above cruising speed (see A ppendix C). This instruction
resulted in a significant fuel use m anagem ent penalty. Its intended effect
was to increase the separation from aircraft JOB which at that point was
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following and below BOS; this increased separation would subsequently
enable JOB to be safely climbed above BOS to its best cruising height. In
m aking this decision, it was necessary to consider how m uch to increase
BOS's speed and w hen to climb JOB. Alternative planned vectors, w ith
alternative outcomes for fuel use, progress, and num ber of m anoeuvres,
w ould have required a decrease in JOB's speed, or BOS to be climbed, then
JOB, and then BOS descended. The generation and evaluation of these
alternatives dem anded of the controller that they induct and deduct
betw een the PASHT level expression of planned interventions airtraffic
events, and the (higher) task level expression of vectors. It is strikingly
apparent that the controller is given no support for such reasonings by the
flight strips, which provide only a PASHT level and partial representation
of the traffic m anagem ent problem. A lthough the flight strips record
current and goal speeds, and current and goal heights, they provide no
m eans of assessing whether the benefits of climbing JOB to a height where
its fuel use is optimised w ould be negated by the penalties incurred by
increasing the speed of BOS. Although implicated in the fuel use
m anagem ent performance deficit, it is the very absence of support provided
by the paper flight strips for this aspect of the traffic m anagem ent task that
precludes its rationalisation as a flight strip design issue.
The second Shortcoming concerns the inform ality of the rationalisation, in
terms of both how the flight strip design issues have been identified and the
way in w hich they have been expressed. In the examples of the flight strip
design issue nexus, the construction of diagnostic chains sought to interpret
specific perform ance deficits and gains w ithin the terms of the general
rATM w orksystem framework. Those interpretations were informal, being
based on an implicit understanding of how the irATM system related
w ithin the rATM framework. This was necessarily implicit because the
model of the irATM worksystem, which m ight have been expected to be
more helpful here, describes only the m ost abstract levels of worksystem
behaviour (and does not describe the worksystem structures at all: see
Figure 9.9). Because of its level of expression, the model does not describe
the use of the flight strips by the controller in the traffic m anagem ent task.
The origin of both these Shortcomings can be located in the m odel of the
irATM worksystem (see Figure 9.9). This model was constructed w ith the
aim of form ulating the irATM design problem. A basic requirem ent in
form ulating a system design problem as a unitary abstraction is its
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completeness. The completeness of the irATM design problem was
achieved by abstracting w ithin a definition of the system boundary, that is, a
definition of the dom ain and w orksystem . Inevitably, the form ulation that
was produced sacrificed its level of description to achieve completeness. For
the worksystem model, only the most abstract level of description was
given: the entire worksystem was described in terms of eight classes of most
abstract behaviour. (Also, the worksystem structures w ere not described,
other than by implication and reference to the framework). Consequently,
the paper flight progress strips, and the controller's use of the strips, was not
described in the model: such a lower level of behaviour (and structure) was
deeply subsum ed in the model that was produced. This lim itation was
appropriate to the aim of form ulating the irATM design problem; it is less
helpful w hen it comes to rationalising a nexus of design issues contained
w ithin that design problem (c.f., footnote 4 in Chapter 9).
Both Shortcomings could be overcome, it w ould seem, by a more detailed
model of the irATM worksystem , a m odel which explicitly described the
structures/behaviours of both the paper flight progress strips and the
controller. As regards the completeness of the rationalisations, the model
w ould be expected to identify the controller's behaviour at a level where the
absence of support of the flight strip could be identified, and the possibility
of support contemplated. As regards the informality of the rationalisation,
the description provided by this more detailed worksystem model w ould be
expected to remove m uch of the inform ality from the interpretation and
expression of flight strip design issues.
Developing a model at this m ore detailed level, even of the irATM
worksystem, is a far from trivial matter. The existing literature indicates no
model of this sort (see 7.1). More generally, structured m ethods of task
analysis (e.g.. Card, Moran and Newell, 1983) do not appear to 'scale up' well
to m odelling systems w ith the complexity of the irATM system, let alone
the operational ATM system, even if those m ethods have show n some
success in m odelling more simple tasks such as telephone operator's scripts
(Gray, John and Atwood, 1992). The possible completeness and formality of
the rationalisation then, will be determ ined by the progress made more
generally in m odelling complex cognitive systems.
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This chapter has investigated how the flight strip design issues m ight be
rationalised; the rationalisation is intended as a subsidiary contribution of
the attem pt to formulate a Cognitive Engineering exemplar. The intended
contribution is to enhancing contem porary practices of 'invention and
testing' seeking, w ithin a design space of possibilities, innovative designs of
software strips system. Even were it to be more fully developed, such a
rationalisation is not expected to provide a universal rem edy for the flight
strips developm ent impasse. All the same, the rationalisation of design
issues can be viewed, by contrast, w ith other efforts being m ade to improve
on the 'invent and test' design practices of H um an Factors. That contrast is
now considered.
Carroll (1989, 1991,1992) identifies a current sea change in the aims and
approach of H um an Factors research in cognitive design issues. W ith the
first ascent to prominence of these issues, Carroll interprets the then general
aim as one of constructing an "applied science" of HCI. This was to be
an"intellectually rich" discipline, achieved by applying "the concepts and
m ethods of basic psychology." This aim clearly conformed w ith the one
stream view of science-technology relations (1.2.1). Carroll (1989) dismisses
the efforts m ade in pursuit of this aim: "the m ost sustained, focussed and
sophisticated attem pts to develop explicit extensions of information
processing psychology for HCI have had no discernible im pact on design
practice." Carroll (1989) explains that the essential deficiency of this aim was
that "too m uch attention was paid to applying psychology, and too little to
understanding w hat it was that psychology was being applied to."
The current revisions in H um an Factors described by Carroll are first, in its
adoption of hum an-com puter interaction as a "scientific object" in its own
right^, and second, in seeking to construct a theory of its ow n whilst (by
implication) dispensing w ith 'basic' psychological theory. This revision is
not simply a switch of dynamic w ithin the same single stream view; it is
not a switch from a trickle-down to a pull-through (problem-driven)
dynamic (1.2.1). Rather, it is a switch, even if unw ittingly, to the two stream
view of H um an Factors and science. In the direct focus on the problem of
designing workers' interactions w ith computers, and to the extent that its
theory is distinguished from psychological science theory, Carroll is
identifying H um an Factors as a design discipline. Carroll's position is not

^ Carroll takes a very broad reading of the term 'science', and never uses the term
'engineering'.
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isolated, but can be seen as part of a w ider movem ent away from the view
of H um an Factors as applied science to the view that it is a discipline of
design (e.g., Maclean, Young and Moran, 1989; Norm an, 1991).
Having asserted the generality of Carroll's position, discussion here will
dwell on Carroll's w ork as a contrast w ith the rationalisation of the flight
strip design issues investigated in this chapter. Both arise in the long term
aim of helping H um an Factors evolve beyond its craft origins: Carroll (1991)
wants to "contribute to the developm ent of hum an-com puter interaction as
a scientific domain." Both also share the aim of supporting current design
practice: Carroll (1991) wishes to develop a "design m ethodology for hum an
com puter interaction artifacts." However it is the differences in the two
approaches to these aims which is instructive. These arise fundam entally in
Carroll's view that "designed artifacts (hardware, software, interfaces) can be
interpreted as theories, as embodying a m yriad specific claims about their
uses and the circumstances of their use." Carroll seeks to make explicit and
codify these em bodied claims, both as a basis for the rationalisation of
designs w ithin the design space, and for the cum ulation of a design theory.
He describes how a "psychological design rationale" can be captured as
"causal relations betw een properties of an artifact and specific psychological
consequences, under the scope of a usage situation." These are expressed as
schema, incorporating "conjectured goals in the design and dow nside risks
that might obtain." They are interpreted at a level at which "people
construe their work to themselves; the level at which tasks become
m eaningful to the people w ho engage in them" (Carroll, 1991). Carroll gives
the example of a rationale arising in a training dem onstration for the
Sm alltalk program m ing environm ent:
"For the beginning Smalltalk program m er who is w ondering w hat
sorts of projects to work on, providing interactive graphic demos
orients and motivates learners by engaging prior knowledge; but it
may offer too little for the learner to do (because they are not
paradigm atic application designs) a n d /o r m ay be useless as models
(because the code for the demos is hard to find)." (Carroll, 1992)
By intention, Carroll's design rationales are exclusively empirical, bottomup'; this follows from his wish to "reify the practical ontology of the
discipline," and w hat he sees as the failure of the "analytic-decomposition"
paradigm (Carroll, 1991). The design rationales cannot make reference then,
to an analytically-driven m odel of the system and its performance. Hence,
as in the case of the Ham m ond and Allinson (1988) learning system (see
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1.2.2), there is no basis for distinguishing salient design issues from
incidental 'phenomena': effective learning of Smalltalk may follow from
using prior knowledge to reason about which projects to work on, and
equally it may not. Further, there is no basis for establishing the coherence
and completeness of a set of design rationales. By contrast, the
rationalisation of flight strip design issues considered in this chapter is
conducted w ithin an analytically-driven m odel of the system design
problem. It is a model to which design issues can be referenced for salience,
completeness and coherence. In this respect, and more widely than just in
the case of the flight strip, it m ay contribute to understanding how
contemporary designers m ight better resolve the design issues they
confront.
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Chapter 11 Cognitive Engineering, between the idea and the reality

This thesis is an enquiry into som ething that currently exists only as an
idea, yet something whose promise holds considerable appeal: a discipline
of Cognitive Engineering. The idea of Cognitive Engineering has been
advocated as the w ay to im proving the effectiveness w ith which workers
and computers perform work. Seemingly essential aspects of the idea, as
expressed by its advocates, have been sum m arised (1.1). Of these there was
clear consensus in one particular respect: that Cognitive Engineering w ould
be demarcated from other disciplines by its possession of design principles.
Cognitive Engineering w ould be know n by its comm itm ent to developing
and applying principles for design. Principles w ould support a problemdriven approach to design based on the specification of solutions in advance
of their im plem entation.
A definition of Cognitive Engineering has been proposed. An im portant
requirem ent of the definition is that it should make clear how Cognitive
Engineering is dem arcated from other disciplines (in particular. H um an
Factors, Cognitive Science, and Software Engineering). A general view of
disciplines was adopted in constructing a definition of Cognitive
Engineering. By this view, a discipline consists in the association of a
general problem , a praxis, and knowledge. Alternative definitions of
Cognitive Engineering as a discipline w ere then considered w ithin two
alternative views of science and technology, described as the single stream
view and the two stream view. The definition of Cognitive Engineering as
an applied science was rejected in favour of its definition as a design
discipline. Entailed by this definition is that Cognitive Engineering w ould
address a general design problem, exhibit a characteristic praxis, and possess
its ow n (formal) knowledge. The general design problem of Cognitive
Engineering was expressed informally in Chapter 1 as the problem of
designing coupled systems in which workers and computers achieve a
requisite performance. The praxis of Cognitive Engineering, or more
precisely - its design practices, were characterised as those of Specify then
Implement; this was contrasted w ith the design practices of Invent and Test,
characteristic of the craft-like discipline of H um an Factors. The evolution of
Cognitive Engineering from H um an Factors was considered in detail. The
evolution of Specify then Im plem ent design practices from prior Invent
and Test design practices was seen to depend on an evolution in the
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supporting knowledge base, from essentially intuition and experience to
design principles.
Yet principles m ight not be the only com ponent of the Cognitive
Engineering knowledge base. If a more complete view of that knowledge
base was acquired, then the pre-requisites for developing principles, and
therein - for the evolution of the discipline, m ight be identified. In seeking
such a view, Kuhn's analysis of the disciplinary matrix of science was
considered. Four components of the Cognitive Engineering knowledge base
were identified by interpreting Kuhn's analysis; these were principles, a
conception, values, and exemplars. The importance of exemplars was
emphasised. An exemplar w ould consist of a design problem and its
solution, and w ould exemplify the application of principles, the conception
and values.
If none of the four components of the Cognitive Engineering disciplinary
matrix currently exist, then the question arises as to how they might be
established. For instance, it m ight be suggested that certain components
w ould precede others. This question was passed over rather rapidly in
Chapter 1, but deserves more attention here. It should be clear that an
exemplar cannot be produced in the absence of the other three components.
Further, it m ight be assum ed that principles are unlikely to be established in
the imm ediate term. As for the conception, it is plausible to suppose that its
form m ight at least be postulated rather sooner. Values too, m ight be
suggested, the most obvious being the comm itm ent to design prescription.
If a conception (and values) were to be postulated, the question then arises
as to how next to advance. Chapter 1 offered the notion of the limited
exemplar, a form ulation of a specific Cognitive Engineering design problem
that exemplifies the conception. In other w ords, the design problem
form ulation w ould apply and so dem onstrate the 'network' of concepts
m aking up the conception.
If a lim ited exemplar of this sort were to be established, it m ight provide a
basis for constructing principles and so also a true (a complete) exemplar.
Consider how the strategy m ight operate. The form ulated design problem,
offered as a limited exemplar, is engendered by a given system. System X:
System X is said to embody that design problem. It would be possible to
identify a second system. System X', w hich embodies a solution to the
design problem of System X. Of course. System X could not be prescribed
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because design principles do not exist for its prescription. Rather, System X'
w ould have emerged purely from 'best practice', that is to say, from a
serendipitous invention and testing. Nevertheless, System X' w ould
embody a solution to the problem em bodied by System X. This could be
show n because both problem and solution form ulations w ould be produced
w ithin the same conception, (likely re-expressed at a lower level by a
framework). Together, the design problem and its solution w ould possibly
support the construction of those design principles which, if they had been
available, would have enabled the solution to be prescribed. Should this
construction prove successful, then a complete exem plar for Cognitive
Engineering would be available. It w ould consist of form ulations of a design
problem and its solution that together exemplified the conception,
principles, and values.
Plainly, this strategy for advancing Cognitive Engineering allows itself
extensive licence to speculate. All the sam e, the research program m e
reported in this thesis can be interpreted as the first stages of the strategy,
and so allows some reflection on the plausibility of the subsequent stages. A
conception for Cognitive Engineering was postulated in Chapter 2, as a first
step in the strategy. The following chapters described how the research
program m e constructed a limited exemplar. This exemplar was a
form ulation of the irATM design problem (9.3), that is to say, the design
problem abstracted from an instance of a reconstructed ATM system. The
problem form ulation described the less than desirable performance of the
irATM system, and the requirem ent for a rATM system (an irATM' system)
whose performance was of the specified desirable level. This form ulation
was constructed w ithin the rATM fram ework deriving from the
conception. Hence, the problem form ulation was claimed to exemplify the
conception.
Consider now the strategy for advancing Cognitive Engineering by reference
to the limited exemplar produced by the research program m e. It w ould be
quite possible to identify an irATM' system. Such a system w ould consist of
some form of worksystem managing the traffic scenario selected in Chapter
8. This irATM' system m ight only be obtained by some reasoned form of
invention. For example, the irATM' system m ight well em ulate the irATM
system w ith the exception of the paper flight strips, these being replaced by
some form of software strips system. Indeed, possible features of a software
strips system have been suggested in Chapter 10. For example, a design issue
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nexus associated w ith one perform ance deficit in safety m anagem ent was
rationalised (10.3). On the basis of this rationalisation, it was proposed that
"in addition to the pending-live differentiation of flight progress
information, a com puterised system m ight display for the controller
(perhaps by highlighting) those aircraft w ith proximal projected vectors. It
m ight even be that the controller is disallow ed from issuing a slow-dow n
instruction to the first of two in-trail aircraft at the same height and the
same speed, as occurred in this scenario."
This proposal for how the design of a software strip system m ight resolve a
particular design issue of the paper flight strip was, of course, a conjecture
that m ight only better direct design practices of invention: there is no
guarantee that an im proved perform ance w ould result. How ever,
subsequent testing m ight well substantiate the assum ption that the irATM'
system embodies a solution to the irATM design problem in so m uch that it
achieved the desired level of perform ance. The irATM problem solution
could be form ulated by m odelling the irATM' worksystem w ithin the
rATM framework. In this way, the strategy for advancing Cognitive
Engineering would have produced a conception and form ulations of a
design problem and its solution exemplifying the conception. Prescription,
as a value in the sense of the disciplinary m atrix has been assum ed from the
outset. Hence, the pre-requisites for constructing principles w ould have
been established.
Before leaving this discussion of a strategy for advancing Cognitive
Engineering, the way in which principles m ight be constructed can be
suggested in greater detail. First, it is necessary to summarise the emerging
understanding of Cognitive Engineering principles.
So far, principles have been described as the form of knowledge supporting
design practices of Specify then Im plement. Their essential function is the
prescription of the design solution(s) to a given design problem. It m ight be
suggested that to achieve this function they m ust be a form of knowledge
which is explicit, general, operational^ and testable (Dowell and Long, 1989).
Further, principles m ight be either substantive or m ethodological (Long,
1987, 1989; Checkland, 1981; Pirsig, 1974). Methodological principles would
^ Being operational is the property of being provably applicable to a given problem instance,
in the same w ay that the application of scientific theories to observations of phenomena can
be proven. This likely demands that the principles and design problems are expressed in a
common language (as provided by a conception).
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prescribe the m ethods of design practice for solving design problems. For
example, methodological principles might prescribe procedures for
decomposing design representations. M ethodological principles w ould
assure each lower level of specification as being a complete representation
of an imm ediately higher level. By contrast w ith methodological principles,
substantive principles w ould prescribe the features and properties of a
system constituting a solution to a design problem. For example, they m ight
prescribe the differential allocation of planning behaviours to w orker and
com puter.
Each of these comments relates to the properties and function of Cognitive
Engineering principles. It is the form which those principles m ight have
that is less clear, and about w hich guidance is needed. W hilst sustaining the
two stream distinction betw een science disciplines and engineering
disciplines, it is reasonable to expect that guidance can be obtained by
examining theory forms in the hum an sciences. It may be that in the
contrast w ith these theory forms, those of Cognitive Engineering m ight be
m ade more apparent.
The 'received doctrine' concerning scientific theory is that it consists of
subsum ption under law, and that laws, or rather - the best laws, express
causal relations (Anderson, Hughes and Sharrock, 1986). Amongst others.
Popper is said to endorse the received doctrine, at least w hen it is expressed
as the Deductive-Nomological (DN) scheme (Cummins, 1983). According to
the DN scheme^, scientific explanation is the outcome of an argum ent
prem ised in two sets of propositions: those concerning some antecedent set
of conditions, and those concerning general laws under which the
antecedent conditions are subsumed. Taken together, these two sets of
propositions are the explanans. Further propositions express a question
requiring explanation; these are the explanandum . In this way, the
explanandum expresses a set of effects, the explanans the set of causes. The
scheme is 'deductive' because the explanation is inferred deductively and so
truth preserving; it is 'nomological' because it expresses laws, or statements
about laws.
Significantly, the DN scheme characterises a sym m etry of prediction and
explanation in scientific theory - consistent w ith the two prim ary features of

^ Cummins (1983) provides a critical review of the application of the DN scheme within
Psychology.
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science in Popper's definition (1.2.1). W hen subsum ption under law is used
prospectively, effects are predicted from given causes: the theory is
predictive. W hen used retrospectively, causes are explained for given
effects: the theory is explanatory (Cummins, 1983).
If this cursory account of the traditional model of scientific explanation is
used to reflect on the form of Cognitive Engineering principles, the
following m ight be said. The principles sought are a form of knowledge
which w ould prescribe the solution(s) to a given design problem. By
analogy then, as scientific laws function to provide predictions, so also
m ight engineering principles function to provide prescriptions, that is prescriptions of solutions to given design problems. For this to be the case,
principles w ould need to be propositions which subsum e the given design
problem (and its class), and which express causal relations betw een the
design problem and its solution. Further, just as scientific theories possess a
symmetry of prediction and explanation, by analogy, principles w ould
possess a symmetry of prescription and diagnosis. In other w ords, used
prospectively, an engineering principle would prescribe the solution to a
given design problem. Used retrospectively, an engineering principle would
diagnose the design problem for a given solution.
The thought that Cognitive Engineering principles m ight operate
symmetrically to provide prescriptions and diagnoses seems naturally to
relate to the example of the irATM system and its replacem ent by the
irATM' system (see above). Recall, the hypothetical irATM' system
embodies a solution to the design problem of the irATM system; this could
be dem onstrated through assessing the irATM' system 's performance. The
irATM' system achieves this success by its novel form of software strips
system whose form was suggested by considering the rationalisation of the
paper flight strips design issues. It is conceivable then, that the
im provem ent in performance of the irATM' system could be diagnosed by
systematic investigation. The diagnosis w ould be a rationalisation of why
the software strips system, in displaying proximal projected vectors, obtains
a com parative im provem ent in performance w ith regard to safety
m anagem ent.
The diagnosis w ould comprise the rationalisation of the design issue nexus
associated w ith the specific safety managem ent deficit of the irATM system.
It also w ould comprise 'a set of propositions' expressing general causal
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relations between ranges of worksystem behaviours, dom ain state and
performance. Such propositions m ight express causal relations betw een the
exhaustiveness of the planner's evaluation of proximal projected profiles
(extending to 'pending' as well as 'live' aircraft), a range of dom ain
scenarios (the time-space trajectories of aircraft on closing courses expressed
as airtraffic events), and the variation in safety management. This latter set
of propositions w ould be expected to subsume the design issue nexus of the
irATM system; presum ably too, it would subsum e the resolution of that
nexus in the irATM' system.
If this set of propositions were form ulated w ould they not then constitute a
Cognitive Engineering principle operating diagnostically? In other w ords, a
principle providing a diagnosis of why the irATM' system equipped w ith its
innovative software strips system showed a performance gain over the
irATM system equipped w ith its humble paper strips. W ould it not also be
possible for this principle to be used in the symmetrically reverse fashion
for prescribing other novel designs of software strips system w ith desirable
consequences for performance? More generally then, the approach to
constructing Cognitive Engineering principles could be to diagnose the
causal relations between different instances of the same class of system, to
generalise those relations and to transform them into design prescriptions.
W ith the capability for design prescription, the idea of a discipline of
Cognitive Engineering would become a reality.
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Glossary

Terms and abbreviations quoted or created in the text are sum m arised
below. A section reference num ber is given against each, indicating the
place in the text either where it is used first, or w here it is defined.
AERA plan
affordance
ATM
AI
CAA
callsign
conception
coordination
crew chief
datablock
designator strip
domain
D N scheme
DORA task method
e.t.a .(s)
ethnom ethodology
exem plar

3.3
2.2.3
3.1
7.2
3.5
3.5
1.4
3.3
3.1
3.1
4.3
2.1
11
9.2.2
4.6
3.5
1.4

expedition
Eurocontrol
FAA
flig h tp la n
flight progress strip
handover
HCI
irATM system
irATM Q (fl)

3.2
3.4
9.2.2
3.1
3.5
4.6
1.2.2
1.5.2
9.1

irATM Q (fl)

9.1

IW S
N A TS
nexus
ontology
QEM
QFM
QMM
QPM
QSM
QXM
rATM system
q uality
rATM Q(fl)
rATMQ(int)
RT
sectorisation

2.1
4.3
10.2
1.4
6.2.4
6.2.4
6.2.4
6.2.4
6.2.4
6.2.4
1.5.2
2.2
6.2.4
6.2.4
3.5
3.3

Automated En-Route Action plan
The potential for attribute state changes of domain objects
Air Traffic Management
Artificial Intelligence
Civil A viation Authority
Unique code identifier assigned to an aircraft
A technical expression of tiie discipline's ontology
Coordination of an aircraft passing from one sector to another
Worker responsible for coordinating aircraft between sectors
Annotation of callsign and height attached to radar target
A label in each column of strips identifying the beacon
The world in which a worksystem is em bedded
Deductive-Nom ological scheme for scientific explanation
CAA Directorate of Operations Research task analysis method.
Estimated time(s) of arrival (esp., at a beacon)
A method for analysing work through the subjectivities of workers
Component of disciplinary matrix, at least consisting of a problem
formulation that exem plifies the conception
All factors concerning the efficient progress of aircraft
The European centre for ATM research
Federal Aviation Authority
Outline and provisional plan for its journey filed by an aircraft
The representation of flight plan data used by the controller
(see - coordination)
Human-computer interaction
The selected instance of the reconstructed ATM system
Air Traffic M anagement Quality (for the selected instance of
irATM system ) for each com pleted flight
Air Traffic M anagement Quality (for the selected instance of
irATM system) for each controller intervention
Interactive worksystem
National Airtraffic Services: CAA division responsible for ATM
Set of design issues related by a diagnostic chain
The objects and issues of which the discipline concerns
Quality of Expedition Management
Quality of Fuel Use Management
Quality of Manoeuvres Management
Quality of Progress Management
Quality of Safety Management
Quality of Exit Management
The class of reconstructed ATM systems
The variance of actual and goal transformations of objects
Air Traffic M anagement Quality for each com pleted flight
Air Traffic Management Quality for each controller intervention
Radio telephone
Division of controlled airspace into sectors, each managed by
separate ATM worksystems
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sqwark code
Shrim pboat

4.6
3.1

TMA
Transponder
worksystem

4.2
3.5
2.1
2.4
2.4

=

u

Unique frequency assigned to an aircraft for ATM communications
Small aircraft icons placed on a horizontal chart in the early form
of ATM control room
Terminal Maneouvring Area
Airboum e equipment for transmitting navigation information
The worker and computer system embedded in a world or domain
the operator: identical to'
the operator: 'and'
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Appendix A Post-task verbal protocol from the observational study
at the Ringway Control Centre

T00:01
T00:04
T00:07
TOO: 11
TOO:13

00:03 ATCO: Monitoring vertical radar
00:06 RT out: "Tuesday 101, Roger, Squawk 5434".
00:08 RT in: "5434 is on sir".
00:13 ATCO: Check level on flight strip
00:20 Discussion {with Crew Chief monitoring second radar} about flight
level
Crew Chief: "Was that the one that went down I can't bloody
remember now"
ATCO:"No, its not actually, no he's at 14 disregard all that, its the
other guy that went down to 12"
"that was my fault that
sorry"

Ok that discussion was about 2 planes that were actually exiting my
sector. One aeroplane had gone up to FL 140, when he levelled at 140
he then asked if he could go up to 160, which actually took him out of my
sector. We tried to coordinate that which London ATCO, they said no, so I
said had to stay at fourteen. The pilot then came back and asked if he
could go to FL120, because he was in cloud, and that option was
accepted. But then subsequently, this was probably about 5 minutes ago,
the Crew Chief was asking me which aeroplane it was because I had
thrown away the strip.. He had suggested it was one particular
aeroplane, which I had agreed to first, but then realised actually it wasn't
that one. As he was saying that, I was looking at the radar, and the
aeroplane he was referring to was still in the climb, it was actually
sharing the level he was talking too. So it reinforced my feeling that he
was right and I was wrong.

T00:20 00:30
T00:23 00:26
T00:26 00:28

ATCO: Monitoring vertical radar
RT out: "Manx 551, navigation now for the India Oscar Mike".
RT in: "India Oscar Mike ..."

OK, that Manx 551 had been on a radar heading keeping him on the
north side of the airway. To climb through an aeroplane that was coming
in the opposite direction to him, coming from the Isle of Man. I had been
watching the climb. The second aeroplane was still on a radar heading
and I had taken the option to take this aeroplane off a radar heading,
especially so I wouldn't forget about it. The levels hadn't quite crossed,
but as I recall, there was about 25 miles of separation between them, and
if you went back to the centre line of the airway, which he was going to
do, there was no chance that the separation was going to get lost. You
might have heard my colleague reminding me that I hadn't got vertical
separation between the two. John was sitting on the other radar screen.
Because the radar has a short range on it, it stops just beyond Walasey,
the two aircraft were above the Isle of Man, theres another radar, a
vertical radar above the flight strips and thats what I was looking for. I
wasn't looking at the strips at all then because I was referring to radar
headings and not levels.
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T00:35 00:38
T00:37 00:38

Crew Chief writes on flight strip {Co-ordination information level
or time}
ATCO removes dead flight strip

You can see there the Grew Chief's hand is coming in (to the strips). He'd
been doing some coordination and he's writing on my flight progress
strip. He doesn't need to tell me anything. When the information becomes
relevant to what I'm doing, I can just look at the strip. (He's probably
writing) .. a coordinated level, its a westbound strip, he's probably been
and asked the Isle of Man what level they will accept a particular
aeroplane at, they've told him, he's written it on the strip, and he's told
them what time they can take over handover for that aeroplane.
I'm updating my strips now. Its fairly quiet now, there's not a lot of RT, I'm
looking around my board. I've discovered a strip down the bottom here,
the aeroplane has gone past that point. The strip is active over here. I
don't actually need that strip any more, so I'm throwing it away. I've
looked at the radar to see where the aeroplane is. I've looked at the strip
there to see what the time is, the call sign of the aeroplane, and I've
discarded that strip. I'm about to go and do the same at Bollin.
What I'm doing here, some of these planes coming in from the holding
stack don't talk to me at all. I look at the time on the strip, I look at the
radar to see if the aeroplane has gone past the stack, if he has, I throw it
away. The Crew Chief will do the same too. He actually runs that stack.
I'm just helping him out. It could also be an outbound of mine as well has
gone by that stack, I can't recall the aeroplane.
I didn't throw that one away. I went over (to the radar) and checked and it
was still active, s o ....................

TOO:39 00:41
T00:42 00:59

ATCO: Monitoring radar
Discussion {with second ATCO monitoring second radar) about
aircraft separation
"Are you going to put him on his own nav"?
"Who, yea, he was going still only got 400 feet to go I know that
but he's going to màke it".
"It's only 400 feet to through his level".
"Say that again".
"It's only 400 feet to through his level".
"That's right".
"You don't know".
"I reckon he'll make it, the other guy's still on a heading".

That's the thing I was just telling you about. John was reminding me that I
hadn't got the planes separated. We normally get them a 1000ft above
before we do it, but here it was a compromise. It was going to be
separated. And indeed, consequently it was.

T01:05 01:06

Crew Chief: Removes dead flight strip
Check time on flight strip
Read call sign of aircraft from flight strip
Check on radar that aircraft has gone past stack point
Throw away flight strip
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That's the Crew Chief doing a similar job: he's also partly responsible for
keeping the sector up to date. He's found a strip I hadn't noticed. He's
checked on the radar, and done the same process I have, he's discarded
it. The flight is going westbound through Walasey so could appear under
Liffy or under the Isle of Man. Theres no strips under Liffy so it must be
going to the Isle of Man.
T01:09
T 0 1 :ll
T01:13
TOI: 14
T01:17

01:10
01:12
01:15
01:16
01:20

ATCO: Removes dead flight strip
ATCO: Read flight strip
ATCO: Monitoring radar
RT out:"Manx 321, when ready descend flight level 60".
RT in: "I'll call you for getting 70 for 60 ...".

That's a
stacks strips to see which level the Crew Chief had allocated to him,
looked on the radar to make sure it was clear, and sent him to that level
T01:17 01:17

Assistant: Adds flight strip above designator in stack

You saw two strips arrive there above the Isle of Man. They were passed
to us form Scottish. The assistant input the times to the computer and
brought me the strips and to make sure I read them, he leaves them
above the designators. I read them, check the times, and put them under
the designators in the right times. He hasn't left them cocked. Some
people do. Controllers have particular preferences, personally I prefer to
have them like that. You also see some controller's will put them in
Walasey, Bollin or Wrexham cocked out waiting for their departure time. I
prefer to leave them above the designator until the aircraft has actually
left the ground.
T01:21
01:23 ATCO: Monitoring vertical radar
T01:25
01:28 ATCO: Query concerning aircraft flight level
T01:28
01:30 ATCO: Check flight strip information
T01:31
01:31 Crew Chief: Confirms
T01:31
01:33 ATCO Monitoring radar
T01:40 01:42
Crew Chief. Update flight strip {level OR designator OR time}
T01:43
01:44 Crew Chief: Updating flight strip
T01:46
01:48 Crew Chief: Updating flight strip
T01:47
01:49 Read information from flight strip
W hat's going on here. The Crew Chief is looking after the Bollin stack.
One of the other sectors that has an aeroplane coming into it asked what
level the aeroplane will get. A simple rule is the first aeroplane to arrive
in gets the available lowest FL, 5000 ft. The reason is that the SIDs all
climb to 4000ft. So when climbing under the stack they all have 1000ft
separation. The next one in gets 6000ft, next 7, next 8. To make sure
they're all in level flight before they get to the stack planes are expected
to be level 10 miles before they reach the stack.
He was writing a level in that box, and putting a release point which is
where Manchester approach take over control in the next box. he will
then be required to pass that information onto Manchester. A release
point is one of three things, its normally a position. It could be a level or a
time.
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TO1:44
T01:48
T01:51
T01:51

01:47
01:50
01:53
01:53

RT in: "... Manx 501 request descend".
ATCO: RT out: "Manx 501 descend to flight level 80".
RT in: "descend 80, 501".
ATCO: Update flight level on flight strip

The Crew Chief is getting in my way. The Manx is coming into the lOM to
descend. I had to duck and dive to see the strip. The Crew Chief was
working on a strip not related to the transmission. When the Manx 501
called I was trying to look at its strip under the lOM.
I wrote it {FL80) on the Walasey strip.

T01:57
T02:02

02:03 Crew Chief: Updating flight strip
02:09 Crew Chief: Re-organising stack {time basis}

He's organising his stack. He's noticing on the radar that aircraft are
arriving in a slightly different order than the times suggest they will, so
he's reorganising so its consistent with the radar in terms of the time the
planes will arrive. Otherwise it gets confusing. I will do that too. If there
are two aircraft arriving fairly close in time, but the opposite way round
suggested by the strips, I will reverse them as well.
He (the Crew Chief) will decide the level. I will take his level and assign it
to the aeroplane, or he will pass them onto another sector for them to
assign. But only one person assigns the levels.

T02:04 02:06 ATCO RT out: "Logan Air 251 climb to flight level70".
T02:05 02:06
RT in: "251, re-cleared 70".
T02:05 02:06
Update flight level on flight strip
That was probably Manchester departure because I'm writing on the
Bollin s trip
a 70.

T02:18
T02:22

02:21 ATCO: RT out: "Logan 251, I've got the ... with you, turn right
heading 285".
02:23
RT in: "58-285, thanks 251".

That was for two reasons. I think that's an overflying aeroplane, and I was
going to take my aeroplane north of his track, to help him out 'cos he cuts
the corner and to make sure theres enough room to eventually get him
past this overflyer. I think the overflyer was at 8, I wasgoing to 7 so it was
perfectly safe. But I was anticipating in a few minutes Iwas getting in a
position where I could get him ahead and climb it.
I got the information off the radar. The reason I'm writing the heading now
under the W alasey strip is I'll be discarding the Bollin strip soon and will
need the heading that I put the aeroplane on. I've also put the level on
the Walasey strip too. (I've got three strips, Wal, Bol and lOM).

T02:25

02:25

T02:31
T02:34

02:34
02:36

ATCO: Dead flight strip
Check time on flight strip
Read call sign of aircraft from flight strip
Check on radar that aircraft has gone past stack point
Throw away flight strip
RT in: "Found Manchester, Manx 321, heading 70-60".
RT out: "Flight 321, thank you".
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I didn't write anything there. I d already written a descent to 6. I'dtaken it
to be vacated at the time I said to do it. The only significance inthe
vacation report is if you're trying to descend another aeroplane on top.
That situation wasn't arising so I wasn't interested in this report. The
climb to 7 (of Logan 251) anticipated the descend to 6. But because he
was going to Manchester, he was going to descend soon anyway so it
wasn't a problem.
T02:42 02:48

Crew Chief: Updating a flight strip

The Crew Chief is writing on the W hitegate strip. He's either writing a
coordination on an aeroplane leaving or entering the sector.
T02:51
02:56
T02:56
02:57
T02:57
03:00
T02:52 02:55
T02:56 02:59

Crew Chief: Updating a flight strip
Crew Chief: Checking a flight strip
Crew Chief: Updating a flight strip
RT out : "Logan Air 251, climb to flight level 140".
RT in: "251, ... level 140 that's ftne for cruising, thanks".

The Logan Air 251 I'd now assessed was going to go clear over that
overflying traffic and I climbed him to 140. Information off the radar.
T03:00 03:02
T03:03
T03:04

RT out: "In fact we were going to tell you that London wouldn't
give you 160".
03:04
RT in: "OK that's fine".
03:05 RT out: "Didn't get that quite option".

That's the aeroplane saying he only wanted to cruise at FL140. His
requested level on the strip was FL160. My Crew Chief has already
crossed off FL160 and written FL140, so he had obviously checked with
London who'd said he's not going to come at 16. The aeroplane was
saying he only wanted to cruise at 140 anyway. I said we're going to
make you - just a joke.
T03:10 03:14
T03:14 03:15

RT out: "Manx 551, call Scottish 135.67".
ATCO: Cross out flight strip {No longer under control of ATCO}

OK I've got an aeroplane just passing the lOM over to the next sector on,
in this case Scotland. I wrote on the s tr ip
a level at a point then I
crossed the strip out, to show it was no longer on my frequency. Note the
strip stays there when its crossed out. Its still actually traffic, its got to be
taken into account. The crossing out shows I'm not actually talking to it
any longer.
T03:16 03:18
T03:19 03:22
T03:23

03:25

RT in: "135.67 ...".
RT out: "Tuesday 401, own navigation to Walasey, just on the
south side of Ely".
RT in: "Own nav. Walasey judge ...".

Theres an aeroplane that I had on a radar heading. I'd been climbing
aeroplanes past it. And turned it to Walasey, no need to keep it on a
heading. If its not on a heading, theres no need to pay it so much
attention. When its on a heading. I'm effectively navigating the
aeroplane.
I'm responsible for keeping it inside controlled airspace so
I've gotto
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continuously monitor the flight, if he's on his own navigation he's doing
it.

T03:25 03:36
T03:33 03:36
T03:34 03:36
T03:37 03:39
T03:36 03:37

Monitoring radar
Crew Chief {May have received airborne time}: Place live flight
strip in stack
RT out: "Manx 501, descend to flight level 50".
RT in: "descend to 50, 501.".
ATCO: Update flight strip (Descent instruction}

Those were live strips to start off with that I hadn't had time to put them
into the sector yet and hes doing it for me.
I'm descending the Manx 501 to FL50, He's going into Liverpool and I'm
writing it {the FL) on the Liverpool arrival strip. And on the W alasey strip
there. The one at Wrexham I'd thrown away.
I knew to throw it away because I looked at the time at Wrexham, and I
looked at the radar. He'd gone past W alasey I think, either north bound or
north west bound.

T03:43 03:43

T03:46
T03:47

03:49
03:47

T03:50
T03:53
T03:54
T03:58
T04:12
T04:17

03:52
03:53
03:56
04:07
04:15
04:19

ATCO: Remove dead flight strip
Check time on flight strip
Read call sign of aircraft from flight strip
Check on radar that aircraft has gone past stack point
Throw away flight strip
RT in: "Jersey 402, Do you copy, 10.3 for 140".
Crew Chief - Dead flight strip
Check time on flight strip
Read call sign of aircraft from flight strip
Check on radar that aircraft has gone past stack point
Throw away flight strip
RT out:"Jersey 402, Roger maintain 140 matrix".
RT in: "Wilco".
ATCO: Update flight strip (climb arrow?}
ATCO: Monitor radar
Crew Chief: Updates flight strip (level}
Crew Chief: Updates flight strip (level}

That's an aeroplane (402) coming from Scottish having coordinated in
the climb to 140 and just passing 10.3 (FlightLevel) to level at 140 - as a
confirmation that I knew he didn't want any higher levels.
I'm writing that he's climbing to 140, not level at 140. I write a climbing
arrow.
You heard the word release. He's (Crew Chief) talking to Liverpool and
getting a level from Liverpool and writing it on my Walasey strip because
he can't reach the LPR strip which is where it technically ought to be,
without leaning right across me. When busy we would have separate
controller handling the Liverpool strips. He would operate the strips and
get the releases.

T04:23

04:27

Crew Chief: " at 30 miles".
Update flight strip RID (Radar identifier}
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The Crew Chief is now talking to Liverpool telling them where the
aeroplane is. Liverpool haven't got as good a radar as we've got. They
don't have the callsign, only the target.
If the Crew Chief is saying something significant to my operation, it goes
in one ear. I ' ve seen him do it. I've heard him identify the aeroplane, so I
know I can descend that aeroplane into LPR w ithout any other
requirements. Looking at the radar as well. Also write on the strip 'Rl'
meaning radar identifier. He doesn't rely on the fact that I heard him, but
its a bonus if I do. Saves a bit of time.

T04:27 04:32
T04:32 04:34
T04:34 04:35
T04:34 04:35

ATCO: Update flight strip {descend aircraft} (level and descent
arrow?}
RT out : "Manx 501, descend to 3500 feet, Liverpool QNH 1012".
RT in: "3500 feet, 1012, Roger".
ATCO: Update level

I was reacting to the information he'd just received straight away, so the
fact that I hear him puts it into your mind so you tend to do it to get it out of
the way. Those aeroplanes tend to want to go down early anyway so its a
job done and forgotten about.
There may have already been
a descending arrow because the
aeroplane was still in descent, I don't think the aeroplane had levelled
off. So I just put the level on.

T04:42 04:42
T04:47 04:49
T04:53 04:57

Joke: "RID, thank god for that".
Move mechanical cursor (track of aircraft)
Crew Chief: Update flight strip (level)

Hes just written Rl on, he'd written RID. Then I wrote in the level box maybe a descending arrow.
There will be three people writing on the strip. The assistant in black, the
Crew Chief in green, me in red. You do get collisions and sometimes
come out with green ink on your fingers.
I'm using the cursor there to assess the t r a ffic
The Crew Chief is
writing levels on the Bollin strip, probably not for planes in my sector. The
assistant just appeared from the right and looked at the Dean Cross strip
for Scottish ATC request.

T04:57
05:03 ATCO: Updates flight strip
T04:57 05:03 RT out:"Golf Yankee Echo Oscar Mike, Turn right heading 050".
"Just to make sure you're behind traffic chmbing out of
Manchester".
This was the one climbing to 140 a few minutes ago. I'd gone to FL70
underneath the FL80 traffic. I turned the Manchester outbound onto a
more northerly heading to cut the corner and to help him out and to go
ahead of this Oscar Mike, I look at the radar picture and assess that a few
things will happen in a minute, so rather than watch the situation on
radar, I decided to take a positive move to turn Oscar Mike, which was a
north bound traffic right, to make sure he went behind the traffic
departing, which meant I could forget about it. But as you hear. I've also
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told him what the aeroplane is doing so he can see it and tell me and
remind me I have to turn him back. So i'm trying to help him out by getting
a trigger back off him to turn him back. I think that will happen fairly
quickly. I'm writing the heading I'm putting him on.
I have a plane that I've put on a heading that is - was going to take him
ahead of the other aeroplane, what I've done now is look around my
board, for things I will have to do that might distract my attention. I might
not have got this judgement quite right so its safer if the aeroplane is
going behind it, so I've taken him off his track. I'm telling him why so he
doesn't worry. I passed on where to look for the aeroplane which is still
below him but climbing through his level so he can come back to me and
say hes got it in sight. When he says that, I will turn him back.
So you've used the strips to see what else is around?
My eyes are firmly fixed on the radar. You will see my eyes down on the
radar watching the planes and spinning the cursor round to check the
heading.
T05:04

05:05 ATCO: Update flight strip {heading info}

I'm writing the heading I put that aeroplane on.
T05:04
T 0 5 :ll

05:10 RT in: "
heading 050 request advice clearance crossing
Fleetwood 03 rejoin Dean Cross at 19"
05:12 ATCO: Read flight level off flight strip

As I triggered that aeroplane to make a reply. Hes gone on to give me
more information. I knew it anyway. He wants to cross the advisories and
join imperial airspace at the Scots boundaries at FL80. I think you find I
come back with the instructions straight away which gets those things out
of the way.
T 0 5 :ll
T05:16

05:16 RT out: "... advises at flight level 80 and to rejoin on track Dean
Cross flight level 80".
05:25 Crew Chief: Updating a flight strip
ATCO: hand goes out to strip

I was checking that he was going to cross the advisories.
T05:17
T05:21

05:20
05:27

RT in: "... rejoin maintaining 80 ... 050".
Crew Chief, RT out: "Advised if you see traffic,which when you're
steady on your heading is going to be in your 12 o'clock range, you
have 8 miles right to left just out of 7 going on to 140".

So there you go, there's the traffic information
The Crew Chief is talking to the lOM, getting a level. I'm not attending to
it. When the aeroplane crosses you'll see me look at the lOM strips to see
if the Crew Chief has done it. I'm watching the radar because I'm setting
him on this heading.
T05:28
T05:30
T05:35

05:29
05:34
05:38

RT in:"Oscar Mike".
RT in: "Er, Manchester JN234 come in, descending 60".
RT out: "Thanks very much Golf Scottish 13567 ...".
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That's a plane that took off from Blackpool. Was at FL65. In advisory
space they have to fly at quadrantel rules of odd or even levels of 500ft,
depending on their track. Hes going to join an airway where the rules
change. Its semi-circular rules now, either odd level or even levels. He's
been told to go to FL65. I didn't put any inject into that. Although looking
at the strip I would have checked that he was still clear to do it. It was also
a useful trigger to me to put him into the next sector - he was just about to
exit my airspace.

T05:39 05:39
RT in: "Over ..."
T05:40 05:41 ATCO: "The December's co-ordinated I take it".
Crew Chief:"Oh yes"
I just made sure. There was a coordination arrow. Ronaldsway is also
responsible for that airspace and the flight has to be coordinated with
them. It wasn't absolutely clear on the strip marking whether the descent
was coordinated

T05:41 05:43
RT in: "This is 101 maintaining 65".
T05:45 05:46
RT out: "Jersey 101 roger".
T05:47
05:50 RT in: "Er Manchester Oscar Mike,We have that traffic climbing at
12 o'clock".
T05:51
05:54 RT out: "Thanks a lot after you've gone behind him then you can
turn back for Dean Cross".
RT in: "thanks
"
That's all been done on the radar. I'm actually pointing. Like sucking a
blanket, I think. What I'm doing mentally is checking that he's seen the
right aeroplane. Sometimes when there are planes around they can see
the wrong one but here there wasn't really a need to check.

T05:52

05:52 Crew Chief - Dead flight strip
Check time on flight strip
Read call sign of aircraft from flight strip
Check on radar that aircraft has gone past stack point
Throw away flight strip
T05:5405:54
RT in: "That's fine".
T05:56
05:57 Intercom in:"Flight 321 heading 120".
That was an intercom call from Manchester approach telling me to put
Manx 321 that was inbound for Bollin on a heading of 120 to take him
straight in for approach, he didn't have to go to the approach stack. It
threw me a bit, it was an unannounced call and you do see my head
wander around a bit to see what he was talking about. Yes looked at the
radar, looked at the strips. I got the information on the radar that he was
heading into Manchester. I looked at the strip to see if it was OK for me to
put him on a heading 120. I replied to his intercom call by transmitting to
the aeroplane. He'd heard my previous call.

T05:56
05:57
T05:57
05:58
T05:58
05:59
T05:59 06:00
T06:00 06:03

ATCO: Checking flight strips
ATCO: Monitoring radar
ATCO: Checking flight strips
ATCO: Monitoring radar
RT out: "Flight 321 make your heading 120, call Manchester 1194".
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There you go - put him over to Manchester approach. Manchester
approach had taken responsibility - and he had heard me.
The Crew Chief is come back to look at the Bollin stack. But even in that
position its a little bit too far away for me. At the beginning of the session
when it was very busy I just physically hadn't got enough room to leave it
in the ideal position over the Wallasey designator. Ihadn't moved it back,
(presumably, the stack strips are further over than usual??). At this time
of the day the traffic goes up and down and at the moment its quieter than
it had been. You'll probably see it go up again by the end.
T06:02

T06:03
T06:05
T06:07
T06:17

06:02 Crew Chief: Dead flight strip
Check time on flight strip
Read call sign of aircraft from flight strip
Check on radar that aircraft has gone past stack point
Throw away flight strip
06:03
Update flight strip {heading info}
06:06
RT in: "Radar{?) heading 1201 ...".
06:07 RT out: "Bye bye".
06:20 Crew Chief. Update flight strip (Pressure setting?}

That was putting information on the Liverpool strip. I suspect it was the
QH {pressure) setting got from Liverpool, changing with to the height
above sea level.
T06:30
T06:33

06:36

RT out:"Jersey 101, when you're ready for descent,you're cleared
India Oscar Mike 3000 feet on the Ronaldsway QNH 1010".
06:35 Update flight strip (level + descend arrow)

Fairly quiet bit there. I looked around the screen to see if there was
anything useful I could do to fill it in. I'd seen the Manxman go towards
the lOM I decided it would be a good idea to give him the opportunity to
descend with the phrase "when you're ready" which meant he didn't
have to go down now but the next time he called in would be when he
wanted to descend. If the RT was full of chatter he could do it without
having to wait for confirmation, it keeps the situation flowing.
I write on the flight strip the level. I wouldn't cross out the level he's at. If
he reports vacating then I will cross it out. I will then put a descending
arrow in too.
T06:38
T06:52
T06:53
T07:00
T07:04

06:41 RT in: "Cleared for the India Oscar Mike 3000, 101 when ready,
Jersey 101".
06:55 RT out: "Manx 501 Liverpool have identified you".
06:54 Cross out flight strip (Aircraft transfered)
07:03 RT out: "Oscar Mike well behind now as you can probably see still
turning for Dean Cross".
07:04
RT in: "Oscar Mike thank you".
ATCO: Monitoring radar/flight strips

The aeroplane hadn't turned. So I just reminded him that he was far
enough behind on the radar for me to tell him. One of the reasons for
asking him to do it himself was that he could get himself closer behind
than I would be allowed to do it with radar. So it just speeds things up a
bit.
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T07:34
T07:35

07:34 Crew Chief: "Morning Nige"
07:36 "Good morning Jerry"A new Crew Chief comes in.Monitoring
radar/flight strips
T07:42 07:45
RT out: "Jersey 101 contact Ronaldsway 12085".
I don't think he'd started to descend but he'd still got he information with
him that he could do. Theres no requirement for me to keep him on a
frequency so I took him off.

T07:46
T07:43
T07:47

T07:49

07:47 RT in: "Tuesday ... for Jersey 101".
07:44 Cross out flight strip
07:47 Dead flight strip
Check time on flight strip
Read call sign of aircraft from flight strip
Check on radar that aircraft has gone past stack point
Throw away flight strip
07:49 Dead strip
Check time on flight strip
Read call sign of aircraft from flight strip
Check on radar that aircraft has gone past stack point
Throw away flight strip

Checked the time to see that the aeroplane has passed the point then the
radar to make sure he had. The idea is to keep the information infront of
you to a minimum so you don't get swamped. This sector isprone to it
because there are 9 reporting points.
I would call that an averagely busy display right now. There are mentally
many more actions thinking what to do than physical actions.

T07:49 07:52

RT in: "Good morning UK 581, maintaining level 125".
Monitoring radar/flight strip

That's an aeroplane come over from another sector. He's in level flight at
125 won't have been coordinated because he wont need to be, the level
is on the strip. Look at the radar to make sure the aeroplane is on the
radar. Then I would glance at the strip. I would know where to look. The
call sign and the FL means hes not on the airway, hes a Leeds to Belfast
flight and I would know where to look on the radar and strips.

T07:54 07:55
T07:56 07:56
T08:08 08:09

RT out: "UK 581, good morning maintain".
RT in: "581".
Crew Chief: Update strips {level}

The Crew Chief is writing a level there, maybe updating levels on my
strips that I haven;t updated yet. Its a westbound strip so probably the
UK581, that just got 125. The level will be written on that strip, that will be
the next strip - I haven't progressed it through, so the Crew Chief is
transferring the levels over.

T08:09 08:10

Crew Chief: Dead flight strip
Check time on flight strip
Read call sign of aircraft from flight strip
Check on radar that aircraft has gone past stack point
Throw away flight strip

He's just done the same with another one there
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T08:10 08:12
T08:26 08:27

T08:30 08:36

Crew Chief: Update {level}
Crew Chief: Dead flight strip
Check time on flight strip
Read call sign of aircraft from flight strip
Check on radar that aircraft has gone past stack point
Throw away flight strip
ATCO: Dead flight strip (Search)
Check time on flight strip
Read call sign of aircraft from flight strip
Check on radar that aircraft has gone past stack point
Throw away flight strip
Monitoring radar/flight strips

I'm monitoring something, probably the UK581. He's in what's called
advisory airspace so he doesn't have the protection of controlled
airspace about, so I'm just checking there's no unknown planes around
him.
In these quiet times I'll be looking at the strips to make sure all
coordinations have been required. I'll be reading strips at the top of the
piles because it could just be I've slipped them and not read them
properly. I'm just using the time to get more information in.
The assistant just brought in strips for Manchester departures for the next
45 minutes. Filling up our bucket of information if you like.

T09:12 09:12

Assistant: Place new (active) flight strip at top of stack

That strip has come in straight off the printers so that must have been an
active strip of some variety it appeared above Walasey. He left that one
cocked - no logic to that. You might even see me pick it up and put it in
the tram line.

T09:20 09:23
T09:24
T09:24

09:26
09:26

RT out: "Logan 251, right heading 315 now to keep on the north
side of the airway"
Update (heading)
RT in: "251, at 315".

That's the Loganair that I cut the corner with. I'd got him on the north side
of the airway just turning him further right to keep to the track of the
airway and to clear a descent path for an aircraft that was coming the
other way. I'd checked it on the radar, then I'm changing the heading on
the strip from the 290 or whatever to the new one.

T09:34 09:35
T09:36
09:44
T09:44
09:46
T09:46
09:59
T09:59
10:00
T10:38 10:47

ATCO: Move flight strip from top of stack place within stack
ATCO: Monitoring radar
ATCO: Checking flight strips
ATCO: Monitoring radar
ATCO: Checking flight strips
(Discussion between ATCO and Crew Chief)

Were now discussing approach technique. 3 planes have gone into the
Bollin stack at 6, 7 and 8. They've ended up following each other at 5
miles apart. The plane that was ahead of them at 6 is well out of the way
and we would normally expect the approach controller to descend them
all 1000ft or else it would clog up the system. The Crew Chief hadn't got
a level he could give him so asked him to hold at a point. It didn't result in
a delay, it was just technically messy.
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Strip displays are slightly personal, should be able to be personalised
anyway to a certain extent.

T12:05 12:10

(Discussion (unintelligible) between ATCO and other controller in
the control room)
ATCO: Updates strip

The release that was discussed was with a controller on the opposite
side of the room. You can see the three planes there {on the radar)
1000ft apart nicely in trail. I ticked the fact that I passed the information to
approach I guess

T12:42 12:48

(Discussion between ATCO and Crew Chief)

That's me saying that kind of technique makes life difficult for everyone.
I'm saying why haven't they gone down, thinking it might be something
we don't know about, could be significant to me. It could be significant
because this outbound is going to take off an follow a track in between
these two so it would be handy for me to know if theres something
sculling around I don't know about. That last comment about getting
everything as low as you can referring to approach, what I mean is if you
start flying planes around at FL7 and you forget about them, you have
track miles to get them down.

T12:47. 12:50

RT out: " Logan air navigation now for India Oscar Mike"
RT in: " Roger ...."

T 13:37.
We'd had a message from the computer to say discard the strips at Bollin
on a Manx 8175. It was handed to the Crew Chief. That was difficult - because we hadn't got one!

T13:58

14:00

ATCO: Monitoring radar
ATCO: Reads strips

I'm now looking at the radar and looking at the time on the strips. The
time on the strips didn't reflect what the plane was going to do. I cocked
the strip out now because its an action the Crew Chief has to take over
from me.
I'd looked at the time on the strip, I looked at how far away he was from
the point in miles, I looked at how fast he was going, done a mental
calculation that he was doing 240 knots therefore he was doing 4 miles a
minute, so I assessed myself that he was about 10 minutes out. We don't
take wind into account, unless its a hurricane of course, its not going to
make much difference. The reason I was doing it was we can only fly the
planes from our sector to another without coordination if the time on the
strip is right.

T14:12

14:28

(Discussion between ATCO and Crew Chief)

We actually thought the time on the strip was wrong (mis-entered
information). I talked myself out of it now because it would have to be a
slower aeroplane, but that particular aeroplane, the slowest aeroplane
that airline has is a Short 360 which wouldn't fly at FL130. The Short 360
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won't fly above FL100 - which gives us a bottleneck around there all the
time
We're discussing about wind now .. whether it would make much
difference.

T14:40
That (strip) is the Manx 8175 we were told to discard. It was a Liverpool
outbound which was going to go Liverpool, Bollin, Pole Hill, Scotland,
which is a dog leg, and he had decided to go direct. So he gave us a
funny message, he didn't say he was re-routeing. A confusing way of
putting it.
T15:30

15:35

ATCO, intercom dialogue with Liverpool: "Maintain that Shamrock
on the 019 to Liverpool".

Liverpool asked me about that Manx 8175 whether they could go, I said
yes, he told him to. I had some discussion about the approach being a bit
generous. We came to an agreement. If he soldiered on downwind he
would eventually come into confliction. But he turned immediately after
take off, so it didn't come into it.
T16:00

16:04

The assistant is shouting to me that he's received a call from Liverpool
that the aeroplane is airbourne.
T16:32

16:36

RT out: " — to Oscar Mike contact Scottish on 237.0"
RT in: "Roger"

T17:20

17:24

RT in.."Good morning this is Manx 81 7 5 ...... "
RT out: "Ok 8175,........ sqwark 5452, thank you, clear for FL14
RT in : " o k
"

That's the one taking off from Liverpool we've been discussing.
I'm giving him the transponder sqwark. There was no traffic so I sent him
to his cruising height. The sqwark is written on the strip. He probably
wasn't on the radar when I talked to him because he was too low. So I
was just reminding him to have his transponder switched on if he already
hadn't.
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Appendix B IrATM domain model: flight plans for the irATM task
scenario

Goal (PASHT)
attribute states

Actual (PASHT) attribute states
C a llsign

Route

Time

H iÿ i

Speed

Hqg^É

Speed

BAN

ADG

60

13.5

900

5

720

TAW

G D A

120

6

180

13.5

720

ADG

180

13.5

900

5

720

WAL

G D A

270

5

288

10.5

720

DOG

B D E

390

13.5

720

13.5

720

URT

A D E

570

10.5

292

12

720

BOS

G DA

600

6

180

12.5

720

JOB

G D A

180

5

180

13

720

PIN

Note, goal exit speed is taken to be cruising speed.
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Appendix C irATM domain model: traffic management protocol

PASHT attribute values and task attribute values for each aircraft at
entry to the sector
Flight No: BAN
Flight Level (100m): 135
Speed (kmph): 900
Collision: FALSE
UnplanedExit: TRUE
Estimated Fuel Consumption: 564
Estimated Flying Time (seconds): 1770
Exit Variation (100m): 85

Flight No: DOG
Flight Level (100m): 135
Speed (kmph): 720
Collision: FALSE
UnplanedExit: FALSE
Estimated Fuel Consumption: 282
Estimated Flying Time (seconds): 2220
Exit Variation (100m): 0

Flight No: TAW
Flight Level (100m): 60
Speed (kmph): 180
Collision: FALSE
UnplanedExit: TRUE
Estimated Fuel Consumption: 401
Estimated Flying Time (seconds): 8940
Exit Variation (100m): 75

Flight No: URT
Flight Level (100m): 105
Speed (kmph): 792
Collision: FALSE
UnplanedExit: TRUE
Estimated Fuel Consumption: 437
Estimated Flying Time (seconds): 2010
Exit Variation (100m): 15

Flight No: PIN
Flight Level (100m): 135
Speed (kmph): 900
Collision: FALSE
UnplanedExit: TRUE
Estimated Fuel Consumption: 564
Estimated Flying Time (seconds): 1770
Exit Variation (100m): 85

Flight No: BOS
Flight Level (100m): 60
Speed (kmph): 180
Collision: FALSE
UnplanedExit: TRUE
Estimated Fuel Consumption: 401
Estimated Flying Time (seconds): 8940
Exit Variation (100m): 65

Flight No: WAL
Flight Level (100m): 50
Speed (kmph): 288
Collision: FALSE
UnplanedExit: TRUE
Estimated Fuel Consumption: 408
Estimated Flying Time (seconds): 5580
Exit Variation (100m): 55

Flight No: JOB
Flight Level (100m): 55
Speed (kmph): 252
Collision: FALSE
UnplanedExit: TRUE
Estimated Fuel Consumption: 402
Estimated Flying Time (seconds): 6360
Exit Variation (100m): 80

A ttribute values for all flights before the period
Throughput (per hour): 8.00
Collisions: 0
Unplanned Exits: 7
Safe: FALSE
Estimated Total Fuel Consumption: 3457
Estimated Total Flying Time (seconds):
37590
Exit Variation: 460
Predicted Collisions: none
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Illustrative section of the traffic m anagem ent protocol for each
in te rv en tio n
INTERVENTION: 12
Intervention Time : 0:13:42
Time (seconds) : 822
Flight : BOS
N ew Flight Level (100m) : 90
Throughput (per hour): 8.00
Collisions: 0
Estimated Total Fuel Consumption: 2666
Estimated Total Flying Time (seconds):
26220
Exit Variation: 270
Predicted Collisions: 0

INTERVENTION: 16
Intervention Time : 0:22: 8
Time (seconds) : 1328
Flight : BOS
N ew Flight Level (100m) : 120
Throughput (per hour): 8.00
Collisions: 0
Estimated Total Fuel Consumption: 2782
Estimated Total Flying Time (seconds):

22110
Exit Variation: 215
Predicted Collisions: 0

INTERVENTION: 13
Intervention Time : 0:14:41
Time (seconds) : 881
F light: JOB
N ew Speed (kmph) : 720
Throughput (per hour): 8.00
Collisions: 0
Estimated Total Fuel Consumption: 2635
Estimated Total Flying Time (seconds):

22200
Exit Variation: 270
Predicted Collisions: 0

INTERVENTION: 14
Intervention Time : 0:15:29
Time (seconds) : 929
Flight : JOB
N ew Flight Level (100m) : 80
Throughput (per hour): 8.00
Collisions: 0
Estimated Total Fuel Consumption: 2620
Estimated Total Flying Time (seconds):
22290
Exit Variation: 245
Predicted Collisions: 0

INTERVENTION: 17
Intervention Time : 0:24: 9
Time (seconds) : 1449
Flight : JOB
N ew Flight Level (100m) : 110
Throughput (per hour): 8.00
Collisions: 0
Estimated Total Fuel Consumption: 2766
Estimated Total Flying Time (seconds):
22170
Exit Variation: 185
Predicted Collisions: 0

INTERVENTION: 18
Intervention Time : 0:25:23
Time (seconds) : 1523
Flight : BOS
N ew Speed (kmph) : 720
Throughput (per hour): 8.00
Collisions: 0
Estimated Total Fuel Consumption: 2619
Estimated Total Flying Time (seconds):
22380
Exit Variation: 185
Predicted Collisions: 0

INTERVENTION: 15
Intervention Time : 0:20:48
Time (seconds) : 1248
Flight : BOS
N ew Speed (kmph) : 840
Throughput (per hour): 8.00
Collisions: 0
Estimated Total Fuel Consumption: 2799
Estimated Total Flying Time (seconds):

22020
Exit Variation: 245
Predicted Collisions: 0
257
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C ollation of interventions

In terv en tion no.
no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Tim e

Flight

Instruction

118
172
212
228
293
345
567
584
672
686
794
822
881
929
1248
1328
1449
1523
1672
1727
1879
1901
1965
2017
2059
2104
2110
2182
2220
2235

BAN
BAN
TAW
TAW
PIN
W AL
BAN
PIN
URT
URT
BOS
BOS
JOB
JOB
BOS
BOS
JOB
BOS
TAW
URT
BOS
JOB
W AL
BAN
BOS
PIN
PIN
BOS
JOB
W AL

720 km ph
125 m
720 Km ph
130 m
720 km ph
100 m
115 m
125 m
720 km ph
115 m
720 km ph
90 m
720 km ph
80 m
840 km ph
120 m
110 m
720 km ph
135 m
120 m
840 km ph
130 m
720 km ph
50 m
720 km ph
540 km ph
50 m
125 m
135 m
105 m
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Appendix D irATM domain model: goal and initially projected
states of airtraffic event profiles

Callsign
B AN

TAW

PIN

WAL

DOG

URT

BOS

JOB

Task level attribute
Flight Progress (seconds)
Fuel use (gallons)
Safety (time to collision)
Exit (height) variation (10m)
Number of manouvres
Flight Progress (seconds)
Fuel use (gallons)
Safety (time to collision)
Exit (height) variation (10m)
Number of manouvres
Flight Progress (seconds)
Fuel use (gallons)
Safety (time to collision)
Exit (height) variation (10m)
Number of manouvres
Flight Progress (seconds)
Fuel use (gallons)
Safety (time to collision)
Exit (height) variation (10m)
Number of manouvres
Flight Progress (seconds)
Fuel use (gallons)
Safety (time to collision)
Exit (height) variation (10m)
Number of manouvres
Flight Progress (seconds)
Fuel use (gallons)
Safety (time to collision)
Exit (height) variation (10m)
Number of manouvres
Flight Progress (seconds)
Fuel use (gallons)
Safety (time to collision)
Exit (height) variation (10m)
Number of manouvres
Flight Progress (seconds)
Fuel use (gallons)
Safety (time to collision)
Exit (height) variation (10m)
Number of manouvres

Goal state
2430
326
FALSE
0
2
2460
315
FALSE
0
2
2430
326
FALSE
0
2
2590
341
FALSE
0
2
2220
282
FALSE
0
0
2250
306
FALSE
0
2
2460
321
FALSE
0
2
2460
317
FALSE
0
2

Projected state
1770
564
FALSE
85
0
8940
401
FALSE
75
0
1770
564
FALSE
85
0
5580
408
FALSE
55
0
2220
282
FALSE
0
0
2010
437
FALSE
80
0
8940
401
FALSE
65
0
6360
402
FALSE
80
0
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Appendix E irATM domain model: illustrative section of the event
vector matrix and collation of irATMQ(int) results

Illustrative section of the event vector matrix

No. of Intervention
Time o f Intervention
Callsign of aircraft:
In s tru c tio n
Traffic density now

14
929
JOB
FL80
8

13
881
JOB
720 kph
8

15
1248
BOS
840 kph
8

Profile attributes and quality indices over each selected flight at each intervention
Running total of manoeuvres
URT

2250

0

2250

0

2250

0

Fuel use and QFM index

317

-1.1

317

-1.1

317

-1.1

FALSE

0

Running total of manoeuvres

FALSE

2

Flight progress and QPM index

2490

-1.034

Fuel use and QFM index

347

-1.04

347

FALSE

0

Running total of manoeuvres

FALSE

0

FALSE

-1.034

2220

8.2759

-1.04

526

-8.2

FALSE

0

0

2

2

1

0

3

2
2490

Safety and QSM index

JOB

2

2

Flight progress and QPM index

Safety and QSM index

BOS

2

Flight progress and QPM index

2340

0.0308

2430

0.2479

2430

0.9677

Fuel use and QFM index

371

-0.643

356

-0.736

356

-1.026

FALSE

0

Safety and QSM index

irATMQ(int)

FALSE

0

FALSE

0

over all flights (currently on the sector) at each of these interventions

QPM

-0.129

-0.102

1.152

QFM

-0.407

-0.418

-1.35

QEM

-0.268

-0.26

-0.099

QSM

0

0

0

This section of the event vector matrix (see 9.1.1) represents the 13th, 14th
and 15th w orksystem interventions and the actual states of current vector
attributes for aircraft URT, BOS, and JOB.
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Collation of irATMQ(int). Traffic m anagem ent quality over each
in te rv en tio n

Intervention

Time

Traffic

QPM

QFM

QEM

QSM

1

118

1

0.363

0.144

0.2533

-0.79

2

172

2

-0.07

-0.22

-0.1433

0

3

212

4

0.251

-0.44

-0.0931

0

4

228

4

0.124

-0.3

-0.0903

0

5

293

5

-0.34

-0.54

-0.4394

0

6

345

5

-0.23

-0.25

-0.2437

0

7

567

6

-0.2

-0.41

-0.3045

0

8

584

7

-0.03

-0.5

-0.2654

0

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

672
686
794
822
881
929
1248
1328
1449
1523
1672
1727
1879
1901
1965
2017
2059
2104

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

-0.24

-0.41

-0.26
-0.13
-0.19
-0.14
-0.11
0.36
0.188
0
-0.19
-0.27
-0.27

-0.48
-0.49
-0.49
-0.5
-0.52
-0.67
-0.54
-0.49
-0.45
-0.47
-0.7
-1.08
-0.7
-0.64
-1.14
-0.92

-0.3248
-0.3701
-0.3103
-0.3412
-0.3209
-0.3137
-0.1548
-0.1739
-0.2464
-0.3214
-0.3716
-0.4827
-0.4813
-0.4941
-0.278
-0.6384
-0.6027
-0.7254

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2110
2182
2220

8
8
8

2235

8

-1.0368
-1.0085
-0.962
-0.9094

0
0
0
0

0.118
-0.29
0.083
-0.14
-0.29
-0.45
-0.67
-0.78
-0.68
-0.64

-1.01
-1.4
-1.24
-1.24
-1.18
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Appendix F irATM domain model: exit task attribute values and
irATMQ(fl)

Task attribute values at aircraft exit
WAL

Dcx;

URT

4

3

0

3

8

5

2430

2580

3390

2220

2250

2520

2580

351

351

355

347

282

315

382

337

5

5

5

10.5

13.5

12

12.5

13.5

BAN

TAW

Total of manoeuvres

4

4

Flight Progress
(seconds)
Fuel use (gallons)

2430

Exit (height) (1000m)

PIN

JOB

BOS

irATMQ(fl). Traffic m anagem ent quality over each completed flight
F lig h ts
BAN
TAW
PIN
WAL

QSM
QEM
QMM
QPM
QFM
QXM
-0.8
0 -0.0597
-0.3
0
-0.11
-0.04
0
0 -0.0289
-0.18
-0.01
-0.12
-0.1449
0
0
-0.3
-0.23
-0.27
-0.09
0 -0.1392
0
-0.18

DOG

0

0

0

0

0

0

URT

-0.18

0

-0.07

0

-0.0376

0

BOS

-0.6

-0.01

-0.78

0

-0.3221

0

JOB

-0.4

-0.03

-0.24

-0.06

-0.139

0
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Appendix G Post-task plan elicitation: response sheet

Time:

min

CALLSIGN

(ii) intended instructions;
(ill)... at position;
(ii) intended instructions;
(iii)... at position;
(ii) intended instructions;
(iii)... at position;
(ii) intended instructions;
(iii)... at position;
(ii) intended instructions;
(iii)... at position;
(ii) intended instructions;
(iii)... at position;
(ii) intended instructions;
(iii)... at position;
(ii) intended instructions;
(iii)... at position;

CALLSIGN
CALLSIGN
CALLSIGN
CALLSIGN
CALLSIGN
CALLSIGN
CALLSIGN

Map coding of track intervals. The controller used the m ap to complete the
response sheet, specifying the expected location of an aircraft w hen a
planned intervention w ould be executed.
Alpha

Epsilon

AD
%D2
AD3
AD4
AD5
AD6
AD7

DE9
DE8
DE7
DE6
DE5
DE4
AD8
AD9

DE3
•E2
Delta

BD9
BD8
BD7
BD6
BD5
BD4
BD3
!D2

Beta

DG2
DG3
DG4
DG5
DG6
DG7
DG8
DG9,

Gamma

BD
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Appendix H Post-task plan elicitation results: planned interventions
and executed interventions

Planned Intervention
from the post task
elicitation

3:00:00
BAN
TA W

WnI
WAL

3:0500

3:1000

DG6
FL5
ADI
FL13i
bÙ6
FL5
DGIO
720k

DG6
FL5
ADI
FL13
DG6
FL5
ADI
FLU

DG9
720k

N
A bi
FL12

ADI
720k

DGIO
FLIO

DOG
>
URT
?
BOS

?
JOB

'7

Record of executed
interventions from
the traffic
m anagem ent protocol

Planned intervention
from the post task

dallsn
loctn
instrtn

0+5
1
ÈAN
ADI
720k
118

2
BAN
ADI
FL125
172

BAN

taW

4
Ya W

DGIO
720k
212

DGIO
FL13
228

3

DG6

TU
ÂÜT
dC6

TÂW

WAL

ADI

5
PI hi
ADI
720k
293

-

?"

5+10
6

?

A

Wa L

Ba n

DGIO
FLIO
345

AD5
F L IU
567

PIN
AD4
FL123
584

3:20:00
DG6

DG6

FL135

ADIO
FL135

DGl

DG2

DC7
720k

TCÎÔJ

■ÜÊT

Record of executed
interventions from
the traffic
m anagem ent protocol

Planned intervention
from the post task
elicitation

dallsn

BÔ?
Tl7

DGIO

822

881

DGIO

BAN

10+15
9

10

URT

Ur T

ADI
720k
672

ADI
FLU 6
686

11
BOS
DGIO
720k
794

TiJ
AD9
720k

DG6
900k

aST

■^gT

FL135

FL135

15+20

20+25

JOB
DG9

BÔS
DG6
840k
1248

TÏJ
929

ADIO
FL103

DEI

TCÎ7

FL12
AD3
F L Î2 J

BOS

"

TCÏ7
DGl
FL123

DGl
720k

ADIO
FL12J

25+30

TÂv7
DG5

DG5

TCÏ2

TOT

1328

300:00
DG6
t=L5

3:35 KX)

N
DG6
FL5
DG5
720k

N

DG4

AD9

1449

"EST

1672

TTÏÏ

27
PIN
DG7
FL5
2110

28
BOS
AD9
FL120
2182

29
JOB
D
FL130
Ü2b

30
WAL
DG2
FLlO i
2235

TTÎT

N

TAW
PIN
WAL

N
D
FL103

DOG
N

N

URT
BOS
JOB

Record of executed
interventions from
the traffic
m anagem ent protocol

Callsn
loctn
instrtn

k
DGl
900k
b
FL130
30+35
21
BAN
DGl
840k
1879

D
M l2 i

22
JOB
DGl
FL13
1901

"FT ■
ADIO
ttl2 i
b
FL130

AD8
720k

23
WAL
bG5
720K
1965

24
ban!

DG8
FL5
2017

25
BOS
b
720K
2059

35+40
26
PIN
bG 7
540K
h04

'
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